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Abstract
Over the past thirty years, price relativities and technological development have
motivated an increase in the area of land allocated to cropping, as opposed to pasture
production, throughout the central wheat belt of Western Australia. Nevertheless,
reducing the proportion of pasture in these rotations has challenged the future
productivity of farming systems in this area. First, the frequent application of selective
herbicides for weed control in extended cropping rotations has promoted the
development of herbicide resistance in a number of major agricultural weeds. Second,
the primary use of annual plants has promoted the development of soil salinisation by
allowing a significant proportion of rainfall to recharge saline water tables. The
inclusion of perennial pasture phases between extended periods of cropping may
mitigate or delay these constraints to production through (a) allowing the use of costeffective forms of non-selective weed control, and (b) through creating a buffer of dry
soil that absorbs leakage occurring beneath subsequent crops. This study consequently
explores the value of including perennial pasture phases in dryland agricultural systems
in the eastern-central wheat belt of Western Australia, accounting for benefits related to
herbicide resistance and water table management.

A novel computational algorithm for the solution of multiple-phase optimal control
problems is developed and used to conduct a conceptual analysis of the value of lucerne
(Medicago sativa L.) pasture for managing annual ryegrass (Lolium rigidum Gaudin),
the primary weed in wheat belt cropping systems. The competitiveness and fecundity of
annual ryegrass provide strong economic incentives to maintain a low weed population,
irrespective of herbicide-resistance status. Consequently, the ineffectiveness of selective
herbicides primarily reduces the profitability of cropping by motivating the adoption of
more costly non-selective forms of weed control. The inclusion of lucerne in land-use
iv

rotations is only optimal in the presence of severe herbicide resistance given (a) the low
efficiency of alternative weed-management practices available during the pasture phase,
relative to selective-herbicide application; (b) the significant cost of establishing this
perennial pasture; and (c) the high relative profitability of cereal production in the
absence of resistance.

The value of lucerne, relative to annual pastures, for weed management is explored in
greater detail through the use of compressed annealing to optimise a sophisticated
simulation model. The profitability of candidate rotations is also manipulated to account
for the long-term production losses accruing to the recharge of saline groundwaters that
occurs beneath them. Sequences incorporating lucerne are only more profitable than
those that include annual pasture at the standard set of parameter values if (a) annual
ryegrass is resistant to all selective herbicides, (b) the water table is so shallow
(approximately less than 3.5 m deep) that frequent rotation with perennials is required to
avert soil salinisation, or (c) sheep production is highly profitable. The value of
perennial pasture is sufficient under these circumstances to overcome its high
establishment cost. Consistent with intuition, these benefits are reinforced by lower
discount rates and higher rates of leakage occurring beneath annual-based systems.
Formulation of an effective communication strategy to report these results to producers
is justified given the complexity involved in determining the true magnitude of these
intertemporal benefits through alternative means, such as field trials.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background

Price relativities and technological development have promoted reductions in the
proportion of pasture included in land-use rotations in the central wheat belt of Western
Australia since the early 1970s. Primary drivers of prolonged periods of cropping have
been:
•

low wool prices (Poole et al., 2002);

•

low nitrogen fertiliser prices (Angus, 2001);

•

the availability of grain legumes (Ewing et al., 2005);

•

the introduction of selective herbicides (those that specifically target weeds with
only a minor effect on crop yield) for the in-crop control of weeds (Walsh and
Powles, 2004); and

•

the wide-scale adoption of reduced-cultivation methods that decrease sowing
costs (Sindel, 2000).

These incentives have prompted the adoption of continuous- (or near-continuous-)
cropping rotations in a large number of farming systems throughout this region (Reeves
and Ewing, 1993).

However, decreasing the proportion of pasture in land-use rotations threatens the future
productivity of farming systems in the wheat belt. First, extended periods of cropping
promote soil structure decline (Greenland, 1971) and impair the cycling of nitrogen
from organic sources (Ladd and Amato, 1986). Second, the frequent application of
selective herbicides in prolonged crop sequences, particularly with the majority of
producers now using reduced tillage (Alexander and Kokic, 2005; D’Emden and
1
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Llewellyn, 2006), has promoted herbicide resistance among a number of major crop
weeds throughout Western Australia (Pratley, 1987; Powles and Holtum, 1990; Powles
et al., 1997; Preston, 2000; Llewellyn and Powles, 2001; Walsh et al., 2001). This
reduces farm profit through forcing substitution towards less efficient forms of weed
control and causes crop yield to decline if these alternative treatments are less effective
than selective herbicides. Third, reliance on shallow-rooted annual plants in traditional
crop rotations has encouraged the onset of soil salinisation throughout the wheat belt by
permitting a significant proportion of annual rainfall to reach saline watertables (Pratley,
1987; Dunin et al., 1999; Ward and Asseng, 2002; Ward et al., 2002, 2006). Soil
salinisation costs Australia around $600 million each year in decreased crop yield alone
(Dawes et al., 2002). Approximately 960,000 hectares of previously productive
agricultural land in Western Australia has become salinised as a result of human activity
and an additional 4.4 million hectares are at threat (McFarlane et al., 2004).

The inclusion of pasture phases in land-use rotations can help to overcome these
constraints to sustained crop production. A period of legume pasture improves soil
structure and levels of organic nitrogen (Greenland, 1971; Pannell, 1995). It also has the
potential to delay, or minimise the effects of, herbicide resistance through its ease of
integration with cost-effective forms of non-selective weed control, which reduce the
intense selection pressure for resistance inherent in the application of selective
herbicides (Powles et al., 1997; Powles and Bowran, 2000). Primary methods of control
that may be implemented during a pasture phase are cultivation of the standing sward
(green-manuring), grazing, hay and silage production, mowing, sterilisation of weed
seed through the application of a non-selective herbicide to flowering plants (spraytopping), and the use of non-selective herbicides to kill the entire pasture prior to weed
seed-set (brown-manuring) (Latta and Carter, 1998; Powles and Bowran, 2000). A
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deep-rooted perennial pasture can also reduce recharge to a saline water table by
growing in response to out-of-season rainfall and by creating a buffer of dry soil that
absorbs the leakage experienced under subsequent annual crops and pastures (Dunin et
al., 1999; Hatton and Nulsen, 1999; Ward, 2006; Ward et al., 2006).

There is strong evidence that externalities resulting from the rise of saline water tables
beneath farms in the eastern-central wheat belt of Western Australia (hereafter also
referred to as the study region or study area) are minor due to: (a) the limited spatial
scale of the main hydrogeological systems found in this area, relative to average farm
size; (b) low soil transmissivity; and (c) discounting, which reduces the economic
importance of this slow hydrological process (Pannell et al., 2001). This means that
there is little justification for government intervention to manage salinity in this area;
thus, the direct production economics of perennial-based farming systems are of central
importance in determining the extent to which soil salinisation is abated throughout this
region (Pannell, 1999, 2001c; Bathgate and Pannell, 2002; Ridley and Pannell, 2005;
Pannell and Ewing, 2006; Pannell et al., 2006).

Incorporating phases of perennial pasture between long cropping sequences has been
identified as the, “most promising system” (Cocks, 2001, p. 137) for recharge reduction
and also, “the most attractive option for farmers wishing to continue grain production in
a sustainable manner” (Latta et al., 2002, p. 108). Nonetheless, numerous studies have
reported that such systems are generally only profitable if adopted over modest areas
(perhaps 10 to 20 percent of total farm area) that are too small to confer substantial offsite benefits (Pannell, 2001b; Bathgate and Pannell, 2002; Kingwell et al., 2003; Ridley
and Pannell, 2005; Pannell and Ewing, 2006). This follows strong theoretical and
empirical evidence that recharge at a catchment level will only decrease if a large
proportion of this area is planted to perennial plants (Hatton and Nulsen, 1999). For
3
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example, George et al. (1999) identified that up to 70 to 80 percent of some catchments
must be planted with perennials to fully contain salinity at hydrological equilibrium.
Worthwhile external benefits for salinity delay or abatement might be expected in some
catchments if perennials could be established on 30 to 40 percent of the total area
(David Pannell, personal communication, 2006), but even this lower range is high
compared with the profitable proportions estimated in the past studies cited above.

However, the profitability of perennial pasture has not been assessed in light of its
combined value for both herbicide resistance and hydrological management, despite
occasional mention of these dual benefits in the Australian agricultural systems
literature (e.g. Pratley, 1987; Pannell, 2002). The relative profitability of implementing
non-selective forms of weed control in a perennial pasture, instead of in an annual
pasture, has not previously been investigated. Moreover, past estimates of the
magnitude of long-term production declines arising from salinisation that may be
averted through the adoption of perennial pasture have been relatively simplistic.
Formulating high-quality estimates of the value of perennial pasture for resistance and
hydrological management requires detailed bioeconomic analysis since:

1. herbicide resistance and soil salinisation are dynamic processes, which
complicates the assessment of preventative strategies in field trials (Leathers and
Smale, 1992; Pannell et al., 2006);
2. there are numerous alternative forms of weed control available to a producer,
both within and across years (Pannell and Zilberman, 2001; Pannell, 2002); and
3. complex interdependencies between land uses strongly influence the formulation
of appropriate rotations.

4
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Accordingly, imperfect information constrains the ability of producers to accurately
ascertain the true value of perennial pasture for farming systems in the study region.

1.2 Thesis objectives

The primary objective of this dissertation is to investigate the value of perennial pasture
phases for management of herbicide resistance and soil salinity in dryland agricultural
systems in the eastern-central wheat belt of Western Australia. This analysis will
provide producers and researchers with valuable information relating to the profitability
of incorporating perennial pasture in crop rotations in this region.

This primary objective will be achieved through the satisfaction of a number of
secondary objectives:

1. Identify the key factors determining the value of perennial pasture to crop
rotations in the study region.
2. Ascertain the profitability of perennial pasture phases, relative to those
incorporating annual species, in regards to the management of annual ryegrass.
3. Determine the value of perennial pasture for prolonging the productive capacity
of farming systems through recharge reduction.
4. Gauge how the combined value of perennial pasture for herbicide resistance and
salinity management alters its general economic attractiveness in the study
region.

Meeting these objectives will provide important information in relation to the
intertemporal value of alternative land-use sequences and their integration with effective
weed management strategies in the study region. The employment of a number of novel

5
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computational algorithms, including one developed in this thesis, also provides insight
into the potential usefulness of these procedures for future economic analysis.

1.3 Thesis structure

Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 presents a short description of the study
region and the extensive cropping farms found in this area. The evolution of the
predominant farming systems in response to their impacts on agricultural productivity is
discussed. In particular, the value of pasture phases for the prevention of soil
salinisation and the management of weeds prone to the development of herbicide
resistance is described.

Chapter 3 reviews the biology and control of annual ryegrass in Western Australian
cropping systems. The susceptibility of this weed to the development of herbicide
resistance is explored and prior economic analysis of its management in the study
region is reviewed.

Chapter 4 describes the process of soil salinisation and the various strategies available
to slow its development. The value of perennial pasture for livestock production and
reducing recharge to saline water tables is highlighted.

Chapter 5 explores the key economic principles underlying the optimal management of
rotational systems to provide a foundation to understanding the results presented in
following chapters. The different solution procedures used to study these systems are
also discussed.

Chapter 6 presents a computational algorithm for the solution of multiple-phase optimal
control problems incorporating transition costs. This procedure is based on a set of
necessary conditions derived for a finite-time multiple-phase control system subject to
6
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different endpoint constraints. The development of this algorithm is motivated by the
lack of an existing computational algorithm for general control problems consisting of
multiple dynamical systems in which costs are incurred at switching times.

Chapter 7 uses the procedure developed in Chapter 6 to undertake a conceptual analysis
of the optimal management of perennial pasture for the management of herbicideresistant annual ryegrass. This is the first detailed economic analysis of the value of this
type of pasture for weed management in Western Australian farming systems and is also
important for guiding the interpretation of output from more complex frameworks,
particularly the simulation model employed in later chapters.

Chapter 8 describes a sophisticated simulation model constructed to analyse the
agronomic and economic implications of alternative approaches to managing herbicideresistant annual ryegrass in the study region. This model is extended in this study to
incorporate perennial pasture and more accurately reflect the dynamics of pasture
production in this area.

Chapter 9 discusses a new computational procedure for the optimisation of constrained,
combinatorial systems and its addition to the framework outlined in Chapter 8. The
estimation of the parameters governing the sampling behaviour of the algorithm is
described in detail.

Chapter 10 uses the framework described in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 to investigate the
value of different annual and perennial pastures for weed management in crop rotations
in the study region. This investigation is conducted over a range of alternative scenarios,
including the consideration of a number of different weed burdens, levels of grazing
profitability, management systems, and degrees of herbicide-resistance status.

7
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Chapter 11 explores to what extent the value of the rotational systems investigated in
Chapter 10 is modified when the implications of each sequence for the development of
soil salinisation are considered.

Chapter 12 summarises the key results identified in this study. Limitations and
important areas for further research are highlighted.

8

2. Western Australian dryland farming systems
This chapter describes dryland agricultural systems in the wheat belt of Western
Australia. Section 2.1 outlines important characteristics of the study region. Section 2.2
outlines the historical development of the farming systems typically found in this area.
A summary is provided in Section 2.3.

2.1 Study region

This study is focussed on improving the sustainability of dryland agricultural systems in
the wheat belt of Western Australia, the primary grain-producing region of this state.
The wheat belt consists of around twenty million hectares of land between the 500 mm
and 300 mm rainfall isohyets in south-western Australia (Figure 2.1) (Cramb, 2000).
Railway construction in the early 1900s stimulated the rapid expansion of cereal
cropping in this area (Wadham et al., 1964; Clarke, 1986). Typical farms in this region
are large, with an average size of around 2870 hectares in 2004 (Australian Bureau of
Agricultural and Resource Economics, 2005b). However, the farm-size distribution is
very skewed, with a quarter of farms producing over half of Western Australia’s grain
each year (Kingwell and Pannell, 2005).

The climate of this area is classified as Mediterranean given its characteristically hot
summers, mild winters, and concentration of rainfall in winter (Gentilli, 1959, 1972;
Hutchinson et al., 2005). Mean annual rainfall varies locally and across time, but is
normally between 250 mm and 500 mm (Pratley and Rowell, 1987; Webber, 1990).
Similar climatic conditions are experienced globally between 30° and 40° latitude
(Saxena, 1988). This includes parts of California, Chile, south-western Africa, South
Australia, and, of course, the Mediterranean (Thrower and Bradbury, 1973).
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Figure 2.1
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Map of south-western Australia depicting the 300 mm and 500 mm

rainfall isohyets. (Source: Siddique and Loss (1996).)

The specific region studied here is the eastern-central wheat belt around the town of
Merredin (population 3,715 in 2002) (see Figure 2.1). Merredin is approximately 270
kilometres east of the state capital of Perth. This area received a mean annual rainfall of
314 mm between 1911 and 2005. This precipitation is concentrated in the middle of the
calendar year (Figure 2.2). The eastern-central wheat belt is studied for a number of
reasons. First, it is representative of the 40 percent of wheat-producing areas in Western
Australia that receive a mean annual rainfall of less than 325 mm (Cramb, 2000).
Second, the most-accurate information pertaining to weed management in Western
Australian dryland cropping systems is available for this region (Pannell et al., 2004).
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Third, the slow lateral movement of groundwater and low land gradients typical of this
area are common throughout the wheat belt (Pannell et al., 2001; Ridley and Pannell,
2005). This suggests that strategies identified in this study as potentially useful for the
improved management of soil salinisation (see Chapter 4) are broadly relevant.

Figure 2.2

Distribution of mean monthly rainfall for 1911–2005 at the Merredin

Research Station (Latitude: -31.5° S, Longitude: 118.2242° E, Elevation: 318 m, Bureau
of Meteorology weather station 10093).

The study area has an ancient geology with the earliest sediments deposited around
3300 million years ago. Sedimentation, deposition from volcanic eruptions, and
metamorphosis over the following 1500 million years formed the Yilgarn Craton, a
Precambrian shield from which most soil parent materials throughout the study region
evolved (Tille et al., 2001). The current landscape is typified by a gently undulating
plateau characterised by broad valley systems that are believed to have been formed
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from the melting of a continental ice sheet around 280 million years ago (Commander et
al., 2001). Drainage lines in the valley floors are believed to be approximately 150
million years old (Beard, 1999). These waterways are now dominated by salt lake
formations (Bettenay, 1962) and seldom flow. The soils of the study region are highly
leached and weathered, coarse textured, and naturally deficient in many nutrients
(including nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and sulphur) required for plant growth
(Moore, 2001). These characteristics reflect the antiquity of Western Australian soils,
which may generally be classified as infertile.

Whole-farm models incorporating the primary soil types of this region have been widely
applied (Morrison et al., 1986; Kingwell and Pannell, 1987; Kingwell et al., 1993; John,
2005). However, the models used in this study focus on a typical deep sandplain soil in
the upper-valley system. Weed infestations are most prominent on this soil type in the
study region and the complexity of the weed-management problem studied in this
dissertation complicates its extension to different soil classes.

High variability in the amount and distribution of seasonal rainfall and insufficient
moisture for sustaining growth throughout summer severely restrict primary production
in the wheat belt (Turner and Asseng, 2005). In addition, inadequate water supplies
prevent irrigation. This climate is consequently most suited to the production of annual
crops during winter and spring (i.e. from May to October). Crops are typically sown
following the first significant rains of this growing season. These rains are referred to
locally as the “break of the season”. Sporadic rainfall may occur in late summer and
early autumn; however, this is often insufficient to germinate and maintain viable crops.
This is commonly referred to as a “false break”. The primary grain crop, wheat
(Triticum aestivum L.), is planted in May–June to coincide with higher moisture
availability and is usually harvested in November–December (Table 2.1). Approximate
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sowing and harvesting periods for the other major crops grown in this region are
presented in Table 2.1. These sowing and harvesting times demonstrate the focus on
annual crops motivated by the dry summers experienced in the study area.

Table 2.1

Typical planting and harvesting times for the primary crops grown in

Western Australia and their land allocation in the 2004–05 season.

Crop enterprise

Sowing time

Harvesting time

Wheat

May–June

Barley
(Hordeum vulgare
L.)
Lupins (Lupinus
spp.)
Canola (Brassica
napus L.)

May (before
wheat)

November–
December
November

Area allocated to
crop in 2004–051
(‘000 hectares)
4,750
1,000

April–May

November

530

April–May

October–November

420

1

Crop allocation data is taken from Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics
(2005a).

Wheat is Western Australia’s most valuable agricultural export, earning over 44 percent
of the state’s revenue from agricultural exports between 1993–94 and 1998–99
(Wilkinson and Henderson, 2000). Over 90 percent of the wheat produced in Western
Australia is exported, primarily to Asia (Agriculture Western Australia, 2003). This
state is Australia’s largest wheat grower, producing a mean 38.8 percent of the nation’s
total crop between 1994–95 and 2004–05. (Data drawn from Australian Bureau of
Agricultural and Resource Economics (2005a).)

An average of around 4.38 million hectares was planted to wheat in Western Australia
between 1994–95 and 2004–05 (Table 2.2). The fourth column of Table 2.2 displays the
wide variability and low potential of wheat yield in this state. This results from rainfall
fluctuations (Goodchild and Boyd, 1975) and production constraints imposed by the
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harsh climate and infertile soils typical of the grain-producing areas of Western
Australia.

Table 2.2

Production, area, and yield of wheat crops in Western Australia for

1994–95 to 2004–05. (Source: Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource
Economics (2005a).)

Season
1994–95
1995–96
1996–97
1997–98
1998–99
1999–00
2000–01
2001–02
2002–03
2003–04
2004–05
Mean
1

Production
(kilotonnes)
5,438
6,827
7,516
7,725
8,170
9,004
5,814
7,760
4,047
11,070
7,705
7,370.55

Area
(‘000 hectares)
3,848
3,892
4,264
4,205
4,515
4,556
4,460
4,350
4,458
4,917
4,750
4,383.18

Yield1
(tonnes/ha)
1.41
1.75
1.76
1.84
1.81
1.98
1.30
1.78
0.91
2.25
1.62
1.67

The figures in the last column and the means are rounded to two decimal places.

2.2 Development of farming systems in the Western Australian wheat belt

Low-input farming systems reliant on the natural fertility of recently-cleared land were
developed throughout the wheat belt in the early Twentieth Century. Wheat yields
gradually declined, though, as frequent cropping mined the meagre nutrient reserves of
the highly-weathered soils of this area (Donald, 1965, 1981; Cornish et al., 1980). Crop
production increased from 1900 to the 1920s due to the rapid adoption of new wheat
varieties; increased use of superphosphate; and the use of bare fallows to conserve
moisture, increase nitrogen reserves, and break disease and weed cycles (Underwood
and Gladstones, 1979; Puckridge and French, 1983; Webber, 1990). However, yields
declined again by the 1930s (Cornish, 1949; Callaghan, 1958; Cornish et al., 1980) as
these practices promoted wide-scale erosion and the depletion of soil organic matter
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(Davidson, 1981; Puckridge and French, 1983; Pratley and Rowell, 1987; Webber,
1990). Callaghan (1958, p. 185) specified these innovations as, “... catalysts to [a]
vicious system of soil exploitation by continuous cropping”.

It was common by the late 1920s and early 1930s to permit an unsown (i.e. volunteer)
pasture to establish during the fallow period (Callaghan, 1958; Underwood and
Gladstones, 1979). However, a number of Western Australian producers replaced the
fallow altogether with an annual legume pasture (Dunne and Shier, 1934). These
legumes were sown once then regenerated after persisting through a crop phase as
dormant (hard) seed (Revell and Thomas, 2004). However, only one or two years of
consecutive crop could be grown without harming the ability of the legume to
regenerate with sufficient vigour (Trumble and Donald, 1938; Callaghan, 1958; White
et al., 1978; Cocks et al., 1980; Puckridge and French, 1983; Pratley, 1987; Pratley and
Corbin, 1988; Buddenhagen, 1990; Angus, 2001). In addition, the high relative
profitability of grains encouraged short pasture phases (Reeves and Ewing, 1993;
Norman et al., 2000). This system became known as ley farming. It was suited to a
broad range of environments as subterranean clover (Trifolium subterraneum L.) could
be used on acid soils, while Medicago cultivars were adopted on alkaline soils (Norman
et al., 2000).

This rotation appeared to have many benefits, including:
•

higher soil fertility and cereal yields (Donald, 1965, 1981; Greenland, 1971;
White et al., 1978; Cornish et al., 1980; Norman et al., 2000);

•

more stable soil structure (Callaghan, 1958; Greenland, 1971; Webber, 1990);

•

improved weed control (Revell and Thomas, 2004);
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improved livestock production (Callaghan, 1958; Puckridge and French, 1983;
Webber, 1990);

•

the breaking of pest and disease cycles (Pratley and Corbin, 1988);

•

benefits for erosion control (Davidson, 1981; Clarke, 1986; Pratley and Rowell,
1987); and

•

the diversification of income (Callaghan, 1958).

Although trials and farmer experience identified these advantages (Callaghan, 1958;
Underwood and Gladstones, 1979), ley systems were adopted slowly (Donald, 1981;
Puckridge and French, 1983; Webber, 1990). This was due to a lack of infrastructure
required for increased livestock numbers, a cautious approach to change by producers,
low livestock prices, concerns over the contamination of wool by Medicago seed, and
important external influences (e.g. the Great Depression and the Second World War)
(Callaghan, 1958).

Nonetheless, the suitability of ley farming to agricultural systems in Mediterranean
climes was strongly evident by the late 1950s. Callaghan (1958, pp. 186–7) stated that,
“... investigation and experience had indicated [that ley farming] was the correct land
use for the climate, soil and topography of the country”. Moreover, McCown et al.
(1987, pp. 302–3) reported that, “Agricultural scientists tend to view the rapid,
widespread adoption of ley pastures in southern Australia following World War II as a
milestone in the evolution of the ideal agroecosystem for this environment”. Its use in
areas with a similar climate (e.g. south-western Africa and the Mediterranean) has
consequently received considerable research attention (Cocks, 1988; Buddenhagen,
1990; Webber, 1990; Reeves and Ewing, 1993; Ewing, 1999).
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Maintenance of short pasture phases in land-use rotations throughout the 1950s and
1960s was motivated by favourable returns on investment (Gruen, 1959; Davidson,
1981; Vere and Muir, 1986). These were a result of high prices for livestock products
(especially wool) (Davidson, 1981; Donald, 1981; Puckridge and French, 1983; Pratley
and Rowell, 1987) and the availability of subsidised superphosphate to stimulate
nitrogen fixation by legumes (Callaghan, 1958). Valuable grazing enterprises either
sustained or increased soil fertility under standard management conditions through
motivating producers to retain regular pasture phases (Callaghan, 1958; Donald, 1965,
1981; Greenland, 1971; White et al., 1978; Cornish et al., 1980). However, strong
incentives to increase crop intensity from 1970 onwards reduced the attractiveness of
ley farming as extended cropping sequences led to a decline in the seed pool, and
therefore the subsequent productivity, of self-regenerating legume populations.

Reduced-tillage systems were widely adopted in southern Australian cropping systems
throughout the 1970s and 1980s. This was due to the following factors:
•

the opportunity to reduce overheads in a period in which input costs increased
substantially (Sindel, 2000);

•

public pressure to reduce land degradation, particularly soil erosion, arising from
cultivation (Pratley, 1995; Sindel, 2000);

•

the chance to use herbicides in place of repeated cultivation, which had
historically delayed sowing and thereby decreased yield (Poole, 1987); and

•

the opportunity to improve soil structure through the retention of crop stubbles
(Perry et al., 1992; Pratley, 1995; Sindel, 2000).

Consequently, around 88 percent of Western Australian crops were grown with
minimum or no tillage in 2001 (Alexander and Kokic, 2005). Wide-scale adoption of
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reduced-tillage systems motivated an enormous increase in herbicide use (Schmidt and
Pannell, 1996a; Sindel, 2000), particularly with the advent of selective herbicides,
diclofop methyl and chlorsulfuron (Tardif et al., 1997; Walsh and Powles, 2004).
Herbicides were important given the favourability of a minimum-tillage system for the
proliferation of annual grass weeds (Medd, 1987, as cited by Sindel, 2000) and a major
decline in the level of weed kill obtained by cultivation (Reeves, 1976; Powles and
Bowran, 2000). Moreover, the implementation of regular pasture phases was
discouraged by the superior profitability of cereal cropping relative to livestock
husbandry (Vere and Muir, 1986; McCown et al., 1987; Pratley, 1987; Gill, 1995;
Walsh and Powles, 2004).

Crop intensity in land-use rotations has remained high to the present day due to:
•

the sustained high profitability of cereal production (Reeves and Ewing, 1993;
Beare et al., 1999; Poole et al., 2002);

•

low nitrogen fertiliser prices (Angus, 2001);

•

further enhancement of reduced-tillage technology (Poole et al., 2002);

•

the development of new herbicides (Reeves and Ewing, 1993; Beare et al.,
1999); and

•

the widespread adoption of crop legumes (Ewing et al., 2005). 1

Pastures may be replaced altogether in such systems (Reeves and Ewing, 1993),
provided a sufficient amount of other inputs are employed. For example, nitrogen
fertiliser and crop legumes may replace nitrogen fixation by legume pasture and
herbicides may be used to control weeds.

1

The primary crop legumes used are lupins, field peas (Pisum sativum L.), and faba beans (Vicia faba L.).
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Continuous-cropping systems have two important limitations, though. First, reliance on
selective herbicides, particularly with the increased adoption of reduced cultivation
(Sindel, 2000), has promoted the onset of herbicide resistance among major crop weeds,
such as annual ryegrass and wild radish (Raphanus raphanistrum L.) (Pratley, 1987;
Reeves and Ewing, 1993; Powles et al., 1997; Llewellyn and Powles, 2001; Walsh et
al., 2001; Kingwell and Pannell, 2005). This reduces farm income as producers are
forced to use less efficient forms of weed control and yield decreases if these
alternatives are less effective than selective herbicides (see Chapter 3).

Second, reliance on shallow-rooted annual plants has encouraged the rise of saline water
tables as these plants are grown during a period of low evapotranspiration (May–
November), are unable to intercept summer rainfall as they are only present in the soil
over winter and spring, and have shallow root systems that reduce their ability to
intercept soil water (Pratley, 1987; Reeves and Ewing, 1993; Angus, 2001; Ward and
Asseng, 2002). Saline water tables affect crop and pasture production through salt
toxicity and waterlogging once they reach the rooting depths of agricultural plants. Soil
salinisation is of major concern in Western Australia since it currently affects around
960,000 hectares of previously productive agricultural land in this state (calculated from
data in McFarlane et al., 2004) (see Chapter 4).

Short pasture phases may be used between extended periods of cropping to restore soil
organic matter and to overcome these potential constraints to crop production (Reeves
and Ewing, 1993). Legume pastures must be sown in such phase-farming rotations as
long cropping sequences prevent the regeneration of swards of sufficient vigour.
Recently developed aerial-seeded legumes, such as French serradella (Ornithopus
sativus Brot.), are well suited to these systems because their seed may be gathered with
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the machinery typically used for cereal harvesting (Norman et al., 2000). This
significantly reduces establishment costs.

Pasture phases can help to manage herbicide resistance through permitting the use of
diverse non-selective weed treatments — including grazing, brown- and greenmanuring, and hay or silage production — that reduce selection pressure for herbicideresistant biotypes and help to contain the population of existing resistant individuals
(see Chapter 3). Highly-effective destructive treatments, such as brown- and greenmanuring, are particularly valuable in these systems as a pasture is not always required
to regenerate or survive into the subsequent year (Revell and Thomas, 2004). Also,
whereas crop species may limit herbicide choice, a wider range of these chemicals can
potentially be employed in the pasture phase. Competition from pasture species is also
important to suppress weed seed production (Latta et al., 2001, 2002).

In addition, perennial pasture species, such as lucerne (also known as alfalfa), can help
to prevent the onset of soil salinisation through growing in response to summer rainfall
and by creating a buffer of dry soil that absorbs the recharge of subsequent crops (Ward
and Asseng, 2002) (see Chapter 4). These pastures also provide valuable feed for
livestock during periods in which it has traditionally been limiting in wheat belt farming
systems (i.e. summer–autumn) (Kingwell et al., 2003; Flugge et al., 2004). Perennial
pasture has therefore been proposed as the most viable means of reducing deep drainage
to saline water tables over large areas of Western Australia (Latta et al., 2001, 2002).

2.3 Summary

The Western Australian wheat belt is characterised by extensive cereal-cropping
systems in which yield is severely constrained by infertile soils and low rainfall.
Maintaining rigid rotations between cereals and legume pasture improved the
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productivity of early farming systems. However, the increased profitability of cereal
cropping relative to livestock production, the adoption of reduced tillage, reliance on
selective herbicides, and the introduction of grain legumes have promoted a decline in
the use of pastures since the early 1970s. The future productivity of extended cropping
sequences is severely threatened by herbicide resistance and soil salinisation. The
inclusion of pasture phases to control weeds and reduce recharge may therefore be
valuable for the long-term maintenance of productive cropping.
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3. Herbicide resistance in annual ryegrass populations
Annual ryegrass is the most serious weed of grain crops throughout the wheat belt of
Western Australia. Its biology and influence on crop yield are described in Section 3.1.
Characteristics of this plant that promote its weediness are discussed in Section 3.2.
Herbicide resistance in ryegrass populations is examined in Section 3.3. Non-selective
forms of weed control are discussed in Section 3.4. Prior economic analysis of ryegrass
management in the study area is described in Section 3.5. Key findings from this prior
analysis are summarised in Section 3.6. A summary of this chapter is presented in
Section 3.7.

3.1 Annual ryegrass as a crop weed

Annual ryegrass is widely distributed throughout temperate Asia, Europe, North Africa,
and United States of America (USA) (Kay, 1964; Crampton, 1974). This plant is a
wind-pollinated glabrous diploid (2n=14) capable of outcrossing with both Italian
ryegrass (L. multiflorum) and perennial ryegrass (L. perenne) (Hovin and Hill, 1966;
Kloot, 1983). It has a maximum height of 120 cm (Kloot, 1983) and typically has 3–5
florets, which may grow up to 30 cm in length (Monaghan, 1980). A typical example of
this species is shown in Figure 3.1. The annual life cycle of L. rigidum in the wheat belt
involves (a) germination in April–May with autumn rain, (b) seed production in
September, and (c) the dormancy of seed over the hot and dry summer characteristic of
this region.
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A typical annual ryegrass plant. (Source: Stephen Powles, Western

Australian Herbicide Resistance Initiative (WAHRI), University of Western Australia
(UWA), 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, Western Australia.)

Annual ryegrass is the most significant crop weed in southern Australia (Pannell, 1990a,
b; Abadi Ghadim and Pannell, 1991; Gill, 1996a; Pannell et al., 2004). This weed
decreases both grain yield and dry matter production within wheat crops (Pearce and
Quinlivan, 1971; Reeves and Tuohey, 1972; Reeves and Smith, 1975; Reeves, 1976;
Monaghan, 1980; Gill and Poole, 1986; Lemerle et al., 1995; Peltzer et al., 1998),
competing most strongly for soil nitrogen (Blackman and Templeman, 1938; Smith and
Levick, 1974; Reeves, 1976; Forcella, 1984), even if this nutrient is available in
significant amounts (Reeves, 1976). Competition between these species begins early,
around three to six weeks after wheat has emerged from the soil (Blackman and
Templeman, 1938; Smith and Levick, 1974; Reeves, 1976). In the absence of weed
control, earlier (cf. later) emergence of annual ryegrass relative to wheat will decrease
(cf. increase) yield compared with that obtained when both plants emerge
simultaneously, because of differences in the intensity of competitive interaction
(Reeves, 1976; Rerkasem et al., 1980b; Gill and Poole, 1986; Peltzer et al., 1998).
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The relationship between the yield of grain crops and annual ryegrass density is
generally represented as a hyperbolic function (Reeves, 1976; Cousens, 1985; Pannell et
al., 2004) (Figure 3.2). This relationship infers that the marginal yield loss declines as
the weed population increases. The superior competitiveness of barley over wheat
(Lutman et al., 1993; Matthews et al., 1996) and wheat over lupins (Pavlychenko and
Harrington, 1934; Brooke, 1979; Lemerle et al., 1995) is also evident in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2

The relationship between ryegrass density (plants m-2) and the yield of

wheat, barley, canola, and lupins in the Western Australian wheat belt. (Source:
Resistance and Integrated Management (RIM) Model 2002, see Pannell et al. (2004).)

3.2 Characteristics that promote the weediness of annual ryegrass

A number of characteristics of annual ryegrass underlie its significance as a crop weed
in the study region.
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3.2.1 Extensively sown as a pasture plant

Annual ryegrass is widely distributed throughout the wheat belt as it was extensively
sown as an important component of dryland pastures throughout southern Australia
between 1820 and 1960 (Mullett, 1919; Barrett and Campbell, 1973; Pearce and
Holmes, 1976; Powles and Matthews, 1992; Tardif et al., 1997; Walsh and Powles,
2004). Annual ryegrass produces valuable early winter feed since alternative pasture
species, for example subterranean clover, are primarily active in late winter and spring.
However, it has become less popular as a pasture plant in recent times because:

1. high ryegrass populations can persist into successive crops and subsequently
decrease yield (Gill, 1995);
2. ryegrass has a lower nutritive value than legumes;
3. ryegrass uses nitrogen fixed by pasture legumes that could otherwise be
available to successive crops (Greenland, 1971);
4. in some locations, toxigenic bacteria (Rathayibacter toxicus) can be carried into
the seed heads of flowering ryegrass by seed-gall nematodes (Anguina funesta)
and produce corynetoxins that kill stock on ingestion (Pearce and Holmes, 1976;
Gill, 1996b; Schmidt and Pannell, 1996a);
5. ergot fungus (Claviceps purpurea (Fr.) Tul.) can develop on annual ryegrass
plants in high rainfall areas and poison stock (Gill, 1996b); and
6. ryegrass plants may act as hosts for cereal diseases, such as take-all
(Gaeumannomyces graminis var. tritici), and thereby reduce subsequent cereal
yields (Reeves and Ewing, 1993).
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3.2.2 High seed production

Rapid proliferation of L. rigidum is encouraged through its high seed production. A
primary approach to weed control is therefore to prevent plants from producing viable
seed (Buhler et al., 1997; Revell and Thomas, 2004). Reports of seed production in
lowly-stocked grazed pastures range from 20,000 seeds m-2 (Gramshaw, 1972) to
60,300 seeds m-2 (Pearce and Holmes, 1976). High seed production may even occur in
the presence of intensive weed control. Davidson (1990) found that 2,000 seeds m-2
were produced even after seed heads had been sterilised through herbicide application
prior to maturation (spray-topping). In addition, Pearce and Holmes (1976) identified
that over 13,000 seeds m-2 were produced following a similar treatment. Individual
plants may produce over one thousand seeds, even when in competition with crops
(calculated from data in Pannell et al., 2004). These results highlight the significant
degree of plasticity in biological factors that is characteristic of L. rigidum populations.

Seed production is influenced by competition, genetics, management, and moisture
availability (Gramshaw, 1972; Cocks and Donald, 1973; Rerkasam et al., 1980a; Medd
et al., 1985). A significant factor from a weed-management perspective is the effect of
intra- and inter-specific competition. Pannell et al. (2004) presented a non-linear
relationship between wheat and ryegrass density and ryegrass seed production ( ι ). This
is based on a function in Maxwell et al. (1990) and is defined,

ι=

adj
swspr
R
adj
wspr (ϖ + wspr
+ ψd )

,

(3.1)

where s denotes the sub-lethal effect of selective herbicides, wspr is the weed population
adj
in early spring, wspr
is the weed population in early spring adjusted downward to
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represent the lower seed production of younger (later-germinating) plants, R denotes
the maximum seed production of ryegrass (in seeds m-2 yr-1), ϖ represents the effect of
intra-specific competition on seed production, and ψ represents the strength of the
relationship between grain crop density (d) and ryegrass seed production. Pannell et al.
(2004) assumed R = 35,000 , ϖ = 25 , and ψ = 3 . Suppressing sub-lethal effects and the
decreased seed production of younger plants (therefore

adj
wspr
= wspr ) allows the

underlying relationship described in (3.1) to be illustrated (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3

Relationship between seed production of L. rigidum and the number of

wheat and ryegrass plants per square metre.

Figure 3.3 clearly demonstrates the strong influence that competition has on ryegrass
seed production. It is observable that seed production per plant declines sharply with an
increase in either ryegrass or wheat density. This has motivated recommendations for
increasing the sowing densities of cereals to combat ryegrass infestations (Barrett and
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Campbell, 1973; Medd et al., 1985; Tanji et al., 1997; Cousens and Mokhtari, 1998).
This is supported by a significant body of evidence that demonstrates a positive
relationship between crop yield and sowing density (within a given range) (Willey and
Heath, 1969; Medd et al., 1985; Appleby and Brewster, 1992). For example, Barrett and
Campbell (1973) identified that wheat yield increased by over 40 percent when its
sowing density was doubled ceteris paribus.

3.2.3 Adaptability

High genetic variability and its ability to outcross have permitted annual ryegrass to
adapt to a broad range of climatic and soil conditions across the wheat belt (Cariss,
1962; Donald, 1970; Kloot, 1983; Gill, 1996b). For example, the short period of
vernalisation required to initiate flowering (Aitken, 1966) is suited to the short winters
characteristic of this area (Gill, 1996b).

3.2.4 High seed survivability

Ryegrass seed is adept at surviving the extreme summers of the wheat belt due to its
innate dormancy, which prevents large losses of seed during false breaks (Cocks and
Donald, 1973). This dormancy is directly related to the importance of low night time
temperatures for germination (Gramshaw, 1976; Gill, 1996a). Germination is also
encouraged for seeds buried within 2 cm of the soil surface (Smith, 1968; Pearce and
Quinlivan, 1971; Gramshaw and Stern, 1977b), in contrast to seeds at the surface that
are prone to dessication (McGowan, 1969) and deeply buried seeds that receive
inadequate oxygen (Gramshaw and Stern, 1977b). Cultivation may stimulate
germination through improving the placement of seed in the soil profile (Smith, 1968;
Pearce, 1973; Monaghan, 1980; Peltzer and Matson, 2002). This motivates the use of
shallow cultivation prior to sowing to encourage weed germination and thereby increase
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the effectiveness of subsequent herbicide application (Pearce and Quinlivan, 1971).
(This practice is known locally as an “autumn tickle”.)

The majority of annual ryegrass seed present in the soil germinates each year. A
consistent estimate from field trials is that around 80 percent of viable ryegrass seed
existing at the opening rains in autumn will germinate annually (Smith, 1968;
McGowan, 1970; Pearce and Quinlivan, 1971; Peltzer and Matson, 2002). Therefore,
the proportion of seeds remaining dormant until the subsequent autumn is usually low,
around 15 to 20 percent of viable seed present at the break of season (McGowan, 1970;
Gramshaw and Stern, 1977b; Pannell et al., 2004). Significant losses occur between
seed maturation and germination due to natural and anthropogenic factors. For example,
Pannell et al. (2004) estimated that 30 percent of seeds perish over this period due to
desiccation and decay (McGowan, 1969; Pearce and Quinlivan, 1971; Kremer, 1993;
Buhler et al., 1997).

3.2.5 Staggered seed germination during crop establishment

Annual ryegrass seed typically germinates in multiple cohorts distributed across the first
three months of the growing season initiated by the breaking rains (McGowan, 1970;
Pearce and Quinlivan, 1971; Gramshaw and Stern, 1977a; Cheam et al., 1998).
However, around half of those seeds that germinate in a given year will do so in the
two-week period following the break of season (McGowan, 1970; Gramshaw and Stern,
1977a) and about another 45 percent will follow over the next month (Cheam et al.,
1998). This pattern demonstrates the strong relationship between the germination of
annual ryegrass and sustained moisture availability (Cocks and Donald, 1973;
Gramshaw and Stern, 1977a). High germination rates during crop establishment
increase the competitiveness of ryegrass. This is accentuated in the wheat belt where
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crop growth is significantly retarded by the low fertility of soils (Asseng et al., 2001b;
Walsh and Powles, 2004). Although only a low proportion of seed remains six weeks
after the break of season (Cheam et al., 1998), this may severely constrain crop yield if
the seed bank is large. Delayed seeding may help to reduce competition from ryegrass
through increasing the level of weed kill attained through pre-sowing control, but this
benefit is frequently offset by the corresponding yield penalty arising from the
shortening of the growing season (French and Schultz, 1984; Gill, 1996b).

3.2.6 Summary

Key features of annual ryegrass that make it an important weed of dryland crops in the
wheat belt include (a) its wide distribution as a pasture plant, (b) its large seed
production, (c) its adaptability, (d) the durability and persistence of seed, and (e) the
staggered germination of seed during the establishment of cereal crops. An additional
factor of significant concern is its ability to develop resistance to common herbicides.

3.3 Herbicide resistance

Herbicides are widely used in the wheat belt to control weed populations. In fact, a
mean of $41 ha-1 was spent annually on herbicides on cropping farms in the central
wheat belt between 2001 and 2004 (Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource
Economics, 2005b). Herbicide resistance is the inherited ability of a weed to withstand
a herbicide at an application rate at which the majority of the initial population was
susceptible (Maxwell and Mortimer, 1994). Herbicide resistance has occurred globally
for half a century, with 2,4-D resistance in wild carrot (Daucus carota L.) observed in
the USA in 1957 (Whitehead and Switzer, 1963, as cited by Shaner, 1997). Resistance
in a significant number of diverse species has since been observed throughout the world,
particularly in North America (Shaner, 1997), Europe (De Prado et al., 1997), and
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Australia (Young, 2005a). There are presently around 33 herbicide-resistant weed
species in Australia (Young, 2005a). The first reported case in Australian weeds was the
development of resistance to diclofop-methyl herbicide in an annual ryegrass population
in South Australia (Heap and Knight, 1982). Resistance to selective herbicides in annual
ryegrass subsequently developed rapidly across southern Australia, with 500,000 ha of
cropping land in this region estimated to have at least one herbicide-resistant ryegrass
population in 1996 (Gill, 1996b).

3.3.1 Herbicide use in the study region

Herbicides in Australia are grouped according to the mechanism by which they are toxic
to plants. Resistance risk varies markedly depending on this mode of action (Table 3.1).
Groups A to D are all selective herbicides. Although these are applied in-crop, they
nevertheless may depress crop yield through phytotoxic effects (Preston, 2000). Group
L and M herbicides are non-selective as they eradicate almost all plants on the area of
application, even crops. Preston (2000) described that:
•

Group A herbicides inhibit an important enzyme (ACCase) required in the
biosynthesis of fatty acids;

•

Group B chemicals inhibit an important enzyme (ALS) required in the
biosynthesis of amino acids;

•

Group C herbicides inhibit photosynthesis;

•

Group D chemicals inhibit cell growth and division;

•

Group L herbicides strongly inhibit photosynthesis; and

•

Group

M

chemicals

strongly

inhibit

an

important

enzyme

(5-

enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase) (EPSPS) required in the production
of aromatic amino acids.
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Herbicides applied to annual ryegrass. (Adapted from Young (2005b).)

High Risk
GROUP A
Fops

Dims

GROUP B
Sulfonylureas

Imidazolinone

Sulfonamides

Inhibitors of acetyl coA carboxylase (ACCase) (Inhibitors of fat
synthesis/ACCase inhibitors)
Propaquizafop1 (Correct®2,3), fluazifop (Fusilade Forte®), quizalofop
(Targa®), clodinafop (Topik®), fenoxaprop (Tristar Advance®),
fenoxaprop (Wildcat®), diclofop (Hoegrass®, Decision®*4), haloxyfop
(Verdict®, Motsa®*), and cyhalofop (Barnstorm®*)
Tralkoxydim (Achieve®), butroxydim (Falcon®, Fusion®*), clethodim
(Select®, Motsa®*), sethoxydim (Sertin®, Decision®*), and
tepraloxydim (Aramo®)
Inhibitors of acetolactate synthase (ALS inhibitors)
Metsulfuron (Ally®), chlorsulfuron (Glean®), thifensulfuron
(Harmony®), iodosulfuron (Hussar®), bensulfuron (Londax®),
rimsulfuron (Titus®), sulfosulfuron (Monza®), sulfometuron (Oust®),
triasulfuron (Logran®, B-Power®*), tribenuron (Express®),
rifloxysulfuron (Envoke®), mesosulfuron (Atlantis®), and halosulfuron
(Sempra®)
Imazapyr (Arsenal®), imazethapyr (Spinnaker®), imazapic (Flame®),
imazamox (Raptor®), imazapic/imazapyr (Midas®), and
imazethapyr/imazapyr (Lightning®)
Flumetsulam (Broadstrike®) and metosulam (Eclipse®)

Moderate
Risk
GROUP C
Triazines

Urea
Nitriles
Benzothiadiazoles
Acetamides
Uracils
Pyridazinones
GROUP D
Dinitroanilines
Benzoic acids

Inhibitors of photosynthesis at photosystem II
Terbutryn (Igran®, Agtryne®*), atrazine (Gesaprim®), simazine
(Gesatop®), cyanazine (Bladex®), and prometryne (Gesapax Combi®*,
Primextra Gold®*)
Tebuthiuron (Graslan®), methabenzthiazuron (Tribunil®), siduron
(Tupersan®), diuron (Karmex®), and linuron (Afalon®)
Bromoxynil (Buctril MA®*, Jaguar®*) and ioxynil (Totril®, Actril
DS®*)
Bentazone (Basagran M60®*)
Propanil (Stam®)
Bromacil (Hyvar®, Krovar®*) and terbacil (Sinbar®)
Chloridazon (Pyramin®)
Inhibitors of tubulin formation
Oryzalin (Surflan®, Yield®*), trifluralin (Treflan®), and pendimethalin
(Stomp®)
Chlorthal (Dacthal®)

Low Risk
GROUP L
Bipyridyls
GROUP M
Glycines

Inhibitors of photosynthesis at photosystem
Paraquat (Gramoxone, Spray.Seed®*) and diquat (Reglone®,
Spray.Seed®*)
Inhibitors of EPSPS synthase
Glyphosate (Roundup®, Illico®*)

1

This is the name of the specific active ingredient.
Terms listed in brackets following the chemical name are associated commercial herbicide products.
3
® denotes a registered trademark.
4
* denotes that this herbicide contains two or more active constituents.
2
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Non-selective herbicides from Group L and M are usually applied to ryegrass seedlings
prior to sowing to reduce early competition. These applications are generally known as
knockdown treatments. A knockdown treatment of note is the double-knock application
of both glyphosate (Group M) and paraquat (Group L) herbicides. Modelling studies
have indicated that this can prevent the development of glyphosate resistance in annual
ryegrass (Neve et al., 2003a, b). Trifluralin (Group D) is also widely used for presowing ryegrass control (Llewellyn et al., 2004). This specific chemical requires
incorporation into the soil to work effectively. Group C herbicides (e.g. simazine) are
important pre-emergent options in lupins and canola. Pre-emergent treatments may
attain significant control, but their contribution to reducing an ongoing weed burden can
be constrained by later-germinating weeds. Group A and B herbicides are used soon
after crops have emerged. Non-selective herbicides from Groups L and M are also
valuable for seed-set control later in the season, particularly in pasture phases (Revell
and Thomas, 2004).

3.3.2 Herbicide resistance in annual ryegrass populations

Resistance develops as a result of herbicide application applying intense selection
pressure to a weed population. Those few plants that are naturally resistant to the
herbicide’s mode of action proliferate and eventually dominate (Gressel, 1991; Maxwell
and Mortimer, 1994; Christoffers, 1999). Resistant biotypes are characterised by
resistance alleles that are initially rare in a given weed population. However, some
biotypes will be rarer than others. For example, it has been estimated that in a
population that has never been sprayed, one annual ryegrass plant in every 10,000 to
50,000 will be resistant to Group B herbicides (Preston, 2000), whereas one in every
100,000,000 will be resistant to glyphosate (Neve et al., 2003a). Herbicide resistance
may occur because a herbicide cannot bind to the enzyme targeted by the herbicide
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(target site insensitivity) (Devine and Shimabukuro, 1994; Saari et al., 1994) or this
chemical is degraded in a resistant biotype at a greater rate relative to susceptible plants
(enhanced detoxification) (Christopher et al., 1992; Holt et al., 1993; Hall et al., 1994;
Preston, 2000). Target site insensitivity and enhanced detoxification are both common
in weed populations resistant to Group A and B herbicides.

Cross resistance involves the resistance of a weed to two or more chemically unrelated
herbicides, including herbicides that have never been applied to the plant (Heap and
Knight, 1986, 1990; Powles and Holtum, 1990; Hall et al., 1994). Multiple resistance is
observed when two or more herbicide resistance mechanisms are present in a single
weed (Burnet et al., 1994; Hall et al., 1994; Preston and Powles, 2002). Enhanced
detoxification often underlies the development of cross resistance, whereas multiple
resistance may result from the interbreeding of individuals possessing different
resistance mechanisms (Jasieniuk et al., 1996; Preston, 2000).

Important determinants of the rate at which herbicide resistance develops are:

1. Weed density. A larger population of weeds will contain more resistant
individuals at a given probability of occurrence ceteris paribus (Maxwell and
Mortimer, 1994; Gill, 1995; Preston, 2000; Diggle and Neve, 2001). This is
strongly related to weed seed production.
2. Seed-bank dynamics. High durability of viable seed will delay the development
of herbicide resistance because susceptible plants will germinate across time and
dilute resistant biotypes (Gill, 1995; Preston, 2000; Diggle and Neve, 2001).
3. Rate of gene flow between populations. Dispersal of resistant pollen and seed
will distribute resistance genes between populations (Maxwell and Mortimer,
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1994; Tardif et al., 1997). This effect may be minimal compared to other factors
because of low rates of dispersal in annual ryegrass (Tardif et al., 1997).
4. Competitiveness. Reduced competitiveness of resistant biotypes, in relation to
susceptible weeds, will delay the development of resistance in the absence of
herbicide application (Maxwell and Mortimer, 1994; Preston, 2000).
5. Herbicide dose rate. There has been some disagreement about the influence of
herbicide dose rate on the rate of development of herbicide resistance. Some
have argued that low doses will promote the gradual onset of resistance because
more susceptible plants will be present to breed with resistant biotypes following
herbicide application (Caretto et al., 1994; Gressel, 1995). However, others have
argued that resistance caused by a single gene may develop rapidly in a weed
population following the use of high dose rates due to the application of intense
selection pressure (Gressel and Segel, 1982; Gressel et al., 1996). Almost all
herbicide resistance in Australian weeds is caused by a single gene (Powles et
al., 1998); thus, high dose rates may promote the onset of herbicide resistance.
Nevertheless, there is little practical evidence supporting this conjecture (David
Pannell, personal communication, 2006).

In accordance with these characteristics, high seed production (see Section 3.2.2), crosspollination (Powles and Matthews, 1992), extensive herbicide use (Gill, 1995, 1996b),
and the rapid turnover of seed in the seed bank (see Section 3.2.4) render annual
ryegrass in the wheat belt as the, “world’s most severe example of herbicide resistance”
(Pannell et al., 2004, p. 306).

Annual ryegrass populations throughout southern Australia have developed resistance to
Group A, B, C, and D herbicides (Table 3.1) (Heap and Knight, 1982, 1986, 1990;
Howat, 1987; Burnet et al., 1991, 1993, 1994; Christopher et al., 1992; Hall et al., 1994;
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Gill, 1995, 1996a, 1996b, 1997; Llewellyn and Powles, 2001; Preston and Powles,
2002; Owen et al., 2007). Llewellyn and Powles (2001) identified wide-scale resistance
to selective herbicides in the wheat belt. Over 60 percent of sampled populations were
resistant to chlorsulfuron (Group B), around 45 percent were resistant to diclofopmethyl (a Group A “fop” herbicide) herbicides (Heap and Knight, 1982), and 37 percent
were resistant to both. Only 28 percent of these populations were susceptible to both
Group A and B herbicides. In addition, Owen et al. (2007) have reported that around a
quarter of annual ryegrass populations in the Western Australian wheat belt are
developing resistance to Group D chemicals.

Wide-scale resistance is the result of heavy reliance on selective herbicides following
the intensification of cropping and the wide-scale adoption of minimum-tillage systems
discussed in Section 2.2. Gill (1995) identified that herbicide use more than doubled
between 1980 and 1989 in the wheat belt, with most producers applying selective
herbicides to crops twice each year by the end of that decade. The rapid adoption of
herbicides was undoubtedly promoted by their ease of use and high efficacy (Pratley,
1987; Powles et al., 1997; Powles and Bowran, 2000), particularly in view of the
economic importance of uncontrolled annual ryegrass (Gill, 1996b). Management of
annual ryegrass is further complicated by extensive multiple resistance (Powles and
Holtum, 1990; Powles and Matthews, 1992; Burnet et al., 1994; Llewellyn and Powles,
2001; Llewellyn et al., 2002; Preston and Powles, 2002) and cross resistance (Heap and
Knight, 1986, 1990; Burnet et al., 1991, 1994; Christopher et al., 1992).

A relatively small (but growing) number of cases of resistance to non-selective
herbicides, paraquat (Group L) (Yu et al., 2004) and glyphosate (Group M) (Neve et al.,
2003a, b; Weersink et al., 2005), have also been identified in annual ryegrass
populations. However, the development of resistance to non-selective herbicides is
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extremely slow because of the low frequency of associated genes and the capacity of
producers to prevent the development of resistance through the use of doubleknockdown herbicide applications (Neve et al., 2003a, b).

The introduction of herbicides with new modes of action is rare (Powles and Bowran,
2000; Walsh and Powles, 2004). This has motivated some comparison between the
management of herbicide susceptibility and that of non-renewable resources (Hueth and
Regev, 1974; Weersink et al., 2005). Past experience suggests that ryegrass could soon
develop resistance to newly-developed chemicals anyway (Gill, 1995).

3.3.3 Integrated weed management

The high levels of resistance present in the annual ryegrass populations in the wheat belt
have motivated the investigation of the profitability of alternative forms of weed control
and their combination in integrated weed management (IWM) strategies. Such
alternatives may be biological, chemical, or physical in nature. Biological control
exploits predators, such as sheep that may graze ryegrass, and competition between
plants, for example through the use of high crop seeding rates. Chemical control
involves the application of selective and non-selective herbicides. Physical control
methods include burning and mechanical methods, such as the mowing of weeds.

Numerous scientists have emphasised the importance of IWM for maintaining adequate
weed control while delaying resistance through removing the intense selection pressure
inherent in herbicide application (Gill, 1995; Buhler, 1996; Christoffers, 1999; Buhler et
al., 2000). This is considered necessary since regression towards herbicide susceptibility
in a herbicide-resistant annual ryegrass population is rare (Ferris and Powles, 2004), at
least in those populations resistant to selective herbicides (Neve et al., 2003b). The
importance of IWM is reinforced by the presence of multiple resistance in many
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ryegrass populations as this complicates efficient weed control using combinations of
selective herbicides (Powles and Matthews, 1992).

However, Pannell (2001a) and Pannell and Zilberman (2001) have found that early
adoption of IWM in order to prevent herbicide resistance is not necessarily
economically optimal. The number of applications of a selective herbicide available to a
producer prior to the onset of resistance in annual ryegrass is relatively unaffected by
the adoption of IWM. IWM may allow the available stock of herbicide applications to
be used over a longer time frame without a large increase in the weed population, but
this comes at a cost as herbicides are more efficient than alternative control measures. In
most examples studied, it is not efficient to attempt to preserve herbicide susceptibility
in the longer term (Pannell, 2001a; Pannell and Zilberman, 2001; Monjardino, 2002).
An exception is ryegrass resistance to glyphosate, for which the adoption of the doubleknockdown strategy to preserve herbicide susceptibility can be economically efficient in
certain circumstances (Weersink et al., 2005).

In practice, the behaviour of Western Australian grain producers is generally consistent
with the recommendations of Pannell (2001a) and Pannell and Zilberman (2001). The
majority of farmers in the wheat belt perceive non-chemical forms of weed control as,
“costly and unreliable, relative to selective herbicides” (Llewellyn et al., 2004, pp. 999–
1000). The high efficacy and low cost of herbicides, compared with these alternative
treatments, suggest that delaying the adoption of an IWM strategy until resistance is
present is a rational production decision. Its suitability is reinforced by the uncertainty
inherent in the adoption of a new weed-management system (Pannell and Zilberman,
2001). Consequently, it is not surprising that such behaviour is currently observed
throughout the study region (Llewellyn et al., 2004).
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3.4 Alternative management strategies

There are a significant number of management strategies available to producers other
than those herbicide treatments discussed above. Depending on the nature of these
strategies, they may be implemented in a crop phase, a pasture phase, or either. The
general terms used to describe each treatment are presented in italics throughout the
following discussion for ease of reference.

3.4.1 Alternative general management strategies

General treatments available as potential elements of an IWM strategy are as follows:

1. Crop rotations may improve ryegrass control through allowing diversification of
treatments, cultivation strategies, and crop-weed competitive relationships
(Liebman and Dyck, 1993; Gill, 1995; Powles and Bowran, 2000). An example
is the use of barley in Western Australian cropping systems since barley is more
competitive with weeds than alternative crops (see Figure 3.2). In addition, presowing weed control incurs a lower yield penalty in a barley crop because of its
shorter growing season (Llewellyn et al., 2004).
2. Different herbicide groups (Table 3.1) may be rotated to reduce the number of
individual plants resistant to a given chemical (Gould, 1995). However, this
strategy may be difficult to implement successfully where cross resistance
exists.
3. Repeated cultivation can stimulate weed emergence and then destroy the young
seedlings (Reeves and Smith, 1975; Pearce and Holmes, 1976; Monaghan,
1980). However, this can be expensive due to high labour and machinery
requirements (Sindel, 2000). It may also promote water and wind erosion of the
fragile soils of the Western Australian wheat belt (Davidson, 1989; Bligh and
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Findlater, 1996). In addition, weeds may develop resistance to control by
cultivation through adjusting their dormancy patterns (Naylor and Jana, 1976).
4. Scarification or cultivation of less than one centimetre of soil prior to sowing (a
so-called autumn tickle or skim plough) can encourage germination and thereby
increase the effectiveness of subsequent cultivation or herbicide application
(Pearce and Quinlivan, 1971; Pearce, 1973; Pearce and Holmes, 1976).
Herbicide follow-up is preferred given the aforementioned limitations of
repeated cultivation. Llewellyn et al. (2004) found that the use of an autumn
tickle was twice as high among producers with ryegrass populations resistant to
selective herbicides relative to those with none. This probably reflects the
complementary relationship between this treatment and the efficacy of nonselective herbicides used prior to sowing.

3.4.2 Alternative management strategies available in a crop phase

Reliance on selective herbicides for weed control during a crop phase may be reduced
through multiple strategies:

1. Ryegrass seed may be destroyed through the burning of harvest residue in
autumn. This may increase the yield of subsequent crops (Mason et al., 1968),
but, depending on the timing of burning and the occurrence of winds, may cause
erosion through the concomitant loss of soil organic matter and ground cover
(Mason, 1992).
2. Increasing the sowing density of a crop may improve its competitiveness (Medd
et al., 1985; Tanji et al., 1997; Cousens and Mokhtari, 1998) and increase crop
yield (Willey and Heath, 1969; Appleby and Brewster, 1992).
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3. A non-selective herbicide (e.g. paraquat) can be applied to weed seed heads in
mature crops (particularly grain legume crops, such as lupins) in September–
October to sterilise weed seed (Powles and Matthews, 1996; Gill and Holmes,
1997). This practice is known locally as crop-topping (Llewellyn et al., 2004).
4. Cutting a crop, particularly barley or canola, before it reaches maturity may
sever the heads of ryegrass plants before seed production and lessen cereal grain
losses through the encouragement of more uniform drying. This practice is
known as swathing.
5. Ryegrass seeds may be collected during harvest to prevent their return to the soil
(seed-catching) (Matthews, 1996). This may be particularly effective since
around 75 percent of ryegrass plants are often harvested simultaneously with
crops (Pannell et al., 2004).

3.4.3 Alternative management strategies available in a pasture phase

Introduction of a pasture phase into a crop sequence can reduce reliance on herbicides
(Pratley and Rowell, 1987; Dowling, 1988; Gill, 1995) and decrease ryegrass seed
banks through allowing the use of a wide range of non-selective forms of weed control.
The multiple treatments available during a pasture phase are as follows:

1. A long-standing method of weed control in the wheat belt is the grazing of seed
heads by sheep (Reeves and Smith, 1975; Pearce and Holmes, 1976; Matthews,
1996). However, adequate control may be difficult to achieve if insufficient
stock are available (Pearce, 1975a; Reeves and Smith, 1975; Gramshaw and
Stern, 1977a; Schmidt and Pannell, 1996a).
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2. Non-selective herbicides may be used at light rates during winter or early spring
(before seed-set) to reduce ryegrass populations (winter-cleaning) (Pearce,
1975b).
3. A non-selective herbicide (e.g. paraquat) can be applied to weed seed heads in a
pasture phase to sterilise seed (spray-topping) (Pearce and Holmes, 1976; Jones
et al., 1984). Crop losses are avoided if chemical topping is used in a pasture
phase. In addition, the early season production of ryegrass is fully exploited and
herbicide application improves the protein levels (and consequently the quality)
of the sprayed pasture (Latta and Carter, 1998).
4. Seed production can be decreased through the physical cutting of ryegrass plants
before seed formation (Reeves and Smith, 1975). This may be done through hay
and silage production and mowing for ryegrass control. The economics of hay
and silage production are poor in the wheat belt given low yields, variable
demand (Powles and Bowran, 2000), and high production costs. In addition,
transferring hay and silage off-farm may disperse seeds containing herbicideresistant genes (Schmidt and Pannell, 1996a). The effectiveness of mowing for
ryegrass management is constrained if there is insufficient livestock available on
a farm to maximise seed-set control through subsequent heavy grazing (Powles
and Bowran, 2000).
5. Non-selective herbicides may be used to kill an entire field of pasture to prevent
seed-set in existing weeds; the dead pasture may subsequently be grazed. This
treatment is known as hay-freezing or brown-manuring (Blake and Lauritsen,
2002; Revell and Thomas, 2004) It offers significant weed control without the
expense of hay production. The brown-manuring of legume pastures can also
improve the cycling of nitrogen to subsequent crops (Revell and Thomas, 2004).
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6. A growing pasture may be cultivated before ryegrass seed production (greenmanuring) (Pannell et al., 2004). This is a highly effective form of weed control
and improves soil fertility through increasing soil organic matter (Powles and
Bowran, 2000).
7. Ryegrass seed may be destroyed through the burning of flowering ryegrass
plants prior to the shedding of seed (Mason et al., 1968; Pearce, 1975a; Reeves
and Smith, 1975; Pearce and Holmes, 1976; Gill, 1997).

The efficacy of these treatments for ryegrass control is promoted by a number of
important factors. First, many are implemented in spring, in contrast to the primary incrop herbicide options that are applied earlier in the year. This increases the
effectiveness of treatments employed in the pasture phase because late-germinating
weeds are also killed. Second, phase farming requires the sowing of legume pasture
since crop phases are too long to allow the regeneration of legumes from hard seed. This
allows the use of highly-effective treatments that destroy both weeds and the sown
pasture (e.g. brown- or green-manuring) in the year before returning to a crop phase,
without a need to consider the effect of these strategies on pasture density in subsequent
periods.

A cereal crop may also be mown, cut for hay or silage, or brown- or green-manured.
However, these practices are costly, compared to when they are implemented during a
pasture phase, due to the sacrifice of significant (crop) income (Schmidt and Pannell,
1996a). Therefore, they are most often used where a large weed population and multiple
resistance are unexpectedly encountered. In contrast, grain legume crops may be brownor green-manured more frequently given their lower profitability relative to cereals. For
example, a standard gross margin calculated for one hectare of lupins in the study
region in 2002 was 20 percent of that for wheat (Agriculture Western Australia, 2002).
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Biological approaches, non-selective herbicide application, and physical methods of
weed control are collectively referred to throughout this thesis as non-selective
treatments or alternative treatments. These terms help to distinguish these forms of
control from selective herbicides.

3.5 Economic analysis of integrated weed management in the wheat belt

The economic analysis of herbicide resistance and IWM is inherently complex. The
sources of complexity are reviewed, in part, by Schmidt and Pannell (1996a), Pannell
and Zilberman (2001), and Pannell (2002). The most relevant are that:

1. The process of resistance development in different management systems is not
fully understood or quantified.
2. The need to incorporate a temporal dimension and consider a high number of
weed treatments and crop enterprises introduces a significant computational
burden.
3. The economic performance of individual farm enterprises and the use of
different weed treatments is strongly interrelated, both positively and negatively.
For example, green-manuring a grain legume crop will sacrifice income, but
increase the yield of the subsequent crop under standard conditions.
4. The efficacy of individual weed treatments is often highly variable, depending
on both climatic conditions and management.
5. The time required to trial alternative combinations of weed-management
practices may be too long given the rapid development of herbicide resistance
(Orson, 1999). For example, an annual ryegrass population may develop
resistance to a selective herbicide in only a few years (Maxwell and Mortimer,
1994).
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6. IWM requires the integration of multiple methods of weed control that may be
difficult to implement effectively, both individually and together.

The economic management of herbicide resistance in annual ryegrass in the central
wheat belt has received significant attention, despite these complexities. Early
practitioners used both mathematical programming (Gorddard et al., 1995) and
simulation (Gorddard et al., 1996) models to investigate this problem. These studies
identified the general importance of non-chemical control for resistance management in
a continuous-cropping rotation. However, their general insight was limited by the
representation of a single form of non-chemical control (cultivation). Moreover, the
importance of land-use rotation was downplayed. These limitations reflected data
constraints and computational shortcomings imposed by the high number of treatments
available to producers. These factors motivated the development of sophisticated
simulation models in subsequent years to allow resistance management in wheat belt
farming systems to be studied in greater detail.

Most economic research into resistance management and IWM in the study region has
been conducted using the Resistance and Integration Management (RIM) model
(Pannell, 2001a, 2002; Pannell and Zilberman, 2001; Monjardino et al., 2003, 2004a, b;
Pannell et al., 2004). This deterministic simulation framework was developed from the
early models of Stewart (1993), Gorddard et al. (1995, 1996), and Schmidt and Pannell
(1996a, b). This single-field model, implemented in Microsoft Excel®, incorporates a
twenty-year horizon over which seven different land uses — wheat, barley, lupins,
canola, volunteer pasture, subterranean clover, and a French serradella pasture — may
be grown in sequence. Multiple versions of the RIM model exist, each built to represent
a different form of weed infestation. These concern the management of annual ryegrass
(Pannell et al., 2002, 2004), wild radish (Monjardino, 2002), and both species together
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(Monjardino et al., 2003, 2004a, b). Herbicide resistance is represented through the
specification of the maximum number of times that herbicides from a given group may
be applied before they are ineffective against weeds.

The model calculates the net present value (NPV) accruing to different strategies
simulated by the user. Thirty-five herbicide and non-herbicide weed treatments are
represented in the annual ryegrass version, while fifty are defined in the combined
annual ryegrass and wild radish model. The high number of possible permutations over
the twenty-year horizon in the RIM model motivates the analysis of a single field
because their inclusion in a whole-farm model would be difficult and expensive in terms
of solution time.

Around five hundred parameters are incorporated in the RIM model to adequately
describe the underlying agronomic, biological, and economic relationships (Pannell et
al., 2004), some of which are strongly non-linear. Field experiments were used to
identify those parameters describing the population dynamics of annual ryegrass, the
efficacy of different weed treatments, and crop biology. Economic data was identified
from whole-farm models representing typical farms in the study area (Morrison et al.,
1986; Kingwell and Pannell, 1987) and farm budget guides (e.g. Agriculture Western
Australia, 2004).

3.6 Economic management of herbicide resistance in annual ryegrass

Economic analysis of annual ryegrass management in the central wheat belt has
identified a number of consistent findings. These provide useful insight into general
relationships between important variables, although each is drawn from modelling
results particular to a given set of economic, environmental, and management
conditions. Most of these findings have been identified through simulation; even so, the
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optimality of the associated IWM strategies is often declared following their
comparison with numerous less-profitable alternatives (see, for example, Monjardino et
al., 2004b).

The key findings are:

1. The loss of selective herbicides results in significant economic losses.

Orson (1999) identified that three levels of maximum profit are important in
determining the cost of herbicide resistance: (a) that obtainable under any situation
( NPV * ), (b) that obtainable after resistance has fully developed ( NPV R ), and (c) that
obtainable under a strategy designed to prevent resistance ( NPV P ). The cost of
resistance prevention ( C RP ) is C RP = NPV * − NPV P ; whereas, the cost of resistance
( C R ) may be stated as either C R1 = NPV * − NPV R or C R2 = NPV P − NPV R .

A number of authors have identified significant declines in profit following the
development of herbicide resistance in the study region. Pannell and Zilberman (2001)
identified C R1 = NPV * − NPV R = $390 ha-1 over a ten-year period in a lupin-wheatwheat rotation. Gorddard et al. (1995) identified a cost of between $594 ha-1 and $678
ha-1 over a thirty-year period of continuous wheat cropping. Moreover, NPV decreased
by nearly a third (from $930 to $640) as the number of selective herbicide applications
available to a producer was reduced from ten to two over a ten-year period in a lupinwheat rotation in Pannell et al. (2004).
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2. A large number of alternative treatments is required under profit-maximising
behaviour as resistance becomes more severe.

A high number of non-selective treatments is required under optimal management with
the development of herbicide resistance. The most-profitable number of alternative
treatments used over a ten-year period in a lupin-wheat rotation almost doubled (from
thirteen to thirty-five) in Pannell et al. (2004) as the quantity of selective herbicide
applications available to a producer was reduced from ten to two. Similarly, Pannell
(2001a) identified an increase from fourteen to thirty-three treatments under nearidentical circumstances. The combinations of non-selective treatments adopted
following the onset of severe resistance are also characterised by their diversity,
highlighting the importance of IWM in this situation (Pannell et al., 2004). These results
suggest that the profitability of extended cropping cycles will depend directly on the
cost and effectiveness of non-selective control given the capacity of annual ryegrass to
rapidly develop herbicide resistance (Gorddard et al., 1995, 1996; Schmidt and Pannell,
1996a, b).

3. There are only minor differences between optimal weed densities with and without
herbicide resistance.

The competitiveness (Lemerle et al., 1995; Peltzer et al., 1998) and high seed
production (Rerkasam et al., 1980a; Davidson, 1990) of annual ryegrass plants
motivates a focus on maintaining a low weed population, irrespective of resistance
status. This is demonstrated in numerous studies that have identified only minor
differences in mean weed density, regardless of the availability of selective herbicides,
at the most-profitable configurations identified by simulation (Pannell, 2001a, 2002;
Pannell and Zilberman, 2001; Monjardino et al., 2004a, b; Pannell et al., 2004). For
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example, the average number of annual ryegrass plants setting seed per hectare over the
ten-year horizon in Pannell (2001a) was six when two selective herbicides were
available and ten when ten selective herbicides could be used. This finding is consistent
with the minor differences observed between the densities of resistant and non-resistant
ryegrass populations in the wheat belt by Llewellyn and Powles (2001). It is worthwhile
adopting expensive non-selective control methods to keep weed numbers at low levels,
even in the presence of resistance, as a large seed population is difficult to decrease in a
short period of time (Revell and Thomas, 2004) and will constrain future crop
production.

4. A pasture phase can provide excellent weed control, particularly once resistance
develops; however, this approach can be substantially less profitable than continuous
cropping, depending on price relativities.

A legume pasture has multiple benefits for a crop sequence, including (a) intensive
weed control without reliance on selective herbicides, (b) nitrogen fixation, and (c)
potential income from grazing and hay/silage production (Pannell, 1995). Monjardino et
al. (2004b) concluded that the incorporation of pasture phases in crop rotations
achieved, “excellent ryegrass control” (p. 268); nevertheless, a number of economic
analyses have reported that such an inclusion significantly lowers profit relative to a
continuous-cropping rotation in standard circumstances in the central wheat belt
(Pannell and Zilberman, 2001; Monjardino et al., 2004b; Pannell et al., 2004). For
example, the introduction of two pasture phases, each of two years duration, over a tenyear period decreased NPV by around a third in Pannell et al. (2004). Likewise,
maintaining more than a quarter of a rotation in pasture decreased NPV by between 28
and 38 percent, relative to a continuous-cropping sequence, over a twenty-year period in
Monjardino et al. (2004b). In comparison, profit was only 3 to 10 percent lower than
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that earned in a continuous-cropping rotation when these authors simulated a single
three-year phase of French serradella pasture between two long cropping sequences.
However, the value of annual pasture for weed control was very sensitive to the
different states of herbicide resistance portrayed in Monjardino et al. (2004b). For
example, the inclusion of French serradella increased NPV by $300, relative to a
continuous-cropping rotation, when no Group A, B, and D selective herbicides were
available over the twenty-year horizon.

Despite these insights, the value of pasture for IWM in a phase-farming situation has yet
to be accurately identified. First, the most-profitable weed management strategies
identified in these studies employing the RIM model are selected through
experimentation in a simulation model containing a high number of possible
permutations. For example, the continuous-cropping rotation studied in Chapter 10 in
this thesis requires the consideration of 2395 possible alternatives. This large solution
space complicates the identification of the most-profitable configurations. Second, some
investigations (e.g. Pannell et al., 2004) are limited by their short planning horizons that
underestimate the value of pasture for long-term resistance management. Last, a number
of studies do not consider the wide range of pasture options available to producers in the
study region; in particular, none have investigated the value of perennial pasture for
weed management.

3.7 Summary

Annual ryegrass is the most significant crop weed in southern Australia. The
competitiveness and wide distribution of ryegrass has motivated extensive application
of selective herbicides given their ease of use and high efficacy. However, a lack of
diversity in weed management has promoted the development of multiple herbicide
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resistance throughout the wheat belt. A high number of alternative forms of weed
control are available to producers; these treatments are often integrated to maximise
their effectiveness. The economic analysis of these alternative systems is complex given
the significant number of available strategies and their interrelationships with other
components of the farming system. Simulation modelling has provided some interesting
insights; however, the true value of pasture phases for ryegrass management is yet to be
identified given the high number of alternative treatments requiring evaluation, the use
of short planning horizons, and the consideration of limited pasture diversity.
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4. Use of perennial pasture phases to prevent soil salinisation
This chapter describes the process of soil salinisation and strategies to prevent its
occurrence, particularly the employment of lucerne pasture to increase water use in crop
rotations in the study region. Soil salinisation is defined here as the accumulation of
excess salts in the root zones of plants to the extent that the yield of salt-sensitive crops
and pastures is reduced by more than 10 percent (McFarlane and Williamson, 2002).

Section 4.1 examines soil salinisation processes. Section 4.2 describes the use of saline
land and practices to prevent its development. Section 4.3 outlines the advantages and
disadvantages of lucerne as a pasture plant for salinity prevention in the central wheat
belt. A short summary is provided in Section 4.4.

4.1 Soil salinisation

Dryland salinity is considered, “the most pressing land management issue facing
Australian agriculture” (White et al., 2002, p. 134). It is estimated to cost Australia
around $600 million each year in decreased crop production alone (Dawes et al., 2002).
Approximately 960,000 hectares of previously productive agricultural land in Western
Australia has developed soil salinity as a result of human activity (calculated from data
in McFarlane et al., 2004) and an additional area of up to 4.4 million hectares is at threat
(McFarlane et al., 2004). Apart from decreasing crop yield, soil salinisation
detrimentally affects biodiversity (Keighery et al., 2004); ecosystems, particularly river
systems (Hatton and Nulsen, 1999; Kefford et al., 2003); water supplies (McFarlane and
Williamson, 2002); and infrastructure, particularly roads (National Land and Water
Resources Audit, 2001; Ridley and Pannell, 2005).
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Primary soil salinisation occurs naturally in virgin ecosystems; for example, in the saltlake systems typically found at the bottom of wheat belt valleys in Western Australia. In
contrast, secondary soil salinisation is human-induced. The impact of soil salinisation
on plant communities is displayed in Figure 4.1. There are two forms of secondary
salinisation: dryland and irrigation-induced. Dryland salinity arises on non-irrigated
land where rainfall exceeds evapotranspiration. Irrigation-induced salinity occurs where
irrigation and rainfall surpass the water requirements of plants. Dryland salinity is the
only type studied in this dissertation as irrigation is not used in the study region.

Figure 4.1

Land affected by secondary soil salinisation in Western Australia.

(Source: Department of Agriculture and Food Western Australia, Baron-Hay Court,
South Perth, Western Australia.)

The groundwater systems characteristic of the highly-weathered Precambrian shield
underlying the study region (see Section 2.1) are typified by high salt concentrations
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and low gradients. Soil salts, consisting mainly of sodium chloride (NaCl) (Teakle and
Burvill, 1938), arise from rainfall deposition and the weathering of parent materials
(Isbell et al., 1983). Rainfall deposition is around 20 kg ha-1 yr-1 in the study region
(Hingston and Gailitis, 1976). This amount is low given this area’s distance from the
ocean (~270 km) and low annual precipitation. Nonetheless, the high evaporation rates
and great geological age of this region have allowed much salt to accumulate (Malcolm
et al., 1978; McArthur et al., 1989). In Western Australia, on average, around 250
tonnes of salt per hectare is present in upper valley locations, while approximately 2,500
tonnes per hectare is found on valley floors (McFarlane and George, 1992). However,
these figures vary widely, with up to 15,000 tonnes of salt per hectare present in some
areas.

Little rainfall progressed below the root zone of deep-rooted, perennial, native
vegetation throughout Australia prior to extensive land clearance. High rates of
evapotranspiration usually allowed only ~0.1 mm yr-1, on average, to escape into
groundwater underneath such systems (George and Frantom, 1988). (Such escaping
water is referred to as “deep drainage” or “recharge”.) However, the replacement of
native vegetation with agricultural systems based on annual crops and pastures has
substantially increased deep drainage (Wood, 1924; Peck and Hurle, 1973; Nulsen et al.,
1986; Allison et al., 1990; George, 1992; Sadler and Turner, 1994; George et al., 1997;
Hatton and Nulsen, 1999; Hatton and George, 2000). High recharge occurs under
annual plants as low evaporation rates limit evapotranspiration during the growing
season and the presence of minimal plant canopy between November and May limits
the use of out-of-season rainfall. Moreover, their shallow-root systems reduce their
capacity to intercept soil water. Increased recharge causes water tables to rise,
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mobilising salt deposits and bringing them within reach of plant roots (Hatton and
Nulsen, 1999; Pannell et al., 2001).

Recharge beneath rotations consisting solely of annual plants in the wheat belt is
generally between 4 and 10 percent of rainfall (McFarlane and Williamson, 2002).
However, this may vary greatly depending on seasonal rainfall and soil type (Asseng et
al., 2001a). This may be demonstrated using the Leakage/Buffer model (Ward, 2002,
2006; Ward and Asseng, 2002; Ward et al., 2003). Recharge on a deep, sandy soil in the
study region over last century was between 0 and 163 mm yr-1, with an estimated mean
of 28.9 mm yr-1 (9.2 percent of mean annual rainfall). In comparison, mean recharge of
103 mm yr-1 occurred over the same period on the same soil type in Moora, which has a
mean annual rainfall of 461 mm, compared with 314 mm in the study area. In contrast,
deep drainage on an acid, loamy, sandy soil in the study region was between 0 and 114
mm yr-1, with an estimated mean of 14.2 mm yr-1 (4.5 percent of mean annual rainfall).
These differences demonstrate the high variability of recharge, but, most importantly,
emphasise the limited capacity of annual plants to intercept rainfall. For example, the
average amount of recharge reported above for the deep, sandy soil in the study region
is nearly three hundred times greater than that experienced under native vegetation
(~0.1 mm yr-1) (George and Frantom, 1988).

Wheat (cf. barley) growth is generally affected when saline water tables are less than
1.8 m (cf. 1.5 m) from the soil surface (Teakle and Burvill, 1945; Nulsen, 1981).
However, a water table shallower than two metres will ascend quickly, irrespective of
water use by plants, due to capillary action caused by evaporation (McIntyre, 1982). It
is therefore important to maintain a water table at least two metres below the soil
surface if annual crops and pastures are to continue to be grown (Clarke et al., 2002).
The importance of preventative strategies is reinforced by the general infeasibility of
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reclaiming saline land since a declining water table requires lateral movement over
significant distances and salinisation decreases soil permeability, thus limiting any
capacity to flush out salt (Pannell, 2001b). Drainage of saline land may also cause,
“severe environmental consequences” (Fitzpatrick et al., 2000, p. 26), including major
soil structure change, increased erosion, and the formation of acid-sulphate soils.

Crop species differ in their sensitivity to salt. Wheat production declines at salt levels
above 600 ECe mS m-1, 2 while barley production is affected above 800 ECe mS m-1
(Maas and Hoffman, 1977; Maas, 1986). (These tolerances are highly variable in
practice since young crops are generally more sensitive than adult plants and salt
concentrations will fluctuate with soil moisture content.) Crop growth rates, and
consequently yields, decline approximately linearly with increasing salt concentrations
beyond these thresholds (Maas and Hoffman, 1977). Yield is further affected by
waterlogging and inundation, which generally accompany high water tables, as these
severely impair the salt-exclusion mechanisms of most agricultural plants (BarrettLennard, 1986, 2002).

4.2 Management of soil salinisation

Potential management responses to salinity include strategies to make use of saline land
or to prevent the onset of salinisation through engineering or agronomic practices.

4.2.1 Use of saline land

The use of sheep to graze plants adapted to saline environments is the most popular
employment of saline land. Salt-tolerant plants important in this context are fodder
shrubs, such as saltbush (Atriplex spp.) and samphire (Halosarcia spp.); grasses, such as
2

ECe mS m-1 measures the electrical conductivity of the soil solution in milliSiemens per metre. A higher
reading of ECe mS m-1 infers a greater level of soil salinity.
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puccinellia (Puccinellia ciliata Bor.) and tall wheat grass (Thinopyrum elongatum syn.
Agropyron elongatum (Host) Beauv.); and legumes, such as balansa (T. michelianum
Savi) and Persian clover (T. resupinatum L.) (Barrett-Lennard and Malcolm, 1995). The
integration of these plants in a grazing system has particular value for the provision of
autumn feed (during the traditional feed-gap) given the high cost of supplements (Bolt,
2001). Supplementary feed is required given the minimal pasture growth over the hot,
dry summers characteristic of this area. (Kingwell et al. (2003) lists these supplements
as costly grains, such as lupins; dry pastures that deteriorate in quality over time; and
grain stubbles of low nutritive value.) Fodder shrubs are often employed in an alleyfarming system, where rows of these plants lower the water table so that less salttolerant species, such as balansa and Persian clover, can establish in the inter-rows
(O’Connell et al., 2006).

Saltland grazing systems are much less profitable than production on non-saline land,
particularly given their low productivity, high establishment cost, and the risk of
establishment failure (Kingwell et al., 2003; O’Connell et al., 2006). For example,
O’Connell et al. (2006) identified a standard establishment cost of $225 ha-1, while John
(2005) estimated that one-fifth of these systems will fail to successfully establish.
Moreover, in some environments, water use by fodder shrubs, such as saltbush, will
cause salt to accumulate in their root zones over a ten- to twenty-year period, eventually
causing their death (Barrett-Lennard, 2002). However, this is less likely to occur in the
wheat belt of Western Australia where there is minimal lateral water movement
(Ferdowsian et al., 2002).

The popularity of saltland grazing systems is partly motivated by the low opportunity
cost of saline land. Profitable salt-tolerant crops are currently not available. Salt-tolerant
plantation trees exist (Marcar et al., 1995), but their use is constrained by their low
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profitability. Aquaculture (George and Coleman, 2001; Partridge and Jenkins, 2002),
salt extraction (Privett and Munday, 2000), and desalination (Chaibi, 2000; Winter et
al., 2001) are potential uses of saline water. However, these are of limited practical
relevance because they require significant technical expertise and are generally
unprofitable for individual grain producers (Kingwell et al., 2003).

4.2.2 Preventative strategies

Preventative strategies are important given the low profitability of agricultural
production on saline land.

4.2.2.1 Engineering techniques

The rise of saline water tables can be prevented through the installation of deep drains
and/or groundwater pumping (so-called engineering techniques). These methods have
limited worth for safeguarding agricultural production because of their high capital cost
and limited spatial influence (McFarlane et al., 1990; Ferdowsian et al., 1997; Coles et
al., 1999; Cacho et al., 2001). In addition, they require the disposal of saline water that
may detrimentally impact downstream ecosystems and increase flood risk (Pannell and
Ewing, 2006). Engineering options are most suited to the protection of high-value
assets, particularly where evaporation basins can be used for reducing off-site impacts.
Nonetheless, drainage is the preferred form of salinity management for many producers
throughout the wheat belt (Pannell, 2001c; Clarke et al., 2002; McFarlane and
Williamson, 2002; Rundle and Rundle, 2002).

4.2.2.2 Manipulation of annual-based systems

Increasing the transpiration rates of annual crops and pastures through improved
management may increase crop yield and decrease deep drainage (Anderson, 1980;
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Nulsen and Baxter, 1982; French and Schultz, 1984; McFarlane et al., 1993; George et
al., 1997; Angus et al., 2001). However, this generally has a minimal impact on
recharge as evaporation decreases and largely offsets the greater level of transpiration
(Eastham et al., 1999; Clarke et al., 2002).

Increasing the rooting depths of annual plants may increase their interception of soil
water (Tennant and Hall, 2001). For example, the extended rooting depth of French
serradella permits it to extract the greatest amount of soil moisture, in relation to other
annual pastures, from more than 1.2 m below the soil surface (Tennant et al., 1999).
Nonetheless, the absence of plant cover for a high proportion of the year in an annualbased system severely constrains its capacity to deal with out-of-season rainfall, thereby
limiting the usefulness of this strategy for salinity management (George et al., 1997).

4.2.2.3 Employment of perennial plants to increase water use

A more promising method is the employment of deep-rooted perennial plants that
actively grow through periods of high evapotranspiration (Dunin et al., 1999) and create
a buffer of dry soil to absorb recharge from annuals sown either in the vicinity or in the
following year(s) (Ward et al., 2001, 2002, 2006). A dry soil buffer should be used to
maintain water tables at least two metres below the soil surface, so that the yield of
these annual plants is not compromised.

Lucerne is presently the most suitable perennial legume for recharge management in the
wheat belt (Cocks, 2001; Latta, 2003) (see Section 4.3); accordingly, around 171,235 ha
in this region was planted to this perennial pasture in 2001 (Loo, 2001). This species is
important since a lack of suitable perennial crops constrains a producer’s ability to
maintain traditional crop sequences without hastening the onset of soil salinisation.
Perennial grasses, such as cocksfoot (Dactylis glomerata L.), grazed throughout
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southern Australia are adapted to temperate regions with an annual rainfall greater than
600 mm; thus, they are of little relevance to salinity management in the study area.
Alternative perennial legumes for dryland cropping systems, such as species from the
Dorycnium genus (Bell et al., 2005), are the focus of ongoing research.

Deep-rooted perennial fodder shrubs, such as tagasaste (Chamaecytisus palmensis
(Christ) Hutch) (Hatton and Nulsen, 1999; Lefroy and Stirzaker, 1999), can reduce
recharge (Eastham et al., 1994) and provide valuable early-autumn feed (Oldham et al.,
1991). However, these shrubs are generally less profitable than perennial pasture
legumes, except on deep, infertile sands (Oldham et al., 1991; Abadi, 2003).

Perennial trees, such as Tasmanian blue gums (Eucalyptus globulus Labill.), may be
planted in rows in farmland maintained in active use (alley-farming) (Lefroy and Scott,
1994) or in large stands as a monoculture (George et al., 1999). Both systems can
significantly reduce deep drainage (Greenwood et al., 1985; George, 1990, 1991;
Schofield, 1990; Bari and Schofield, 1992). However, there is significant empirical
evidence that trees have a limited spatial influence on recharge (see George et al.,
1999). Accordingly, up to 70 to 80 percent of some catchments need to be planted with
trees to avert soil salinisation (George et al., 1999; Hatton and Nulsen, 1999). This
identifies an apparent trade-off between the maintenance of existing cropping systems
and effective hydrological management using afforestation. In addition, these
plantations are generally uneconomic in low rainfall areas (Cacho et al., 2001; Kingwell
et al., 2003; Pannell and Ewing, 2006), such as the study region, even if the on-farm
value of recharge reduction is considered (O’Connell, 2003). A key factor in these
evaluations is the high opportunity cost accruing to the planting of trees as these may
take over thirty years to yield harvestable product.
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Oil mallees (E. polybractea Baker and E. kochii subsp. Plenissima (CAGardner)
Brooker) and wattles (Acacia spp., particularly A. saligna Labill.) may be grown for
salinity management. Oil mallees are used primarily for the production of eucalyptus
oil; however, recent research demonstrates that significant economic benefits accrue to
the integration of oil harvest with electricity generation and activated carbon production
(Cooper et al., 2004). In contrast, Acacia is most useful for timber production. These
trees may be incorporated in either an alley- or phase-farming system. Phase farming
with trees involves the use of a short period of forestry (usually of three to five years
duration) to create a buffer of dry soil before a cropping sequence begins (Harper et al.,
2000). High establishment and removal costs are incurred in the “kamikaze forestry”
phase. For example, Mueller et al. (1999) estimated that establishment costs were $1000
ha-1 and removal costs were $80 ha-1 in a typical system. Phase farming with trees is
more profitable than large plantations in many circumstances (Abadi, 2003; Abadi et al.,
2003). However, significant parts of the study region are unsuitable for growing these
species because of climatic and soil limitations (Kingwell et al., 2003). In addition, a
lack of processing capacity presently constrains industry development in the study area.
Therefore, this dissertation focuses solely on the use of perennial pasture, and not trees,
for recharge reduction in phase-farming systems.

4.3 Lucerne pastures for salinity management

Endemic to the Middle East, lucerne has been used in Australian pastures for around
two-hundred years. Lucerne is a herbaceous, erect pasture legume (see Figure 4.2) that
is used primarily as a grazing plant in the study region because insufficient growth
hampers profitable hay and silage production in this low-rainfall environment
(Devenish, 2001). Lucerne is typically grazed throughout November and December;
however, pasture production from January to April is highly dependent on summer61
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autumn rainfall and soil water content (Devenish and Lacey, 2001). Lucerne is more salt
tolerant than other perennial legumes, provided the soil is free draining (Cocks, 2001).
Nevertheless, it is significantly more sensitive than barley; thus, its primary contribution
to salinity management is recharge reduction and not the revegetation of moderatelysaline sites. This is reinforced by its intolerance of waterlogging that typically
accompanies salinisation (Cocks, 2001).

Figure 4.2

A typical adult lucerne (Medicago sativa L.) plant.

Winter-active lucerne is used in the wheat belt because it suits the rainfall distribution of
the region and is more persistent than summer-active varieties. Lucerne is generally
sown between May and July. It is sown later than the primary crops to complement their
demand for machinery and allow several weed germinations to occur prior to
establishment to increase the effectiveness of weed control at seeding. Good weed
control is essential as young lucerne is a poor competitor for nutrients, moisture, and
light (Fedorenko et al., 2001a; Latta et al., 2003).
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4.3.1 Advantages of lucerne pasture

Lucerne has multiple benefits for cropping systems in the study region.

4.3.1.1 Persistence

Lucerne is very persistent, with recorded ages of over twenty years (Hanson et al.,
1988). This persistence is aided by its dormancy through extended dry periods and its
ability to grow from either green stems or the top of its taproot. Stands in the study
region are often significantly weakened by disease, grazing management, insect pests,
prolonged drought, and weed invasion (Bollard and Grimm, 1986; Devenish and Bee,
2001; Fedorenko et al., 2001a). The maximum duration of a phase in this area is
consequently around four to five years (Devenish, 2001). Lucerne is expensive to
establish and produces little feed in its first year (Maling and Lemon, 1993). For
example, lucerne generally costs around $90–$100 ha-1 to establish in the study region
and will yield less than $20 ha-1 in its first year under typical grazing management. This
motivates extended lucerne phases; however, the profitability of long periods of pasture
is somewhat constrained by the significant opportunity cost imposed by the high relative
value of cereal production. Three-year phases are therefore the most common.

4.3.1.2 Recharge reduction

Lucerne’s ability to extract soil water at a low moisture potential (Holford and Doyle,
1978), its perennial growth habit, and deep-rooting system greatly reduce recharge,
compared with that experienced beneath annual crops and pastures (Miller et al., 1981;
Crawford and Macfarlane, 1995; Lolicato, 2000).

The taproot of lucerne may grow over eight metres deep (Kipnis et al., 1989); however,
rooting systems are typically much shallower than this in the study region because of
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soil constraints (Isbell, 1996) and the short duration of lucerne phases. Roots in the third
year of a lucerne phase may be up to three times the depth of those of subterranean
clover (1.5 m compared to 0.5 m) (Latta et al., 2002; Ward et al., 2002). Moreover,
Ward et al. (2002) identified that the root mass of lucerne was up to 70 percent heavier
than that of subterranean clover in one experiment, reducing recharge in the lucerne
stand by over six times relative to that occurring in the annual pasture.

These large rooting systems and the perennial growth of lucerne greatly increase its use
of soil water. Latta et al. (2001) identified that lucerne used 30 mm more soil water in
each year than annual pastures at Borden in Western Australia, where a mean rainfall of
355 mm was observed over the length of the lucerne phase. Similarly, Lyons and Latta
(2001) reported that soil water content decreased by over 40 mm yr-1 in an established
lucerne pasture in Esperance on the south coast of Western Australia. Additional
experimental work has identified that lucerne will typically reduce soil water content by
more than 50 mm yr-1 in relation to annual-based pastures (Angus et al., 2001; Dunin et
al., 2001; McCallum et al., 2001; Ward et al., 2001, 2006; Latta et al., 2002). Lucerne
typically creates a buffer of 50–100 mm in Australian soils (Angus et al., 2001; Dunin
et al., 2001; McCallum et al., 2001; Ward et al., 2001; Latta et al., 2002). This
highlights its value for salinity management in the study region.

However, some recharge will occur despite the existence of a dry soil buffer,
particularly following extreme rainfall events (Ward et al., 2001, 2002). This results
from water bypassing smaller pores and moving rapidly down the soil profile (so-called
“bypass flow”) (Ward et al., 2002). For example, recharge of 5 mm yr-1 was observed
under lucerne pasture by Ward et al. (2002). This rate is sufficient to substantially delay
the development of secondary soil salinity, though larger than those rates of deep
drainage experienced under native vegetation (George et al., 1999).
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High water use by deep-rooted perennial pasture may also reduce soil acidification by
preventing the leaching of nitrate (Ridley et al., 1990).

4.3.1.3 High biomass production

The deep roots of lucerne access soil moisture not available to annual plants. In
addition, the storage of energy in the taproot of lucerne allows it to respond quickly to
out-of-season rainfall. These factors improve lucerne’s drought tolerance (see Figure
4.3) and biomass production, relative to that of annual pastures.

Figure 4.3

A field of lucerne in the Borden region of Western Australia

demonstrating the ability of this perennial pasture to produce feed during a dry summer.

Lucerne production was 300 percent higher than that of annual medic pastures in field
trials conducted in a low-rainfall area of Victoria (Ransom and Whitfield, 2001).
Likewise, established lucerne was demonstrated to produce almost twice the annual
biomass of subterranean clover in the Esperance region of Western Australia by Lyons
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and Latta (2001). Latta et al. (2002) identified that lucerne produced 42 percent more
biomass than subterranean clover at a mean rainfall of 355 mm, and 29.5 percent more
with an average rainfall of 428 mm. The greater production observed at a mean rainfall
of 355 mm was a result of higher summer and autumn rainfall occurring during that
experiment. In fact, this seems to be the primary determinant of whether lucerne
production will dominate that of subterranean clover as the latter generally produces
more feed than lucerne in both winter and spring (Latta et al., 2002).

The capacity of lucerne to produce out-of-season growth is of considerable value to
grazing systems. Crawford and Macfarlane (1995) identified that 30 percent more stock
could be grazed on a lucerne pasture, relative to an annual pasture, in Victoria at a mean
rainfall of 639 mm yr-1. Flugge et al. (2004) identified that farm profit in the central
wheat belt may increase by up to 10 percent following the inclusion of lucerne in crop
rotations and by up to 19 percent if the producer also adopts new livestock enterprises
that exploit this pasture’s out-of-season production. Lucerne’s value as a pasture plant is
promoted by its high digestibility (65–75 percent), metabolisable energy (8–11 MJ/kg
DM), 3 and crude protein (12–28 percent) levels (Devenish, 2001). Nonetheless, the
marginal value of additional summer-autumn feed provided by perennial pasture
declines past some optimal point as other factors begin to constrain livestock production
(Bathgate and Pannell, 2002).

4.3.1.4 Weed control benefits

High nitrogen fixation (Ransom and Whitfield, 2001) and deep-rooting systems increase
the competitiveness of lucerne with many major cropping weeds, such as annual
ryegrass (Latta et al., 2001, 2002; Bee and Laslett, 2002). For example, Lyons and Latta

3

MJ/kg DM denotes mega joules of energy per kilogram of dry matter.
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(2003) identified that legume content in lucerne pasture was nearly 90 percent higher
than that observed in subterranean clover stands due to differences in weed density.

Lucerne also aids improved weed control through allowing the implementation of a
wide range of non-selective weed treatments (Lyons and Latta, 2001; Ransom and
Whitfield, 2001; Latta et al., 2002). Primary methods of control are brown-manuring,
grazing, green-manuring, hay production, mowing, spray-topping, and winter-cleaning.

4.3.1.5 High nitrogen fixation

Lucerne is an important legume in farming systems throughout the world. Latta et al.
(2001) identified that wheat yields after lucerne were 18 percent higher than those after
subterranean clover. This followed nitrogen fixation at a mean rate of 25 kg N ha-1 yr-1.
Similarly, Ward et al. (2002) reported that wheat yields after lucerne were 14 percent
higher than those after subterranean clover. Lyons and Latta (2003) identified that
wheat yield increased by over 38 percent following a lucerne pasture. This reflected an
18 percent increase in total soil nitrogen relative to that experienced after an annual
legume. This nitrogen will generally influence at least two crops following the removal
of lucerne (Holford and Crocker, 1997; Hirth et al., 2001). It will also persist longer
than nitrogen from annual pastures due to lucerne’s higher legume content and greater
biomass production (Hirth et al., 2001; McCallum et al., 2001). However, this nitrogen
may not be available in significant quantities to the first crop following the perennial
pasture phase (Angus et al., 2000; Lyons and Latta, 2003) because of slow
mineralisation, particularly in dry years (Hirth et al., 2001).

Elevated nitrogen levels also increase grain protein. This improves the price received
for grain ceteris paribus as a premium is paid for higher levels of grain protein in the
study region. Lyons and Latta (2003) identified that wheat protein was 10 percent
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higher following lucerne, relative to that observed after annual pasture. Moreover, Latta
et al. (2001) reported that wheat protein was 47 percent higher after lucerne, compared
with that occurring in a wheat crop following subterranean clover.

4.3.2 Disadvantages of lucerne pasture

Lucerne has multiple benefits for cropping farms in the study region. However, these
pastures also have a number of important deficiencies.

4.3.2.1 Low rainfall at establishment can severely harm persistence

The persistence of a lucerne stand can be constrained by low rainfall, particularly in its
first year. Inadequate rainfall prevented the successful establishment of lucerne in a
third of the trials conducted throughout the wheat belt by Latta et al. (2001). This is
important since significant plant density is required for effective recharge reduction
(Dunin et al., 2001).

4.3.2.2 Water deficiencies in subsequent crops

The capacity of lucerne to dry the soil at depth can decrease waterlogging and reduce
recharge (Cransberg and McFarlane, 1994). However, this can also lower yield and
grain size in subsequent crops if insufficient moisture is available to them (Holford and
Doyle, 1978; Peoples et al., 1998; McCallum et al., 2001; Ward et al., 2002).

Lucerne is typically removed with a spring application of non-selective herbicide(s).
Spring removal increases nitrogen availability to the successive crop and allows heavy
grazing over summer to control plants not killed by the dessicant(s). In addition, it
allows soil water to increase prior to the sowing of a crop in the following autumn
(Dunin et al., 2001; Latta, 2003). However, this “rewetting” will also utilise some of the
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buffer established underneath the perennial pasture, particularly if heavy rainfall is
experienced throughout the summer and/or early autumn periods.

4.3.2.3 Difficult to remove prior to subsequent cropping

Lucerne is notoriously difficult to eradicate once successfully established (Lodge, 1991;
Dunin et al., 2001; Bee and Laslett, 2002; Latta, 2003). For example, one-fifth of
lucerne plants survived into a successive crop phase, despite the application of nonselective herbicides to terminate the lucerne stand, in one trial (Latta et al., 2001).
Competition with surviving lucerne plants, particularly for soil moisture (Angus et al.,
2000), may greatly reduce crop yield (Bee and Laslett, 2002).

4.3.2.4 Requires intensive management

Lucerne requires rotational grazing to maintain persistence (Oram, 1990; Devenish,
2001; Dunin et al., 2001). Set-stocking will typically cause overgrazing since a large
proportion of lucerne’s above-ground biomass may be accessed by grazing animals
because of its erect growth habit (see Figure 4.2) (Gong et al., 1996, as cited by Cocks,
2001). Rotational grazing is difficult to implement on farms where suitable
infrastructure, such as adequate fencing and water reticulation, is not present (Lodge,
1991). Nevertheless, this infrastructure is important as the profitability of incorporating
lucerne in crop rotations in the central wheat belt may be significantly enhanced through
the manipulation of traditional livestock management practices to fully utilise the high
summer-autumn production of this pasture (Flugge et al., 2004).

4.3.2.5 Unsuitable for acidic and waterlogged soils

Soil limitations constrain the wide-scale adoption of lucerne in the study region (Hill,
1996; Cocks, 2001). First, poorly-drained soils may cause Phytophthera root rot in
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lucerne plants because of prolonged waterlogging or inundation (Barta and
Schmitthenner, 1986). Second, lucerne root growth and nodulation are severely
inhibited in acid soils (pH ( CaCl 2 ) < 4.8) because of aluminium and manganese
toxicity (Staley et al., 1989) and the poor persistence of nitrogen-fixing bacteria
Rhizobium meliloti syn. Sinorhizobium meliloti in such environments (Munns, 1965;
Pijnenborg et al., 1990). Accordingly, Latta (2003) identified that annual pasture was
more productive than lucerne on both acidic and poorly-drained soils. Improving
lucerne’s ability to withstand soil acidity and prolonged waterlogging are important
areas of current research (Cocks, 2001; Humphries and Auricht, 2001; Pannell and
Ewing, 2006).

4.4 Summary

Dryland salinity is a major threat to agricultural production throughout the wheat belt of
Western Australia. The shallow roots of annual crops and pastures reduces their
capacity to dry the soil to depth and their senescence over summer reduces their ability
to intercept out-of-season rainfall. This increases recharge in relation to that which
occurred beneath native vegetation prior to extensive land clearance, thereby promoting
the ascent of saline water tables that restrict primary production through salt toxicity
and waterlogging as they approach the soil surface. A valuable strategy to prolong the
productive capacity of soils at threat of salinisation is the regular use of lucerne pasture
in rotations to create a buffer of dry soil to absorb recharge from subsequent crops
(Latta et al., 2002). This legume produces high quality feed for livestock, allows the
control of troublesome weeds without a need to use selective herbicides, and may
establish a buffer of considerable size.
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5. Economic analysis of crop rotations
This chapter synthesises existing knowledge relating to the economic analysis of landuse rotations, with particular reference to the application of decision theory. This review
provides a basis for the interpretation of following chapters and guides the application
of various computational procedures. Two important questions focus the review:

1. What are the economic principles underlying the optimal management of crop
rotations with and without the consideration of crop interaction?
2. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the different solution procedures
suited to the economic analysis of rotations?

Section 5.1 presents a background to the study of crop rotations. The development of
rotational theory among early economists is outlined in reference to a simple two-crop
model in Section 5.2. This model is extended in Section 5.3 to consider
interdependencies between land uses. Section 5.4 discusses the suitability of various
solution procedures used in rotation analysis over the last century. Conclusions are
presented in Section 5.5.

5.1 Background

The suitability of alternative crops and pastures for planting on a given area of land is
determined by multiple factors, particularly:

1. Biophysical factors, including climate, soil type, topography, availability and
distribution of water supply, perishability of product, and the presence of pests
and disease.
2. Socio-economic factors, including labour and capital supply, market prices,
input costs, government programmes (e.g. price subsidies), demand effects,
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proximity to market(s) (von Thunen, 1826), available forms of transportation,
and current farm organisation.
3. Personal background of the producer, including education, attitude towards risk,
previous experience, interests, preferences, and skills.

These factors were clearly articulated among early agricultural economists, who used
them to classify those crops or pastures that were suitable for rotation on a given farm
(Black, 1926; Johnson, 1933; Bunce, 1942; Heady and Jensen, 1954). Nevertheless,
interaction between land uses complicated the application of this technique (Johnson,
1933). This was an important limitation since rotations are adopted primarily for
reasons that can render joint production more profitable than monoculture (economies
of scope) (Panzar and Willig, 1981), including improved resource utilisation, soil
fertility, and income stability.

5.1.1 Improved resource use

Employment of a land-use rotation aids factor use in a given production system;
however, this may take a variety of forms. First, a rotation permits producers to fully
utilise cropping land if multiple crops may be planted and harvested within a single year
(Clarke, 1989). Second, input use in one enterprise may complement input use in
another (Taylor, 1905; Aeroboe, 1918; Brinkmann, 1922; Black, 1926; Holmes, 1928;
Benedict, 1932b; Johnson, 1933; Heady, 1948; Hildreth and Reiter, 1951; Heady and
Jensen, 1954; Hildreth, 1954; Weinschenck, 1954; El-Nazer and McCarl, 1986;
Morrison et al., 1986). The opportunity cost of input application is therefore an
important determinant of the profitability of alternative rotations. For example, a benefit
of incorporating lupin crops in Western Australian rotations is their demand for sowing
and harvesting machinery at a different time than barley and wheat (Pannell, 1998).
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Consequently, variable inputs are, “usually employed more economically in a system of
diversified farming than in a single crop system” (Taylor, 1905, p. 68).

5.1.2 Improved productivity

A land use may have a positive (complementary) impact on the profitability of another
through the interruption of pest and disease cycles and the improvement or maintenance
of soil fertility through erosion reduction and the accumulation of soil organic matter
(Marshall, 1890; Gray, 1913; Buechel, 1925; Black, 1926; Holmes, 1928; Johnson,
1933; Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1938a; Heady, 1948; Hildreth, 1954; Barnard and Nix, 1973;
Taylor and Burt, 1984; Clarke, 1989; Maynard et al., 1997; Wu and Babcock, 1998;
Kim et al., 2001). (These are conveniently referred to as productivity effects in the
following discussion.) For example, legume pastures, such as subterranean clover,
benefit successive land uses through nitrogen fixation (Pannell, 1995).

Combinations of certain land uses may also increase profit through complementing
livestock production. In the context of Australian dryland agriculture, Pannell (1987, p.
67) noted that, “because pasture is mainly available in winter and spring while crop
residues are available in summer, they can be conveniently combined as feed sources
for livestock”.

However, land uses may also have a negative (competitive) or no (supplementary)
effect on subsequent enterprises (Black, 1926; Holmes, 1928; Case, 1932; Johnson,
1933; Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1938a, b; Heady, 1948; Hildreth, 1954; Barnard and Nix, 1973;
Taylor and Burt, 1984). For example, repeated wheat cropping on a given area of land
will exhaust soil organic matter and total soil nitrogen, reducing the production of nonlegume crops that follow in rotation (Greenland, 1971).
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5.1.3 Income stability

Joint production helps to hedge against economic and physical uncertainty (Black,
1926; Holmes, 1928; Johnson, 1933; Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1938a; Bunce, 1942; Heady,
1948, 1952; Hildreth, 1954; Hazell, 1971; Barnard and Nix, 1973; Chen and Baker,
1974; Taylor and Burt, 1984; Clarke, 1989; Maynard et al., 1997; Wu and Babcock,
1998; Kim et al., 2001). This is consistent with portfolio theory in which diversification
reduces the variance of the overall return by maintaining a combination of assets with
earnings that have less than perfect correlation between them (Markowitz, 1959;
Johnson, 1967; Samuelson, 1967). This is important in agricultural systems since the
relative profitability of crops is significantly affected by the climate, pest and disease
burdens, and product prices, all of which vary over time (Holmes, 1928; James, 1950;
Tompkin, 1958; Antle, 1983; Kingwell et al., 1993; Pannell et al., 2000).

Agricultural production is characterised by unstable profits arising from climatic and
market variability (Chambers and Quiggan, 2000). There is significant empirical
evidence that many producers are risk averse (Antle, 1987; Myers, 1989), including in
Australia (Bardsley and Harris, 1987). Attitudes of producers towards risk may
influence land-use decisions as diversification can reduce income variability (Burt and
Johnson, 1967; El-Nazer and McCarl, 1986; Fuglie and Bosch, 1995; Maynard et al.,
1997; Wu and Babcock, 1998; Wu, 1999). However, significant doubt has been raised
over the usefulness of incorporating risk aversion in models of agricultural systems
since (Pannell et al., 2000):

1. Inclusion of risk aversion has little impact on farmer welfare in farm systems
models. For example, Kingwell (1994) highlighted that optimal expected profit
fell by only 2–6 percent when risk aversion was included in a complex model of
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a dryland farming system in the eastern wheat belt of Western Australia. This
arises from the limited curvature of the payoff surface near the optimum. Hence,
“inclusion of risk aversion in models intended to be used for decision support is
of low priority” (Pannell, 2006, p. 564).
2. Previous analysis (e.g. Sonka, 1983) suggests that the usefulness of a
bioeconomic model will improve more with the incorporation of better
biological, technical, and market information rather than with the addition of
risk aversion.
3. Methods of depicting risk aversion in economic models are poorly related to the
actual decision-making processes of farmers (Patrick and DeVuyst, 1995).

Empirical evidence supports the exclusion of risk aversion in the case of land-use
rotation, demonstrating that most diversification is motivated through complementary
input relationships and productivity effects (Brink and McCarl, 1978; El-Nazer and
McCarl, 1986; Morrison et al., 1986; Pannell, 1987) rather than risk reduction.

5.2 Optimal land-use combination

Early economists studied enterprise combination in significant detail. Their theoretical
work may be described through the presentation of a simple static model. This analysis
exploits the symmetry between the area devoted to a given crop and the time that an
area of land is planted to an enterprise in rotation (Hildreth and Reiter, 1951; Burt,
1981; Clarke, 1989). The adoption of multiple land uses in a rotation at a single point in
time is motivated by an opportunity to smooth input demand and spread risk (Holmes,
1928; Hildreth and Reiter, 1951; Burt and Johnson, 1967). Heady (1948) appears to
have conducted the first formal study that employed this approach. It has since played
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an important role in farm planning through permitting the study of rotations in static
whole-farm models (Hildreth and Reiter, 1951; El-Nazer and McCarl, 1986).

The theoretical model is defined as follows. The goal of the producer is to maximise the
annual profitability of a given area of land (L). The supply of land is assumed to be
fixed in the short-run. The fixed land resource L is allocated between two enterprises
( i = {1,2} ). This framework may be extended to include more land uses, but two are
adequate for the illustration of key principles. The land devoted to the first enterprise is
denoted L1 and that for the second enterprise is denoted L2 .

The produce from each crop is sold in a perfectly competitive market at a fixed price of
pi dollars. The production function ( f i ( Li ) ) for each land use is dependent on the area
devoted to that crop. (The derivatives of f i ( Li ) with respect to the relevant land use are
denoted as subscripts; for example, f L11 ( L1 ) for the first derivative and f L11L1 ( L1 ) for the
second.) Production of f i units in land use i incurs a cost of ci dollars associated with
the use of variable inputs. Variable factors of production are not considered explicitly;
this sharpens the focus on the land-use decision.

The production of crop i increases at a diminishing rate as the area devoted to that crop
increases (i.e. f Lii > 0 and f Lii Li < 0 ). This diminishing marginal productivity is
associated with the use of soils less suited to the production of this crop and competition
for non-land inputs at critical periods. The latter motivates the employment of additional
factors of production, such as off-farm labour, that may be more costly and less
productive. Larger areas of crop also require a longer seeding period. Later-sown crops
may yield less, relative to those that were sown earlier, since they have a shorter
growing season. The production function for each crop is independent of the land
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allocated to the alternate enterprise in this example; therefore, there is no representation
of productivity effects. However, this assumption is relaxed in the next section.

It is assumed that all decision variables are used in the optimal plan, so corner solutions
are not studied in this instance. Classical Lagrangian techniques are consequently used
instead of the Kuhn-Tucker approach (Bazaraa and Shetty, 1993). The producer’s
optimisation problem is,
max J = ( p1 − c1 ) f 1 ( L1 ) + ( p2 − c2 ) f 2 ( L2 ) ,

(5.1)

L1 , L2

subject to,

L = L1 + L2 .

(5.2)

The Lagrangian function Λ may be formed through adjoining the constraint (5.2) to the
objective function (5.1) with the multiplier variable λ ,

Λ = ( p1 − c1 ) f 1 ( L1 ) + ( p2 − c2 ) f 2 ( L2 ) + λ ( L − L1 − L2 ) .

(5.3)

The first-order conditions (FOCs) for a constrained maximum are the derivatives of Λ
with respect to the decision variables L1 , L2 , and λ . These are,
∂Λ
= ( p1 − c1 ) f L11 − λ = 0 ,
∂L1

(5.4)

∂Λ
= ( p 2 − c 2 ) f L22 − λ = 0 , and
∂L2

(5.5)

∂Λ
= L − L1 − L2 = 0 .
∂λ

(5.6)
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The second-order conditions required for optimality are satisfied if the production of
each crop is profitable (i.e. p1 > c1 and p 2 > c 2 ) and f Lii Li < 0 . 4

Equations (5.4) and (5.5) identify how the two land uses should be optimally managed.
The multiplier λ is the rate at which the optimal level of profit will change in response
to a unit adjustment in the total endowment of land. This is the marginal profitability of
land in a competitive economy. Conditions (5.4) and (5.5) each contain the multiplier
variable λ , so they may be combined and expressed alternatively as,

( p1 − c1 ) f L11 = ( p 2 − c2 ) f L22 .

(5.7)

This expression states what may be termed the static rule of enterprise combination,
that the marginal profit of each land use should be equivalent under optimal
management.

Suppose the first crop is more profitable than the second crop at the margin. That is,

( p1 − c1 ) f L11 > ( p 2 − c2 ) f L22 . More land will be allocated to the first crop because the
marginal benefit accruing to the expansion of this enterprise is greater; marginal profit
will consequently decrease in the first land use and increase in the second. Expansion of
the first crop should continue until this expression is satisfied with equality, as in (5.7).
This simple example demonstrates that the opportunity cost of employing one enterprise
on a given area of land is the profitability of the alternative land use(s). The presence of
multiple enterprises allows increases in profit to be obtained through the allocation of
inputs among a number of different crops, thus circumventing, at least to some degree,
the binds imposed by diminishing marginal production in a monoculture system. For

( p1 − c1 ) f L11L1
4
Satisfaction of the second-order conditions requires,
0
−1
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example, seasonal factor requirements may constrain the ability of the producer to tend
a single crop at critical periods during its growth.

Adam Smith (1776) alluded to these logical mechanisms of adjustment in his lengthy
discussion of rent and taxation, stating that,

Profit of barley land ... must always be nearly equal to those of other equally
fertile and equally well-cultivated lands. If they were less, some part of the
barley land would soon be turned to some other purpose; and if they were
greater, more land would soon be turned to the raising of barley. (p. 374)

In contrast to the otherwise scant attention from Smith (1776), Alfred Marshall (1890, p.
435) fully developed the static rule, stating that, “… in equilibrium, oats and hops and
every other crop will yield the same [marginal] net return to that outlay of capital and
labour”. This is because, “Each crop strives against others for the possession of land;
and if any one crop shows signs of being more remunerative than before relatively to
others, the cultivators will devote more of their land and resources to it” (p. 435).

The foundations of the study of enterprise combination by Marshall (1890) were rooted
in the work of earlier economists who studied the diminishing marginal productivity of
agricultural inputs. (These developments were discussed in detail by Cannan (1892),
Schumpeter (1954), and Lloyd (1969).) Turgot (1768, p. 420) first described this
phenomenon, stating that, “ ... when the soil approaches near to returning all that it can
produce, a very great expense may augment the production very little” (as cited by
Cannan, 1892). Steuart (1767) and Ortes (1774) also formulated theories of diminishing
returns, but, in contrast to Turgot (1768), crop yields fell as an increasing population
forced the use of poorer soils. West (1815) provided the most refined formulation of
diminishing returns among the Classical economists, amalgamating the approaches of
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Turgot (the intensive margin) and Steuart and Ortes (the extensive margin); however, it
was Malthus (1798, 1803) and Ricardo (1817) whom undoubtedly cemented the
importance of this concept in economic theory (Schumpeter, 1954).

This work was the foundation for the Principle of Substitution that guided Marshall’s
theory of enterprise combination. The Principle of Substitution stated that an, “alert
business man … pushes the investment of capital in his business in each ... direction
until what appears in his judgement to be the outer limit, or margin, of profitableness is
reached; that is, until there seems to him no good reason for thinking that the gains
resulting from any further investment in that particular direction would compensate for
his outlay” (Marshall, 1890, p. 359). Marshall recognised the primary cause of this
diversification, stating that, “the Principle of Substitution is closely connected with ...
that tendency to a diminishing rate of return from any excessive application of resources
or of energies in any given direction” (Marshall, 1890, p. 356). Marshall’s theory was
based on Smith’s recognition that land is allocated among competing enterprises. In
contrast, crop rotations were not considered in a Ricardian world because land was
assumed to have a single use (see Ricardo, 1817).

5.3 Interaction between crops

The model presented in Section 5.2 may be adjusted to incorporate interactions between
land uses. This may be done through defining the production of each crop as a function
of the land allocated to both enterprises. In this case, each production function is defined
f i ( L1 , L2 ) , instead of f i ( Li ) , for i = {1,2} . The relevant partial derivatives of
f i ( L1 , L2 ) with respect to each land use are denoted as subscripts in the following. The
relationship between the production of one crop and the allocation of land to another is
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dependent on whether the land uses are complementary ( f L12 > 0 and/or f L21 > 0 ),
supplementary ( f L12 = 0 and/or f L21 = 0 ), or competitive ( f L12 < 0 and/or f L21 < 0 ).

An example may be given in the context of ley pastures in Western Australian cropping
systems (Trumble and Donald, 1938; Callaghan, 1958; Pratley and Corbin, 1988;
Buddenhagen, 1990). The planting of a legume pasture ( i = 1 ) may increase the
production of a cereal crop ( i = 2 ) through nitrogen fixation and improved soil structure
(Greenland, 1971). However, the control of weeds during a cereal crop may decrease
pasture production in the successive phase by decreasing the seed pool of species that
provide useful feed (Abadi Ghadim and Pannell, 1991). In this instance, f L12 < 0 and

f L21 > 0 .

It is once again assumed that both crops are used in the optimal plan. The modified
problem is,
max J = ( p1 − c1 ) f 1 ( L1 , L2 ) + ( p 2 − c 2 ) f 2 ( L1 , L2 ) ,
L1 , L2

(5.8)

subject to,

L = L1 + L2 .

(5.9)

The relevant Lagrangian function Λ is,

Λ = ( p1 − c1 ) f 1 ( L1 , L2 ) + ( p2 − c2 ) f 2 ( L1 , L2 ) + λ ( L − L1 − L2 ) .

(5.10)

The FOCs for a constrained maximum are,
∂Λ
= ( p1 − c1 ) f L11 + ( p 2 − c 2 ) f L21 − λ = 0 ,
∂L1

(5.11)
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∂Λ
= ( p1 − c1 ) f L12 + ( p 2 − c 2 ) f L22 − λ = 0 , and
∂L2

(5.12)

∂Λ
= L − L1 − L2 = 0 .
∂λ

(5.13)

It is assumed that the second-order conditions are again satisfied. 5

Equations (5.11) and (5.12) may be combined to yield a modified static rule of
enterprise combination,

Ω = ( p1 − c1 )( f L11 − f L12 ) = ( p 2 − c2 )( f L22 − f L21 ) .

(5.14)

This expression again relates the marginal profit of each land use. However, here
marginal profit for crop i depends on the effect that the allocation of Li units of land has
on the production of crop i and the alternate land use. Suppose, for simplicity, that the
first crop does not influence production of the second land use (i.e. f L21 (⋅) = 0 ). In this
case, (5.14) simplifies to

( p1 − c1 )( f L11 − f L12 ) = ( p 2 − c2 ) f L22 . The existence of

complementary effects ( f L12 (⋅) > 0 ) (i.e. increasing the land allocated to the second land
use will increase the per-area yield of the first crop) will increase the relative value of
the second crop through the term − ( p1 − c1 ) f L12 (which is negative provided that the
cultivation of this crop is profitable and therefore p1 > c1 ) on the Left Hand Side (LHS)

5

The second-order conditions for a maximum are satisfied for this problem if the determinant of the

bordered

Hessian

matrix

is

positive.

( p1 − c1 ) f L11L1 + ( p 2 − c 2 ) f L21L1
( p1 − c1 ) f L12 L1 + ( p 2 − c 2 ) f L22 L1

( p1 − c1 ) f L11L2 + ( p 2 − c 2 ) f L21L2
( p1 − c1 ) f L12 L2 + ( p 2 − c 2 ) f L22 L2

−1

−1
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of (5.14). This higher value will promote a larger area to be planted to the second land
use (i.e. an increase in L2 ) ceteris paribus. In contrast, competitive interaction
( f L12 (⋅) < 0 ) will decrease the relative value of the second crop and less area will be
allocated to it. Lastly, the term − ( p1 − c1 ) f L12 will vanish from (5.14) if the second crop
supplements the first. Equation (5.14) is equivalent to the static rule of Section 5.2 in
this instance.

Interaction between land uses was not explicitly considered in the enterprisecombination models of early economists, such as Smith (1776) and Marshall (1890),
even though it enters implicitly into decisions concerning relative profitability (Jevons,
1879). However, its importance was clearly articulated by subsequent agricultural
economists in the context of input allocation (Taylor, 1905; Black, 1926; Holmes, 1928;
Johnson, 1933). Heady (1948) was the first to formally consider productivity effects
through the rigorous statement of the crop-rotation problem in a production-economics
framework. Heady’s main result is equivalent to (5.14) and may be obtained through the
division of (5.11) and (5.12) to form,
2
2
( p1 − c1 ) ( f L2 − f L1 )
.
=
( p 2 − c 2 ) ( f L11 − f L12 )

(5.15)

Here, an equilibrium rotation is stated to hold where the profit ratio (LHS of (5.15)) is
inversely proportional to the rate of substitution (the Right Hand Side (RHS) of (5.15)).
Equation (5.15) is equivalent to the standard tangency condition used to determine the
optimal input combination in standard production theory (Varian, 1992) if interaction
between land uses is ignored or does not exist.
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The relationship between changes in important economic parameters, such as the
product price or the discount rate, and optimal land allocation has not been derived
conclusively in theoretical work. Multiple-phase optimal control systems involve a
sequence of regimes, each with its own dynamical system, of which only one is active at
each point in time (Amit, 1986; Goetz, 1997; Makris, 2001). In the context of crop
rotations, a multiple-phase control framework determines the optimal input intensity in
each stage and the most profitable time to switch between land uses. This approach is
naturally suited to the conceptual investigation of rotational systems; however, multiplephase systems are notoriously difficult to solve analytically, which has motivated the
application of single-crop models in most theoretical applications (McConnell, 1983;
Barbier, 1990; Barrett, 1991, 1996; Clarke, 1992; LaFrance, 1992; Grepperud, 1997).
The multiple-crop framework of Goetz (1997) is a notable exception; although, its
complexity prevented the implementation of accurate comparative dynamics, thereby
reducing its practical importance. Moreover, existing theoretical models are
characterised by their indeterminate conclusions. For example, a higher price may
motivate either conservation or degradation, depending on which form of input is more
valuable following a change in the product price (Walker, 1982; Clarke, 1992;
LaFrance, 1992; Barrett, 1996; Grepperud, 1997). These factors identify a need for
problem-specific empirical models for determining the optimal management of
rotational systems.

5.4 Computational methods

The complexity of analytical models incorporating crop rotations complicates their
use for the determination of practical management strategies. This highlights the
importance of suitable computational algorithms for the solution of numerical
models.
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5.4.1 Budgeting methods

Two budgeting methods have been widely employed for rotation analysis since the first
half of last century. Cost accounting (i.e. enterprise budgeting) uses historical costs and
expected prices to estimate the profitability of alternative land-use combinations
(Taylor, 1925; Black, 1926). However, this method does not explicitly consider the
most-profitable allocation of fixed factors of production among multiple land uses. In
contrast, the substitution (i.e. partial budgeting) method evaluates the change in net
returns accruing to a shift in the allocation of fixed inputs, including land, among
different crops (Marshall, 1890; Benedict, 1932a, b; Eke, 1932; Johnson, 1933).
Nonetheless, this represents, “a trial and error attempt to find the optimal enterprise
combination” (Benedict, 1932a, p. 393).

Enterprise budgeting remains the most popular computational procedure for comparing
alternative rotations in practical situations (Roberts and Swinton, 1996) given its ease of
use, wide applicability, and suitability to small problems (Heady, 1954; Kottke, 1961).
However, on the whole, budgeting methods are fundamentally limited as instruments of
rotation analysis for a number of reasons:

1. They share an inability to explicitly evaluate the opportunity costs of input use
among different enterprise combinations (Benedict, 1932a, b; Johnson, 1933;
Swanson, 1955).
2. They are incapable of identifying the optimal rotation (Benedict, 1932b;
McCorkle, 1955; Swanson, 1955).
3. They are methods of static analysis with, “no provision for changes in the
environment except by an entire re-survey of the situation” (Johnson, 1933, p.
664).
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4. They are too simplistic to adequately describe productivity effects.
5. They require vast amounts of detailed farm-specific data if practical results are
to be obtained (Benedict, 1932a; Johnson, 1933; James, 1950).

(The first three factors may also be encountered in simulation models, while the last is
relevant to all rotation analysis.) These limitations were particularly apparent prior to
the Second World War given the lack of a, “methodology developed for showing … the
many complex and shifting relationships involved when an opportunity-cost analysis of
competing farm enterprises is undertaken” (Benedict, 1932b, p. 545).

5.4.2 Linear programming

Development of the simplex algorithm (Dantzig, 1949; Dantzig and Wood, 1949) for
the solution of LP models (Kantorovich, 1939) introduced an efficient computational
procedure that explicitly considered the opportunity costs of factor use (Hildreth and
Reiter, 1951; King, 1953; Heady, 1954; Swanson, 1955). In addition, its suitability for
conducting sensitivity analysis was soon recognised (Swanson, 1956). However, LP is
similar in many ways to the early budgeting approaches used for rotation analysis. It too
requires the specification of economic and physical restrictions for alternative modes of
operation and extensive data sets incorporating price and cost information (James, 1950;
McCorkle, 1955). Moreover, both methods require linearity and constant input-output
ratios (Heady, 1954).

5.4.2.1 Representing rotations in linear programming models

Various methods may be used to study crop rotations with LP. These are discussed here
with the aid of a simple two-crop model. However, this model is entirely pedagogical
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since the problem reduces to selecting the single activity with the greatest return per unit
of land.

One common LP structure involves the specification of each land use as a single activity
(Boles, 1955; King et al., 1957; Boehlje and White, 1969; Anderson et al., 1977; Rae,
1977, 1994; Norton et al., 1980; Wossink et al., 1992; Gupta et al., 2000). This may be
stated as, max J = ( p1 − c1 ) L1 + ( p 2 − c 2 ) L2 , subject to L = L1 + L2 and L1 , L2 ≥ 0 ,
L1 , L2

where Li denotes the area of land devoted to crop i, p i denotes the price received for
product from crop i, ci denote the costs of producing crop i, the first constraint ensures
that the available (fixed) land resource L is fully utilised, and the second constraint is a
set of non-negativity conditions for the decision variables. This framework may be
extended to include a number of fixed input supplies.

A limitation of this model is that the additivity and linearity assumptions required for
the application of LP do not allow the consideration of crop interaction. It is therefore
necessary to enforce additional constraints in order to prevent unrealistic solutions, such
as recommendations to plant the entire farm as a monoculture. For example, Boles
(1955) adopted such a constraint to represent producer aversion to investing too heavily
in a crop whose price was highly variable. Artificially restraining enterprise
composition in this manner is a coarse method of incorporating crop rotations (Just,
1993; Howitt, 1995; Rohm and Dabbert, 2003). Ideally, these models should explicitly
incorporate the non-linear relationships that represent the adopted calibration
constraint(s). This may be difficult because of data limitations, but will increase the
relevance of model output (Howitt, 1995; Rohm and Dabbert, 2003).

The most widely adopted method of representing land-use rotations in LP is with the
specification of alternative rotations as individual activities (Hildreth and Reiter, 1951).
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Productivity effects are easily considered in this framework. The standard structure is
best explained in the context of a model incorporating two rotations ( Ri for i = {1,2} )
that may be planted on a given area of land L. The model is, max J = π 1 R1 + π 2 R2 ,
R1 , R2

subject to R1 + R2 = L and R1 , R2 ≥ 0 , where π i denotes the total gross margin for
rotation i. The π i parameter is the summation of individual gross margins for each crop
in the respective rotation. These will be adjusted according to the interrelationships
between enterprises; for example, the yield of a cereal crop will generally be higher in a
rotation in which it follows a legume pasture, compared with that occurring after
continuous cereal cropping.

This method avoids the explicit identification of each source of interaction between land
uses, reducing model size through the compounding of information. This technique has
consequently dominated the economic analysis of crop rotations at a whole-farm level
since the advent of LP (Hildreth and Reiter, 1951; Swanson and Fox, 1954; Peterson,
1955; Swanson, 1955, 1956; Heady and Candler, 1958; Beneke and Winterboer, 1973;
Rae, 1977, 1994; Morrison et al., 1986; Kingwell and Pannell, 1987; Johnson and
Adams, 1991). Nonetheless, it requires the modeller to select permissible rotations
before optimisation, which reduces flexibility.

In contrast, the specification of linkage constraints in a LP model (Rae, 1977, 1994; ElNazer and McCarl, 1986; Hazell and Norton, 1986; Annetts and Audsley, 2002)
overcomes the need to predetermine crop rotations. El-Nazer and McCarl (1986)
formulated a general model incorporating linkage constraints. Though not referring to
this earlier work, Klein-Haneveld and Stegeman (2005) formalised this approach nearly
twenty years later. Suppose a producer is interested in determining the optimal
management of the two-crop model outlined previously and the yield of a crop depends
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explicitly on the crop planted in the preceding year. A general model of this type (El2

2

Nazer and McCarl, 1986) may be defined as, max J = ∑∑ π ij Lij , subject to
L1 , L2

2

2

∑∑ Lij = L , Lij ≥ 0 , and
i =1 j =1

2

2

i =1

j =1

i =1 j =1

∑ Lij − ∑ L jk ≤ 0 for i = j = k = {1,2}, where Lij is the

area of land planted to crop i in the year following crop j, L jk is the area of land planted
to crop j in the year following crop k, and π ij is the gross margin accruing to land use
Lij . The first constraint limits land allocation to the size of the farm (L), the second

constraint defines the non-negativity conditions, and the last equations are the linkage
constraints that define the permissible sequences.

This method does not require the endogenous determination of rotations; thus,
productivity effects are neither classified or quantified individually. Instead, interaction
between crops is incorporated through the identification of sequence-specific gross
margin parameters ( π ij ). However, the application of this method is complicated by
data limitations, especially if the number of enterprises included in the analysis is high
and there is a long-lasting dependence between crops in the rotation.

5.4.2.2 Incorporating time in linear programming models

The intertemporal management of agricultural land may be explicitly studied in
dynamic LP models (Heady and Candler, 1958; Candler, 1960; Burt, 1965). However,
this method has received little use, though Swanson (1955) and Loftsguard and Heady
(1959) are notable exceptions in the early agricultural-economics literature. Use of
dynamic LP is constrained by the need to:
•

formulate and solve large models (Dean and de Benedictis, 1964; Throsby,
1964a, 1967; Boussard, 1971);
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describe the temporal change in coefficients and resource stocks (Loftsguard and
Heady, 1959; Boehlje and White, 1969);

•

specify a time horizon of sufficient length subject to computational constraints
(Modigliani, 1955; Boussard, 1971); and

•

identify suitable boundary conditions for the dynamic processes.

These limitations motivated Throsby (1967) to formalise the theoretical foundations of
equilibrium farm-planning models. He identified that a standard dynamic solution
consists of three parts: an initial phase, a “stable-core” (p. 195) phase where a stationary
solution is maintained, and a terminal phase. The initial and terminal phases are, of
course, strongly influenced by their respective boundary conditions. In contrast, the
stable core is the equilibrium management strategy that maximises the profitability of
the agricultural system for the given production technologies. The existence of a stable
core in dynamic rotation models was recently proven by Klein-Haneveld and Stegeman
(2005).

The employment of static models has been standard practice throughout the history of
economic analysis since equilibrium principles are generally easier to conceptualise and
study (Schumpeter, 1954). Equilibrium farm-planning models are valuable analytical
tools for a number of reasons, most of which follow naturally from the limitations of
dynamic LP (El-Nazer and McCarl, 1986; McCarl and Spreen, 1997):

1. Static frameworks require less information because temporal variation in model
coefficients is not incorporated.
2. Removing a dependence on specific boundary conditions generalises model
output and is justified by the turnpike theorem, which infers that stationary
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solutions are often independent of initial allocations in linear models (Boussard,
1971).
3. Their small size, relative to dynamic linear programmes representing the same
production system, decreases the time required to construct and solve empirical
models.
4. Theoretical analysis suggests that steady-state management is of greatest
importance since the optimal period of transition will be characterised by the use
of monoculture (Bunce, 1942 (whom only analysed the degrading case); Barrett,
1991; Goetz, 1997), in accordance with most-rapid-approach-path (MRAP)
solutions in linear control models (Clark, 1976, 1990). For example, an initial
level of land productivity above (cf. below) the equilibrium level encourages the
employment of a single depleting (cf. restoring) land use until the steady state is
reached (Goetz, 1997).

However, the use of stationary models requires an implicit assumption of fixed
resources; thus, dynamics are of significance where the organisation of a farm unit is
sufficiently far from the optimal plan and/or land uses influence future productivity
(McCarl and Spreen, 1997), both of which are probable in many farming systems. This
apparent trade-off between computational efficiency and the practicality of conclusions
is not new. In fact, in particular reference to static analysis, Marshall (1890) noted that,
“The more the issue is thus narrowed, the more exactly can it be handled: but also the
less closely does it correspond to real-life” (p. 366). An equilibrium model understates
the worth of a land use if this possesses a dynamic value accruing to the mitigation of
land degradation, for example soil erosion (Wade and Heady, 1977; Burt, 1981; Wu,
1999) or soil salinisation (Bathgate and Pannell, 2002). Nonetheless, static models may
provide valuable insight if the rotations of interest maintain soil fertility or the future
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benefits accruing to the adoption of an enterprise are explicitly considered (Bathgate
and Pannell, 2002; Weersink et al., 2002).

An additional benefit of dynamic rotation models is their capacity to represent
variability in crop production (technical efficiency) and resource use (allocative
efficiency) (Antle, 1983). Producers benefit from this information, even if they are not
risk-averse (Antle, 1983; Gray and Furtan, 1983; Kingwell et al., 1993; Pannell et al.,
2000). This is the principal foundation of tactical management, whereby decisionmaking is altered in response to information revealed over time (Mjelde et al., 1989;
Taylor, 1993; Pannell et al., 2000). This is of particular relevance to dryland farming
systems, where flexible crop sequences may be more profitable than strict rotational
arrangements (Kingwell et al., 1993; Zentner et al., 1993). Tactical management may be
studied through the inclusion of discrete probability distributions in LP matrices
(discrete stochastic programming) (Cocks, 1968; Rae, 1971a, b; Kingwell et al., 1993).
This structure is consistent with the incorporation of uncertainty through the definition
of a set of alternative states of nature in the state-contingent framework described in
detail by Chambers and Quiggin (2000) and Quiggin and Chambers (2006).

5.4.3 Dynamic programming

Numerical dynamic programming (Bellman, 1957; Puterman, 1994; Rust, 1996) is
suited to portraying tactical management, including the investigation of flexible
cropping systems (Burt and Allison, 1963; Burt and Johnson, 1967), given its inherent
ability to incorporate sequential decision-making and stochastic features. It has
subsequently been widely used in the analysis of crop-sequencing decisions (Burt and
Allison, 1963; Throsby, 1964a, b; Burt and Johnson, 1967; Burt, 1971, 1981; Fisher and
Lee, 1981; Taylor and Burt, 1984). However, the comprehensive farm-planning
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approach provided by LP is exchanged for the computation of a closed-loop control law,
which describes the optimal action at every state combination.

Ideally, a crop-rotation problem to be solved with dynamic programming would involve
decision variables determining which land use to adopt in each field in each year and
state variables representing land uses adopted in each field in previous years so that
complementary effects could be considered (Burt, 1981). However, this formulation is
computationally burdensome for any system of practical relevance, even with the rapid
increases in computer processing speed observed in recent times (Schaller, 1997), since
the computational requirements of dynamic programming increase exponentially with
the number of state variables incorporated in the problem. (Bellman (1957, p. ix)
famously termed this phenomenon the, “curse of dimensionality”.) In addition, the
problem is even larger following the definition of inputs and state variables representing
the productivity of agricultural land across time. Consequently, applications of dynamic
programming to rotational systems are characterised by inventive, simplified problem
characterisations. For example, Burt (1981) represented alternative rotations through a
single decision variable denoting the percentage of land planted to wheat.

5.4.4 Multiple-phase optimal control

Multiple-phase optimal control is conceptually suited to investigating the optimal
management of rotational systems. However, as described above, the analytical solution
of these problems is difficult, which identifies the central importance of empirical
analysis. The optimal crop sequence may be determined numerically through the
standard Maximum Principle if individual stages are represented by piecewise-constant
control variables (an approach adopted conceptually by Goetz, 1997). However, this
process may be extremely time-consuming, particularly with the cycling of individual
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regimes, since the determination of the optimal sequence of stages is inherently
geometric and requires the concurrent identification of optimal management policies in
each phase.

Switching costs (those incurred at the transition from one phase to another) are relevant
to many rotations since land uses are often costly to establish and remove (Hennessy,
2006). For example, non-selective herbicides and heavy grazing are required to kill
lucerne when a producer wishes to enter a cropping phase on the same area of land (Bee
and Laslett, 2002). However, the consideration of switching costs significantly
complicates the solution of multiple-phase systems in which individual regimes are
represented by piecewise-constant control variables (Blatt, 1976; Teo and Jennings,
1991). Instead, it is easier to determine the crop sequence a priori and define the
switching time(s) themselves as instrument (control) variables (Amit, 1986; Mueller et
al., 1999; Makris, 2001).

Nonetheless, there is a dearth of suitable numerical techniques for the solution of such
problems. Gradient-based methods (Judd, 1998) are difficult to apply because the state
and costate equations are piecewise defined and the performance index has, by
definition, discontinuous derivative(s) with respect to the control variable(s) in each
stage (see Section 6.2). Transition costs also introduce step discontinuities into the
adjoint and Hamiltonian trajectories along an optimal path. Efficient solution through
dynamic programming (Kennedy, 1986; Rust, 1996) is also non-trivial as large state and
policy spaces are typically encountered in applications of practical importance.

Some numerical procedures have been specifically constructed for the solution of
multiple-phase problems, but are limited in their applicability. Mueller et al. (1999)
used LP to identify optimal switch points (i.e. switching times and the level of the state
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variable at these times) following the manipulation of a set of necessary conditions
derived for a specific multiple-phase problem. However, general application of this
method is constrained by the lack of explicit solutions for many types of differential
equations. In addition, some frameworks (Kim et al., 1989; Koundouri and Christou,
2006) do not determine the switching times through the appropriate necessary
conditions of optimal control (Amit, 1986; Mueller et al., 1999; Makris, 2001). Rather,
the switching times arise naturally from endogenous switching thresholds inherent in
the control systems considered. For example, the crop selected under optimal
management changes as the shadow price of irrigation water adjusts over time in Kim et
al. (1989). (This approach is analogous to the way in which gears change in an
automatic car transmission; in contrast, the standard formulation resembles a manual
transmission in which the switching times are selected exogenously by a controller.)
Though conceptually interesting, this formulation is obviously limited to those types of
switching problem in which endogenous switching thresholds are present.

Multiple-phase control problems may also be studied in a financial-options framework
(Dixit and Pindyck, 1994) if no control variables are exercised during the duration of a
stage. This approach is most relevant to the analysis of the fallow-cultivation cycle of
traditional agriculture, and not rotations in industrialised economies, as traditional
systems are typified by minimal input use (Barrett, 1991; Willassen, 2004).

5.4.5 Simulation models

5.4.5.1 Simulation

Simulation involves experimentation with the control parameter(s) in a given model to
gain an understanding of a system’s management (Anderson, 1974; Rubenstein, 1981;
Hillier and Lieberman, 1990; Law and Kelton, 2000), most often where the complexity
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of a problem hinders the development of an appropriate analytical framework. Effective
simulation models are valuable learning tools for producers and agricultural advisors as
experimentation may increase their understanding of the replicated system (Suttor and
Crom, 1964; Pannell et al., 2004). Moreover, simulation models may easily incorporate
strong nonlinearities, discontinuities, multiple dimensions, and variability. This
increases their attractiveness as a method of rotation analysis (Zusman and Amiad,
1965; Kelly et al., 1996; Monjardino et al., 2003, 2004a, b; Pannell et al., 2004),
particularly compared with calculus-based optimisation algorithms that require the
definition of continuously-differentiable functional forms (Betts et al., 1993; Polak,
1997). Nonetheless, the incorporation of significant detail may complicate the
interpretation of model output (Suttor and Crom, 1964; Anderson, 1974). Moreover,
enormous solution spaces can constrain meaningful experimentation and allow the
personal preferences of users to bias results. (The latter may be useful where
practitioners are investigating the economic implications of strategies of personal
relevance, but can be inappropriate if such results are used for extension purposes.)

Optimisation algorithms may be used to automate the search process. However, the lack
of analytical expressions for the performance index and constraints complicates the
calculation of gradients (Glasserman, 1991) and prevents the efficient evaluation of
alternative policies, limiting the usefulness of mathematical-programming techniques
that require continuous domains (Polak, 1997). A simulation model may be sampled
repetitively to approximate continuous functions for use in standard optimisation
algorithms (Kleijnen, 1987; Plambeck et al., 1996; Robinson, 1996), but this is timeconsuming and introduces prediction error since the precise forms of these relationships
are normally unknown a priori. Moreover, the use of regression methods to summarise
the characteristics of the solution space may fail to correctly represent critical elements
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of the decision process if the simulation model is large. Alternatively, automatic
differentiation software (Griewank, 1989; Bischof et al., 1996) or finite-difference
methods (Fu and Hu, 1997; Betts, 1998) may be used to approximate the gradient.
However, these also require repeated (and expensive) evaluation of the simulation
model and are inappropriate where the function to be optimised is discontinuous and/or
noisy.

5.4.5.2 Metaheuristic optimisation

A valuable alternative to these approaches is the use of a metaheuristic algorithm to
optimise a simulation model. A metaheuristic is a general computational procedure that
uses stochastic-search processes to identify high-quality (near-optimal) solutions at a
reasonable computational effort when problem size and/or structure prevent gradient
calculation and/or adequate sampling (Hochbaum, 1997; Hoos and Stutzle, 2004).
These approaches are particularly valuable in combinatorial (i.e. discrete) problems that
are nondeterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) 6 (Garey and Johnson, 1979;
Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982; Du and Ko, 2000); here, the identification of global
optima will require prohibitive computation time.

A direct-search algorithm is the simplest metaheuristic procedure. This involves the
random perturbation of a decision variable to generate a new solution in the
neighbourhood of the existing configuration. The updated variable replaces the existing
configuration if its value, as determined by the simulation model, is higher; otherwise,
the perturbation is rejected (Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982; Lewis et al., 2000). This
process continues for a predefined number of iterations or until a suitable stopping
condition is satisfied. There are many variants that employ information from prior runs

6

An NP-hard problem is commonly understood as one that cannot be solved exactly in polynomial time.
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to refine the exploration of the solution space (Yan and Mukai, 1992; Aarts and Lenstra,
1997), though such adaptation is constrained by computer memory size. Random-search
algorithms are easy to adapt to different simulation models, require minimal tuning, and
are guaranteed to converge under weak assumptions regarding the search process and
generation mechanism (Gaviano, 1975; Solis and Wets, 1981; Torczon, 1991).
However, convergence is extremely slow for models of a reasonable size (Kolda et al.,
2003). Furthermore, this algorithm will generally terminate at a local optimum since
solutions will be dependent on the initial configuration in nonlinear models and the
optimal starting point is unknown in most circumstances (van Laarhoven and Aarts,
1987).

Two alternative metaheuristic procedures are genetic algorithms (Holland, 1962; Davis,
1987, 1991; Goldberg, 1989; Mitchell, 1996) and simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et
al., 1983; Kirkpatrick, 1984; Cerny, 1985; Davis, 1987; Tovey, 1988; Otten and van
Ginneken, 1989; Eglese, 1990; Ingber, 1993a). (These approaches are also occasionally
combined (Goldberg, 1990; Koakatsu et al., 1990; Chen et al., 1998) or implemented in
parallel (Aarts and Korst, 1989; Stender, 1993) to improve convergence.) Other
metaheuristic algorithms, such as ant colony optimisation (Dorigo and Di Caro, 1999)
and tabu search (Glover, 1990), also exist, but the following discussion focuses solely
on genetic algorithms and simulated annealing as these are arguably the most popular
metaheuristics and are also the most pertinent to this particular study.

Genetic algorithms define feasible solutions to an optimisation problem as members of a
population that evolves over time through selection, simulated reproduction (crossover),
and mutation (Davis, 1987; Goldberg, 1989). Evolution according to a measure of
fitness, denoting the relative suitability of each individual, continues until an acceptable
solution is identified. Genetic algorithms are capable of identifying near-optimal
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solutions in complex solution landscapes (Goldberg, 1989). Consequently, they have
been broadly applied in many disciplines (Buckles and Petry, 1992; Chambers, 1995,
2001; Winter et al., 1996; Back, 1997; Haupt and Haupt, 1998; Coello Coello et al.,
2002), including economics (Smith, 1995; Mardle and Pascoe, 1999; Riechmann, 1999,
2001; Andreou et al., 2002).

The parameters defining the evolutionary process in a genetic algorithm (i.e. the
population size, rates of crossover and mutation, and the type and intensity of selection)
strictly determine the efficiency and quality of sampling (Holland, 1992; Ingber and
Rosen, 1992; Forrest, 1993). For example, a low population size may cause extinction
and therefore premature termination of the algorithm (Mitchell, 1996) or an
inappropriate selection mechanism may limit the search of the solution space, causing
convergence to a local optimum (Goldberg and Deb, 1991; Eiben and Rudolph, 1999).
In addition, the capacity of a genetic algorithm to identify high-quality solutions is
compromised where fitness evaluations do not provide precise information to the true
location of superior configurations (Goldberg, 1989; Mitchell, 1996). Nevertheless, this
procedure remains a useful approach for the identification of near-optimal solutions in
large, combinatorial problems, especially those that are NP-hard.

An alternative form of stochastic optimisation is simulated annealing. This method is
based on the physical process of annealing in condensed matter physics. Here, a metal is
heated until its particles are randomly arranged and then gradually cooled to its thermal
equilibrium, where the particles of the metal are frozen in their global minimum energy
state. The solid will form a weak metastable glass if frozen too quickly (i.e. quenched).

Simulated annealing interprets the objective function of a combinatorial optimisation
problem as the energy state of a solid. (The following description is from a
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minimisation perspective as physical annealing is, by nature, a minimising process
(Aarts and Korst, 1989). 7 ) An initial solution is generated randomly to represent the
heating of the metal. The configuration of the metal (i.e. the current solution of the
model) is then randomly perturbed through a generation mechanism. (This generation
mechanism differs between problems, but usually involves drawing a random number
from a Gaussian distribution (Geman and Geman, 1984; Jang et al., 1997).) The
perturbation is accepted if the energy of the solid (i.e. the objective function value)
decreases. In contrast, if the energy increases, the new state is only accepted if
⎛ ΔE ⎞
exp⎜
⎟ > α , where exp(⋅) is the acceptance function, ΔE is the difference in energy
⎝ T ⎠

( E current − E updated ) following the perturbation, T is the temperature (control parameter),
and α is a random number generated from a uniform distribution on [0,1) .

According to this acceptance function, there is a significant likelihood of taking
suboptimal (uphill) movements at a high temperature, but this declines to zero as the
temperature decreases. This allows a broad search of the solution space early in the
computation through permitting escapement from local minima. No suboptimal moves
are taken once T ≈ 0 , so the simulated-annealing procedure collapses to a standard
random-search algorithm at this time. The probability of accepting uphill transitions is
also higher for smaller ΔE (i.e. those steps that are “less suboptimal”).

Performing many trials at one temperature will allow the distribution of the energy
states of the metal to approach the Boltzmann distribution (Metropolis et al., 1953). This
represents thermal equilibrium at that temperature. Decreasing the temperature

7

Nevertheless, maximisation of a performance index J can, of course, be accommodated through the
minimisation of –J.
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incrementally and ensuring this equilibrium is attained at each level of the control
parameter allows convergence to the minimum energy state (i.e. the global minimum).
The use of a cooling schedule (i.e. a predefined, monotonically-decreasing temperature
sequence) to optimise combinatorial problems was first described independently by
Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) and Cerny (1985), though the early work of Pincus (1970) and
Schwarzschild (1982) is important for its analysis of related approaches. These early
studies are notable for their focus on the practical application of this algorithm, rather
than a rigorous establishment of its theoretical foundations.

Simulated annealing has since been used across disciplines as diverse as graph
colouring (Johnson et al., 1989), marine reserve design (Possingham et al., 2000),
timetable organisation (Ross and Corne, 1995), and the study of evolutionary trees
(Lundy, 1985; Geyer and Thompson, 1995). An extensive list of applications is given in
van Laarhoven and Aarts (1987), Collins et al. (1988), Aarts and Korst (1989), and
Ingber (1993a). Simulated annealing has been applied sporadically in economics and
finance to identify global optima for both system optimisation (Wu and Wang, 1998;
Reno, 2003) and econometric estimation (Brock, 1991; Ingber, 1991; Goffe et al., 1992,
1994). Also, simulated annealing was demonstrated to efficiently optimise a large
whole-farm model in Mayer et al. (1996). Simulated annealing may also be used for the
optimisation of continuous problems (Pincus, 1970; Vanderbilt and Louie, 1984;
Corana et al., 1987; Press et al., 1992), though this approach is generally slower than its
application to discrete systems (Gonzalez-Monroy and Cordoba, 2000).

Simulated annealing is statistically guaranteed to converge to a global optimum (Geman
and Geman, 1984; Gidas, 1985; Hajek, 1988), but this requires either: (a) the evaluation
of an infinite number of configurations at each temperature (Aarts and Korst, 1989), or
(b) a cooling schedule that cools no faster than Ti = Tmax (ln i ) −1 , where i is a
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temperature stage and Tmax is an initial temperature of sufficient magnitude (Geman and
Geman, 1984; Gidas, 1985; Hajek, 1988; Nolte and Schrader, 2000). Both requirements
are impractical for the optimisation of large combinatorial problems in finite-time (Szu
and Hartley, 1987; Sasaki and Hajek, 1988; Ingber, 1993b). Accordingly, extensive
empirical testing has demonstrated that simulated annealing will find high-quality
solutions, but at a mean solution time approaching the worst-case estimate (Kirkpatrick,
1984; Lundy and Mees, 1986; van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987; Aarts and Korst, 1989;
Johnson et al., 1989; Boese and Kahng, 1993). In fact, this may take exponential time or
more time than that required to fully enumerate the configuration space (Lundy and
Mees, 1986). Nevertheless, simulated annealing will frequently converge faster than the
repeated application of a direct-search algorithm from randomly-selected starting points
(Kirkpatrick, 1984; Lundy and Mees, 1986; Aarts and Korst, 1989).

The no-free-lunch theorem states that all search algorithms will perform equally well
when averaged over all feasible cost functions (Wolpert and Macready, 1995, 1997);
thus, the relative efficacy of genetic algorithms and simulated annealing is problemdependent (Davis, 1991; Ingber and Rosen, 1992; Ingber, 1993a; Mann and Smith,
1996). The no-free-lunch theorem also implies that the relative superiority of an
algorithm is dependent on the degree to which problem-specific attributes can be
exploited in the search process (Ho and Pepyne, 2002). For example, Johnson et al.
(1987) reported that the Lin-Kernaghan algorithm, designed specifically for the solution
of the classical travelling salesman problem (Lawler et al., 1985), identified optimal
configurations for this problem more efficiently than a simulated-annealing algorithm.
Nevertheless, tailored algorithms are unavailable or difficult to construct for many
important combinatorial problems, particularly those of practical relevance (Koehler,
2007).
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The high computational cost of simulated annealing and the lack of tailored procedures
for many problems motivates the use of the annealing algorithm, but with a cooling
schedule that declines too quickly to ensure a broad examination of the solution space
(i.e. a “simulated quenching” schedule) and therefore guarantee the identification of
global optima (Ingber, 1993a). This approach is valuable for the solution of large
combinatorial problems, especially those that are NP-hard, as practitioners benefit from
the intuitive coding/operation of the annealing algorithm and the incorporation of some
capacity to avoid being trapped in local minima. Numerous examples of quenching
schedules are present in the literature (van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987; Collins et al.,
1988; Wong et al., 1988). However, the most common is an exponentially-decreasing
series that declines according to Ti = Tmax exp((c − 1)i ) , where 0 < c < 1 (Kirkpatrick et
al., 1983; Collins et al., 1988; Press et al., 1992; Ingber, 1993a).

5.4.5.3 Incorporation of constraints in annealing algorithms

Genetic algorithms and simulated annealing are suited to the optimisation of complex
simulation models in agricultural economics given their capacity to broadly sample
large configuration spaces without recourse to derivative information. However, their
general applicability is somewhat limited by their inability to incorporate constrainthandling in their standard formulations. This is particularly problematic in the
representation of rotational systems as these are typified by the presence of multiple
restraints. A classical example is the fixed supply of factors, such as land, defined in
farm-planning models. The following discussion focuses on various ways that
constraints may be considered in models solved by simulated annealing. This focus on
annealing, rather than genetic algorithms, is motivated by:
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the recent development of a simulated-annealing procedure for the solution of
constrained problems (Ohlmann et al., 2004; Ohlmann and Thomas, 2007);

•

the lack of an equivalent framework for genetic algorithms; and

•

the high computational effort and complex mappings typically required when
constraints are incorporated in a genetic algorithm (Coello Coello and Montes,
2002).

The simplest method of incorporating constraints in an annealing model is through only
permitting legal transitions; nonetheless, this requires a prohibitive amount of coding in
large and complex systems (Aarts and Korst, 1989). Alternatively, the feasibility of a
candidate solution may be determined before it is enumerated, with infeasible solutions
discarded before evaluation (Hoffmeister and Sprave, 1996; Ingber, 1996). However,
this method is expensive where the configuration space is significantly constrained
(Michalewicz and Schoenauer, 1996). Another option is to permit infeasible primary
transitions only if feasibility is restored by the time that a given number of secondary
transitions have been performed (Connolly, 1992; Abramson et al., 1996; Dasgupta and
Michalewicz, 1997). This practice is extremely slow, and may even fail, in the solution
of large combinatorial problems with multiple constraints (Abramson et al., 1996).

An alternative is to penalise infeasible solutions through the objective function.
Theoretically, this requires the definition of a single-valued, non-negative violation
function ξ (θ ) ∈ R + and a non-negative penalty function λ ∈ R + (Geman et al., 1990;
Ohlmann et al., 2004). The violation function is zero (cf. positive) when the constraints
are satisfied (cf. violated). A relaxed problem is then formed through adding λξ (u j ,t ) to
the objective function before it is minimised. (This is equivalent to the definition of a
Lagrangian function in a standard calculus problem, such as that studied in Section 5.2.)
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Penalty functions were once widely used to solve non-linear programming problems
(Courant, 1943; Carroll, 1961; Zangwill, 1967; Bryson and Ho, 1975). Though more
accurate and efficient solution procedures now exist, in principle they underlie the
definition of merit functions to aid convergence in modern interior-point and sequentialquadratic-programming algorithms (Betts, 1998, 2001).

Penalty terms are important in simulated annealing since infeasible transitions provide
additional paths out of local minima (Johnson et al., 1989). Infeasible solutions may
contain individual components that are part of the optimal solution; thus, these
configurations help to connect feasible regions during the search process. This permits
faster generation mechanisms (Aarts and Korst, 1989), particularly compared with
constraint-handling techniques that incorporate feasibility restoration, and may improve
convergence relative to those annealing applications that solely consider the feasible
space (Rao, 1996; Angel and Zissimopoulos, 2000). However, the consideration of
infeasibilities can also increase the number of trials required to attain quasi-equilibrium
at each temperature. The determination of effective penalty functions can also be
problematic. A high penalty function retards exploration of the infeasible region, while
a low penalty function forces the search procedure to expend too little effort in
evaluating the feasible space (Davis, 1987; Johnson et al., 1989). Both extremes
increase the computation time required to identify solutions of a given quality.

The inclusion of dynamic penalty functions in simulated-annealing algorithms has been
demonstrated to promote faster and more reliable convergence in a number of complex
problems (Theodoracatos and Grimsley, 1995; Morse, 1997), including the travelling
salesman problem with time windows (Ohlmann, 2003; Ohlmann and Thomas, 2007). It
is natural to define a penalty factor that increases over time in the dynamic
implementation, so that the probability of accepting infeasible solutions decreases as the
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procedure converges. This gradual focus towards the feasible space is a natural
extension of the logic of simulated annealing, where the probability of accepting
suboptimal transitions decreases with the temperature.

Dynamic penalty functions may be incorporated in an annealing algorithm in a number
of ways. One approach is to define the penalty factor as an inverse function of the
temperature, so that infeasible solutions are penalised more heavily as the search
proceeds (Michalewicz and Attia, 1994; Theodoracatos and Grimsley, 1995; Carlson
and Shonkwiler, 1998). An alternative method is to define a penalty function that
increases incrementally over time, but is not a direct function of the cooling schedule.
This practice has been termed compressed simulated annealing (Morse, 1997), or just
compressed annealing (Ohlmann and Thomas, 2007), and has recently been given a
strong theoretical foundation through the development of a convergence proof
extending the results of Hajek (1988) to constrained systems (Ohlmann et al., 2004). In
contrast, no such theory has been developed for algorithms in which the penalty factor
and control parameter are a function of one another.

The penalty function is defined as pressure in compressed annealing, in analogy with
the effect of compression on the energy of an object in physical annealing (Ma, 1985).
The incorporation of constraints slows the theoretical rate of convergence required to
obtain global optima relative to that derived for standard simulated annealing in Hajek
(1988). Consequently, compressed annealing is most attractive as an effective
metaheuristic algorithm for the identification of near-optimal solutions in large,
constrained combinatorial problems rather than an efficient means of identifying a
globally-optimal configuration (Ohlmann et al., 2004).
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The superiority of compressed annealing over the use of a fixed penalty factor is strictly
determined by the construction of appropriate compression and cooling schedules.
Dynamic penalty functions may be difficult to parameterise, especially as static penalty
terms are often hard enough to estimate. Moreover, compressed annealing requires
careful construction of the cooling schedule since the pressure variable alters the
configuration landscape during the course of solution. At first, a low pressure (penalty)
variable helps to smooth the solution landscape, but gradual compression steadily
increases the ruggedness of the topography, limiting the extent of the search and
increasing the probability that the algorithm will converge towards a near-optimal
(feasible) solution. The importance of accurately determining the cooling and
compression schedules is reinforced by the computational infeasibility of determining
the magnitude of the pressure variable at which the optimal solution of the relaxed
problem is also optimal for the standard problem (Zangwill, 1967; Hadj-Alouane and
Bean, 1997; Ohlmann et al., 2004).

Rotational systems are typified by the presence of multiple constraints. However, the
complexity of these systems may preclude analysis using traditional mathematicalprogramming procedures, thereby motivating the use of simulation. This is observable
in Western Australia where the RIM model was constructed to allow the consideration
of a large number of potential forms of weed management. Compressed annealing has
significant potential as a suitable metaheuristic algorithm for the identification of nearoptimal solutions in these models. However, the particular efficacy of this procedure in
such circumstances is presently unknown as it has yet to be used for the optimisation of
a simulation model or applied to problems in either agriculture or economics. In fact,
previous applications are limited to asset replacement (Morse, 1997; Ohlmann, 2003)
and network (Ohlmann, 2003; Ohlmann and Thomas, 2007) problems.
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5.5 Summary and conclusions

Crop rotations remain an integral component of many modern agricultural systems.
Their adoption is motivated by differences in seasonal factor demand between
enterprises, productivity effects, and a lack of correlation between the profitability of
different crops. However, empirical evidence suggests that the first two factors
(efficient input use and productivity effects) are the most important drivers of joint
production.

The rule of enterprise combination for crop rotations states that the marginal profit of
each land use must be equivalent under optimal management. This intuitive rule was
discussed briefly by Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations (1776), but was described
most comprehensively by Alfred Marshall (Marshall, 1890), who identified that
maintaining multiple enterprises in a firm helped to lessen the constraints imposed by
diminishing marginal returns in each line of production. It may easily be demonstrated,
in the absence of interdependencies between crops, that this rule is symmetric with the
tangency condition that determines optimal factor bundles in microeconomic theory.

Given interactions between land uses, the profitability of a crop is dependent on the
allocation of land among all enterprises that influence its production. However,
theoretical analysis provides little conclusive insight into optimal land allocation and
input intensity in this instance since closed-form solutions are impossible to obtain in
multiple-phase control models of practical relevance. Moreover, single-crop models
have provided indeterminate conclusions relating input use and changes in important
economic parameters, such as product price and the discount rate (Clarke, 1992;
LaFrance, 1992; Barrett, 1996; Grepperud, 1997). The apparent limitations of analytical
models highlight the importance of problem-specific empirical applications.
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Nevertheless, the numerical solution of multiple-phase optimal control problems using
existing computational methods is also non-trivial. Gradient calculation is difficult
given the piecewise definition of constituent phases as the derivatives of the objective
functional with respect to the relevant control variables are discontinuous and a complex
function of switching costs. In addition, large state and policy spaces complicate the
application of dynamic programming. Flexible crop sequencing may be incorporated,
but this is difficult given the presence of transition costs and its inherent computational
complexity. Moreover, existing methods of solution for multiple-phase problems are
limited in their applicability. These factors highlight a critical deficiency in economic
analysis, a distinct lack of solution algorithms for multiple-phase control problems
incorporating transition costs and instrument variables that are defined in each
individual stage.

Simulation models are suited to rotation analysis as they can incorporate significant
complexity. However, their size may complicate their interpretation and use. Stochasticsearch algorithms are useful for the identification of profitable configurations in these
models as appropriate gradients are difficult to compute and regression-based
techniques may poorly describe the true nature of the solution space. Nonetheless,
popular metaheuristics, such as genetic algorithms and simulated annealing, do not
incorporate constraint-handling in their standard formulations, in contrast to most
mathematical-programming procedures. The recent development of compressed
annealing provides a foundation for the incorporation of constraints in annealing
algorithms (Morse, 1997; Ohlmann et al., 2004). However, its value for the economic
analysis of complex agricultural systems is, as yet, unclear.
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6. A solution algorithm for multiple-phase control problems
incorporating transition costs
6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a computational algorithm for the solution of multiple-phase
optimal control problems incorporating transition costs. A multiple-phase control
problem consists of a sequence of dynamical systems (regimes) of which only one may
be active at each point in time. The controller determines how to behave within each
regime and when to switch between them. This analysis is defined in a continuous-time
framework as there is no necessary condition for determining optimal phase length in
general discrete-time control models (Cannon et al., 1970).

The algorithm presented in this chapter involves the iterative improvement of switch
points with a root-finding procedure; this approach is inspired by the use of shooting
methods to solve boundary-value problems (Ascher et al., 1995; Stoer and Bulirsch,
2002). It appears to be the first numerical algorithm in economics to solve general
multiple-phase problems and provides practitioners with the opportunity to study these
systems in greater detail than afforded through the application of existing algorithms
used to solve these specific types of problem (see Section 5.4.4). The algorithm is based
on a set of necessary conditions derived for a finite-time, multiple-phase system
consisting of an arbitrary (finite) number of stages and incorporating alternative
endpoint constraints. These conditions extend existing theory for these systems that has
not considered either (a) different terminal constraints, or (b) more than three regimes.

A formal multiple-phase control model and a set of conditions necessary for its solution
are presented in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 describes an appropriate numerical algorithm
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based on these conditions and briefly discusses its implementation and relationship with
previous work. A short summary is provided in Section 6.4.

6.2 Model and necessary conditions

This section formally defines a model of a multiple-phase dynamical system. A
Maximum Principle for its solution is derived and its key results are presented in a
theorem.

DEFINITION 6.1 A general multiple-phase system is assumed to incorporate an mdimensional state vector

x(t ) = {x 1 (t ), x 2 (t ),..., x m (t )} of continuous functions,

piecewise continuously differentiable over the time interval t = [t 0 ,..., t n ] and belonging
to X ∈ R m . The state variables are assumed fixed at the initial time and are denoted x0 .
The state variables free at the terminal time are denoted x ni for i = [1,2,..., d ] . Terminal

state variables xni , for i = [d + 1,..., m] , are fixed.

This model concerns multiple-phase systems with a given switching sequence and a
fixed number of stages. The limitations of free-stage sequencing are discussed in detail
in Section 5.4.4. Moreover, appropriate numerical methods that allow a free number of
regimes to be used over the length of a planning horizon are difficult to conceptualise.
DEFINITION 6.28 A multiple-phase switching system is defined as Ξ = {T , K , ϑ } where:
1. Τ is a set of discrete controls known as switching times that dictate the
termination of one phase and the start of the next.

8

This definition is loosely based on the hybrid system specified in Branicky et al. (1998).
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2. K = {k1 , k 2 ,..., k n } is a finite, fixed, and exogenously-determined sequence of
discrete (integer) states that indexes individual continuous dynamical systems,

ϑ = {ϑ k }k∈K , where ϑk = [ X , f k ,U j ] . The ordinal ranking of sequences is defined
over the closed interval j = [1,2,..., n] .
3. X is a continuous state space where X ∈ R m .

4.

f k is a vector of state equations for each stage k.

5.

U j is a set of admissible controls for each j in j = [1,2,..., n] . Each set lies in R j ,
v

where v j is the dimensionality of the control vector for phase j.

DEFINITION 6.3 A control input for a multiple-phase switching system Ξ consists of a
set of vectors χ Ξ = {t , u j } where:

1. t = {t1 , t 2 ,..., t n −1 } is a sequence of real numbers denoting switching times, the
moment t j at which stage k j is terminated and the stage k j +1 becomes active. It
follows that regime k j is active over the interval [t j −1+ , t j − ] , where t j −1+ is the
moment just after t j −1 and t j − is the moment just before t j .
2. t = t n is a freely-determined terminal time.
3. u j = {u1j , u 2j ,..., u j j } is a v j -dimensional vector of control functions continuous
v

over the interval [t j −1+ , t j − ] for each j and belonging to U ∈ R j .
v

It is possible for switching times to accumulate in this model; thus, not all regimes in
the predefined sequence must be activated. For example, it may be optimal for two
consecutive switching times, such as t j and t j +1 , to coalesce (that is, t j = t j +1 ), in which
case, movement from k j to k j + 2 will occur without the activation of k j +1 .
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The state variable is continuous at the switching times in this model; however, jumps in
the state variable (Vind, 1967) may be accommodated with manipulation of the
necessary conditions (see Seierstad and Sydsaeter, 1987, Theorem 7).
DEFINITION 6.4 A trajectory ( Γ ) for a multiple-phase switching system Ξ and control
sequence χ Ξ is admissable over the interval t = [t 0 , t1 , t 2 ,..., t n −1 , t n ] if it satisfies
Definitions 6.1-6.3 and the continuous dynamics x = f j ( x(t ), u j (t ), t ) , for [t j −1+ , t j − ] and
j = [1,2,..., n] , for a predefined switching sequence K = {k1 , k 2 ,..., k n }.

These definitions permit the classification of a general multiple-phase optimal control
problem.
PROBLEM 6.1 For a multiple-phase system Ξ identify an admissible trajectory that

maximises the objective functional,

J =e

− rt n

n −1

G ( x(t n )) − ∑ e

− rt j

j =1

⎡ t j−
⎤
C j ( x(t j )) + ∑ ⎢ ∫ e − rt F j ( x(t ), u j (t )) dt ⎥ ,
⎥
j =1 ⎢t +
⎣ j −1
⎦
n

[

]

(6.1)

subject to,
x = f j ( x(t ), u j (t ), t ) , for [t j −1+ , t j − ] and j = [1,2,..., n] given K = {k1 , k 2 ,..., k n } ,

(6.2)

t j free for j = [1,2,..., n ] ,

(6.3)

x(t j ) free for j = [1,2,..., n − 1] ,

(6.4)

x0 fixed,

(6.5)

xni (t n ) free, for i = [1,..., d ] , and

(6.6)
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xni (t n ) fixed, for i = [d + 1,..., m] ,

(6.7)

where r is an appropriate discount rate, G ( x(t n )) is a terminal-reward function,
C j ( x(t j )) is a switching-cost function for the jth phase, and F j ( x(t ), u j (t )) is a singlevalued reward function on X m × U v for the jth phase. Functions G (⋅) , C (⋅) , and F (⋅)
are all real-valued functions that are twice continuously differentiable in the relevant
arguments. The terminal-value function G is defined for x ni (t n ) , where i = [1,..., d ] .

The terminal-reward function G ( x(t n )) is defined as a salvage value in economic
applications of optimal control. The switching-cost function C j ( x(t j )) is a cost
accruing to the termination of one stage and the start of another. (These can be
understood as terminal-value functions for individual regimes.) They are a pertinent
feature of many multiple-phase systems. For example, it can be costly to remove one
crop and establish another (Mueller et al., 1999; Hennessy, 2006) or invest in the
productive capacity required for the subsequent phase (Amit, 1986). Both the terminalvalue function G (⋅) and the switching-cost function C (⋅) are dependent on the state
variable ( x(t j ) ). Switching costs are likely to be a function of the state variable in a
number of important multiple-phase problems. For example, the herbicide dose required
for the establishment or removal of a crop may be dependent on weed density. Or,
investing in a new production technology may require an initial outlay that is dependent
on the current capacity of the existing firm.
THEOREM 6.1 Consider a multiple-phase system Ξ described by Definitions 6.1-6.4.

For j = [1,2,..., n] and switching sequence K = {k1 , k 2 ,..., k n }, let ( x * (t ), u *j (t ), t *j )
denote the admissible trajectory that maximises the value of J in Problem 6.1. This is
the optimal trajectory Γ * .
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Define a Hamiltonian function for each regime k j across the interval [t j −1+ , t j − ] as,

H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) = e − rt F j ( x(t ), u j (t )) + λTj (t ) f j ( x(t ), u j (t ), t ) ,

(6.8)

where λTj (t ) denotes the transpose of the jth adjoint vector.
An optimal trajectory Γ * requires,
i) initial condition x(t 0 ) = x0 for fixed initial state variable(s) x0 ,

(6.9)

ii) n m-dimensional vectors of real-valued, piecewise-continuous adjoint functions

λ j (t ) = {λ1j (t ), λ 2j (t ),..., λ mj (t )} ,

defined

across

j = [1,2,..., n]

and

piecewise-

continuously differentiable over the interval [t j −1+ , t j − ] , that satisfy,

λTj (t ) = −

∂H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t )
∂x(t )

,

(6.10)

iii) optimal control function(s) that satisfy,
Max H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) for all t ∈ [t j −1+ , t j − ] ,
u j (t )

(6.11)

iv) a terminal adjoint vector λ n (t n ) that satisfies,

λTn (t n ) =

∂e − rtn G ( x(t n ))
,
∂x(t n )

(6.12a)

for state variables x ni (t n ) , where i = [1,..., d ] , free at the terminal time and defined in G,
NOTE: λTn (t n ) = 0 replaces (6.12a) for those state variables x ni (t n ) , where i = [1,..., d ] ,
that are not defined in G,

(6.12b)
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NOTE: x(t n ) = x ni (t n ) replaces (6.12a) and (6.12b) for fixed terminal state variables
x ni (t n ) , where i = [d + 1,..., m] ,

(6.12c)

v) a terminal time that satisfies,
∂e − rt n G ( x(t n ))
+
= 0,
∂t n

H n ( x(t ), u n (t ), λ n (t ), t ) tn

(6.13a)

if no terminal-value function is defined, then the equivalent of (6.13a) is,

H n ( x(t ), u n (t ), λ n (t ), t )

tn

= 0,

(6.13b)

if, instead, the terminal time is fixed, then no additional necessary condition is required
as t = t n ,

(6.13c)

vi) adjoint vectors that satisfy the boundary conditions,

λ (t j ) +
T
j

−

∂e

− rt j

C j ( x(t j ))

∂x(t j )

= λTj +1 (t j + ) ,

(6.14)

at switching times t = {t1 , t 2 ,..., t n −1 } and j = [1,2,..., n − 1] ,

vii) H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) t − −

∂e

− rt j

C j ( x(t j ))
∂t j

j

= H j +1 ( x(t ), u j +1 (t ), λ j +1 (t ), t ) t + ,

(6.15)

j

for those switching times in t = {t1 , t 2 ,..., t n −1 } for which t j −1 < t j < t j +1 holds,

viii) H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) t − −
j

∂e

− rt j

C j ( x(t j ))
∂t j

≤ H j +1 ( x(t ), u j +1 (t ), λ j +1 (t ), t ) t + ,
j

for those switching times in t = {t1 , t 2 ,..., t n −1 } for which t j −1 = t j < t j +1 holds , and
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ix) H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) t − −

∂e

− rt j

C j ( x(t j ))
∂t j

j

≥ H j +1 ( x(t ), u j +1 (t ), λ j +1 (t ), t ) t + ,

(6.17)

j

for those switching times in t = {t1 , t 2 ,..., t n −1 } for which t j −1 < t j = t j +1 holds.

PROOF. This proof follows standard methods for identifying necessary conditions for
optimal control problems using both weak (Bryson and Ho, 1975) and strong variations
(Seierstad and Sydsaeter, 1987; Hull, 2003). It is assumed that the number of state and
control variables and their relevant spaces are identical between stages for ease of
exposition. However, these assumptions are not critical to this derivation and thus may
be relaxed if required.

The problem is to identify those vectors that solve the following problem,

max J = e
u j ,t j

− rt n

n −1

G ( x(t n )) − ∑ e
j =1

− rt j

⎡ t j−
⎤
C j ( x(t j )) + ∑ ⎢ ∫ e − rt F j ( x(t ), u j (t )) dt ⎥ ,
⎥
j =1 ⎢t +
⎣ j −1
⎦
n

[

]

(6.18)

subject to,
x = f j ( x(t ), u j (t ), t ) , for [t j −1+ , t j − ] and j = [1,2,..., n] given K = {k1 , k 2 ,..., k n } ,

(6.19)

t j free for j = [1,2,..., n ] ,

(6.20)

x(t j ) free for j = [1,2,..., n − 1] ,

(6.21)

x0 fixed,

(6.22)

xni (t n ) free, for i = [1,..., d ] , and

(6.23)

xni (t n ) fixed, for i = [d + 1,..., m] .

(6.24)
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First, adjoin the n constraint(s) (6.19) to the objective functional (6.18) using n mdimensional vectors of adjoint multipliers λ j (t ) to form the augmented functional φ.
This yields,

φ =e

n −1

G( x(t n )) − ∑ e

− rtn

−rt j

j =1

t

n

j−

C j ( x(t j )) + ∑ ∫ [e −rt F j ( x(t ), u j (t )) + λTj (t )( f j ( x(t ), u j (t ), t ) − x(t ))]dt.
j =1 t

j −1+

(6.25)

Define a Hamiltonian function for each stage j,
H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) = e − rt F j ( x(t ), u j (t )) + λTj (t ) f j ( x(t ), u j (t ), t ) .

(6.26)

Substitute equation (6.26) into equation (6.25),

φ =e

−rtn

n−1

G ( x(t n )) − ∑ e

−rt j

j =1

t

n

j−

C j ( x(t j )) + ∑ ∫ [ H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) − λTj (t ) x (t )]dt.
j =1 t

(6.27)

j −1+

Integrate the final term in the square brackets in equation (6.27) by parts,
t −
⎛
⎞
j
⎜
⎟
T
T
T


− ∫ λ (t ) x(t )dt = ∑ ⎜ − λ j (t j − ) x(t j − ) + λ j (t j −1+ ) x(t j −1+ ) + ∫ λ j (t ) x(t )dt ⎟ .
∑
⎟
j =1
j =1 ⎜
t +
t +
j −1
j −1
⎝
⎠
t

n

j−

n

T
j

(6.28)

Substitute equation (6.28) into equation (6.27) to obtain,
n −1

φ = e − rt G ( x (t n )) − ∑ e
n

j =1

n

t

j =1 t

n

(

)

C j ( x (t j )) + ∑ − λTj (t j − ) x (t j − ) + λTj (t j −1+ ) x (t j −1+ ) +
j =1

(6.29)

j−

∑ ∫ [H

− rt j

j

( x (t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) + λ (t ) x (t )]dt .
T
j

j −1 +

The differential of equation (6.29) is,
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∂e−rtn G(x(tn ))
∂e−rtn G(x(tn ))
dx(tn ) + Hn (⋅) tn dtn +
dtn
∂x(tn )
∂tn

dφ =

t−
−rt
⎛ ∂e−rtj Cj (x(t j ))
∂H (⋅) ⎫
∂e j Cj (x(t j )) ⎞⎟ n j ⎧⎪⎛ ∂H j (⋅) ∂λTj (t)x(t) ⎞
⎜
⎟δx + j δu j ⎪⎬dt
+
dtj + ∑ ∫ ⎨⎜
−∑
dx(t j ) +
⎜
⎟ j=1 t ⎪⎜ ∂x(t)
∂u j (t) ⎪⎭
∂x(t) ⎟⎠
∂t j
∂x(t j )
j =1
⎝
⎝
⎠
j −1+ ⎩
n−1

n

n−1

j =1

j =0

(

)

+ ∑[−λTj (t j )(δx(t j ) + x(t j )dtj ) + λTj (t j−1)(δx(t j−1) + x(t j−1)dtj−1)] + ∑ H j (⋅) t j dtj − H j+1(⋅) t j dt j ,

where dφ , dt , and dx(t n ) are differential changes in the performance index, time, and
the state variable at the final moment; H j (⋅) = H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) for j={1,2,...,n};

δx and δu represent variations in the state and control trajectories; and H 0 ≡ 0 . The
n

expression

∑ [ −λ
j =1

n

to

∑ [ −λ
j =1

T
j

T
j

(t j )(δx(t j ) + x (t j )dt j ) + λTj (t j −1 )(δx(t j −1 ) + x(t j −1 )dt j −1 )] may be simplified

(t j )dx(t j ) + λTj (t j −1 )dx(t j −1 )] using the identity dx(t j ) ≡ δx(t j ) + x (t j )dt j and
n

its analogue for j-1. Minor manipulation of

∑ [ −λ
j =1

dφ =

T
j

(t j )dx(t j ) + λTj (t j −1 )dx(t j −1 )] yields,

∂e −rtn G(x(t n ))
∂e −rtn G(x(t n ))
dtn
dx(t n ) − λTn (t n )dx(t n ) + H n (⋅) tn dtn +
∂x(t n )
∂t n

t −
−rt
⎛ ∂e −rt j C j (x(t j ))
∂e j C j (x(t j )) ⎞⎟ n j ⎧⎪⎛ ∂H j (⋅) ∂λTj (t)x(t) ⎞
∂H (⋅) ⎫
⎜
⎟δx + j δu j ⎪⎬dt
−∑
+
dx(t j ) +
dt j + ∑ ∫ ⎨⎜
⎜
⎟ j =1 t ⎪⎜ ∂x(t)
∂x(t j )
∂t j
∂x(t) ⎟⎠
∂u j (t)
j =1
⎪⎭
⎝
⎠
j −1+ ⎩⎝
n−1

n−1

(

)

n−1

(

)

+ ∑ λTj+1 (t j )dx(t j ) − λTj (t j )dx(t j ) + ∑ H j (⋅) t j dt j − H j +1 (⋅) t j dt j .
j =1

j =0

(6.30)

The collection of terms results in,
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t −
j
n
⎧⎪⎛ ∂H j (⋅) ∂λTj (t ) x(t ) ⎞
∂H j (⋅) ⎫⎪
⎛
∂e −rtn G( x(t n )) ⎞
⎜
⎟δx +
⎜
⎟
dφ = ⎜ H n (⋅) tn +
dt
δu⎬dt
+
+
⎨
∑
n
∫ ⎜
⎟
∂u j (t ) ⎪
∂t n
∂x(t ) ⎟⎠
j =1 t + ⎪⎝ ∂x(t )
⎠
⎝
⎩
⎭
j −1
− rt
⎛
⎞
∂e j C j ( x(t j ))
⎛ ∂e −rtn G( x(t n )) T
⎞
⎜
+ ∑ H j (⋅) t − −
− H j +1 (⋅) t + ⎟dt j + ⎜⎜
− λ j (t n ) ⎟⎟dx(t n )
j
j
⎜
⎟
∂t j
∂x(t n )
j =0
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
− rt
n −1 ⎛
∂e j C j ( x(t j )) ⎞⎟
T
T
⎜
dx(t j ).
+ ∑ λ j +1 (t j + ) − λ j (t j − ) −
⎟
⎜
∂x(t j )
j =1
⎠
⎝
n −1

(6.31)

The functional φ is stationary only if dφ = 0 with respect to arbitrary perturbations:
a) If the terminal time is free then stationarity of φ is only guaranteed if
H n ( x(t ), un (t ), λn (t ), t ) t n

∂e − rt n G ( x(tn ))
= 0 because dt n ≠ 0 in this instance. If
+
∂tn

the terminal time is fixed, then dt n = 0 and no condition is required to identify
the optimal terminal time.
b) Stationarity of φ is only guaranteed if λTj +1 (t j + ) − λTj (t j − ) −

∂e

− rt j

C j ( x(t j ))

∂x(t j )

= 0 if

the state variable(s) are free at the switching times t = [t1 , t 2 ,..., t n −1 ] given
dx(t j ) ≠ 0 in this case. Otherwise, if the state variable(s) are fixed at the
switching times t = [t1 , t 2 ,..., t n −1 ] , then dx(t j ) = 0 for j = [1,2,..., n − 1] and no
condition is required to identify them.
c) Stationarity of φ is only guaranteed if λTn (tn ) −

∂e − rt n G ( x(tn ))
= 0 for those state
∂x(tn )

variables that are free at the terminal time ( xni (t n ) for i=[1,2,…,d]) as dx(t n ) ≠ 0
in this case. The second term is not present for those state variables xni (t n ) , for

i = [1,2,..., d ] , for which a terminal-value function is not defined. The state
variable(s) that are fixed at the terminal time (i.e. xni (t n ) for i = [d + 1,..., m] )
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yield dx(t n ) = 0 , so no condition is required to identify them.
d) The adjoint functions are selected so

∂H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t )
∂x(t )

+ λTj (t ) = 0 for

j = [1,2,..., n] . This guarantees stationarity of φ in relation to arbitrary variations

δx .
e) Similarly, the control functions are selected so

∂H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t )
∂u j (t )

= 0 for

j = [1,2,..., n] . This guarantees stationarity of φ in relation to arbitrary variations

δu .
f) The following derivation follows Amit (1986). If all of the necessary conditions
(a)-(e) are satisfied, then (6.31) becomes,
− rt
⎛
∂e j C j ( x(t j ))
⎜
dφ = ∑ H j (⋅) t − −
− H j +1 (⋅) t +
j
j
⎜
∂t j
j =0
⎝
n −1

⎞
⎟dt .
⎟ j
⎠

(6.32)

If t j −1 < t j < t j +1 is optimal, then dt j is freely variable. Stationarity of φ
consequently requires,

H j (⋅) t − −

∂e

− rt j

∂t j

j

H j (⋅) t − −

C j ( x(t j ))

∂e

− rt j

C j ( x(t j ))
∂t j

j

− H j +1 (⋅) t + = 0 , or,

(6.33)

j

= H j +1 (⋅) t + .

(6.34)

j

If t j −1 = t j < t j +1 is optimal, then dt j is instead non-negative. Stationarity of φ
then requires,

H j (⋅) t − −
j

∂e

− rt j

C j ( x(t j ))
∂t j

≤ H j +1 (⋅) t + .
j
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If t j −1 < t j = t j +1 is optimal, then dt j is instead non-positive. Stationarity of φ
then requires,

H j (⋅) t − −

∂e

− rt j

C j ( x(t j ))
∂t j

j

≥ H j +1 (⋅) t + .

(6.36)

j

If instead the switching times are fixed, it follows that dt j = 0 for
t = [t1 , t 2 ,..., t n −1 ] and no condition is required to identify them.
The optimality condition (H j (⋅) )u = 0 , for j = [1,2,..., n], stated in (e) may be generalised
using strong variations. Assume that ( x * (t ), u *j (t ), t *j ) are optimal through satisfaction
of conditions (a) to (f) above. Form a comparison vector of control functions u j (t ) for
each regime, admissible through Definitions 6.1-6.4. Over the length of each phase
( [t j −1+ , t j − ] ) consider three intervals: (i) t j −1+ ≤ t ≤ t a where u *j (t ) − u j (t ) = 0 , (ii)
t a ≤ t ≤ tb where u *j (t ) − u j (t ) = constant , and (iii) tb ≤ t ≤ t j − where u *j (t ) − u j (t )
satisfies the terminal constraints on x(t ) in (c). The comparison control in interval (i) is
the optimal control itself. Interval (ii) describes a significant modification of the control
variable(s) (strong variation) across Δt = tb − t a , where Δt is small. Interval (iii), in
contrast, involves a weak variation. The relative performance of the comparison
controls is defined through,

(

)

⎛ n−1

n−1

⎞

φ = e−rt G(x *(t n* )) − e−rt G(x(t n )) − ⎜⎜ ∑e C j (x *(t *j )) − ∑e C j (x(t j ))⎟⎟
*
n

n

−rt*j

⎝ j =1

j =1

−rt j

⎠

n tb

+ ∑ ∫ [H j (x *(t),u*j (t), λ*j (t),t) − λTj *(t)x *(t) − H j (x(t),u j (t), λ j (t),t) + λTj (t)x(t)]dt
j =1 ta
n

t

j−

+ ∑ ∫ [H j (x *(t),u*j (t), λ*j (t),t) − λTj *(t)x *(t) − H j (x(t),u j (t), λ j (t),t) + λTj (t)x(t)]dt.
j =1 tb
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The expressions defined across the interval [tb , t j − ] for all j may be removed through
expanding all of these terms in a Taylor series, performing the standard integration by
parts, retaining the first-order expressions, and simplifying using conditions (a)–(f) as
the terms are evaluated along an optimal path. This yields,

n tb

dφ = ∑ ∫ [ H j ( x * (t ), u *j (t ), λ*j (t ), t ) − λTj * (t ) x * (t ) − H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) + λTj (t ) x (t )]dt
j =1 ta

n

+ ∑ λTj (tb )δx(tb ).
j =1

(6.38)

tb

The value of the adjoint vector at time tb is λ (tb ) = λ (t a ) + ∫ λTj . Similarly, the state
T
j

T
j

ta

vector at this time is defined as x(tb ) = x(t a ) + xΔt . The variation in the last term in
equation (6.39) can be defined in terms of the state variable from the prior partition as

δx(tb ) = ( x * (t a ) − x(t a ) ) + ( x * − x )Δt . The initial condition for the optimal trajectory and
the comparison path for this partition are the same, therefore (x * (t a ) − x(t a ) ) = 0 ; it
follows that δx(tb ) = ( x * − x )Δt . Substitution of these relationships into (6.38) yields,

n tb

dφ = ∑ ∫ [ H j ( x * (t ), u *j (t ), λ*j (t ), t ) − H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t )]dt
j =1 t a

(6.39)

n tb

+ ∑ ∫ [−λ * (t ) x * (t ) + λ * (t ) x * (t ) + λ (t ) x (t ) − λ (t ) x (t )]dt ,
T
j

j =1 t a

T
j

T
j

T
j

which simplifies to,

n

dφ = ∑ [ H j ( x * (t ), u *j (t ), λ*j (t ), t ) − H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t )]Δt .
j =1
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The augmented functional will only be maximal in relation to the control vector for each
phase if dφ > 0 for all u j (t ) . The moment t a is chosen arbitrarily and Δt > 0 . It
follows that an optimal control vector

u *j (t )

for each phase

j

requires

H j ( x * (t ), u *j (t ), λ*j (t ), t ) > H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) across [t j −1+ , t j − ] . That is, the optimal

control vector u *j (t ) for each regime j is that which maximises the Hamiltonian
function at every moment on the relevant trajectory. This may be written alternatively as
Max H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) for all t ∈ [t j −1+ , t j − ] .
u j (t )

Necessary conditions (6.8)-(6.13) are analogous to the standard Maximum Principle
(Seierstad and Sydsaeter, 1987). This follows the definition of a multiple-phase problem
as a set of n dynamical systems. In contrast, switching conditions (6.14)-(6.17) are not
found in standard single-phase control problems. These describe how individual
systems are linked over time under optimal management. These conditions appear in
similar form in the models of Amit (1986), Mueller et al. (1999), and Makris (2001). It
is demonstrated in Theorem 6.1 that they generalise to a finite-time multiple-phase
model with n regimes and alternative endpoint constraints.

Equation (6.14) determines the optimal level of the state variable(s) at each switching
time ( x(t j ) ) (these are referred to as transition states in the following). The shadowprice variables, λTj (t j ) and λTj +1 (t j ) , represent the marginal adjustment in optimal
value accruing to a change in the state variable within the corresponding stage when
switching time t j is approached from below or above respectively. The second term in
(6.14) represents the marginal transition cost for the active regime. Equation (6.14)
states that it is optimal to switch when the marginal value of a change in the state
variable is equivalent between stages.
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Switching conditions (6.15)-(6.17) describe the management of optimal switching times
given the relative value of alternate stages. The value of a Hamiltonian function
H j ( x(t ), u j (t ), λ j (t ), t ) evaluated at a given switching time represents the shadow price
of altering the length of this phase. The second term in each of conditions (6.15)-(6.17)
is the rate at which transition costs change over time within regime j. Equation (6.15)
states that it is optimal to switch to the subsequent regime at time t j if the rate at which
the capital value of each stage changes over time is equal at that point. Regime j should
not be activated if its total value, reflected through its Hamiltonian and switching-cost
functions, is dominated at each potential switching time by that of the successive
regime. This is described in (6.16). Moreover, the successive regime should not be
adopted if there is no time t j at which its capital value matches that earned within the
prior phase. This is stated in equation (6.17).
Theorem 6.1 collapses to the standard Maximum Principle if Τ is empty as necessary
conditions (6.14)-(6.17) are no longer required for optimality. Similarly, if the state
variable(s) are fixed at a given switching time t j , then equation (6.14) is not required to
identify them. Alternatively, the control input χ Ξ may contain fixed switching times.
Necessary conditions (6.15)-(6.17) are not required in this instance.

The boundary conditions are obviously affected if the switching-cost functions or their
relevant derivatives are not defined. If switching costs do not exist or are independent of
the state vector, condition (6.14) requires equality between the adjoint variables of
stages j and j+1 (i.e. λTj (t j ) = λTj +1 (t j ) ). Likewise, equation (6.15) simplifies to a
requirement of equality between the total capital value of each regime at the switching
time (i.e. H j (⋅)

tj

= H j +1 (⋅)

tj

) if switching costs are not defined or are independent of
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time. (Switching costs will be a function of time in most economic problems because of
discounting.) These results are analogous to the Weierstrass-Erdmann corner conditions
(Seierstad and Sydsaeter, 1987) from variational calculus, which are also required when
state and/or control variables are subject to inequality constraints (Pontryagin et al.,
1962). This equivalency highlights the close symmetry between multiple-phase
problems with fixed- and free-stage sequencing, provided the latter is incorporated
using piecewise-constant controls and transition costs do not exist.

6.3 Algorithm

Theorem 6.1 may be used to identify analytical solutions to multiple-phase problems of
low dimension. However, such solutions are extremely difficult to obtain, even in
systems incorporating only weakly non-linear differential equations. This section
consequently describes an optimisation algorithm suited to the study of more complex
problems.

The following algorithm is motivated by the structure of Theorem 6.1, which infers
decomposition into two distinct stages. The first concerns the solution of each phase as
an independent control problem at each iteration. The second concerns the updating of
the switch points using the switching conditions (6.14) and (6.15) and a bisection
technique (Stoer and Bulirsch, 2002). Bisection successively reduces the size of an
interval where a root is bound between function values that are opposite in sign.
Bisection is used here as other root-finding methods; such as the Newton, Broyden, and
secant methods (Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970; Judd, 1998); require continuity of the
switching conditions. Newton’s method also requires derivative information that is not
available in this instance. The existence of a solution to an interval-bisection technique
is guaranteed for a continuous function through the intermediate value theorem,
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provided the initial function evaluations are opposite in sign. The step discontinuity that
occurs at each switch point (given the presence of transition costs) does not void this
condition in computational application given its equivalence to a continuous function
whose root is located between two floating-point numbers (Press et al., 1992).

ALGORITHM 6.1
PURPOSE: Identify an optimal control sequence χ Ξ for the multiple-phase system Ξ .
INITIALISATION:

a) Determine a fixed stage sequence K. Let i denote the number of iterations.
Define the maximum number of permissible iterations ( iˆ ). Define the stopping
tolerance ε . Define a set of initial conditions Λ = {t 0 , x0 } . Let numeric
superscripts denote the iteration number for ease of reference. Provide estimates
of the optimal switching times ( t ij for j = [1,2,..., n − 1] ) and the transition states
( x(t ij ) for j = [1,2,..., n − 1] ) for i = {1,2} . Ensure t 1j < t 2j and x(t 1j ) < x(t 2j ) .
b) Optimise each phase k j , for j = [1,2,..., n − 1] , as a fixed-point control problem
using conditions (6.8)-(6.11) and (6.12c) and (6.13c). (6.12c) and (6.13c) are
determined by the estimates of t ij and x(t ij ) from Step (a). Optimise the terminal
stage using conditions (6.8)-(6.11) and the relevant terminal conditions from
(6.12)-(6.13). Obtain λTj (t j ) and compute H j (t j ) for all j. Do for i = {1,2} .

(

)

(

)

1
2
− rt
− rt
c) Ensure ⎛⎜ H 1j (t j ) − e j C j (⋅) t − H 1j +1 (t j ) ⎞⎟⎛⎜ H 2j (t j ) − e j C j (⋅) t − H 2j +1 (t j ) ⎞⎟ < 0
j
j
⎝
⎠⎝
⎠

(

)

(

1
− rt
− rt
and ⎛⎜ λ1j (t j ) + e j C j (⋅) x ( t ) − λ1j +1 (t j ) ⎞⎟⎛⎜ λ 2j (t j ) + e j C j (⋅)
j
⎝
⎠⎝

before starting the main computation.
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MAIN COMPUTATION:
For i = 3 to iˆ ,
1. Form switch points using the midpoint formulas t ij = t ij− 2 + (t ij−1 − t ij− 2 ) / 2 and
x(t ij ) = x(t ij− 2 ) + ( x(t ij−1 ) − x(t ij− 2 )) / 2 .

2. Optimise each phase k j for j = [1,2,..., n − 1] as a fixed-point control problem
using conditions (6.8)-(6.11) and (6.12c) and (6.13c). (6.12c) and (6.13c) are
determined by the estimates of t ij and x(t ij ) from Step 1. Optimise the terminal
stage using conditions (6.8)-(6.11) and the relevant terminal conditions in
(6.12)-(6.13). Obtain λTj (t j ) and compute H j (t j ) for all j.
3. If
then

(

⎛⎜ λi (t ) + e − rt j C (⋅)
j
⎝ j j
x(t ij ) = x(t ij−2 )

)

i
x (t j )

(

− rt
− λij +1 (t j ) ⎞⎟⎛⎜ λij− 2 (t j ) + e j C j (⋅)
⎠⎝

and

x(t ij−1 ) = x(t ij−1 ) .

)

i−2
x (t j )

− λij−+21 (t j ) ⎞⎟ > 0 ,
⎠

x(t ij ) = x(t ij−1 )

Else,

x(t ij−2 ) = x(t ij−2 ) .

(

)

(

)

i
i −2
− rt
− rt
4. If ⎛⎜ H ij (t j ) − e j C j (⋅) t − H ij +1 (t j ) ⎞⎟⎛⎜ H ij−2 (t j ) − e j C j (⋅) t − H ij−+12 (t j ) ⎞⎟ > 0 ,
j
j
⎝
⎠⎝
⎠

then t ij = t ij−2 and t ij−1 = t ij−1 . Else, t ij = t ij−1 and t ij−2 = t ij−2 .
5. Stop and print output if t ij − t ij−1 < ε and x(t ij ) − x(t ij−1 ) < ε for all j, or

(

)

(

)

⎛⎜ λi (t ) + e − rt j C (⋅) i − λi (t ) ⎞⎟ < ε and
j +1
j
j
x (t j )
⎝ j j
⎠
⎛⎜ H i (t ) − e −rt j C (⋅) i − H i (t ) ⎞⎟ < ε .
j +1 j
j
tj
⎝ j j
⎠
6. If i = iˆ , then stop and report progress; else, go to Step 1.
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The procedure described in Algorithm 6.1 is referred to in the following chapters as
phase programming given its identification of optimal solutions to a multiple-phase
control model.

The boundary conditions for each individual control problem in step (b) in the
initialisation stage and step (2) in the main computation are well-defined following the
prior definition of the switching times and the transition states. It is natural to question
whether the designation of these fixed points will affect the satisfaction of the
optimality condition (6.11) for interior solutions, (H j (⋅) )u = 0 for j = [1,2,..., n] , as the
weak variation δu in equation (6.31) is no longer entirely arbitrary, but must now
satisfy these endpoint constraints. However, it may be shown that (6.11) holds despite
this induced restriction (see Kamien and Schwartz, 1991, Section II.6).

The approach taken in Algorithm 6.1 resembles the single-shooting algorithm used for
the solution of two-point boundary value problems commonly defined by the necessary
conditions of the standard Maximum Principle. The single-shooting algorithm involves
the integration of the state and costate equations using an initial value problem (IVP)
method and updating of the unspecified initial condition(s) through use of a root-finding
method until the given endpoint condition(s) are satisfied to sufficient accuracy (Keller,
1968; Osborne, 1969; Ascher et al., 1995).

Division of a shooting problem into multiple intervals (so-called multiple shooting)
increases the stability of integration through reducing the length of each computation
(Lipton et al., 1982; Stoer and Bulirsch, 2002). This approach may be manipulated to
analyse multiple-phase problems; Bulirsch and Chudej (1995) present a two-phase
example. However, in contrast to Algorithm 6.1, switching costs were not considered,
an expensive approximation of the Jacobian matrix is required for the non-linear
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equation solver at each iteration, and this solver must also enforce the continuity of each
state variable at every switching time (Bulirsch and Chudej, 1995; Stoer and Bulirsch,
2002). Multiple shooting also requires the derivation of necessary conditions for each
sub-problem and the prior (accurate) determination of the sequence of constrained and
unconstrained arcs in each phase when constraints on the instrument variable(s) are
defined (Betts, 1998, 2001). In comparison, the implementation of Algorithm 6.1 in
Chapter 7 does not suffer from these limitations.

The activation of stages depends directly on whether switching conditions (6.16) and
(6.17) hold with inequality. Such solutions may be accurately identified in simple
problems using mathematical programming (see Mueller et al., 1999). However, this
approach requires that the differential equations governing the dynamic behaviour of the
state and costate variables across each stage are explicitly solvable. In contrast,
Algorithm 6.1 does not endogenously identify when regimes should be bypassed under
optimal management. Nevertheless, this algorithm permits the solution of more complex
problems than can be handled by the approach of Mueller et al. (1999) because
analytical solutions to the constituent process equations are not required. Moreover, the
accumulation of characteristic times is often manifested through an inability to identify
starting points that alternate in sign. Such a solution is discussed in Chapter 7.

There are a number of ways to improve the efficiency of Algorithm 6.1. First, solution
time is often significantly decreased through using the control trajectories identified in
the previous iteration as initial guesses for those in the next. This decreases solution
time by up to 80 percent in the application presented in Chapter 7. Second, parallel
processing may be used to solve each independent phase to further increase
computational efficiency.
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6.4 Summary

There appears to be no general framework for the numerical optimisation of multiplephase systems in which control variables are defined in each stage. This is a significant
limitation because such systems arise in many important situations, particularly in the
analysis of crop rotations. The computational algorithm presented in this chapter offers
a flexible and efficient platform for the solution of multiple-phase problems in which
the number and sequence of phases is pre-assigned. Its suitability for the conceptual
analysis of complex crop-rotation problems is demonstrated in the next chapter.
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7. Optimal weed management in lucerne-wheat rotations: an
application of phase programming
Previous work has provided only partial insight into the value of pasture for the
management of annual ryegrass in the study region. Gorddard et al. (1995) did not
consider weed control implemented during a pasture phase. Moreover, studies
employing simulation modelling have been limited to the representation of annual
pastures (Gorddard et al., 1996; Pannell, 2001a, 2002; Pannell and Zilberman, 2001;
Monjardino et al., 2003, 2004a, b; Pannell et al., 2004). This chapter extends these
investigations through the analysis of the optimal management of a rotation between
perennial pasture and a cereal crop in the context of herbicide resistance. The
computational difficulties encountered in the solution of multiple-phase control
problems are overcome here through the employment of Algorithm 6.1. The particular
application studied in this chapter is non-trivial from a computational optimal-control
perspective, incorporating two distinct phases, two state variables, transition costs, five
control functions, highly non-linear objective functionals, and stiff differential equations
describing the state and adjoint processes in both regimes. This provides an important
opportunity to gauge the efficacy of the phase-programming procedure.

Simulation models are better suited than optimal-control models for representing the
complex aspects of herbicide-resistance management, particularly the non-linearity of
crop production functions and the wide array of non-selective treatments available to
producers. However, it can be difficult to interpret the output from simulation models
since solutions are identified by experimentation, and not optimisation, and there is a
distinct lack of relevant conceptual analysis. Analytical multiple-phase control problems
are difficult to manipulate and require significant simplification of the constituent
functional forms if closed-form solutions are to be obtained. Such simplification
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increases the ambiguity of results, which is clearly evident in the complex framework of
Goetz (1997) and the single-crop models of Clarke (1992), LaFrance (1992), and
Grepperud (1997). These factors motivate the use of numerical methods for conceptual
analysis in this chapter.

Soil salinisation threatens cropping systems throughout the study region. However, its
implications for phase farming are not studied in this chapter. This omission is
necessary given the inherent complexity of the model of herbicide resistance
management presented here. Nevertheless, the value of perennial pasture for the
combined management of annual ryegrass and a saline water table is studied in detail in
Chapter 11.

Section 7.1 describes a two-stage control model of a stylised phase-farming system,
outlines parameter estimation, and discusses the solution procedure. Section 7.2
presents and examines model output. This incorporates a detailed sensitivity analysis.
Key findings are summarised in Section 7.3.

7.1 Model

7.1.1 Model description

It is assumed that a producer wishes to determine the optimal management of a single
field in the eastern-central wheat belt of Western Australia. The goal of the producer is
to determine the optimal management of two phases in a steady-state field rotation. The
initial phase involves lucerne pasture, and the second phase involves wheat cropping.
The model explicitly studies the management of weed control inputs and phase length
across the steady-state cycle. This approach is adopted as a suitable terminal-value
function does not exist and an appropriate equation could not be estimated given a lack
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of data. It is also more computationally efficient than including multiple phases of one
or both land uses across a given horizon. Stationarity of the steady-state cycle is
imposed through enforcing equality between the initial ( xα0 ) and terminal ( x β2 ) state
vectors. There is one switching time ( t1 ), and the terminal time ( t 2 ) is free. The free
terminal time determines the length of the second phase in the rotation. Time notation is
omitted where not required in the following discussion for notational parsimony.

It is assumed that wheat competes with a single weed, annual ryegrass, and that this
weed may only develop resistance to a single Group A selective herbicide (diclofop
methyl) (Heap and Knight, 1982). These assumptions are required to more clearly
delineate the features that characterise optimal weed management in the study region,
while maintaining tractability in an already complex model. The focus on annual
ryegrass is justified by its significance in the study region (Pannell et al., 2004). The
implications of multiple resistance for annual ryegrass management are studied in
Chapter 10.

Two state variables represent the annual ryegrass seed population (Gorddard et al.,
1995, 1996). The seed population susceptible to the selective herbicide following
germination is denoted x s (t ) . The seed population resistant to this herbicide following
germination is denoted x h (t ) . The state variables and associated transition equations are
defined per square metre. In contrast, the objective functionals are defined per hectare.
The use of different scales simplifies the estimation of model parameters and reduces
the need for scaling to allow successful solution. Spatial variability is not treated given a
lack of pertinent information and the limited benefit accruing to conducting the
economic analysis of extensive farming systems in the central wheat belt at finer scales
(Dorr and Pannell, 1992; Pannell and Bennett, 1998).
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Four standard control variables representing weed management are represented, two in
each regime. (An additional control variable that determines phase length in the
terminal regime is described later.) Subscripts denote whether a control variable is used
in the lucerne pasture ( α ) or crop ( β ) phase. These variables are:

1. the sheep stocking rate ( uα1 );
2. non-selective herbicide (glyphosate) application, measured in kilograms of
active ingredient per hectare ( uα2 );
3. selective herbicide (diclofop methyl) dose, measured in kilograms of active
ingredient per hectare ( u 1β ); and
4. the percentage of the total annual ryegrass population killed by non-selective
weed treatments used during a crop phase ( u β2 ).

The last control variable ( u β2 ) listed is a composite variable representing non-selective
methods, it comprises both non-selective herbicides and cultural treatments. Resistance
to non-selective herbicides is not represented in this model because it is extremely rare
in cropping systems and may be prevented through appropriate management (Neve et
al., 2003a, b).

The seed populations change across time due to germination, herbicide use, natural
mortality, non-selective control, and seed production. The mean number of seeds
produced by an individual plant is denoted R. Ryegrass seed production is inversely
related to crop and weed density (see Figure 3.3) (Maxwell et al., 1990; Matthews,
1996). However, such density-dependent mechanisms are not represented in the
transition equations used here. Yield losses significantly penalise a large weed
population; thus, the alternative specification adopted in this application has little
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impact on model output. Removing density-dependence from the state equations also
reduces model complexity. A constant crop density (100 plants m-2) is incorporated in
the model to avoid the complexity introduced by the portrayal of the sowing rate as an
additional decision variable in a continuous-time model (Cousens and Mokhtari, 1998;
Peltzer, 1999). This partially justifies the representation of a density-independent rate of
seed production as crop density obviously does not change and thereby influence
ryegrass fecundity.

The general growth equation for each seed population in the absence of weed control is,
x = x (− g − (1 − g ) M seed + g (1 − M plant ) R ) ,

(7.1)

where g is the germination rate, M seed is the natural mortality rate of ungerminated
seeds, and M plant is the natural mortality rate of germinated seeds (plants).
This equation represents a decrease in the seed bank due to germination ( − xg ) and
mortality among ungerminated seeds ( − x(1 − g ) M seed ). In contrast, the seed bank
increases with the seed production of surviving plants ( g (1 − M plant ) R ). Total seed
production is simply the number of weeds surviving to set seed ( g (1 − M plant ) )
multiplied by the mean seed production of an individual plant ( R ). Weed treatments
only directly influence seed production in the model and not the seed bank itself. This is
appropriate since most forms of weed control available to producers, including grazing
and herbicide application, directly decrease the ryegrass plant population prior to
seeding and only a limited number, such as burning, directly affect the seed bank.

The general state equation in (7.1) is manipulated for each phase to reflect differences in
control mechanisms.
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The state-transition equation for each seed population in the lucerne phase is,

(

)

⎛
⎞
2
⎛
u1 ⎞
xαϕ = xαϕ ⎜ v1 + v 2 ⎜⎜1 − 1 α ⎟⎟ 1 − e − yuα R ⎟ ,
⎜
⎟
⎝ uα d + l ⎠
⎝
⎠

(7.2)

where ϕ = {s, h} , v1 = − g − (1 − g ) M seed , v2 = g (1 − M plant ) , d and l are parameters
describing a relationship between grazing rate and weed control, and y is a parameter
designating the strength of the relationship between ryegrass mortality and non-selective
herbicide application. This expression describes that grazing and non-selective herbicide
kill both susceptible and resistant weed populations in the pasture phase. The function
described by d and l is concave and increasing, asymptotically approaching a maximum
level of weed control. Weed invasion occurs at low grazing rates due to selective
grazing by sheep. Increasing the stocking rate helps to overcome selective grazing, but
this marginal benefit declines over time as the maximum level of weed control is
approached (Smetham, 1977). A relationship between glyphosate application and
lucerne productivity is not represented here because (a) there is a lack of suitable
information, and (b) there is significant evidence that lucerne is relatively tolerant of
this chemical (Fedorenko et al., 2001b). In addition, pasture production is, at most, only
40 percent of its potential (thus is already seriously suppressed) when significant rates
of non-selective herbicide are used in the following application due to the definition of a
function describing the productivity of the lucerne pasture as a function of time.

In comparison, the state-transition equation for the susceptible seed population in the

(

)

− qu
crop phase is x βs = x βs v1 + v 2 e β (1 − u β2 ) R , where q is a parameter describing selective
1

herbicide efficacy. The motion equation for the resistant seed population in this regime

(

)

is x βh = x βh v1 + v 2 (1 − u β2 ) R . The only difference between these equations is that the
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resistant seed population is unaffected by selective herbicide dose, although both
populations may be controlled through non-selective methods.

There is no suitable function available in the existing literature that describes the
relationship between the length of a lucerne phase and grazing profit. Light grazing is
required in the initial year of a lucerne phase because of its slow establishment and the
need for delayed sowing to improve its competitiveness with weeds. Full production
will generally be achieved in the second and third years, but the stand will seldom
persist past four or five years of age in the study region because of low rainfall, disease,
and weed invasion (Bollard and Grimm, 1986; Devenish, 2001). This relationship is
approximated by a continuous “persistence” function to prevent the further inclusion of
discrete variables. (The inclusion of discrete stages already significantly complicates the
solution of this model.) The logistic function describing the productivity of the lucerne
pasture over time ( Φ α ) defines production as a proportion of its potential (i.e.
Φ α = [0,1] ). It is defined as,

t

1−

t⎞
⎛
Φ α = ∫ γt ⎜1 − ⎟dt ,
⎝ τ⎠
t0

(7.3)

where t 0 is the initial time, t1− is the moment immediately prior to the first switching
time, γ is a parameter, and τ is the maximum productive length of a lucerne phase.

A strictly-concave function is generally used to describe the relationship between
grazing density and animal production on a given area of pasture in the absence of
supplementary feed (Mott, 1960). Feed quality declines at low stocking rates due to
weed invasion resulting from selective grazing (Smetham, 1977; Pratley and Godyn,
1991). Also, production decreases beyond an optimal stocking rate because of
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overgrazing, which promotes weed infestation and the compaction and/or erosion of soil
(Greenwood and McKenzie, 2001). These factors motivate the use of an additional
logistic function to represent grazing profit ( π α ) as a function of the stocking rate ( uα1 ).
Its specific functional form is,

t

⎛ uα1
π α = ∫ e auα ⎜⎜1 −
b
⎝
t0
1−

− rt

1

⎞
⎟⎟dt ,
⎠

(7.4)

where r is the real discount rate and a and b are shape parameters.
Multiplication of the functions in (7.3) and (7.4) (i.e. Φ α π α ) yields a continuous
function, albeit strongly non-linear, that approximates the profit obtained from grazing a
lucerne pasture over time.

Crop yield ( Yβ ) (measured in tonnes) is multiplied by a constant price ( p ) (defined per
tonne) to obtain total revenue for the crop phase. The constant price used in the
following application includes a price premium for elevated grain protein levels arising
from high nitrogen availability. This is appropriate since the crop rotation incorporates
lucerne that fixes nitrogen from the atmosphere (Latta et al., 2001). The yield function
adopted here is analogous to that used by Pannell et al. (2004), apart from the exclusion
of crop density effects in this study, as discussed previously. Crop yield is defined as,
⎛
⎛
⎞ ⎞ ⎞⎟
⎛
m
⎟⎟ ⎟⎟ dt ,
Yβ = ∫ e −rt ⎜ Y0 (1 − ηu 1β )⎜⎜ (1 − z ) + z⎜⎜
⎜
m
kw
t
(
)
+
⎠ ⎠ ⎟⎠
⎝
t+
⎝
⎝
1
t2

(7.5)

where t1+ is the moment immediately following the first switching time, Y0 is weed-free
yield, η is the proportion of yield lost to phytotoxic damage for a given dose of
selective herbicide, z is the maximum proportion of grain yield lost at high weed
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density, m is a crop-density parameter, k is a constant representing the degree of
competition between the weed population and the wheat crop, and w(t) is the total weed
population at time t. The total weed population is defined as w = w s + w h , where w s is
the susceptible weed population and w h is the herbicide-resistant weed population.
These are related to the susceptible and resistant seed populations through the
relationships wβs = x s g (1 − M plant )e

− qu1β

(1 − u β2 ) and wβh = x h g (1 − M plant )(1 − u β2 ) .

Weed control costs are based on the nature of relationships observed in typical systems
in the study region. Grazing costs are incorporated in the non-linear profit function in
(7.4). The cost of active ingredient for the non-selective herbicide is denoted cα2 ,dose .
That for the selective herbicide is denoted c1β ,dose . The cost of herbicide application
( c1β ,appl and cα2 ,appl ) is incurred regardless of the dose rate. It is not included if prior
solution of the model indicates that the relevant chemical is not applied. This method
avoids the inclusion of additional discrete choices. Moreover, it introduces negligible
bias since the inclusion of this cost has only a minimal effect on herbicide use under
optimal management.

A moderate level of weed control may be achieved in the cereal phase through shallow
cultivation (Pearce and Holmes, 1976; Llewellyn et al., 2004). Moreover, the
application of non-selective herbicides prior to the sowing of wheat is an affordable
means of achieving moderate-high weed kill. However, attaining extremely high rates
of control (around 98 percent) in these enterprises requires the use of cultural methods,
such as green-manuring (Pannell et al., 2004) and silage production (Reeves and Smith,
1975). These are extremely costly since crop yield is sacrificed in that year. These
factors motivate the definition of an increasing marginal control cost for non-selective
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strategies that increases sharply at high levels of control. This is represented through the
specification of the cost function (Gorddard et al., 1995),

cβ =
2

c β2 ,ns u β2
(1 − u β2 )

,

(7.6)

where c β2 ,ns is the cost of killing 50 percent of weeds using non-selective methods.

The effective removal of lucerne requires careful grazing management and the
application of non-selective herbicides (Bee and Laslett, 2002). A switching-cost
function for t1 is therefore defined as e − rt1 clrem , where clrem is the fixed cost of lucerne
removal. No relationship is represented between the annual ryegrass population and
treatments used to remove lucerne. This avoids the need to incorporate plants as state
variables and the extension of Theorem 6.1 to deal with jumps in the state variable
(Vind, 1967). It also introduces little bias since the number of plants at the switching
time is low under optimal management in all model runs. Switching condition (6.14)
will hold as λ1T (t1 ) = λT2 (t1 ) at the optimal transition states as the switching cost is
independent of the state variables.

A fixed establishment cost ( clest ) is incurred at the inception of the lucerne phase. In
contrast, the establishment cost for wheat ( ccest ) is incurred each year during the cereal
phase.

7.1.2 Model equations

The producer seeks to maximise total net present value through the manipulation of the
length of the lucerne and cereal phases and the use of the four weed treatments.

The producer’s problem in the lucerne phase (Problem 7.1) is,
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1−
⎛
t
− rt ⎜ ⎛
max
J
=
e
α
∫t ⎜ γt ⎜⎝1 − τ
uα1 ,uα2
⎝
0

t

1
⎞ 1 ⎛⎜ uα
au
1
−
⎟ α⎜
b
⎠
⎝

⎞
⎞ 2
⎟⎟ − cα ,dose uα2 − cα2 ,appl ⎟dt − clest ,
⎟
⎠
⎠

(7.7)

subject to,
⎛
⎛
uα1 ⎞ − yuα2 ⎞
⎜
⎟⎟e
xα = xα v1 + v 2 ⎜⎜1 − 1
R⎟,
⎜
⎟
+
u
d
l
α
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

(7.8)

⎛
⎛
uα1 ⎞ − yuα2 ⎞
⎜
⎜
⎟⎟e
xα = xα v1 + v 2 ⎜1 − 1
R⎟,
⎜
⎟
+
u
d
l
α
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

(7.9)

s

h

s

h

xα0 = { x s (t 0 ), x h (t 0 )} ,

(7.10)

xα1 = {x s (t1 ), x h (t1 )} , and

(7.11)

t1 fixed.

(7.12)

Equation (7.10) is the set of initial conditions for the lucerne phase. Terminal conditions
(7.11) and (7.12) are fixed at each iteration of the computational algorithm (see
Algorithm 6.1).

The terminal time is free in the cereal phase to endogenise its optimal length in the
cycle. This is dealt with numerically through the introduction of an additional control
parameter u β3 , where this variable may take any value in the set U β3 = [0,..., t max ] and
t max is the maximum length of the cereal phase. Vind (1967), Arrow and Kurz (1970),
and Kamien and Schwartz (1991) use such a device in the analysis of state-jump control
problems (without switching costs), but with an additional state equation μ = u β3 , where

μ is artificial time and the new control variable ( u β3 ) governs its evolution. However,
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this additional state variable ( μ ) is unnecessary here as no jumps in the state variable
are permitted.

The producer’s problem (Problem 7.2) for the cereal phase is consequently,

⎞
⎛
⎛
m ⎞⎞
⎟
⎜ pY0 (1 − ηu 1β )⎜⎜ (1 − z ) + z⎛⎜
⎟ ⎟⎟
1
+
m
kw
⎟
⎝
⎠
3 ⎜
⎝
⎠
3 − r ( t1 +u β t )
=
max
J
u
e
⎟dt ,
⎜
β
β
2
∫
u1β ,u β2 ,u β3
⎛
⎞
u
β
⎟
⎜
0
1
1
1
2
⎜
⎟
⎜ − c β ,doseu β (t ) − c β ,appl − c β ,ns ⎜ (1 − u 2 ) ⎟ − ccest ⎟
β ⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝

(7.13)

subject to,

(

)

− qu
x βs = u β3 x βs v1 + v 2 e β (1 − u β2 ) R ,
1

(

(7.14)

)

x βh = u β3 x βh v1 + v 2 (1 − u β2 ) R ,

(7.15)

x1β = {x s (t1 ), x h (t1 )} ,

(7.16)

t1 fixed, and

(7.17)

x β2 = {x s (t 0 ), x h (t 0 )} .

(7.18)

The initial conditions for the second phase described in (7.16) and (7.17) are fixed at
each iteration in Algorithm 6.1. The terminal condition (7.18) is required to enforce the
stationarity of the crop rotation.

7.1.3 Parameter estimation

Parameters are taken from the RIM model (Pannell et al., 2004) unless specified
otherwise.
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Ryegrass seed production is highly variable, but is particularly dependent on climatic
factors (especially rainfall) and both inter- and intra-specific competition (Gramshaw,
1972; Medd et al., 1985). The average rate of seed production is assumed to be R = 100
seeds plant-1 (Gramshaw, 1972). This is significantly below maximum seed production
(around 1350 seeds plant-1) (calculated from data in Pannell et al., 2004), but is
motivated by the assumed density of wheat (100 plants m-2) that greatly suppresses
ryegrass seed production (see Figure 3.3).

The majority of annual ryegrass seeds germinate each year (Reeves and Tuohey, 1972;
Monaghan, 1980; Gill, 1996a, b; Peltzer and Matson, 2002). Accordingly, the rate of
seed germination is g = 0.8 (or 80 percent) (see Section 3.2.4). The model parameter
representing total seed mortality is M seed = 0.55 . The parameter defining the rate of
natural mortality for ryegrass plants is M plant = 0.05 .

There is no existing data or equation available that adequately describes the relationship
between grazing rate and weed control. The maximum level of annual ryegrass control
achieved by sheep grazing lucerne is assumed to be 90 percent (or 0.9). This estimate is
drawn from data for annual pastures (subterranean clover and French serradella) in
Pannell et al. (2004). This provides a conservative estimate of the level of weed control
obtained in lucerne pastures due to the superior competitiveness of this perennial over
annual pasture (Lyons and Latta, 2003; Roy Latta, personal communication, 2005). This
estimated level of the maximum rate of weed control obtained by grazing yields
d = 1 / 0.9 = 1.11 (2dp) given the specific function used.

Data on the efficacy of grazing for ryegrass control is taken from Reeves and Smith
(1975), Pearce and Holmes (1976), and the 2002 RIM model. The remaining parameter
( l ) is then varied, with d held fixed, until the functional relationship adequately fitted
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this data. This is achieved at l = 0.5 . This method is heuristic, but is necessary given the
lack of appropriate data. Annual ryegrass control achieved through grazing is also
maintained very close to its maximum in all solutions of the model in the following
application. This somewhat reduces the importance of accurately estimating the
curvature of the adopted hyperbolic function since the values of most relevance are
those close to the asymptote.

The function describing the productivity of lucerne as a function of time is estimated
through non-linear regression of production estimates outlined by Roy Latta
(Department of Primary Industries, Victoria) and Keith Devenish (Department of
Agriculture and Food Western Australia (DAFWA)) in DAFWA (unpublished data).
The estimated parameter values are γ = 0.78 (2dp) (s.e. = 0.04 (2dp)) 9 and τ = 4.96
(2dp) (s.e. = 0.18 (2dp)). The sum of squares is 3307 for n = 10 , which is deemed to be
an adequate fit given that alternative data is unavailable.

This and all non-linear regressions reported in this chapter are estimated using a quasiNewton method (Judge et al., 1985) in the SHAZAM version 9 econometrics package
(White, 1997). These results are verified using a trust-region dogleg method (Coleman
and Li, 1996) through employment of the LSQCURVEFIT function in the Optimisation
toolbox of MATLAB version 7.1 (Miranda and Fackler, 2002). This algorithm is more
robust and efficient than Gauss- and quasi-Newton methods because it employs
steepest-descent calculations to determine the step size during solution and uses a merit
function to minimise problems associated with a poor starting solution and/or a singular
Jacobian matrix (Powell, 1970, 1984). Very little difference exists between the solutions
identified by these alternate methods. Non-linear regression is employed a number of
times in this chapter given the incorporation of multiple non-linear functions in the
9

The term s.e. denotes standard error.
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control model studied here. The adopted estimates are those consistent with the lowest
residual sum of squares identified from a significant number of trial solutions ( n = 20 )
computed using a wide range of initial guesses for each parameter value. This approach
is taken to reduce the probability that the algorithms converge to local minima.
Herbicide efficacy in equations (7.8) and (7.9) is described through y = 7.873 (s.e. =
0.58 (2dp)) for glyphosate. This estimate was identified from data ( n = 40 ) relating the
rate of glyphosate application and ryegrass mortality in four susceptible populations
studied in Wakelin et al. (2004). The sum of squares is 0.404 (3dp).
The parameter value describing the efficacy of the selective herbicide ( q = 7.456 ) in
equation (7.14) is taken from Gorddard et al. (1995, 1996). This was estimated from
data from four trials performed by Hoechst, the manufacturers of Hoegrass®, a popular
diclofop-methyl herbicide. This data is described in detail in Pannell (1990b).

An estimate of the gross margin for livestock production in this area is $15 per dry
sheep equivalent per hectare (DSE ha-1) (Pannell et al., 2004). A constant stocking rate
(5.7 DSE ha-1) corresponding to that used to rotationally graze an established lucerne
stand is estimated from data in Devenish (2001). This does not reflect the higher returns
that may be earned in a lucerne phase through increased lambing percentages, the
provision of high quality feed during the traditional autumn feed gap, greater wool
production, and the opportunity for prime lamb production (DAFWA, unpublished data;
Bathgate and Pannell, 2002; Bee and Laslett, 2002; Flugge et al., 2004). Bathgate and
Pannell (2002) identified significant increases in stocking rates with the inclusion of
lucerne in a farm-level model representing an agricultural system in the South Coast
region of Western Australia. Moreover, Flugge et al. (2004) identified that the adoption
of lucerne would increase the optimal stocking rate by 1.6 DSE ha-1 yr-1 in the central
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wheat belt, even when the opportunity to sell prime lambs was not considered.
Consequently, the estimate of 5.7 DSE ha-1 calculated from Devenish (2001) is inflated
by 2 DSE ha-1 to reflect the high value of lucerne as a pasture plant.
The final stocking rate (7.7 DSE ha-1) and associated gross margin ($115.5 ha-1) are
estimates of optimal levels in the study region. Mott (1960) presented a general
relationship between stocking rate and animal production, both as a proportion of the
optimum. The optimal levels listed above and this curve are used to identify thirty-five
data points that are regressed with non-linear least squares. The estimated parameters
are a = 25.32 (2dp) (s.e. = 1.27 (2dp)) and b = 14.88 (2dp) (s.e. = 0.54 (2dp)). The sum
of squares is significant (4819.9 (1dp)), reflecting a lack of information at either end of
the estimated curve. However, this relationship is deemed satisfactory given a lack of
alternative data; nonetheless, the implications of alternative profit functions are
explored in sensitivity analysis.

No relationship is represented between the ryegrass population and grazing profit. There
are strong economic incentives to maintain low weed populations. Therefore, those
weed populations studied here are unlikely to benefit the grazing enterprise to any large
degree. In addition, any such benefits may be offset by problems associated with the
grazing of ryegrass. For example, through corynetoxins in weed seed heads killing stock
on ingestion (Schmidt and Pannell, 1996a).

The real discount rate (r) is 5 percent (Monjardino, 2002). The price received for a
tonne of wheat, including premiums received for high grain protein, is p = $185 .

Weed-free yield for continuous wheat is 1.3 tonnes per hectare (Pannell et al., 2004).
Lyons and Latta (2003) estimated that wheat yield was 38 percent higher following a
lucerne phase. Such increases will usually persist for two years following the effective
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removal of this perennial pasture (Hirth et al., 2001). The maximum duration of a cereal
phase is estimated at four years in this model (Greenland, 1971). (This is enforced
through control constraints described in Section 7.1.4.) This motivates the inclusion of a
20 percent annual increase over the four-year phase to approximate the two-year
increase of 40 percent. Weed-free yield is consequently defined as Y0 = 1.56 t ha -1 . This
representation avoids the approximation of a continuous relationship between yield and
crop duration, which would be complex given the nature of the relevant time series (i.e.
the need to represent 40 percent greater production for two years and then no yield
improvement for the following two years).
The parameter value describing phytotoxic damage from herbicide application (η ) is
taken from Gorddard et al. (1995, 1996). This relationship was estimated as D = ηu 1β ,
where D was the degree of phytotoxic damage and η = 0.1448 (s.e. = 0.026, n = 96 ,
and R2=0.36). This estimation used trial data described in Pannell (1990b). Other
parameter values for the yield function are z = 0.6 , m = 105 , and k = 0.33 .

It costs $2.50 to apply the selective and non-selective herbicide (in addition to chemical
costs). Therefore, cα2 ,appl = c1β ,appl = $2.50 .

The cost of a kilogram of active ingredient (a. i.) of the non-selective herbicide ( cα2 ,dose )
is $12.50 (Agriculture Western Australia, 2004). This is calculated from data for
Glyphosate CT® herbicide that costs $5 L-1 and contains 0.4 kg of active ingredient
(glyphosate) per litre.

The cost of a kilogram of active ingredient of the selective herbicide ( c1β ,dose ) is $40,
which is calculated from data for Hoegrass 375® herbicide that costs $15 per litre and
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contains 0.375 kg of active ingredient (diclofop methyl) per litre (Agriculture Western
Australia, 2004).

The cost of non-selective control methods available during a cropping phase and their
efficacy were obtained from the RIM model and fitted to (7.6) using non-linear least
squares. The cost of destructive techniques includes the value of lost yield; thus, the
value of weed-free yield is included as an opportunity cost. Only the cheapest
destructive technique available during the cropping phase (green-manuring) is
incorporated given the relatively high cost of hay and silage production. The nonselective treatments represented were a glyphosate knockdown treatment, a Spray.Seed
knockdown treatment, a double-knockdown treatment incorporating both glyphosate
and Spray.Seed herbicides, shallow cultivation to stimulate germination, and greenmanuring.
The non-linear regression identifies that γ β = 1.09 (2dp) (s.e. = 0.84 (2dp)) for n = 5
and a sum of squares of 50,861. The high sum of squares reflects the very low sample
size and highlights a need for better information. In addition, alternative relevant
functional forms failed to render a better fit. These factors motivate significant
modification of this parameter in sensitivity analysis.

Alternative germination cohorts are not considered here; thus, it is difficult to represent
IWM strategies consisting of multiple components acting at different stages of the
annual ryegrass life cycle. This complicates the accurate estimation of the cost and
efficacy of non-selective control.

Lucerne pasture is expensive to establish. The cost of inoculum for lucerne seed is $0.35
ha-1 (Agriculture Western Australia, 2004). Lucerne seed itself costs around $8 kg-1
(Agriculture Western Australia, 2004). A typical sowing rate is 3 kg ha-1 (Devenish,
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2001; Latta et al., 2003). Machinery costs for the direct drilling of lucerne are $5.23 ha1

. Total seeding costs are therefore $29.58 ha-1. Insecticide is applied twice in the

establishment year to control lucerne fleas and red-legged earth mites (Devenish, 2001;
Latta et al., 2003). Supracide 400 is applied at 90 ml ha-1 (the label rate specified by
Syngenta, 2004) for this purpose. The price of this insecticide ($36.08 L-1) is taken from
Agriculture Western Australia (2004). The cost of application is $2.50. The total cost of
insecticide application is therefore $11.49. A double-knockdown herbicide application
is used at establishment following shallow cultivation to stimulate weed germination.
This incurs a total cost of $26.50. Effective establishment requires the application of
100 kg of superphosphate per hectare (Devenish, 2001; Latta et al., 2003). This costs
$20.60. The total cost of lucerne establishment ( clest ) is consequently $88.17 ha-1; this is
rounded to $88 ha-1 in the model.

Lucerne is removed in spring with a mixture of 1 litre of Glyphosate CT® (0.4 kg a. i.
ha-1) and 1.5 litres of 2,4-D Amine 625® (0.9375 kg a. i. ha-1) per hectare (Angus et al.,
2000; Devenish, 2001; Latta et al., 2003). The glyphosate component of this mixture is
incorporated for its high efficacy against weeds given lucerne’s tolerance to this
chemical (Fedorenko et al., 2001b). Herbicide costs are $5 L-1 for Glyphosate CT® and
$7.59 L-1 for 2,4-D Amine 625® (Agriculture Western Australia, 2004). The application
cost is $2.50. Thus, the total cost is $18.90, which is rounded to clrem = 19 .

The cost of wheat establishment ( c west ) is $82 per hectare.

7.1.4 Solution procedure

This application of Algorithm 6.1 is programmed in MATLAB version 7.1. Each subproblem (phase) is solved using a variant of the MISER parameterisation algorithm of
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Teo et al. (1991). The code for the standard model presented in Section 7.2.1 is listed in
Appendix 1. Direct control parameterisation is used since necessary conditions for
individual phases do not need to be derived to facilitate solution, approximate adjoint
and state trajectories are not required prior to solution, and control constraints can be
incorporated without the prior determination of the sequence of constrained and
unconstrained arcs (Betts, 1998).

The MISER algorithm approximates the (continuous) control trajectories within each
phase through interpolation with sets of linear basis functions and solution of the
discretised problem using non-linear programming (NLP) (Kuhn and Tucker, 1951;
Bazaraa and Shetty, 1993; Polak, 1997). Adjoint and state equations are integrated
explicitly over the length of a stage using ODE15S (a MATLAB solver for stiff
differential equation problems) (Moler, 2004) following the specification of an initial
guess for the optimal-control functions. These control histories are subsequently
iteratively improved using NLP, with the integration of the process equations repeated
at each step to calculate the required gradients, until an optimal solution is obtained.

The exact NLP procedure employed is the FMINCON function in the MATLAB
Optimisation toolbox. This sequential-quadratic-programming (SQP) NLP algorithm
(Gill et al., 1981; Betts, 2001) is used because it is the most robust and efficient method
currently available for NLP (Betts et al., 1993; Betts and Gablonsky, 2002). Also, use of
GAMS/MINOS 5.5 (Murtagh and Saunders, 1998) to solve the underlying NLP is more
time-consuming since Algorithm 6.1 and the parameterisation technique are coded in
MATLAB. The FMINCON algorithm strictly minimises, so each objective functional
requiring maximisation is multiplied by − 1 , in accordance with standard optimisation
theory (Polak, 1997).
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Approximation of control trajectories with basis functions introduces some degree of
suboptimality. However, this is greatly reduced through the use of a high number of
knot points in each stage. Ten nodes are included in each phase in this application. This
number is motivated by the short length of each phase (that increases the level of
accuracy obtained with this number of basis functions) and a need for computational
efficiency in the iterative algorithm.

It is well known that the bisection technique employed in Algorithm 6.1 will converge
linearly to a root in log(μ 0 / ε ) / log(2) iterations, where μ 0 is the size of the initial
interval and ε is the stopping tolerance (Press et al., 1992). However, solution time is
difficult to estimate a priori since there are multiple switch points, and thus multiple
intervals, present in this application. A loose stopping criterion ( ε = 0.01 ) is used in the
bisection calculations so that numerical errors generated in the optimisation of each
individual phase do not detrimentally affect convergence (Judd, 1998). This practice is
also justified by the limited benefit accruing to the calculation of transition states and
switching times to more than two decimal places.

The efficiency of solution is increased here through the use of optimal-control functions
from the previous iteration as initial guesses for those in the next iteration. Numerous
experiments with the model showed that this decreased solution time markedly (up to
80 percent) without forcing convergence to different solutions.

The control variable representing grazing pressure ( uα1 ) in the lucerne phase is defined
over the closed interval U α1 = [10 −99 ,17 ]. The control variable representing non-selective
herbicide application in the pasture phase ( uα2 ) is defined over the closed interval
U α2 = [10 −99 ,1]. The control variables representing selective herbicide application ( u 1β )
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and the intensity of non-selective treatments ( u β2 ) are both defined over the interval

U β1 = U β2 = [10 −99 ,0.99]. The upper bound is different from unity in this interval to
prevent infeasibilities arising from multiplication by zero in the objective functional (in
the case of selective herbicide application causing phytotoxic damage to the crop) and
the transition equations (in the case of non-selective control). The control variable
determining the length of the cereal phase ( u β3 ) is defined over the closed interval

U β3 = [10 −5 ,4] . The lower bound is non-zero to prevent the algorithm from terminating
prematurely, but is interpreted as non-adoption given its very low value. The upper limit
of crop duration is taken from Greenland (1971), as described previously.

7.2 Results and discussion

This section presents output from the model described in the previous section. The
implications of these results for weed management in the study region are discussed
before the sensitivity of output to variation in key parameters is studied.

7.2.1 Optimal weed management in the presence of herbicide resistance
The standard model incorporates 50 s. s. m-2 (susceptible seeds per square metre) and 25
r. s. m-2 (herbicide-resistant seeds per square metre). This corresponds to a ryegrass
population that may be adequately controlled under standard management but may
become troublesome as the proportion of the population consisting of resistant seeds is
significantly higher than the level of occurrence inferred by genetic probability. (This
occurs through the interbreeding of resistant weeds in practical situations (Heap and
Knight, 1982, 1986).) The standard model solves after 11 iterations. This takes around 9
minutes on a Pentium IV 3.2 GHZ desktop computer with 2 GB of memory. The
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optimal switching time is 3.6 years and the optimal transition states are 45 s. s. m-2 and
23 r. s. m-2. The optimal state trajectories are shown in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 illustrates a number of interesting results. First, both seed populations decline
over the length of the lucerne phase (i.e. between t = [0,3.6] ). This decrease reflects the
combined efficacy of grazing and non-selective herbicide application for weed control
in a pasture phase. The value of IWM during a pasture phase highlights the intuitive
unsuitability of single-phase models (e.g. Gorddard et al., 1995) for resistance analysis.
Second, although the state variables at the switching time are both lower than their
corresponding initial seed populations, both state trajectories are primarily convex over
the pasture phase. The lucerne phase is extended to maintain grazing, at a constant rate
of 7.46 DSE ha-1 under optimal management, over the most productive years of the
lucerne stand. It is necessary to constrain the weed population during this time;
however, maintaining intensive control over this entire period significantly increases
weed-management costs. Accordingly, glyphosate application decreases from a rate of
0.666 kg a. i. ha-1 to 0.291 kg a. i. ha-1 over the duration of this regime (see further
discussion in Section 7.2.2), giving rise to the convexity of the state trajectories
observable in Figure 7.1. Finally, the maximum length of the cereal crop (four years) is
adopted following the effective restraint of the ryegrass seed population over the pasture
phase. The cereal phase begins at the switching time (3.6 years) and ends at the terminal
time (7.6 years).
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The optimal seed trajectories for a lucerne and cereal rotation with initial

seed populations of 50 s. s. m-2 and 25 r. s. m-2.

Only one selective herbicide is represented in this model, so only non-selective methods
are effective against the total weed population if any resistant weeds are present.
Accordingly, the selective herbicide is never applied if a positive population of resistant
seeds is present at the beginning of the period; instead, intensive non-selective control is
maintained across the cereal phase. These treatments are used to kill, on average, 98
percent of ryegrass plants over the duration of this regime. This corresponds to the
regular use of a destructive treatment, such as green-manuring, in the crop phase once
resistance has developed to all available selective herbicides. The intensive use of nonselective treatments is motivated by the strong economic incentive to maintain a low
number of seeding plants given the competitiveness (Lemerle et al., 1995) and large
seed production (Rerkasam et al., 1980a; Davidson, 1990) of annual ryegrass.
(Nonetheless, the level of non-selective control is steadily relaxed across the crop phase
to allow a steady increase in both seed populations (Figure 7.1).)
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The lucerne pasture and four-year cropping phase are also adopted at initial conditions
of (a) 100 s. s. m-2 and 50 r. s. m-2, and (b) 200 s. s. m-2 and 100 r. s. m-2. The optimal
switching time for scenario (a) is 3.85 years and it is most profitable to switch at 87 s. s.
m-2 and 43 r. s. m-2. In comparison, the optimal switching time for scenario (b) is 3.9
years and it is optimal to switch at 171 s. s. m-2 and 85 r. s. m-2. The optimal length of
the pasture phase increases, albeit slightly, with the initial seed burden, demonstrating
the value of non-selective weed control implemented during the pasture phase.
Consistent with intuition, total income declines with higher weed burdens due to
increased competition with the cereal crop. Nevertheless, the selective herbicide is
never applied and the intensity of non-selective control does not change at any of these
different initial conditions. This insensitivity of the optimal management plan to a
change in the initial seed burden supports the presentation of results for a single set of
initial conditions.

The definition of discrete time periods across a single year allows large decreases in the
annual ryegrass population to be achieved before seed production (see Chapter 10).
These partitions are not incorporated here given the complexity of the model and the
insufficiency of a discrete-time control approach (see Section 6.1). In addition, this
model does not incorporate control variables, such as burning, that directly affect the
seed bank. These factors preclude the meaningful analysis of higher initial seed burdens
in this framework.

7.2.2 Optimal weed management in the absence of herbicide resistance

It is optimal to bypass the pasture phase and begin cropping immediately (i.e. the set of
optimal switching times is empty) if there are no herbicide-resistant weeds at the initial
time t 0 . The cereal phase is maintained for four years in this scenario, and the weed
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population is controlled with a combination of selective herbicide (applied at a mean
dose rate of 0.503 kg a. i. ha-1) and non-selective control (used to kill an average of 49.6
percent of ryegrass plants at each point in time). Algorithm 6.1 does not deal explicitly
with the accumulation of switching times (see Section 6.3). Accordingly, the need to
bypass the perennial-pasture phase is identified through experimentation with numerous
initial guesses of the switching time (with x h (t 0 ) = 0 r. s. m-2) that failed to discover an
appropriate starting value for the appropriate switching condition in Algorithm 6.1.
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H lucerne (t1− ) + re − rt clrem ≤ H crop (t1+ ) for all t j ; this corresponds to t 0 = t1 according to
necessary condition (6.16) in Theorem 6.1. This result is observed for initial
(susceptible) ryegrass populations of 50, 100, and 200 s. s. m-2.

The cereal crop is always more profitable than the pasture regime in the absence of
resistance as the selective herbicide permits efficient control of the weed population.
Consequently, though grazing income is important in a lucerne phase, at the parameter
values used in this study, the susceptibility of annual ryegrass to the selective herbicide
directly determines whether or not perennial pasture phases should be adopted in the
optimal rotation. (There is only a single selective herbicide represented here, so this
result is specific to where no selective herbicide options are available to the producer.)
This result is a stronger version of those identified by Monjardino et al. (2004b), which
stated that annual pasture was only sufficiently profitable to adopt in crop rotations once
ryegrass had developed resistance to both Group A and B herbicides.
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This relationship between the presence of resistance and the optimal adoption of
perennial pasture is robust to significant changes in the important economic parameters
used in the model. For example, it is only profitable to adopt lucerne pasture at a wheat
price below $101 per tonne, a decrease of over 45 percent relative to the parameter used
in the standard model. This significant decline in crop value is unlikely to occur in the
near-term since developing countries are forecast to become increasingly dependent on
cereals from traditional exporters, such as Australia, over the next twenty-five years
(Food and Agriculture Organisation, 2002). Removing the significant establishment cost
required for lucerne ( clest = $88 ) at the standard wheat price ( p standard = $185 t-1) is also
insufficient to warrant the inclusion of perennial pasture in the optimal rotation if no
herbicide resistance is present.
Alternatively, lucerne is adopted if the stocking rate is increased to 17 DSE ha-1, which
is 9.54 DSE ha-1 higher than the optimal stocking rate reported in the standard set of
results (7.46 DSE ha-1), or following an $18.11 increase in the current gross margin
received for sheep production ($15 DSE-1). Using a variant of the RIM model
incorporating both wild radish and annual ryegrass, Monjardino et al. (2004b) identified
that the most-valuable rotation incorporating annual pasture required an increase in the
carrying capacity of pasture of 7 DSE ha-1, or a $15.50 DSE-1 increase in the sheep
gross margin, to be as profitable as a continuous-cropping sequence in the absence of
herbicide resistance. These increases are 33 percent and 17 percent (respectively) lower
than those identified in the current study. This result is logical since lucerne requires a
greater level of profitability to offset its larger establishment cost relative to the annual
pasture species studied by Monjardino et al. (2004b). Nonetheless, either set of
increases appear too large to be realised over a prolonged period in the near future,
particularly since anthelmintic resistance threatens to reduce profit by around $6.60
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DSE-1 over the next decade (Besier and Love, 2003) and wool prices, on average, have
been predicted to halve in real terms by 2029 (Sackett, 2004).

Nonetheless, it is highly probable that a cereal phase will not remain profitable in
perpetuity in the study region due to the eventual development of herbicide resistance,
soil salinisation, soil structure decline, and disease outbreaks. The inclusion of a grain
legume crop, such as lupins, in a crop rotation aids disease reduction and averts soil
structure decline under standard management. However, salinity prevention in
susceptible areas requires the wide-scale planting of perennials (Pannell and Ewing,
2006). This augments the value of lucerne, promoting its inclusion in land-use rotations.
The magnitude of these benefits are considered in Chapter 11.

7.2.3 Sensitivity analysis

The examination of the implications of changes in important parameters improves
understanding of the model and the representative system. The focus here is on the
adjustment of important economic relationships as the available economic information
is of lower quality than the relevant biological data.

7.2.3.1 Implications of removing transition costs
The costless removal of lucerne ( clrem = 0 ) decreases the optimal switching time from
3.6 to 2.8 years and the optimal transition states from 45 s. s. m-2 and 23 r. s. m-2 to 41 s.
s. m-2 and 21 r. s. m-2 respectively. The term re − rt clrem is positive in the switching
condition

that
− rt

determines

H lucerne (t1− ) + re clrem = H crop (t1+ ) ,
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because

extending the length of the pasture phase will reduce switching costs through
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discounting, increasing its dynamic profitability. Costless removal eliminates this
benefit, thus reducing the value of the lucerne enterprise, and thereby motivating a
shorter pasture phase under optimal management.

7.2.3.2 Implications of a change in the discount rate

The results of a number of significant changes in the discount rate are presented in
Table 7.1. An increase in the discount rate decreases the profitability of each phase,
consequently reducing the optimal switching time (Table 7.1). This effect offsets the
positive impact that a higher discount rate has on the relative value of the first phase
through the transition-cost function (see Section 7.2.3.1). In contrast, the susceptible and
resistant seed densities at the switching time increase with the discount rate under
optimal management. This is intuitive because discounting directly reduces the future
cost of weed infestation, motivating a decrease in the mean rate of glyphosate
application from 0.376 kg a. i. ha-1 to 0.358 kg a. i. ha-1 over the length of the lucerne
stage as the discount rate increases from 0 to 10 percent.

Table 7.1

Optimal switch points for alternative discount rates ( r ).

Discount rate

Switching time in
years (t1 )

r =0
r = 0.025
r = 0.05
r = 0.075
r = 0.1

5.2
4.7
3.6
3.1
2.7

Susceptible seed
population at t1
( x s (t1 ) )
40
42
45
48
53

Resistant seed
population at t1
( x h (t1 ) )
20
21
23
24
27

7.2.3.3 Implications of a change in the wheat price
A 20 percent decrease in the price received for a tonne of wheat ( plow = $148 t-1)
reduces the relative profitability of cereal cropping, motivating a significant increase in
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the optimal switching time from 3.4 years to 4.8 years (see Figure 7.2). The optimal
transition states also increase from 45 s. s. m-2 and 23 r. s. m-2 to 49 s. s. m-2 and 24 r. s.
m-2 respectively following the price decrease. This reflects a reduction in the marginal
value of weed control conducted during the pasture phase. The shapes of the resulting
state trajectories in Figure 7.2 reflect the decreased value of weed control in the pasture
phase and the cost of maintaining intensive control over the duration of this (extended)
regime. The points of non-differentiability (i.e. corners) in the time derivatives of the
state trajectories at the switching time are both obvious in Figure 7.2. These follow
naturally from the definition of two discrete phases.

Figure 7.2

The optimal seed trajectories across a lucerne and cereal rotation for a

low wheat price ( plow = $148 t-1).

In contrast, the optimal switching time and transition states are considerably lower after
a 20 percent increase in the cereal price from p standard = $185 t-1 to p high = $222 t-1. The
optimal switching time is reduced to three years, and the optimal transition states
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decrease from 45 s. s. m-2 and 23 r. s. m-2 to 39 s. s. m-2 and 19 r. s. m-2 respectively.
These results follow logically from the higher value of the cereal crop, which increases
the marginal value of the IWM strategy implemented during the pasture stage. The
lucerne stand is retained over its most-productive period (lucerne production peaks at

τ
2

= 2.48 years ), despite the magnified value of the cereal crop. This demonstrates (a)

the importance of grazing for helping to recoup the significant establishment cost of
lucerne, and (b) the inherent relationship between the profitability of the livestock
enterprise and the growth of this perennial pasture, which takes a number of years to
reach its full potential in this arid environment.

The stocking rate remains unchanged following both price changes. Increasing the
intensity of grazing is not profitable due to a decline in the productivity of livestock at
high stocking rates because of overgrazing. In addition, the marginal contribution of an
additional grazing unit to weed control is rapidly diminishing at higher stocking
intensities due to the hyperbolic shape of the relationship between grazing rate and
ryegrass control.

In contrast, the nature of glyphosate application under optimal management changes
markedly after the cereal price is altered. It is most profitable to allow both seed
populations to fluctuate widely over the pasture phase when the wheat price is low
(Figure 7.2). The reductions in the weed populations at the beginning and the end of the
pasture phase are achieved through high rates of glyphosate application (Figure 7.3a).
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Kilograms of glyphosate applied during the pasture phase for (a) a low

cereal price ( plow = $148 t-1), and (b) a high cereal price ( p high = $222 t-1).

In comparison, the shorter pasture phase motivated by the increased cereal price
encourages the producer to maintain low seed populations throughout its duration. This
is achieved with a primarily declining dose rate (Figure 7.3b), very similar to that
employed in the standard model. The use of linear basis functions to approximate the
control trajectories in each phase is evident in Figure 7.3, where the close examination
of each time-path reveals its piecewise definition.

7.2.3.4 Implications of a change in grazing profitability

The implications of significant changes in grazing income are investigated here through
the estimation of new profit functions for the pasture phase and their inclusion in the
optimisation model.
First, the 2 DSE ha-1 increase in the carrying capacity of the perennial pasture, which is
introduced to represent the higher production of lucerne relative to annual pastures (see
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Section 7.1.3), is removed. This yields an estimate of the optimal stocking rate as 5.7
DSE ha-1 and the associated level of annual profit as $85.50. (This reduction in stocking
rate is equivalent to a 26 percent decrease in the gross margin earned per DSE.) This
analysis is particularly important since the profitability of lucerne may occasionally be
significantly lower than that represented in the standard model because of poor
establishment and the inability of a producer to fully utilise the additional feed produced
by perennial pasture. The new parameter values for the profit function identified
through non-linear regression are a = 20.07 (2dp) (s.e. = 0.60 (2dp)) and b = 15.66
(2dp) (s.e. = 0.51 (2dp)) for n = 36 and a sum of squares of 1097.3 (1dp).

The resulting state trajectories are very similar to those of the standard model. In fact,
the resistant seed populations are equivalent at the switching times, while the
susceptible seed populations differ by only two seeds (i.e. x s (t1 ) = 47 s. s. m-2 following
the change in lucerne profit, compared to x s (t1 ) = 45 s. s. m-2 in the standard model).
The optimal length of the pasture phase decreases from 3.4 years to 2.8 years. Though
appreciably shorter than before, the pasture phase is still of significant length,
reinforcing the importance of animal production to farm profit in the presence of severe
herbicide resistance.

The implications of a more profitable pasture phase are explored through increasing the
optimal stocking rate to 9.7 DSE ha-1. This results in annual profit of $145.50 ha-1. (This
is equivalent to a 26 percent increase in the gross margin earned per DSE.) The new
parameter values for the profit function identified through non-linear regression are

a = 37.72 (2dp) (s.e. = 1.85 (2dp)) and b = 13.22 (2dp) (s.e. = 0.5 (2dp)) for n = 36
and a sum of squares of 10,237. This higher level of profit motivates the adoption of
continuous pasture in phases of a mean duration of 3.17 years, with an optimal mean
grazing rate of 6.58 DSE ha-1 yr-1. This demonstrates that resistance to selective
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herbicides may motivate a complete movement away from crop production to livestock
husbandry if the latter is sufficiently profitable. This outcome arises naturally from the
central importance of relative value in the determination of optimal switching times.

7.2.3.5 Implications of a change in the cost of non-selective control

The high intensity of non-selective control applied under optimal management remains
unchanged at costs of c β2 ,ns = {0.82,0.95,1.23,1.36} . (The lower and upper bounds of this
set differ by 25 percent from that value of c β2 ,ns used in the standard model
( c β2 ,ns = $1.09 ).) This result is driven by strong economic incentives to minimise in-crop
competition (Lemerle et al., 1995), particularly given the high seed production of
individual plants (Rerkasam et al., 1980a; Davidson, 1990). Accordingly, the optimal
transition states experience little change, with a maximum adjustment of around 4
percent. However, a decrease (cf. increase) in the cost of non-selective control
motivates the adoption of a shorter (cf. longer) pasture phase. For example, the optimal
switching time decreases from 3.6 years to 2.55 years with c β2 ,ns = $0.82 and increases
from 3.6 years to 4.15 years with a cost of c β2 ,ns = $1.36 . These changes reflect a direct
relationship between the cost of non-selective control and the profitability of cropping,
relative to livestock husbandry, in the presence of herbicide resistance.

7.3 Summary and conclusions

This application provides insight into the optimal management of herbicide resistance in
a perennial pasture and cereal crop rotation in the eastern-central wheat belt of Western
Australia. This information provides a guide to the implementation and interpretation of
complex simulation models constructed for the analysis of herbicide resistance in this
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area. Its importance is reinforced by the lack of bioeconomic studies of weed
management conducted for this region that consider perennial pasture.

A number of key principles are identified from model output:

1. Perennial pasture phases are unprofitable if annual ryegrass is not resistant to
available selective herbicides.
2. There are strong economic incentives imposed by the fecundity and
competitiveness of annual ryegrass that motivate the maintenance of low
ryegrass populations across the stationary state. This is demonstrated by the use
of intensive in-crop non-selective control under optimal management in the
presence of herbicide resistance and the invariability of this strategy to
significant changes in initial seed burdens and treatment cost.
3. It is most profitable to allow a lucerne pasture to reach its full productive
potential if this regime is contained in the optimal rotation. This highlights an
obvious relationship between the profitability of the grazing enterprise and
lucerne production.
4. Extended pasture phases increase the cost of sustained intensive weed
management, so a variable rate of control is justified.
5. Grazing is insufficient on its own to control annual ryegrass within a perennial
pasture phase. The use of non-selective chemical and physical treatments is
consequently important in lucerne pastures.
6. A higher discount rate and higher wheat price both decrease the optimal length
of the perennial pasture phase.

The most important finding is that the presence of herbicide resistance directly
determines whether lucerne is sufficiently profitable to adopt. This result is directly
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related to control costs in the cereal phase since herbicide resistance forces producers to
employ more costly non-selective forms of weed control. This lowers the relative
profitability of the cereal phase, thereby motivating the adoption of perennial pasture
and its integration with effective non-selective forms of ryegrass control in the steadystate rotation. Also, this result is insensitive to feasible changes in the current economic
environment.

There is evidence that, in most areas of the Western Australian wheat belt, the
profitability of perennial pasture systems is presently too low to prompt sufficient
adoption to yield considerable off-site benefit through recharge reduction (Bathgate and
Pannell, 2002; Kingwell et al., 2003; Ridley and Pannell, 2005; Pannell and Ewing,
2006). The application presented here highlights that lucerne phases are presently too
unprofitable to implement regularly unless the control of annual ryegrass in cereal crops
is constrained through resistance to all available selective herbicides. On the other hand,
if resistance to multiple selective herbicides is present, perennial pasture phases are
economically attractive. However, this application has not monetarised and considered
those benefits for agricultural production accruing to recharge reduction by perennial
pasture. This is undertaken in Chapter 11 to more accurately identify the value of
lucerne for the profitable management of crop rotations in the study region.

This application has provided some insight into the efficacy of the phase-programming
methodology described in Chapter 6. The bisection procedure used therein requires
switching conditions that alternate in sign to effectively begin the search for optimal
switch points. Identification of these initial values may be time-consuming in some
models; thus, coding of a search algorithm to automate this process may be of benefit.
The value of a search algorithm is reinforced by the guaranteed convergence of the
bisection procedure once suitable starting points are found. However, it would require
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careful construction to avoid infeasibilities from interrupting its operation. In addition,
the identification of starting points through experimentation is valuable for increasing a
practitioner’s knowledge of the framework in question.

The use of an efficient computational procedure to solve the individual control problem
posed by each phase is important if Algorithm 6.1 is to solve in a reasonable amount of
time. The employment of control parameterisation in this application is valuable given
the complexity of the problem and the difficulty involved with other methods of
solution, particularly those, such as multiple shooting, that require the analytical
derivation of adjoint trajectories and accurate guesses of their evolution across time.

The developed algorithm is also more versatile than that of Mueller et al. (1999). The
differential equations describing the transition of the state and adjoint variables need not
be explicitly solvable in order for the computational procedure applied here to function
effectively. This improves its ability to incorporate realistic functional forms and
thereby provide, at least to some degree, relevant and practicable conclusions. While
Mueller et al. (1999, p. 63) state that their numerical results, “may be taken seriously”,
the optimal length of phases identified in this chapter are much closer to those observed
in practice. For example, Mueller et al. (1999) identified an optimal cropping phase of
twenty-five years duration in their standard model, compared with four years in this
application. The former is unrealistic since it will often be profitable to switch to pasture
production after four years of continuous cropping following soil structure decline and
the development of disease (Greenland, 1971). This is one example of the value
accruing to the greater complexity that may be incorporated in multiple-phase control
models through the use of Algorithm 6.1.
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8. The RIM model: overview and adaptation to include a lucerne
enterprise
The RIM model is a simulation model designed for the economic analysis of annual
ryegrass management in the central wheat belt of Western Australia. This model has
been used to investigate the profitability of a range of alternative pastures for weed
management in the study region. However, the standard RIM framework does not
incorporate perennial pasture as a land-use option; thus, it cannot be used to investigate
the value of lucerne for weed management in this area without modification. The
primary aim of this chapter is consequently to discuss the addition of a lucerne
enterprise to this model. Moreover, this framework is manipulated to more closely
represent the dynamics of annual pasture production in the study area.

Section 8.1 in this chapter describes the RIM model in more detail. The extension of
this model to incorporate lucerne is discussed in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 presents a
description of how this framework is altered to more accurately portray annual pasture
production. A short summary is provided in Section 8.4.

8.1 Description of the RIM model

The application presented in Chapter 10 uses the 2002 Ryegrass RIM model since it was
the most recent version available at the initiation of this study, annual ryegrass is the
most important weed in the study region (Pannell et al., 2004), and this framework has
undergone more rigorous validation than those RIM models incorporating wild radish
(Western Australian Herbicide Resistance Initiative, 2004). This model represents one
hectare in a single field in the study region. Representation of a single hectare simplifies
input calculation without loss of significant detail. Spatial variability in weed density is
not represented as the extensive nature of broadacre agricultural systems in the central
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wheat belt and a lack of quality information limit the usefulness of this approach (Dorr
and Pannell, 1992; Pannell and Bennett, 1998; Pannell, 2006).

Two state variables describe the dynamics of the ryegrass population in this version of
the RIM model: (a) the number of annual ryegrass seeds per square metre present in the
top 5 cm of the soil in period sx in year t ( x sx ,t ), and (b) the number of annual ryegrass

plants per square metre in period sw in year t ( wsw,t ). Periods sx and sw denote the
occasions during the growing season that the state variables are calculated. There are
two sets of periods, one for each state variable (Table 8.1).

Table 8.1

Index number and the description of the time during the growing season

that annual ryegrass seed ( x sx ,t ) and plant ( wsw,t ) populations are calculated.

Ryegrass seeds
1. Immediately prior to the break of
season
2. First chance to seed
3. 10 days after the break of season
4. 20 days after the break of season
5. Time of post-emergent herbicide
application
6. Spring
7. Prior to harvest
8. After summer

Ryegrass plants
1. First chance to seed
2. 10 days after the break of season
3. 20 days after the break of season
4. Time of post-emergent herbicide
application
5. Early spring
6. Weed seed production/Prior to harvest
-

Time in years is described over the interval t = [1,2,...,20] . A twenty-year period is used
to investigate the long-term implications of weed management. Discounting reduces the
importance of considering a longer period. Moreover, the high number of treatments
available to a user favours a twenty-year horizon to reduce model size.

The standard RIM model incorporates seven land uses: four grain crops (wheat, barley,
lupins, and canola) and three pasture enterprises (a volunteer pasture, a subterranean
clover pasture, and a French serradella pasture). The total number of enterprises is
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denoted n. The next section describes the extension of this framework to incorporate
lucerne as an additional pasture option; thus, n = 8 in this application.
The producer is assumed to maximise net present value (NPV) per hectare ( π ),

π = ∑ (1 + r ) −t [Θ L ( w5,t , u tL , Lt −1 , Lt − 2 , Lt −3 , t ) − c nt , L − c u , L u tL ]Lt ,
20

(8.1)

t =1

where r is the discount rate; Lt is a n × 1 indicator vector denoting the land use at time
t; L superscripts denote values specific to a given land use; Θ L is a 1 × n vector
denoting enterprise revenue as a function of the weed population in spring ( w5,t ), the

j max × 1 vector of weed treatments ( u tL ) (where j max denotes the total number of weed
treatments available to the producer in year t), and prior land uses in the sequence
( Lt −1 , Lt − 2 , Lt −3 ); c nt , L is a 1 × n vector that denotes those costs not directly attributable
to weed treatments in a given land use; and c u , L is a 1 × j max vector of weed-treatment
costs in land use L. The vector c u , L includes annual repayments for loans (paid over an
eight-year period) used to finance the machinery required for seed catching and
windrowing if these treatments are used. Non-treatment costs ( c nt , L ) include the cost of
broadleaf weed control, crop insurance, cultivation, diesel, fertiliser, insecticide,
machinery maintenance, and the cost of seed.

The vectors Lt and u tL are the control variables selected exogenously by the user of the
model. The inherent complexity of this problem is evident in the size of these vectors
since n = 8 , j max = 39 , and t = 20 in this application. However, some treatments are
not available in given land uses. For example, it is not possible to graze any of the grain
crops.
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The land-use vector ( Lt ) is a binary column vector used to select the active land use at
time t. Here, Li ,t = {0,1} and

n

∑L
i =1

i ,t

= 1 , where Li ,t denotes land use i at time t. These

expressions describe that each component of the vector Lt at time t is a binary variable
and only one row i (over the interval i = [1,2,..., n] ) may be equal to unity in each time
period. The unity value indicates that the land use corresponding to this row is active in
year t. (The land-use in each year is actually chosen using an alphabetical index in the
model, but an equivalent binary-vector approach is used here to provide a more intuitive
description of the model with no loss of detail.)

In contrast, the vector of weed treatments ( u tL ) may represent the use of any number of
treatments in a given year t. No adoption ( u j ,t = 0 ) or adoption ( u j ,t = 1 ) is defined for

each treatment j in j = [1,2,..., j max ] in each year t. The search algorithm presented in
Chapter 9 exploits the binary nature of the control vector ( u tL ) to identify near-optimal
solutions.

There are four types of treatments: non-selective herbicides, selective herbicides,
biological methods, and physical control. However, these may be combined in a number
of important ways. For example, glyphosate is often applied after hay production to
further suppress weed populations. The treatments incorporated in the RIM model used
in the following analysis are presented in Table 8.2. These are arranged according to the
time of year in which they are implemented. Herbicide dose rates and sheep stocking
rates are predefined at standard levels for the study region; this overcomes the lack of
data relating stocking rate and profit for each pasture type.
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During and
after harvest

Spring

Winter/
Spring

Following crop
emergence

Prior to and during seeding

Time

Inclusion of lucerne in the RIM model

Available treatments and the enterprise in which they may be used.
Type1

Treatment

Glyphosate (Group M)
Spray.Seed® (Group L)
Glyphosate+Spray.Seed® (Groups M and L)
Trifluralin (Group D)
Simazine pre-emergence (Group C)
Atrazine pre-emergence (Group C)
Atrazine/Simazine pre-emergence (Group C)
Glean® pre-emergence (Group B)
Use high crop seeding rate
Shallow cultivation to stimulate germination
Wait 10 days, seed
Wait 20 days, seed
Establish lucerne — double knockdown
Establish lucerne — Trifluralin (Group D)
Simazine post-emergence (Group C)
Atrazine post-emergence (Group C)
Glean® post-emergence (Group B)
Spinnaker® (Group B)
Hoegrass® (Group A fop)
Fusilade® (Group A fop)
Select® (Group A dim)
Grazing (standard intensity)
Grazing (high intensity winter/spring)
Winter-cleaning — Spray.Seed® (Group L)
Brown-manure with glyphosate (Group M)
Pasture-top with glyphosate (Group M)
Crop- or pasture-top with Gramoxone® (Gr. L)
Green-manure
Cut lucerne hay, then Gramoxone® (Gr. L)
Cut for hay, then apply glyphosate (Group M)
Cut for silage, then apply glyphosate (Gr. M)
Swathe
Mow pasture, then apply glyphosate (Gr. M)
Remove lucerne — glyphosate+2,4-D Amine®
Seed catch — burn dumps
Seed catch — total burn
Windrow — burn windrow
Windrow — total burn
Burn crop stubble or pasture residues

1

N
N
N
S
S
S
S
S
B
P
B
B
N
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
B
B
N

Enterprise
options2
W,B,O,U,C,S
W,B,O,U,C,S
W,B,O,U,C,S
W,B,O,U
O,U,C
O
U
W
W,B,O,U
W,B,O,U,C,V,S
W,B,O,U,C,S
W,B,O,U,C,S
L
L
O,U
O
W,B
L
W,B,O,U,C,V,S,L
O,U,C,S,L
O,U,C,S,L
C,V,S
C,V,S,L
L

N
N
N
P
P/N
P/N
P/N
P
P/N
N
P
P
P
P
P

U,C,V,S,L
C,V,S,L
U,C,V,S,L
W,B,O,U,C,V,S
L
W,B,O,U,C,V,S
W,B,O,U,C,V,S
B,O,U
C,V,S
L
W,B,O,U
W,B,O,U
W,B,O,U
W,B,O,U
W,B,O,U,C,V,S

Key: N = non-selective treatment, S = selective treatment, B = biological treatment, P = physical
treatment.
2
Enterprise options are the enterprises in which each treatment can be used. Key: W = wheat, B = barley,
O = canola, U = lupins, C = subterranean clover, S = French serradella, V = volunteer pasture, L =
lucerne.
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Herbicide resistance is represented differently in this model than in the previous
chapter. The state variables (i.e. the seed and weed populations) defined here are not
divided into resistant and susceptible cohorts. Instead, the practitioner specifies the
number of herbicide applications that may be used from a given herbicide group before
the relevant mode of action is ineffective against annual ryegrass. This abrupt
development of resistance is realistic (Tardif et al., 1993; Pannell et al., 2004) and
simplifies the use and interpretation of the model. The definition of herbicide as a
depletable resource motivates the representation of a finite-time horizon. A stationary
state is consequently of less relevance to this application, in contrast to the model
employed in the previous chapter.

A maximum of fifteen applications of each non-selective herbicide represented in the
model — glyphosate (a Group M herbicide), Spray.Seed® (a Group L herbicide), and
2,4-D Amine® (a Group I herbicide) (see Section 8.2) — are available to the
hypothetical producer to reflect the finite nature of the herbicide resource. However, this
number is high, considering the length of the planning horizon defined in the RIM
model, as resistance to non-selective herbicides is extremely rare in extensive cropping
systems in the study region (Neve et al., 2003a, b; Yu et al., 2004).
The revenue vector ( Θ L ( w5,t , u tL , Lt −1 , Lt − 2 , Lt −3 , t ) ) varies markedly for grain and pasture
enterprises. The revenue function for the grain crops incorporated in the model (wheat,
barley, canola, and lupins) is,
ΘL (⋅) = p L (Lt −1 , Lt −2 , Lt −3 )Y 0, Lη L (utL )κ L (utL , Lt −1 , Lt −2 )ς L (utL , Lt −1 )ϑ L (w5,t ) ,

(8.2)

where p L ( Lt −1 , Lt − 2 , Lt −3 ) is the price of a tonne of product from enterprise L, Y 0, L is
weed-free yield for crop L, η L (u tL ) is the proportion of weed-free yield lost to
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phytotoxic damage from selective-herbicide application, κ L (u tL , Lt −1 , Lt − 2 ) denotes
yield benefits as a function of the control vector and previous land uses, ς L (u tL , Lt −1 )
denotes yield penalties as a function of the control vector and the prior enterprise, and

ϑ L ( w5,t ) represents the reduction in weed-free yield arising from competition with
annual ryegrass (see Figure 3.2).

Prior land uses influence the product price. For example, lucerne will increase the price
received for wheat grain from crops that follow in sequence because nitrogen fixation
increases total soil nitrogen, which, in turn, increases grain protein (Latta et al., 2001;
Lyons and Latta, 2003). The yield-benefit function ( κ L (u tL , Lt −1 , Lt − 2 ) ) augments weedfree yield due to the use of green-manuring in the preceding year and/or the inclusion of
pasture or grain legumes in the previous two years. In contrast, the function

ς L (u tL , Lt −1 ) reduces weed-free yield if crops are sown late and/or barley or canola is
not swathed. Equation (8.2) is used to calculate hay or silage yield if either treatment is
used in a grain crop. In contrast, the employment of brown- or green-manuring
sacrifices all production.

Yield loss arising from competition with annual ryegrass is described through the cropspecific function,
⎛ (1 + a L ) ⎞⎛
zd o
⎟⎟⎜ L
ϑ ( w5,t ) = (1 − z ) + ⎜⎜
⎜
⎝ d s ⎠⎝ a + d o + kw5,t
L

⎞
⎟,
⎟
⎠

(8.3)

where z is the maximum proportion of grain yield lost at high weed density, a L is the
background competition factor for land use L, d s is the standard crop density, d o is the
observed crop density, and k is a constant representing the degree of competition
between the weed population and the grain crop.
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Conversely, the revenue function for the pasture enterprises (volunteer pasture,
subterranean clover, French serradella, and lucerne) is less detailed to avoid the
complexity associated with the modelling of a standard sheep-farming enterprise
(Pluske et al., 2002), in particular the need to represent the evolution of the flock’s age
structure over time. Profit for each pasture phase is calculated through the multiplication
of the gross margin for a standard sheep enterprise (measured in $ DSE-1) by the
relevant stocking rate (measured in DSE ha-1), which depends on the type of pasture and
the length of the phase. There are two stocking intensities that may be selected by the
producer: standard and high-intensity grazing. High-intensity stocking significantly
increases the level of weed control obtained by grazing. For example, the reduction in
the number of ryegrass plants setting seed because of heavy grazing is 50 percent
greater than that obtained with standard grazing in the third year of a volunteer pasture
(Pannell et al., 2004). Hay and silage production also contribute to pasture profitability,
though both require a concomitant decrease in stocking intensity.

The objective function is calculated subject to two interrelated state-transition equations
that describe the population dynamics of ryegrass seeds and plants.
The initial ryegrass seed population is set exogenously (i.e. x1,1 = x 0 where x0 is
predefined). The initial seed population for any other year is that present in the last
period of the previous year. This may be formally defined as x1,t = x8,t −1 for
t = [2,3,...,20] . The motion equations governing the evolution of the seed population

across a single year are,
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⎧ x sx ,t (1 − M seed , sx )(1 − g sx ), for sx = [1,2,...,5],
⎪
sw5adj
⎪
,t R
= ⎨ x sx ,t (1 − M seed , sx ) +
, for sx = 6,
adj
+
+
w
(
w
d
)
ϖ
ψ
5
,
t
5
,
t
o
⎪
⎪ x (1 − M
L
seed , sx )(1 − f x u t ), for sx = 7,
⎩ sx ,t

(8.4)

where M seed , sx is the rate of natural mortality for ryegrass seeds in period sx, g sx is the
proportion of seeds germinating in period sx, s denotes the sub-lethal effect of selective
herbicides, w5adj
,t is the weed population in early spring adjusted downward to represent
the lower seed production of younger (later-germinating) plants, R denotes the
maximum seed production of ryegrass (in seeds m-2 yr-1), ϖ represents the effect of
intra-specific competition on seed production, ψ represents the strength of the
relationship between grain crop density ( d o ) and seed production, and f xL is a 1 × j max
vector with each element describing the proportion of the seed population killed by the
associated weed treatment in land use L. Note from (8.4) that seed production is a
function of both ryegrass and crop density and seed germination does not occur later
than the time of post-emergent herbicide application ( sx = 5 ).
The standard RIM model incorporates a default initial ryegrass seed burden of x0 = 500
seeds m-2, which is based on the average number of annual ryegrass seeds encountered
in fields throughout the central wheat belt (Pluske et al., 2002; Pannell et al., 2004).
This value is similar to the average ryegrass seed density ( x0 = 400 seeds m-2) reported
for the study region in Monjardino et al. (2004b). Consequently, a seed burden of

x0 = 500 ryegrass seeds m-2 is used as an initial condition in a large number of
scenarios studied in the following application. However, a wide diversity of alternative
initial seed densities are also considered: 100, 250, 1000, 2500, 5000, 7500, and 10000
seeds m-2. This range involves a steady graduation from an adequately-controlled
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population to an extreme situation where prior weed control has been ineffective in
restricting in-crop competition. This may be due, for example, to herbicide resistance
(Powles and Matthews, 1992) or the variable efficacy of non-chemical weed treatments
(Llewellyn et al., 2004). The examination of such a wide range of initial conditions is
motivated by the high probability that a producer will struggle to adequately control
seed burdens in at least one paddock on a farm of average size in any given year.

In contrast to the seed bank, the initial ryegrass plant population is zero in each year (i.e.

w1,t = 0 for t = [1,2,...,20] ). This is converse to the evolution of many state variables
encountered in bioeconomic modelling; for example, the fish population represented in
the pedagogical fisheries model of Clark (1976, 1990). This assumption is realistic
given the annual life cycle of ryegrass.

The motion equations governing the growth of the weed population across a single year
are,

wsw+1,t

⎧⎪wsw,t (1 − M plant , sw )(1 − f wsw, L u t ) + g sx x sx ,t , for sw = [1,2,...,4] and sx = sw + 1,
(8.5)
=⎨
sw , L
⎪⎩wsw,t (1 − M plant , sw )(1 − f w u t ), for sw = 5,

where M plant , sw is the rate of natural mortality for ryegrass plants in period sw and f wsw, L
is a 1 × j max vector with each element describing the proportion of the weed population
killed by the associated treatment in period sw in land use L. The first difference
equation in (8.5) simply states that the plant population in the next period is a sum of (a)
the existing plants that survive natural mortality and weed control and (b) germinating
seeds. The second difference equation in (8.5) is equivalent, except that seeds do not
germinate at this time ( sw = 5 ) (early spring).
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The set of control vectors must also satisfy a set of feasibility constraints. These may be
denoted collectively as Ξ(u j ,t ) ∈ Θ , where Θ is the finite set of all feasible
configurations. The infeasibilities incorporated in these constraints are the
incompatibility of spring treatments (e.g. you cannot cut a crop for both hay and silage),
the use of full application rates for simazine and atrazine herbicides in one year, the
simultaneous use of green-manuring and burning in one year, burning the field twice in
one year, using more than one knockdown treatment in a single year, or using
sulfonylurea herbicide in the year preceding lucerne. An infeasibility also occurs each
time that the maximum number of herbicide applications available for a given mode of
action is exhausted. (This upper bound represents the development of resistance, as
discussed previously.)

A set of terminal constraints is also enforced. Previous studies using the RIM model
(e.g. Monjardino et al., 2003, 2004a, b; Pannell et al., 2004) have required that the
terminal population be no greater than the initial seed density. However, this method
reduces the incentive for adequate weed control later in the horizon when the initial seed
density is high. Thus, a second constraint is introduced that requires that the terminal
seed burden is equal to or below the mean ryegrass density observed in the central
wheat belt (i.e. x0 = 500 seeds m-2 (Pluske et al., 2002)) in situations where the initial
seed population is above 500 seeds m-2. These constraints may be concisely described as
(1) x1,1 ≥ x8, 20 if x1,1 ≤ 500 seeds m-2, and (2) 500 ≥ x8, 20 if x1,1 > 500 seeds m-2. This
constraint provides a strong incentive for sustained weed control and leaves the field in
an average state at the end of the horizon. A more restrictive (i.e. lower) terminal
constraint is less general and may prevent convergence of the metaheuristic algorithm
described in Section 8.4 through overly-constraining the problem; for example, where
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the onset of herbicide resistance hampers the search for an efficient weed-management
strategy.

8.2 Extension of the RIM model to incorporate lucerne

This section describes the addition of lucerne to the Ryegrass RIM model to estimate
the value of perennial pasture for weed management. This information has been collated
from a variety of sources and is integrated here for the first time. This necessitates the
presentation of the adopted assumptions and the magnitude and source of the utilised
parameters. The parameters and assumptions used in the model were reviewed by
Clinton Revell (DAFWA) and Perry Dolling (DAFWA) before use in the RIM model.
A version of this model is provided in Appendix Two.

Much of the following information is taken from unpublished work provided by the
Department of Agriculture and Food Western Australia (DAFWA). Three pasture
scientists with extensive knowledge in the use of lucerne in the wheat belt of Western
Australia were interviewed individually in 2001 to identify estimates for many of the
parameters required. These individuals were Roy Latta (then DAFWA, now Department
of Primary Industries, Victoria), Keith Devenish (DAFWA), and Michael Ewing
(UWA). Significant importance is also placed on two DAFWA publications (Devenish,
2001; Latta et al., 2003) given their detailed recommendations of how to successfully
manage lucerne in the study region. Input costs are discounted or inflated to their 2002
value to match those values already incorporated in the 2002 Ryegrass RIM model. An
estimate of the rate of input cost inflation (3 percent) in Western Australian farming
systems is used (DAFWA, unpublished data).

Lucerne is sensitive to competition with weeds for light, moisture, and nutrients in its
establishment year (Fedorenko et al., 2001a; Latta et al., 2003). It is therefore important
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to delay seeding relative to that for wheat, in order to obtain good weed control
(Devenish, 2001; Fedorenko et al., 2001a; Latta et al., 2003; D. Fedorenko, personal
communication, 2004). It is assumed that lucerne is sown fifty days after the break of
season as seeding between May and July is preferable in low-rainfall areas (Devenish,
2001).

Two establishment options are included for lucerne. The first incorporates an autumn
tickle and two applications of knockdown herbicide (Spray.Seed® and glyphosate) prior
to sowing. The second consists of an autumn tickle and the incorporation of trifluralin
into the soil at seeding (Devenish, 2001; Latta et al., 2003). Both methods are assumed
to kill 80 percent of annual ryegrass plants (DAFWA, unpublished data; Devenish,
2001).

The cost of lucerne establishment (not incorporating weed-management costs) is
$68.30. This estimate is taken from Chapter 7.

The stocking rate for the first year of the pasture phase is calculated by assuming that
two grazings take place, one at 10 DSE ha-1 for 10 days in early December and one at
30 DSE ha-1 for 10 days in March. This yields 400 DSE grazing days per hectare, which
divided by 365 days in a standard year, gives 1.1 DSE ha-1 yr-1. The stocking rate in the
first year is much lower than that for the following years because of delayed seeding
and the slow establishment of lucerne. A rate of 5 DSE ha-1 yr-1 for the second and third
years of grazing is drawn from information in Devenish (2001) and the unpublished
data provided by DAFWA. These stocking rates are the same or lower than those for
subterranean clover (which are 4, 5, and 6 DSE ha-1 for the first, second, and third years
respectively in the RIM model) and French serradella (which, in comparison, are 2, 5,
and 5 DSE ha-1 for the first, second, and third years respectively in the RIM model).
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Lucerne may produce less, the same, or more biomass than these species (Devenish,
2001; Latta et al., 2001, 2002; Lyons and Latta, 2001; Latta, 2003), but stocking rates
will generally be lower because of lucerne’s susceptibility to overstocking (Oram, 1990;
Devenish, 2001). However, the stocking rates for the second and third year of the
lucerne pasture phase are increased by 2 DSE ha-1 yr-1 to 7 DSE ha-1 yr-1 to represent the
greater value of a grazing enterprise in a lucerne phase (Flugge et al., 2004). (This
follows an equivalent procedure in Chapter 7.) Only three-year lucerne phases are
studied in this dissertation since this is the most common duration employed in the
study area given the high relative profitability of cropping.

Lucerne density may decrease in its third year given the cumulative effects of
competition, disease, and drought. However, annual yield may also increase over a
phase as plants access additional nutrients and moisture following the establishment of
deep rooting systems. Equivalent stocking rates are used in the second and third years of
the perennial pasture phase in the model to reflect an intermediate stance between these
two conflicting views. This is also consistent with the gradual invasion of the lucerne
stand by volunteer pasture species that increase feed availability.

The relationship between grazing and ryegrass control is difficult to determine given a
lack of appropriate data. Lucerne may only be grazed at high intensity as it will not
persist under set-stocking. No ryegrass plants are killed by grazing in the first year of a
lucerne stand since the stocking rate is very low. The rates of ryegrass control for the
second and third years are set equivalent to those for subterranean clover. This provides
a conservative estimate of the level of weed control obtained in lucerne pastures as this
perennial is generally more competitive with weeds than annual pasture (Lyons and
Latta, 2003; Roy Latta, personal communication, 2005).
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Pannell and Falconer (1988) specify that two components are required in a modelling
application to accurately specify the value of nitrogen fixation by legumes since
biological and fertiliser nitrogen (N) are interdependent. These two components are (a)
the reduction in nitrogenous fertiliser following N fixation by legumes, and (b) the
percentage increase in the yield of cereal crops that follow the legume. (This approach
is also mentioned in the recent paper of Hennessy (2006).) The yield increases specified
in the second factor will, in general, arise because of improved soil structure
(Greenland, 1971; Webber, 1990) and reduced disease incidence (Reeves and Ewing,
1993). Use of this method to specify the value of legumes is employed in the standard
RIM model, so is also adopted here.

The reductions in the amount of nitrogen fertiliser required in crops following a lucerne
phase are presented in Table 8.3 (DAFWA, unpublished data). Perennial pasture is slow
to establish, so there is little advantage for subsequent crops after a one-year phase.
However, nitrogen fixation is substantial once the perennial pasture matures (Latta et al,
2001; Ward et al., 2002). These estimates are similar to those identified in field trials
conducted throughout the wheat belt (see, for example, those of Latta et al., 2001).

Table 8.3

Reductions in the required quantity of nitrogen fertiliser (kg N ha-1) in

crops following lucerne pasture.

Years of lucerne
pasture

One
Two
Three

First cereal crop
after pasture

5
25
30

Second
consecutive cereal
crop after pasture
2
7
10

First canola crop
after pasture

5
25
30

The yield increases following lucerne pasture are presented in Table 8.4. These are
taken from data in DAFWA (unpublished data) and Lyons and Latta (2003). Canola and
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cereal benefits are the same, while those for the second consecutive cereal are lower, but
do not decrease significantly. These increases are greater than those experienced after
volunteer and improved annual pasture, in accordance with experimental work (Ward et
al., 2002; Lyons and Latta, 2003). No benefit occurs after a single year of lucerne
because of its slow establishment.

Table 8.4

Increase in crop yield following a lucerne pasture.

Years of lucerne
pasture

One
Two
Three

First cereal crop
after pasture

0%
40%
40%

Second
consecutive cereal
crop after pasture
0%
30%
30%

First canola crop
after pasture

0%
40%
40%

Lucerne may be cut strategically for hay in this environment. Yields above one tonne
per hectare may be achieved (DAFWA, unpublished data); however, half a tonne is
more likely (Devenish, 2001). A standard rate of 0.7 t ha-1 is included for the second
and third years of a lucerne phase to reflect occasionally high yields. Hay production is
minimal in the first year (0.25 t ha-1) because of delayed seeding and low pasture
growth. Low yields and the high cost of hay production limit the profitability of this
strategy, its value therefore lies in its usefulness as a form of weed control. Hay
production reduces the availability of pasture for livestock; thus, stocking rates are
decreased by 1 DSE ha-1 yr-1 if this option is used (DAFWA, unpublished data).

Hay-making is followed with an application of Gramoxone®, a Group L non-selective
herbicide to which lucerne is tolerant (Devenish, 2001; Latta et al., 2003). The rate of
application (2 L ha-1 or 0.5 kg a. i. ha-1) is derived from discussion with David Minkey
and Michael Walsh of the Western Australian Herbicide Resistance Initiative (WAHRI)
in 2004. This treatment achieves the same level of weed control as that attained by the
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same treatment in annual pastures in the RIM model (DAFWA, unpublished data).
Lucerne production is not sufficient to warrant the high cost of silage production.

Only one enterprise-specific selective herbicide (Spinnaker®) is incorporated for
lucerne as selectives are more valuable when applied in-crop. Spinnaker® is a postemergence imidazolinone herbicide from Group B used extensively in field experiments
involving lucerne (see, for example, Fedorenko et al., 2001b). Its assumed degree of
effectiveness (90 percent kill of annual ryegrass plants) is taken from DAFWA
(unpublished data). The label rate of application (0.25 L ha-1 or 0.06 kg a. i. ha-1, where
the active ingredient is imazethapyr) is obtained from the 2003 version of the
Herbiguide computer programme (Herbiguide, 2003). The price of Spinnaker® ($114 L1

) is taken from the 2001 Planfarm Herbicide Guide (Planfarm, 2001).

The other selective herbicides available for use are the Group A options: Hoegrass®,
Fusilade®, and Select®. Hoegrass® is assumed to kill 95 percent of ryegrass plants in
the lucerne enterprise (DAFWA, unpublished data). It is assumed that Fusilade® and
Select® both have a 90 percent kill rate (DAFWA, unpublished data). These herbicides
are used at the same application rates as in the other pasture enterprises represented in
the RIM model. This follows recommendations in DAFWA (unpublished data), use of
the Herbiguide computer programme, and personal communications with David Minkey
and Michael Walsh of WAHRI in 2004.

A winter-cleaning option, involving the application of Spray.Seed® herbicide, is also
incorporated. Spray.Seed® is applied at 1.5 L ha-1 (0.2025 kg a. i. ha-1 paraquat and
0.1725 kg a. i. ha-1 diquat) and is assumed to kill 95 percent of annual ryegrass plants
(DAFWA, unpublished data; Devenish, 2001; K. Devenish, personal communication,
2004).
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Rates of herbicide application for spray-topping with glyphosate and Gramoxone® and
the levels of ryegrass control obtained by these practices are the same as those defined
for the other pasture options in the RIM model (DAFWA, unpublished data).

Effective removal of lucerne is necessary to reduce competition in the subsequent
cropping phase (Angus et al., 2000). Lucerne is removed in spring with the application
of 1 L ha-1 of glyphosate and 1.5 L ha-1 of 2,4-D Amine 625® (DAFWA, unpublished
data; Angus et al., 2000; Devenish, 2001; Latta et al., 2003). Spring removal increases
the yield of subsequent crops because more time is available for nitrogen mineralisation
and the replenishment of soil water (Angus et al., 2000). The cost of removal is taken
from Chapter 7. It is assumed that this treatment also kills 98 percent of adult annual
ryegrass plants (DAFWA, unpublished data). The grazing rates represented in the model
are not affected by lucerne removal as the pasture will be set-stocked at light rates (1–3
DSE ha-1) to weaken remaining plants before herbicides are applied prior to the seeding
of the next crop (Devenish, 2001). Crops receive an additional yield increase of 10
percent in the standard RIM model after a preceding crop or pasture is brown- or greenmanured. No benefit is received following the removal of the perennial pasture because
subsequent crops often compete strongly with rogue lucerne plants (Latta et al., 2001).

The RIM model is constructed to represent weed management on a typical deep
sandplain soil in the study region. Lucerne is less productive on both acidic and poorlydrained soils (Latta, 2003), so the degree to which its relative profitability is influenced
by different soil types is relevant (Bathgate and Pannell, 2002; Kingwell et al., 2003).
This application may be extended to deal with multiple soil types through substitution
of the relevant production estimates. However, weed infestations are most prominent on
the soil type represented in this study, information for different soil classes is not readily
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available, and extension to multiple soils may complicate the solution and interpretation
of the resulting framework.

8.3 Manipulation of the standard RIM model

The standard Ryegrass RIM model is manipulated in this study to more accurately
represent the dynamics of annual pasture in mixed farming systems of the wheat belt of
Western Australia. These adjustments were made following a review of the model and
preliminary output with Michael Ewing (UWA), David Pannell (UWA), and Clinton
Revell (DAFWA).

Volunteer pastures establish naturally from the residual seed pool. A valuable species in
these pastures is annual ryegrass, particularly during early winter when legumes, such as
subterranean clover, are less productive (Pearce and Holmes, 1976; Tardif et al., 1997).
The standard RIM model overstates the value of volunteer pasture when ryegrass is
adequately controlled during a crop sequence since its stocking rate is independent of
ryegrass density. Two production states (low and high volunteer pasture production) are
represented in this study to overcome this limitation. The stocking rates of unsown
pasture in this application are 1 DSE ha-1 in year one and 1 DSE ha-1 in year two in the
low-production state. In comparison, stocking rates are 4 DSE ha-1 in year one and 2.5
DSE ha-1 in year two in the high-production state. The high-production state requires the
addition of 20 kg ha-1 of nitrogen and a ryegrass population of 1500 plants m-2 at the
break of season in the first year of the phase. The low and high production states are
automatically selected in the model once this threshold is reached. The threshold is
determined from unpublished experimental data provided by C. Revell (DAFWA) and
is relevant when ryegrass is inadequately controlled in previous years (e.g. because of
herbicide resistance). An autumn tickle is used in each year of volunteer pasture in the
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following application to stimulate ryegrass germination; this increases feed availability
and the effectiveness of subsequent weed treatments (Revell and Thomas, 2004).

The production estimates for serradella are also manipulated to more accurately reflect
field conditions. This pasture is not treated with insecticide (for the control of budworm)
in rotations incorporating a single year of pasture as persistence of the pasture stand is
not a concern. The standard grazing rate is decreased by 1 DSE ha-1 yr-1 where it is
necessary to remove stock at the onset of flowering to allow sufficient seed-set for
regeneration in the subsequent year. However, the standard stocking rate is increased by
1 DSE ha-1 yr-1 in a year that the serradella pasture regenerates to represent early
production. The standard RIM model incorporates a superphosphate application of 100
kg in each year of sown pasture. Serradella pastures are able to access residual
phosphate from the cropping phase, so the annual application is reduced to one-third of
the standard amount. Serradella is always sown after an autumn tickle in the following
application to increase the efficacy of subsequent weed treatments (Revell and Thomas,
2004).

The rates of seed-set control attained through high-density grazing in the standard RIM
model are optimistic because of:
•

differences in grazing preference between annual ryegrass and other pasture
species across seasons;

•

a shortage of stock on most farms that would prevent sufficient control in each
paddock of pasture; and

•

concerns that heavy grazing will damage pasture persistence.

These doubts motivate the sole use of the standard (i.e. not high) grazing rates assumed
in the RIM model. This has a minimal effect on the profitability of most rotations as
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destructive treatments, such as brown-manuring, are so effective in reducing the
ryegrass population.

8.4 Summary

The suitability of the standard RIM model for the evaluation of alternative phasefarming systems is enhanced in this chapter through its extension to incorporate
perennial pasture and more accurately reflect the dynamics of annual pasture production
in the study region. However, the large solution space inherent in this model is highly
apparent. The next chapter consequently describes the use of a novel search algorithm to
aid the efficiency with which profitable solutions are identified.
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9. A metaheuristic algorithm for the RIM model
A sophisticated simulation model is employed in Chapter 10 to derive results of
practical relevance given the the limited detail that may be incorporated in models
solved with Algorithm 6.1 and the complexity of phase-farming systems. Standard
mathematical-programming techniques are unsuitable for the detailed analysis of phasefarming systems given the high number of binary control variables representing the use
of various weed treatments and the presence of heterogenous profit and admissible
control sets for each crop. However, extensive experimentation is required in the RIM
model to identify the most-profitable combination of weed-control strategies for a given
rotation. This evaluation may be impaired through user fatigue, time constraints, and/or
preconceived notions of the composition of optimal configurations. These limitations
are overcome in this dissertation through the addition of a compressed-annealing
algorithm in the RIM model.

Section 9.1 describes the simulated-annealing algorithm. This provides a foundation for
the presentation of the compressed-annealing procedure in Section 9.2. The estimation
of the parameters used to define the optimisation process in this application is discussed
in Section 9.3. A short summary is provided in Section 9.4.

9.1 Simulated annealing

This section presents a short description of the simulated-annealing (SA) algorithm to
provide a basis for understanding the compressed-annealing (CA) procedure. A number
of important definitions are required to rigorously describe these processes.

DEFINITION 9.1 An instance of a combinatorial optimisation problem is defined as the
pair (Θ, J ) , where Θ ⊂ R μ is the finite set of all feasible configurations (or states)
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over a μ -dimensional space and J is a mapping (profit function), defined on R, that
assigns a single value to each configuration in Θ (i.e. J : Θ → R ).
DEFINITION 9.2 A combinatorial optimisation problem is max J (θ ) , where θ is a μ θ ∈Θ

dimensional decision vector contained in the set Θ . The optimal value of the profit
function is denoted J opt and the associated parameter vector is denoted θ opt . (This
definition assumes that only a single configuration yields the global optima; this may be
expanded to multiple vectors with little effect on the following discussion.)

DEFINITION 9.3 The structure N (θ ) ⊂ Θ for all θ ∈ Θ denotes the set of all solutions in
the neighbourhood of θ . The neighbourhood structure is assumed to be strongly
connected,

so

for

θ i ,θ j ∈ Θ

and

θi ≠ θ j ,

there

exists

a

path

θ 0 = θ i , θ l = θ j , and θ l +1 ∈ N (θ l ) for j = [0,1,2,..., l − 1] (where l is finite). Moreover,
the structure is symmetric (i.e. θ j ∈ N (θ i ) ⇔ θ i ∈ N (θ j ) ).
The neighbourhood of a given configuration θ describes those points reachable from
the current configuration. All pathways are required to be symmetric and connected, so
that all states in the solution space are accessible from one another. This ensures that
random-search methods are appropriate for driving the optimisation process. The
probability of accessing vector θ j from θ i given N (θ i ) is determined randomly from a
generation rule.

A generic annealing algorithm is stated in Algorithm 9.1, where K is the control
parameter (i.e. temperature) and α is a uniformly-distributed random variable over the
interval [0,1) . Starting from an arbitrary solution, the annealing method randomly
explores neighbouring points according to a generation mechanism. Solutions of higher
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or equal profitability are always accepted. Worse (i.e. less profitable) configurations are
accepted with a probability dependent on the Boltzmann acceptance criterion,

P(ΔJ ) = exp(ΔJ / K ) . Inferior solutions are only accepted if exp(ΔJ / K ) > α . The
acceptance of less-profitable states allows escapement from the attraction basins
surrounding individual local minima. The Boltzmann criterion states that the probability
of accepting a suboptimal solution increases for (a) “less-suboptimal” configurations
(i.e. smaller − ΔJ ), and (b) higher values of the control parameter K. This control
parameter is decreased incrementally from K 0 , so the probability of accepting lessprofitable solutions is reduced over time. Only solutions with equivalent or greater
profitability are accepted near the usual termination of the algorithm (i.e. as K → 0 );
here, the procedure is analogous to a random direct-search algorithm. The art of
annealing is to lower the control parameter fast enough to minimise solution time, but
sufficiently slowly to perform an adequate search of the solution space.

ALGORITHM 9.1: A generic annealing algorithm.
PURPOSE: Identify an optimal decision vector θ opt .

1. Let NT be the number of trials. Define an initial control parameter ( K 0 ), the
maximum number of trials (configurations) to be evaluated for each control
parameter ( NTmax ), and a stopping criterion ( ∈ ) (i.e. a minimum temperature
level).
2. Generate a random initial configuration θ 0 and evaluate J (θ 0 ) .
3. While Κ > ε (outer loop);
4. NT=1;
5. While NTmax > NT (inner loop);
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a. Obtain θ j from θ i , given N (θ i ) , using generation mechanism;
b. Evaluate J (θ j ) (obtain from simulation model);
c. Calculate ΔJ = ( J (θ j ) − J (θ i )) ;
d. If ΔJ ≥ 0 , then θ i = θ j ;
e. If ΔJ < 0 and exp(ΔJ / K ) > α , then θ i = θ j .
f. Else, if ΔJ < 0 and exp(ΔJ / K ) ≤ α , then θ i = θ i (i.e. the current
configuration remains unchanged);
g. NT = NT + 1 ;
6. End.
7. Lower K according to a predefined (monotonically-decreasing) cooling
schedule.
8. End.

The inner loop (steps 5–6 in Algorithm 9.1) is the Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et
al., 1953) that uses Monte-Carlo sampling to attain quasi-equilibrium at each value of
the control parameter. This requires the evaluation of a large number of configurations
at each level of K using the Boltzmann criterion. The probability of the model being in
configuration θ i with value J (θ i ) at equilibrium at a given level of K is described by
the Boltzmann distribution (Ma, 1985),

⎛ − J (θ i ) ⎞
exp⎜
⎟
ΒK ⎠
⎝
PK (θ l = θ i ) =
,
⎛ − J (θ j ) ⎞
⎟⎟
exp⎜⎜
∑
j∈Θ
⎝ ΒK ⎠

(9.1)

where Β is the Boltzmann constant. The states contained in this distribution are those
with the highest value at each K. Its membership decreases as K is lowered according to
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the cooling schedule, with the global maximum theoretically attained with probability
one as K approaches zero (Hajek, 1988).

However, the RIM model is too large to guarantee the identification of a global
maximum, particularly as convergence times are exponential for even elementary
problems (Sasaki and Hajek, 1988). Optimisation of the continuous-cropping rotation in
the following application involves the consideration of 2 395 ≈ 10119 possibilities, which
is much greater than the estimated number of atoms in the universe ( ≈ 10 80 ). If it took
one CPU millisecond to evaluate one solution, it would take approximately 10108 years
to completely enumerate the configuration space. The need for high-quality
approximate solutions in such instances highlights the value of schedules that cool more
rapidly than those postulated by theory (Geman and Geman, 1984; Gidas, 1985; Hajek,
1988; Ohlmann et al., 2004). These applications benefit from the intuitive
coding/operation of the annealing algorithm and its capacity to escape from local
minima, albeit at a rate that is insufficient to guarantee a complete (ergodic) search of a
rugged configuration landscape.

9.2 Optimisation of the RIM model using compressed annealing

The definitions given in the previous section are extended here to a constrained,
combinatorial optimisation problem.

DEFINITION 9.4 An instance of a constrained, combinatorial optimisation problem is
defined as the triple (Θ, ξ , π ) , where Θ ⊂ R μ is the finite set of all configurations (or
states) over a μ -dimensional space; Θ f is a subspace of Θ incorporating all feasible
solutions; Θ if is a subspace of Θ incorporating all infeasible solutions; ξ is a singlevalued mapping (violation function), defined on R + , that states the degree of
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infeasibility accruing to each configuration in Θ if (i.e. ξ : Θ if → R + ); and π is a
mapping (profit function), defined on R, that assigns a single value to each
configuration in Θ (i.e. π : Θ → R ).

DEFINITION 9.5 A generic constrained, combinatorial optimisation problem (OP) may
be defined max π (θ ) subject to θ ∈ Θ f .

DEFINITION 9.6 A relaxed constrained combinatorial optimisation problem (RP) may be
defined max J ' (θ , λ ) = π (θ ) − λi ξ (θ ) , where J ' is an auxiliary or augmented function
and λi is an exogenous penalty value defined as a function of iteration i, where
′ and the
λi ∈ R + . The optimal value of the augmented function is denoted J opt
′ .
associated parameter vector is denoted θ opt

In addition, the necessary neighbourhood structure is given in Definition 9.3. All
pathways are symmetric and connected in this classification of the RIM model, so
random-search methods are appropriate. All regions of the configuration space are
accessible given the use of a penalty-function approach in this application. In contrast,
constrained systems may be studied through the manipulation of the neighbourhood
structure in an annealing algorithm. This may involve defining the infeasible space as
inaccessible to the algorithm (Aarts and Korst, 1989) or only permitting an infeasible
transition if feasibility is restored within a given number of subsequent iterations
(Abramson et al., 1996).

The optimisation problem (OP) represented by the RIM model and solved by CA in this
study may be stated formally as,
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jmax
⎡ L
⎤
L
nt , L
max π (u j ,t , Lt ) = ∑ (1 + r ) ⎢Θ ( w5,t , u j ,t , Lt −1 , Lt − 2 , Lt −3 , t ) − c − ∑ u Lj ,t c uj , L ⎥Lt ,
u j ,t
t =1
j =1
⎣
⎦
20

−t

(9.2)

subject to:

x sx +1,t

⎧
⎪
⎪ x sx ,t (1 − M seed , sx )(1 − g sx ), for sx = [1,2,...,5],
⎪
sw5adj
⎪
,t R
= ⎨ x sx ,t (1 − M seed , sx ) +
, for sx = 6,
w5,t (ϖ + w5adj
,t + ψ d o )
⎪
⎪
⎛ jmax L sx , L ⎞
⎪ x (1 − M
⎜
⎟, for sx = 7,
)
seed , sx ⎜1 − ∑ u j ,t f j
⎟
⎪⎩ sx ,t
j =1
⎝
⎠

wsw+1,t

⎧
⎛ jmax L sw, L ⎞
⎪wsw,t (1 − M plant,sw )⎜⎜1 − ∑ u j ,t f j ⎟⎟ + g sx xsx,t , for sw = [1,2,...,4] and sx = sw + 1,
⎪
⎝ j =1
⎠
(9.4)
=⎨
jmax
⎛
⎞
⎪
L
sw, L
⎜
⎟
⎪wsw,t (1 − M plant,sw )⎜1 − ∑ u j ,t f j ⎟, for sw = 5,
⎝ j =1
⎠
⎩

(9.3)

Ξ(u j ,t ) ∈ Θ f ,

(9.5)

u j ,t ∈ {0,1} ,

(9.6)

where Lt denotes a fixed land-use sequence, f jsx , L states the effectiveness of control
u Lj ,t against the seed population in land use L in period sx, and f jsw, L defines the efficacy

of treatment u Lj ,t against the plant population in land use L in period sw. The objective
function (9.2) and the motion equations (9.3) and (9.4) are calculated in the simulation
20 jmax

model. In this formulation,

∑∑ u
t =1 j =1

L
j ,t

∈ θ and π (u Lj ,t , Lt ) denotes the profit function.

The search for an optimal solution during the annealing process is hindered by the
feasibility conditions Ξ(u j ,t ) ∈ Θ f . This large set of constraints and the enormous
number of possible configurations highlights the value of CA in this instance.
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The rotation is determined exogenously to permit the comparison of different land-use
combinations that are of particular interest. Optimisation of the land-use sequence may
be accommodated, but would result in a much larger solution time and also prevent the
comparison of the relative profitability of a number of typical phase-farming systems. It
would also complicate the construction of an appropriate search algorithm given the
relationship between a land-use rotation and the set of weed treatments employed
therein. In addition, the identification of the globally-optimal crop sequence would be of
little value since whole-farm factors are not considered and may be expected to
influence the planting decisions of farmers. Consequently, the CA procedure is used
here to select the most-profitable combination of weed treatments for a given land-use
sequence.

The relaxed optimisation problem (RP) may be stated as,
max J ′(u j ,t , Lt , λi ) = π (u j ,t , Lt ) − λi ξ (u j ,t ) ,
u j ,t

(9.7)

subject to the motion equations (9.3) and (9.4) and the binary condition (9.6), where
J ′(u j ,t , Lt , λi ) is an auxiliary (or augmented) function and a feasible land-use vector Lt

has been selected. The violation function ξ (u j ,t ) is the total number of violations of
Ξ(u j ,t ) ∈ Θ f at a given configuration. The violation function is zero (cf. positive) when

the constraint (9.5) is satisfied (cf. violated). A constant λ recovers the familiar
Lagrangian expression of standard calculus; here, the penalty-function method is known
as Lagrangian relaxation (Geoffrion, 1974; Fisher, 1985).

The CA algorithm applied in the following chapter is described in Algorithm 9.2. This
procedure was coded in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) (Cottingham, 1999). The
processing of mathematical functions in VBA is generally slower than that in either
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MATLAB (Miranda and Fackler, 2002) or FORTRAN (Etter, 1993). However, the
efficiency of the CA procedure in this application is primarily determined by the speed
at which the simulation model may be updated and calculated since little sophisticated
computation is required. The VBA language is a natural choice given the definition of
the RIM model in a Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet environment.

ALGORITHM 9.2: A compressed-annealing algorithm.
′ .
PURPOSE: Identify an optimal decision vector θ opt

1. Let NT be the number of trials and NA be the number of acceptances. Define an
initial control parameter ( K 0 ), the maximum number of configurations to be
evaluated for each control parameter ( NTmax ), a terminal control parameter ( ∈ ),
the number of iterations (i), a maximum penalty value ( λ̂ ), a maximum
acceptance ratio ( Γ ) (see Section 9.3.5), a control-decrement ratio ( σ ), and a
compression rate ( γ ).
2. Set i = 0 , K = K 0 , and λ0 = 0 .
3. Generate a random initial configuration θ 0 and evaluate J (θ 0 ) .
4. Do until K < ε (outer loop);
5. Do (inner loop);
a. Obtain θ j from θ i given N (θ i ) ;
b. Evaluate J ' (θ j ) (obtain from simulation model);
c. Calculate ΔJ ' = ( J ' (θ j ) − J ' (θ i )) ;
d. If ΔJ ' ≥ 0 , then θ i = θ j and NA = NA + 1 ;
e. If ΔJ ' < 0 and exp(ΔJ ' / K ) > α , then θ i = θ j and NA = NA + 1 ;
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f. Else, if ΔJ '< 0 and exp(ΔJ ' / K ) ≤ α , then θ i = θ i (i.e. the current
configuration remains unchanged);
6. If NA = Γ ⋅ NTmax , then Exit Do;
7. If NT = NTmax , then Exit Do;
8. NT = NT + 1 ;
9. Loop.
10. K i +1 = σK i and λi +1 = λˆ (1 − e −γi );
11. If the terminal configuration has not changed for ten consecutive Markov chains
(i.e. ten consecutive levels of the control parameter) then Exit Do;
12. i = i + 1 ;
13. Loop.
14. End.

This algorithm is very similar to the generic annealing procedure described in
Algorithm 9.1, except that the objective function contains the penalty term (see equation
(9.7)), computational efficiency is improved through defining an upper bound for the
number of acceptances that may occur at each level of the control parameter (van
Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987) (see Section 9.3.5), and a penalty (i.e. compression)
schedule is updated at each iteration of the outer loop. The general SA procedure enters
Algorithm 9.2 as a special case where λˆ = 0 . Moreover, standard SA with a fixed
penalty factor (of λ̂ magnitude) is recovered from Algorithm 9.2 if γ is defined as an
arbitrarily high number.

The VBA code for the CA algorithm described here and applied in the next chapter is
provided in Appendix Three. Some help with coding was obtained from Marion
Cottingham (School of Computer Science, UWA).
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9.3 Parameters used in the compressed-annealing algorithm

Implementation of the CA algorithm requires the definition of a neighbourhood
mechanism, initial control parameter, temperature-decrement rule, acceptance rule, the
maximum number of trials to be performed at each temperature, compression function,
maximum penalty value, penalty rate, and termination condition.

9.3.1 Neighbourhood generation mechanism

The optimisation process treats each admissible weed treatment as a member of a string
of length μ = 20 ⋅ j max . For example, the string is of length μ = (10 ⋅ 20) = 200 if there
are 10 weed treatments available per year over the twenty-year horizon. Here, uι = {0,1}
(where ι is an index and ι = [1,2,..., μ ] ), with uι = 1 representing the adoption of a
treatment and uι = 0 representing no use of this practice. Each trial consists of
generating a random number β = μϕ , where ϕ is a uniformly-distributed random
variable on [0,1], and performing the update u β = 1 − u β (i.e. the value of a randomlydetermined treatment is flipped from zero to one or from one to zero). This simple onestep interchange is fast and efficient. Treatments that are not permitted in an enterprise
(e.g. the grazing of a cereal crop) are not included in the feasible string because their
infeasibility is pre-determined and not a function of the current configuration.

9.3.2 Initial control parameter

The initial value of the control parameter is selected so that almost all transitions are
accepted. A random walk over 5000 configurations was used to compute the mean
absolute change in the objective function ( ΔJ m ). The initial level of the control
parameter was then selected through the rule,
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,

(9.8)

where χ is an appropriate acceptance ratio (the ratio of the number of acceptances to
the number of trials). A ratio ( χ ) of 0.99 is selected to ensure that an adequate search is
undertaken at the initial temperature. An initial control parameter of K 0 = 903 is
identified using this process. This method of determining the initial control parameter is
standard practice in annealing theory (van Laarhoven, 1988; Aarts and Korst, 1989).

9.3.3 Temperature-decrement rule
The control parameter is decreased according to the rule K i +1 = σK i , where σ = 0.925 .
This value is determined through extensive experimentation with the model since it is
strongly related to the other components of the cooling and compression schedules.
Common values are between σ = 0.88 and σ = 0.99 (Aarts and Korst, 1989).

9.3.4 Acceptance rule

The standard Boltzmann criterion is adopted, though other criteria may yield similar
results (Eglese, 1990).

9.3.5 Maximum number of trials at each temperature

A certain number of acceptances should occur at each level of the control parameter to
establish quasi-equilibrium. However, NT → ∞ as K → 0 if a given number of
acceptances is required, so a maximum number of trials is defined ( NTmax = 480 ) for a
given K (Aarts and Korst, 1989). This value of NTmax is the largest string length
encountered over the evaluated rotations and thus ensures, at least theoretically, that
each treatment is visited at each level of the control parameter (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983;
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Johnson et al., 1989, 1991). An inner loop is terminated if this upper bound is met or if
the number of acceptances reaches 50 percent of NTmax . The acceptance threshold helps
to minimise computational effort at high temperatures, while providing for the
establishment of quasi-equilibrium (van Laarhoven and Aarts, 1987). This parameter
value is determined through experimentation with the model.

9.3.6 Compression function

This application adopts the limited exponential penalty function of Ohlmann and
Thomas (2007). This is defined as λi +1 = λˆ (1 − e −γi ), where λi +1 is the penalty function
at iteration i+1, λ̂ is the maximum penalty function value (i.e. maximum pressure), and

γ is the penalty rate (i.e. rate of compression). The penalty schedule increases from
zero to λ̂ at a velocity determined by γ .

9.3.7 Maximum penalty value

The maximum penalty rate is determined by a process analogous to that of Ohlmann
and Thomas (2007). This technique is implemented here through conducting a random
walk over 5000 configurations and evaluating,
⎧⎪π (u j ,t ) κ ⎫⎪
⎬,
⎪⎩ ξ (u j ,t ) (1 − κ ) ⎪⎭

λˆ = max ⎨

(9.9)

where κ is a pre-defined proportion of the objective function composed of the penalty
term at λ = λˆ . A value of κ = 0.95 is selected since a penalty schedule should evolve
towards a large maximum value to significantly penalise infeasible transitions as the
annealing algorithm converges. The corresponding value is λˆ = 413 .
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9.3.8 Penalty rate
The penalty rate ( γ = 0.04 ) is selected through extensive experimentation with the
model.

9.3.9 Termination condition
The algorithm terminates at K = 0.0001 or when a configuration has not changed for
ten consecutive Markov chains of NTmax length. This stability of the solution is taken to
signify convergence and is achieved as

K i → 0 , except where incorrect

parameterisation of the penalty function severely limits the breadth of the search, which
occurred occasionally during the tuning of the parameters for the cooling and
compression schedules.

The CA extension to the RIM model also includes an option for standard simulated
annealing with a fixed penalty value. This standard annealing algorithm stops
prematurely if the penalty value is fixed too high as the algorithm gets caught at a local
optima early in the computation. The difficulty involved in determining the optimal
level of a fixed penalty value for a standard annealing procedure is demonstrated in the
next chapter.

9.3.10 Cooling and compression schedules

The cooling and compression schedules used in this application are displayed in Figure
9.1. Both have opposite directions and decreasing gradients as postulated by optimal
convergence theory for CA (Ohlmann et al., 2004; Ohlmann and Thomas, 2007). The
compression rate used for the optimisation of the RIM model is γ = 0.04 (Figure 9.1b).
A lower value (e.g. γ = 0.025 ) causes the algorithm to converge to a point that contains
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one or two infeasibilities since these are not penalised heavily enough during solution.
In contrast, a higher value (e.g. γ = 0.075 ) leads to a rapid increase in the penalty value
(Figure 9.1b), which forces the procedure to terminate prematurely since it cannot
escape from local optima containing numerous ( > 100 ) infeasibilities.

Figure 9.1

The (a) cooling and (b) compression schedules.

This implementation of the CA algorithm converges to different near-optimal solutions,
even from the same initial configuration, because the large size of the model prevents
the identification of a global maximum and exploration is guided by a random
generation process. Therefore, ten runs of the algorithm are performed for each problem
instance described in the following chapter. This provides an adequate amount of
information, while permitting a large number of scenarios to be evaluated.
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9.4 Summary

The need for extensive experimentation to identify profitable solutions in the RIM
model can be time-consuming and introduce bias into output. The usefulness of this
framework for the analysis of alternative phase-farming systems is therefore promoted
by the addition of a CA algorithm to efficiently identify near-optimal configurations.
This extension is exploited in the following chapter to gain greater insight into the value
of pasture phases for weed management in Western Australian dryland farming systems.
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10. Value of pasture phases for weed management
The adoption of short pasture phases between extended periods of cropping aids the
restoration of soil organic matter and allows the use of alternative weed management
strategies that reduce the reliance on selective herbicides. Pannell and Zilberman
(2001), Monjardino et al. (2004b), and Pannell et al. (2004) studied the value of pasture
phases for weed management. However, these analyses did not consider:
•

perennial pasture;

•

destructive treatments, such as brown-manuring, which can be important
components of controlling resistant weeds in a pasture phase;

•

a wide range of initial seed densities;

•

one- or two-year phases of serradella pasture that seem more commercially
attractive than the three-year phases studied by Monjardino et al. (2004b) given
the high relative profitability of cereal crops; and

•

the optimisation of strategies using an automated search procedure.

This application focuses on gaining greater insight into the value of pasture phases to
farming systems in the study region through resolving these deficiencies.

The rotations of interest are described in Section 10.1. Model output for the standard set
of parameter values is discussed in Section 10.2. Implications of higher livestock
profitability and increased levels of herbicide resistance are examined in Section 10.3
and Section 10.4 respectively. Section 10.5 reports the implications of a change in the
real discount rate, and a change in the carrying capacity of lucerne pasture is studied in
Section 10.6. The efficacy of the compressed-annealing procedure is discussed in
Section 10.7. Key findings are summarised in Section 10.8.
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10.1 Evaluated rotations

The value of pasture phases for resistance management is estimated through the
evaluation of eleven rotations. The selected rotations are practical and based on those
observed in reality. They are selected following a review of past studies using the RIM
model (Pannell and Zilberman, 2001; Monjardino et al., 2003, 2004a, b; Pannell et al.,
2004) and discussion with pasture agronomists at DAFWA and UWA and weed
scientists at WAHRI. A high number of sequences is studied since pastures used in
phase-farming systems differ greatly in their establishment costs, carrying capacities,
and potential to increase yield in successive crops. Moreover, previous work (e.g.
Monjardino et al., 2004b) has not considered lucerne or one or two years of (sown)
annual pasture. Each rotation is described in a sequence of capital letters throughout the
following application for ease of reference. This follows the approach of Monjardino
(2002).

The simulated rotations are:

1. A wheat-wheat-barley-lupin rotation. This continuous-cropping sequence is
denoted C in the following discussion. Wheat crops follow the (leguminous)
lupin crop in the rotation since a significant price premium is received for higher
grain protein. Barley is used later in the rotation as it is the most competitive
crop (see Figure 3.2) and the weed burden is likely to be higher at this time. The
lupin crop is valuable for improving soil nitrogen and aiding effective weed
management in the absence of herbicide resistance.
2. A wheat-wheat-barley-lupin-wheat-wheat-barley-volunteer pasture rotation. It is
denoted 7C+V. This rotation retains dependence on the primary cropping
enterprises, but employs a regular pasture phase for cheap and effective weed
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control. Although volunteer pasture has no establishment costs, it will only
support a significant stocking rate if a high number of annual ryegrass plants
germinate in this year.
3. A

wheat-wheat-barley-lupin-wheat-wheat-barley-serradella

rotation.

It

is

denoted 7C+S in the following. Serradella is more expensive to establish than
volunteer pasture ($37 ha-1 compared to no cost), but has a significant livestock
carrying capacity and a high legume content.
4. A wheat-wheat-barley-lupin-wheat-wheat-barley-serradella-serradella rotation,
where serradella regenerates in the second year of pasture. This rotation is
denoted 7C+2S.
5. A

wheat-wheat-barley-lupin-wheat-wheat-barley-volunteer

pasture-volunteer

pasture rotation. It is denoted 7C+2V. This system allows for effective weed
management, though seed-set control in the first year of the pasture phase will
constrain biomass production in the second. This rotation is a low-input
alternative to those rotations incorporating more productive (sown) legume
pastures.
6. A wheat-wheat-barley-lupin-wheat-wheat-barley-volunteer pasture-serradella
rotation. It is denoted 7C+VS. Sequences similar to this are commonly used
throughout the wheat belt. The first year of volunteer pasture is very productive
and provides valuable early winter feed. Typical management aims to minimise
ryegrass germination in the second year through the use of destructive
treatments after this early feed production has been utilised. Serradella is sown
in the second year to provide spring feed and compete with weeds before seedset control is employed once more.
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7. A wheat-wheat-barley-lupin-wheat-wheat-barley-serradella-serradella-serradella
rotation, where serradella regenerates in the second and third years of pasture.
This rotation is denoted 7C+3S.
8. A

wheat-wheat-barley-lupin-wheat-wheat-barley-lucerne-lucerne-lucerne

rotation. It is denoted 7C+3L. This rotation incorporates a perennial pasture
phase of three years duration to control weeds and reduce groundwater recharge.
9. A wheat-wheat-barley-lucerne-lucerne-lucerne rotation. It is denoted 3C+3L.
This rotation is of high potential value where encroaching water tables and
resistant weeds threaten the cropping programme. This sequence contains the
highest proportion (50 percent) of pasture.
10. A wheat-wheat-barley-volunteer pasture rotation. It is denoted 3C+V. This
rotation and the next use intermittent pasture phases for effective weed
management and the restoration of soil organic matter.
11. A wheat-wheat-barley-serradella rotation. It is denoted 3C+S.

The enterprise defined in Year 1 in the model for each rotation is that in which the most
efficient weed control is usually achieved. The lupin crop is first for the continuouscropping rotation. In comparison, the first enterprise of the pasture phase is used for
those sequences containing pasture. For example, volunteer pasture is the initial
enterprise for both the 7C+V and 7C+VS rotations. This increases the accuracy of
model output because otherwise net present value is constrained by an artificially high
weed population, especially at high initial seed densities, until effective treatments
available within a lupin crop or pasture phase can be used. The cost of increased weed
competition is higher earlier in the horizon, relative to later periods, due to discounting.

Sowing strategies (i.e. date of sowing, seeding rates, and the use of a shallow autumn
cultivation to stimulate weed germination) are determined exogenously to simplify the
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coding of the CA procedure and reduce solution time. This is necessary since the
sowing requirements for each land use differ greatly. Crops must be sown annually,
though lupin yield declines significantly with late seeding. In comparison, lucerne is
sown at the beginning of each phase, volunteer pasture is not sown, and serradella may
regenerate or be sown in the second and third years of a phase. Also, an autumn
cultivation requires delayed seeding to allow sufficient time for the germination of
ryegrass. These relationships complicate the search for the most-profitable weedmanagement strategies using annealing and so are user-defined.

Seeding strategies are selected according to standard practice in the study region and
through the comparison of the profitability of alternative combinations. All cereals are
sown at high density twenty days after the break of the season following an autumn
cultivation. Lupin crops are always sown at the break of season as late sowing incurs a
large yield penalty. Lucerne pasture is sown fifty days after the break of the season
following an autumn cultivation and the application of two knockdown herbicides
(Spray.Seed® and glyphosate).

10.2 Model results for the standard set of parameters

This section presents model output for the standard (i.e. base) set of parameter values
and discusses its implications for the management of phase-farming systems in the
study region. Profitability is defined in terms of net present value per hectare. All
percentage terms are rounded to one decimal place where appropriate.

The profitability of each rotation is presented for a range of initial ryegrass seed
densities in Table 10.1. These densities differ greatly from a small, but significant, 100
seeds m-2 to an immense 10,000 seeds m-2. The incorporation of different densities is
necessary to generalise the results of this analysis and ascertain the association between
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the initial seed population and the relative profitability of the simulated rotations. The
profitability of each rotation is described by the most-valuable configuration identified
over ten runs of the algorithm for each problem instance. The mean and standard
deviation over ten runs indicates the variability inherent in these computations, so are
examined in Section 10.7 where the convergence of the CA procedure is compared with
that of standard simulated annealing with a fixed penalty factor.

Table 10.1

Value of each rotation (NPV ha-1) for a range of initial ryegrass seed

densities.

Rotation
C
7C+S
3C+S
7C+3S
7C+2S
3C+V
7C+3L
7C+V
7C+VS
7C+2V
3C+3L
1

100
6931
685
673
671
624
615
606
590
569
513
449

Initial ryegrass seed density (seeds m-2)
250
500
1,000
2,500
5,000
698
695
689
672
670
691
681
676
683
673
664
659
654
659
653
667
661
662
669
668
631
635
621
540
533
627
615
640
634
647
603
608
611
611
611
597
579
598
604
608
545
541
563
551
575
486
490
486
498
520
444
453
449
451
451

10,000
643
667
649
665
556
618
605
605
555
525
448

A shaded cell denotes the most-valuable sequence at that initial seed density.

The structure of the model allows the investigation of the effects of herbicide resistance
through the manipulation of the number of selective-herbicide applications that may be
used prior to this chemical being no longer effective against ryegrass. Resistance at the
beginning of the horizon is referred to throughout this application as “initial resistance”
to distinguish it from herbicide resistance that develops during the planning period. The
results in Table 10.1 are calculated for a scenario of no resistance being present to any
selective-herbicide groups at the beginning of the planning horizon. However, resistance
may develop over the subsequent twenty-year horizon if all permissible applications of
a herbicide group are exhausted. The number of applications of each mode of action
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available to a producer before resistance develops in the standard model is 2 doses of
each type of Group A herbicide, 2 doses of Group B herbicide, 5 doses of Group C
herbicide, and 5 doses of Group D herbicide. The low availability of Group A and B
chemicals is motivated by the rapid development of resistance to these herbicides
(Tardif et al., 1993) and their extensive use in the region (Gill, 1996b, 1997).

Some variability is present in the data in Table 10.1. For example, profit peaks at an
initial density of 250 seeds m-2 for the 7C+S rotation, though it may be expected to be
higher at 100 seeds m-2 given the inverse relationship between the weed burden and
crop yield. This variability arises from the weak relationship between a change in the
initial seed density and the profitability of those sequences incorporating pasture.
Annual ryegrass provides valuable early-winter feed, but can also poison stock under
certain circumstances (Gill, 1996b). Consequently, its value as a grazing plant is not
included in this analysis. In addition, intensive weed management in the pasture phases
(particularly through brown-manuring and grazing in annual pastures) implemented at
the start of the horizon greatly reduces the initial seed population, minimising the effect
of weed competition in the subsequent cropping phase across all of those rotations
including pasture. The size of the model also prevents the identification of a global
optimum for each problem instance; thus, the need to “quench” the annealing algorithm
to discover near-optimal solutions in a practicable period of time introduces some
inherent noise. The variability remains for alternative compression schedules and if the
number of runs performed for each scenario is increased dramatically (e.g. doubled or
tripled).

It is postulated that such output variability will increasingly complicate the
interpretation of output as a model incorporating a stochastic-search algorithm increases
in size ceteris paribus since a larger configuration space will further complicate search
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efficiency. On the other hand, the economic importance of the variability is likely to be
low. In Table 10.1, it may slightly influence the selection of the C versus 7C+S
rotations, but only in cases where the difference in the economic performance of these
rotations is small in any case.

Notwithstanding the variability, it is clear that an increasing initial weed seed density is
broadly negatively related to profit in rotations C, 7C+S, 3C+S and 7C+2S. This is
logical as cropping is more profitable when there is less competititon with annual
ryegrass. There is no clear relationship in the other sequences. However, livestock
production is promoted at higher initial seed densities in those rotations incorporating
unsown pasture (see Section 8.3). Consequently, higher initial weed seed numbers need
not imply lower profits in these rotations. However, this relationship does introduce a
direct trade-off between the production of volunteer pasture and the intensity of in-crop
weed control (Abadi Ghadim and Pannell, 1991).

Continuous cropping is more profitable than those rotations incorporating pasture at
initial seed densities up to and including 1,000 seeds m-2 (Table 10.1). All available
applications of Group A and B herbicides are exhausted in most problem instances
evaluated for this sequence. These applications are supplemented by the use of Group C
and D chemicals, though less than four applications of each of these herbicide groups
are ever used across the twenty-year horizon. The heavy reliance placed on selective
herbicides in the continuous-cropping rotation implies that resistance may significantly
constrain weed management in this sequence (Gill, 1996a, b; Powles et al., 1997).

Selective herbicides are an efficient form of weed control, but the incorporation of a
pasture phase becomes relatively more profitable as the initial seed density increases.
This is evident in the superior profitability of the 7C+S rotation at initial seed burdens
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exceeding 1,000 seeds m-2. Moreover, the continuous-cropping rotation is less profitable
than three sequences incorporating a pasture phase at the highest initial weed density
considered (i.e. 10,000 seeds m-2) (Table 10.1). This follows directly from the weak
relationship between weed density and the profitability of those rotations including
pasture highlighted above. For example, in the continuous-cropping rotation, profit
decreases by 8.3 percent when moving from an initial seed density of 100 seeds m-2 to
10,000 seeds m-2, while in the 7C+S rotation it decreases by only 2.6 percent.

Those sequences incorporating pasture phases consisting solely of serradella are more
profitable than those including either lucerne or volunteer species (Table 10.1).
Serradella supports a significant stocking rate, even if annual ryegrass is adequately
controlled; thus, in contrast to those rotations incorporating unsown pasture,
maintaining a valuable serradella phase need not imply a corresponding decline in the
profitability of cereal production. The high legume content of serradella pastures also
increases their value to successive crops. For example, a single year of serradella is
estimated to increase the yield of the first and second subsequent cereal crops by a
quarter and eighth respectively. These increases are over twice those defined for
unsown pasture and are so significant that the 7C+S rotation is more profitable than the
7C+V sequence even when the serradella pasture is not grazed. In addition, the 7C+S
sequence is as profitable as continuous cropping at an initial seed density of 500 seeds
m-2 when the yield of subsequent crops is promoted by the magnitude inferred by field
experiments, for example that reported in Revell and Thomas (2004). This further
supports the profitability of serradella pastures highlighted in this discussion.

The profitability of perennial pasture, in the absence of its value for salinity mitigation,
varies depending on the length of the cropping phase incorporated in the rotation. The
least-profitable system at all initial weed densities is the 3C+3L sequence (Table 10.1).
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This reflects the high displacement of cropping and the significant establishment cost of
lucerne pasture. The 7C+3L system is much more valuable than the 3C+3L rotation, but
it is, nonetheless, less profitable than all of those sequences including only serradella in
the pasture phase. For example, at an initial ryegrass density of 500 seeds m-2, the
7C+3L rotation is 4.3 percent less profitable than the 7C+2S system, the least-profitable
rotation incorporating pasture phases consisting solely of serradella. The profitability of
perennial pasture is enhanced by its high grazing value and contribution to soil fertility.
However, the significant cost of its establishment lowers its profitability relative to the
comparable system incorporating three consecutive years of serradella (i.e. the 7C+3Z
rotation).

The high profitability of cereal production in the study region suggests that the value of
a rotation will decline monotonically with an increase in the number of years of pasture
that it incorporates. However, the proportion of a sequence consisting of pasture is not
sufficient to determine its relative profitability since a pasture phase has multiple
benefits for a farming system. The primary benefits considered here are (a) improved
weed control, (b) nitrogen fixation and increases in soil organic matter, (c) reduced
disease incidence, and (d) higher grazing income. The 3C+3L rotation contains the
highest proportion of pasture (50 percent) and is the least-profitable sequence of those
evaluated. However, those sequences containing a single year of annual pasture and
three years of crop (3C+S and 3C+V) are more valuable than the 7C+V, 7C+VS, and
7C+2V rotations (Table 10.1), each of which contain a greater proportion of crop.
Moreover, the 7C+3S sequence contains a higher proportion of pasture than most
rotations, but is among the most valuable (Table 10.1). For example, the 7C+3S rotation
is around 4 percent more profitable than the 7C+2S rotation at an initial seed density of
500 seeds m-2. Here, the high productivity, effective weed control, and improvement in
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soil organic matter offered by a three-year serradella pasture phase overcome the cost of
displacing an additional year of crop.

Table 10.2 presents the specific strategies identified in the first three runs of the CA
algorithm (these runs are arranged in order of increasing net present value) for the C
rotation at the standard set of parameter values. (Table 10.2 is reported for an initial
ryegrass density of 500 seeds m-2.) This provides insight into the nature of the solutions
identified by the CA procedure.

Table 10.2

Treatments used in the optimal configurations identified in the first three

runs of the CA procedure for the C rotation.

Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
(NPV=$663)
(NPV=$674)
(NPV=$685)
Treatments
Treatments
Treatments
15 applications of
15 applications of
15 applications of
knockdown herbicide
knockdown herbicide
knockdown herbicide
2 applications of
2 applications of
2 applications of
Hoegrass® (Group A fop)
Hoegrass®
Hoegrass®
2 applications of Select®
2 applications of Select®
2 applications of Select®
(Group A dim)
1 post-emergent
2 pre-emergent applications 2 pre-emergent applications
application of Glean®
of Glean®
of Glean®
(Group B)
1 post-emergent
1 post-emergent application
2 post-emergent
application of simazine
of simazine
applications of simazine
(Group C)
3 applications of trifluralin 2 applications of trifluralin
1 application of trifluralin
(Group D)
Swathe barley twice
Swathe barley twice
Swathe barley twice
Use seed catching 7 times
Use seed catching 4 times
Use seed catching 5 times
and windrowing 7 times
and windrowing 9 times
and windrowing 8 times
The alternative solutions reported in Table 10.2 are typified by common (i.e. core)
forms of weed management and a number of heterogenous treatments. For example,
non-selective herbicides are applied prior to sowing in every cereal crop and harvest
treatments, such as seed-catching, are used in nine out of the first ten years in all
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solutions for this scenario. However, the management of selective herbicides is
somewhat different, each solution employing a different number of applications of
Group D chemicals. The timing of most herbicide applications across the horizon also
varies between model runs. The existence of a common core set of management
strategies gives confidence that these elements should be adopted. In addition, the noncore strategies (those that are selected in some model runs but not others, or with
differing frequencies) provide an opportunity for producers to select from them
according to personal preference, without significantly penalising the profitability of
their farming system.

10.3 Implications of higher livestock profitability

Stocking rate is a key determinant of the profitability of pasture enterprises in
Australian farming systems (Alcock, 2006). Although the results discussed earlier are
realistic for the assumed level of livestock profitability, this does vary significantly from
time to time.

The value of each rotation is presented in Table 10.3 for a range of alternative sheep
gross margins that could be sustained over a twenty-year period. (Table 10.3 is
calculated for an initial ryegrass density of 500 seeds m-2.) For comparison, estimated
gross margins for 2002 and 2005 are $21.50 DSE-1 (Agriculture Western Australia,
2002) and $15.69 DSE-1 (Agriculture Western Australia, 2005) respectively. The
profitability of those rotations containing pasture is strongly related to the sheep gross
margin (Table 10.3). The responsiveness of net present value in each rotation depends
on the carrying capacity of the pastures involved. The low production of unsown pasture
at this initial seed density limits its carrying capacity and therefore restricts the benefits
accruing to large changes in the sheep gross margin. For example, profit increases by
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only 7.5 percent in the 7C+2V sequence as the gross margin is altered from $10 DSE-1
to $25 DSE-1. In comparison, profit increases by 21.3 percent in the 7C+2S rotation.

Table 10.3

Value (NPV ha-1) of each rotation for a range of sheep gross margins.

Rotation

Sheep gross margin ($ DSE-1)
15 [base
17.50
20
value]
695
695
695
681
683
702
659
671
709
635
637
672
661
669
716
615
643
694
579
582
600
608
625
651
541
555
582
490
496
502
453
522
576

C
7C+S
3C+S
7C+2S
7C+3S
3C+V
7C+V
7C+3L
7C+VS
7C+2V
3C+3L
1

10

12.50

6951
668
617
591
570
570
569
526
511
481
342

695
671
642
594
629
592
577
571
528
484
384

22.50

25

695
712
720
674
736
706
602
738
592
511
638

695
733
747
717
764
737
607
770
607
517
701

A shaded cell denotes the most-valuable rotation at that sheep gross margin.

The 3C+S and 7C+3S sequences are both more profitable than the 7C+S rotation at
gross margins above $17.50 DSE-1 as the high profitability of livestock husbandry
offsets the loss of additional years of crop over the planning horizon. (In fact, the
7C+3S system is the most-profitable sequence at a sheep gross margin of $20 DSE-1.)
The value of maintaining a high proportion of a rotation in pasture following a
substantial increase in the sheep gross margin is reinforced by the high profitability of
the 3C+V rotation at $20 DSE-1, despite the low carrying capacity of volunteer pastures.
The profitability of shorter rotations is also enhanced by the value of regular pasture
phases for weed management. The most-valuable rotation for the two highest sheep
gross margins ($22.50 DSE-1 and $25 DSE-1) is the 7C+3L sequence. Lucerne can
support a high stocking rate and provides valuable summer-autumn feed, but is very
costly to establish; thus, it only becomes the most-profitable pasture when sheep
production is highly lucrative.
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However, the high carrying capacity of three-year pasture phases means that the
profitability of the 3C+3L, 7C+3L, and 7C+3S rotations is very sensitive to declining
returns to sheep production as grazing returns are a primary component of their value.
Profit decreases by nearly a quarter for the 3C+3L rotation as the gross margin falls
from $15 DSE-1 to $10 DSE-1 (Table 10.3). Moreover, the profitability of the 7C+3L
and 7C+3S sequences declines by around 14 percent under the same circumstances. In
comparison, the highest decrease for a sequence not incorporating a three-year phase is
7.4 percent for the 3C+V rotation.

The mean sheep gross margin over the twenty-year period must be higher than the
$21.50 DSE-1 estimate (Agriculture Western Australia, 2002) formulated for the study
area in a year of highly-favourable sheep meat prices in order for the 7C+3L rotation to
dominate the other rotations incorporating pasture (Table 10.3). A mean gross margin of
around $20 DSE-1 is also required if rotations containing pasture are to be more
profitable than the continuous-cropping system at the initial ryegrass density (500 seeds
m-2) adopted for all runs in Table 10.3. The mean sheep gross margin is unlikely to
remain so high over a twenty-year period, particularly given realistic concerns over
anthelmintic resistance (Besier and Love, 2003) and a strong decrease in the expected
demand for wool (Sackett, 2004). Therefore, improvements in the profitability of
livestock husbandry obtained through enhanced genetic selection, management
practices, marketing strategies, and product quality must indeed be substantial to
encourage the adoption of regular pasture phases if the value of these pastures for weed
management and recharge reduction is not considered.

The results in Table 10.3 deviate substantially from those in Monjardino et al. (2004b).
For example, those authors identified that a 3C+V rotation would require a $98 DSE-1
increase to break-even with a continuous-cropping rotation at an initial ryegrass density
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of 500 seeds m-2. An increase of only $5.40 DSE-1 is required for the 3C+V sequence in
this application. This disparity exists despite a substantial decrease in the stocking rates
defined for unsown pasture in this dissertation to more accurately reflect its production
in the study region (see Section 8.3). One difference between the studies is that
Monjardino et al. (2004b) incorporated herbicide resistance in a wild radish population,
which is not considered here. Another is that this study uses an optimisation algorithm
to identify profitable solutions. In the absence of such an algorithm, Monjardino et al.
(2004b) selected the use of Group C herbicides in most years of pasture. In contrast, it is
found here that:
•

only a low number of selective-herbicide applications are required in those
rotations incorporating pasture;

•

these chemicals should primarily be applied in-crop to maximise their benefit to
cereal production; and

•

weed management in annual pasture phases is best achieved by a combination of
brown-manuring and grazing.

These results demonstrate that an annealing algorithm may have important implications
for research output; here, it appears that the use of simulation has caused the value of
pasture to be greatly underestimated in Monjardino et al. (2004b).

10.4 Implications of herbicide resistance

Table 10.4 displays results for scenarios that vary in terms of the herbicide groups that
are assumed to be already subject to resistance at the start of the planning horizon.
(Table 10.4 is calculated for an initial seed density of 500 seeds m-2.) These results
show that the presence of resistance to different herbicides is a very important
determinant of the optimal rotation. Income earned in a continuous-cropping system
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declines markedly following the development of herbicide resistance. Accordingly, this
rotation is one of the least-valuable sequences when resistance to Group A–C herbicides
is present in Year 1 and is the least-profitable system when full resistance (i.e. resistance
to all available selective herbicides) exists at the beginning of the horizon.

Table 10.4

Value (NPV ha-1) of each rotation for alternative herbicide-resistance

scenarios.

Rotation
C
7C+S
7C+3S
3C+S
7C+2S
3C+V
7C+3L
7C+V
7C+VS
7C+2V
3C+3L
1

Herbicide groups to which annual ryegrass is resistant in Year 1
None
A
A, B
A, B, C
A, B, C, D
1
695
654
591
461
234
681
649
619
559
412
661
647
632
589
444
659
657
629
572
456
635
604
594
533
476
615
590
558
558
469
608
598
586
581
574
579
545
510
471
409
541
472
463
442
251
490
450
441
441
440
453
447
450
410
400

A shaded cell denotes the most-valuable rotation at that level of herbicide resistance.

Profit decreases by 15 percent in the continuous-cropping rotation with the development
of resistance to Group A and B herbicides. More than a third of the ryegrass populations
in the wheat belt are resistant to these modes of action (Llewellyn and Powles, 2001), so
herbicide resistance already significantly constrains farm profit throughout this region.
The development of resistance to Group C herbicides decreases profit in the absence of
resistance by 33.7 percent. This cost increases to 66.3 percent once full resistance has
developed. (The optimisation model allows sufficient foresight to prevent crop failure;
thus, estimates from the model are a lower bound of what may occur in reality.) It is
apparent that the marginal cost of resistance increases as additional herbicide groups
become ineffective. This reflects the low relative efficiency of alternative treatments.
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Table 10.5 presents the specific strategies identified in the first three runs of the CA
algorithm (arranged in order of increasing net present value) for the C rotation at an
initial weed density of 500 seeds m-2 when no selective herbicides are effective against
annual ryegrass in Year 1. (Run 3 is also the most-valuable configuration identified for
this sequence (Table 10.4).) Comparison of Table 10.2 with Table 10.5 indicates that
increasing importance is placed on non-selective methods as herbicide resistance
develops.

Table 10.5

Treatments used in the optimal configurations identified in the first three

runs of the CA procedure for the C rotation in a state of full resistance.

Run 1
(NPV=$177)
Treatments
15 applications of
knockdown herbicide
No brown-manuring of
lupins with glyphosate
(Group M)
5 applications of
Gramoxone® (Group L)
for crop-topping of lupins
Green-manure wheat once

Run 2
(NPV=$182)
Treatments
15 applications of
knockdown herbicide
Brown-manure lupins once
with glyphosate

Run 3
(NPV=$234)
Treatments
15 applications of
knockdown herbicide
No brown-manuring of
lupins with glyphosate

2 applications of
Gramoxone® for croptopping of lupins
Green-manure wheat twice

Cut wheat for hay twice
Lupins never cut for silage

Cut wheat for hay once
Cut lupins for silage once

Swathe lupins 4 times and
barley 4 times
Use seed catching 9 times
and windrowing 7 times

Swathe lupins once and
barley 4 times
Use seed catching 5 times
and windrowing 8 times

2 applications of
Gramoxone® for croptopping of lupins
Wheat is not greenmanured
Cut wheat for hay once
Cut lupins for silage three
times
Swathe lupins twice and
barley 4 times
Use seed catching 9 times
and windrowing 6 times

Profit is more variable in Table 10.5 relative to Table 10.2 as the annealing algorithm
finds it increasingly difficult to sample the solution space as it becomes increasingly
constrained. The most troublesome feasibility constraint to satisfy is the terminal
condition. This is logical as it becomes more difficult to efficiently control a weed
population as herbicide resistance develops. The difficulty encountered in sampling the
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feasible space necessitates an increase in the compression parameter from γ = 0.04 to

γ = 0.075 for the solution of the full-resistance scenario for the continuous-cropping
rotation and those sequences incorporating a single year of pasture. This manipulation
improves convergence through penalising infeasible solutions more heavily earlier in
the iterative procedure (see the compression trajectory for the γ = 0.075 parameter in
Figure 9.1b).

The weed population prior to harvest in each year of the continuous-cropping rotation
without (initial) herbicide resistance and with full resistance is presented in Figure 10.1.
(The trajectories shown in Figure 10.1 are calculated for an initial seed density of 500
seeds m-2.) These time-paths are taken from the most-valuable runs for each scenario.
The application of selective herbicides allows efficient management of the ryegrass
population without herbicide resistance (Figure 10.1). In contrast, the weed density
fluctuates greatly when ryegrass is resistant to all selective herbicides. Development of
full resistance prior to the initial year motivates the lupin crops to be cut for silage in
Years 5, 9, and 17. Wheat is cut for hay in Year 14. These treatments significantly
increase weed control costs since crop yield is sacrificed. These strategies reflect the
extreme measures required to minimise in-crop competition when selective herbicides
are unavailable and pasture phases are not adopted.
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Weed density immediately prior to harvest in each year of the

continuous-cropping rotation with no initial resistance and full resistance.
A mean of 18.5 ryegrass plants m-2 yr-1 is present prior to harvest in the full-resistance
scenario, compared with only 1.5 plants m-2 yr-1 in the no-initial-resistance scenario.
The higher weed burden experienced with full resistance increases in-crop competition;
nonetheless, these numbers are reasonably low for both instances. This result resembles
those of Pannell (2001a, 2002), Pannell and Zilberman (2001), Monjardino et al.
(2004a, b), and Pannell et al. (2004), who also identified the importance of maintaining
low ryegrass populations across the planning horizon, even in the presence of herbicide
resistance. The significant value of this approach is confirmed here through the
employment of a search algorithm. The high relative profitability of maintaining a low
ryegrass population is motivated by the competitiveness (Lemerle et al., 1995; Peltzer et
al., 1998) and large seed production (Rerkasam et al., 1980a; Davidson, 1990) of annual
ryegrass plants. (This high seed production and the short dormancy of ryegrass seeds
(Peltzer and Matson, 2002) also suggests that these seed banks have significant potential
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to rapidly increase in size.) This is consistent with the high levels of weed control
enforced across the stationary state in the conceptual model in Chapter 7 and the
invariability of this strategy to large changes in the initial seed burden and the cost of
non-selective control. The optimality of maintaining low ryegrass populations, both
with and without resistance, is consistent with the minor difference observed between
the densities of resistant and non-resistant ryegrass populations throughout the wheat
belt by Llewellyn and Powles (2001).

Though increasing importance is placed on non-selective weed treatments with the
development of herbicide resistance (Table 10.5), the total number of these strategies
employed in the continuous-cropping rotation varies only moderately between the noresistance and full-resistance scenarios. For example, the mean number of non-selective
treatments used each year in the most-valuable configuration, at an initial weed density
of 500 seeds m-2, increases from 1.55 to 2.11 on movement from the no-initialresistance state to the full-resistance state. (The number of seeding strategies is not
included in these calculations as they are identical for each scenario.) This contrasts
previous work that identified that the number of non-selective treatments should nearly
double as resistance develops (Pannell, 2001a; Pannell et al., 2004). This result
demonstrates the capacity for an annealing algorithm to broadly search the
configuration space since the automated procedure does not carry any preconceived
notion of which strategies are more valuable. However, this feature must be balanced
with the time that the algorithm typically spends exploring unprofitable regions of the
solution space that the advanced user may instinctively disregard. Future work could
limit this exploration through the use of tabu methods (Glover, 1990) that restrict the
computational effort allocated to the exploration of inferior configurations identified in
previous iterations.
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The combination of a high number of weed treatments, both with and without
resistance, is most profitable in this study since an IWM strategy is required to maintain
a low number of seeding plants across the horizon, in line with the above discussion
regarding the competitiveness and high seed production of annual ryegrass. Less
intensive control is not sufficient because of the staggered germination of ryegrass seeds
across the first three months of the growing season (Cheam et al., 1998), which reduces
the effectiveness of implementing controls at a single stage of the ryegrass life cycle.
Moreover, between 15 and 20 percent of the seed produced in a given year t will
germinate in the crop or pasture established in year t+2 (McGowan, 1970; Peltzer and
Matson, 2002). This proportion is low compared to wild radish seed, which may remain
dormant for up to six years; nonetheless, it is sufficient to require the sustained
treatment of weeds across successive years to minimise in-crop competition.

In comparison, the profitability of those rotations incorporating pasture phases is more
robust to the development of resistance (Table 10.4). The largest decrease in profit for a
sequence incorporating pasture following the development of full resistance is 53.6
percent for the 7C+VS rotation (cf. 66 percent in the C rotation). (This result primarily
reflects the low production of both pastures incorporated in this rotation.)

The most-valuable sequences when ryegrass is resistant to at least Group A and B
herbicides in the initial year are those incorporating three years of pasture. The 7C+3S
rotation is the most profitable when ryegrass is initially resistant to Group A–B and
Group A–C chemicals, but the 7C+3L sequence is more valuable in the full-resistance
state. These results reflect the high intensity of weed control that may be implemented
over an extended pasture phase, even in the absence of selective herbicides, in
accordance with conceptual analysis in Chapter 7. The rotation incorporating a
perennial pasture phase is more profitable at a state of full resistance as lucerne is
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significantly more competitive than serradella and high levels of weed control can be
obtained through grazing, winter-cleaning, spray-topping, and the removal of lucerne
with non-selective herbicides (Bee and Laslett, 2002; Lyons and Latta, 2003). (This
result occurs despite optimistic estimates of the level of weed control obtained by
grazing in a regenerating serradella pasture.) Extended pasture phases are highly
attractive given increasing resistance to Group C and D chemicals throughout the
Western Australian wheat belt (Burnet et al., 1991, 1993; Owen et al., 2007),
particularly as producers adopt these for ryegrass control following the development of
resistance to Group A and B herbicides (Michael Ewing, personal communication,
2006).

10.5 Implications of a change in the real discount rate
This section discusses the implications of alternative discount rates of r = 0.025 and

r = 0.075 . The implications of a change in the real discount rate are explored here only
for the five most-valuable rotations. This reduces the required computational effort,
while still permitting the consideration of different proportions of crop in a rotation. A
change in the discount rate can be expected to alter the relative value of alternative
IWM strategies since treatments decrease ryegrass seed production, which reduces
competition in subsequent crops. The proportion of treatment value consisting of
enhanced future production may be significant since a high seed bank can be difficult to
reduce in a short period of time (Revell and Thomas, 2004), especially if herbicide
resistance exists.
As expected, profit is higher for all solutions at r = 0.025 (Table 10.6) compared with
those results for r = 0.05 (Table 10.1). (Table 10.6 is computed for an initial ryegrass
density of 500 seeds m-2.) A lower discount rate enhances the value of a lucerne phase
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for weed management. For example, the 7C+3L sequence becomes the most-profitable
system once resistance has developed to Group A–C herbicides. This finding is
consistent with results from Chapter 7 that highlight that a lower discount rate should
motivate greater weed control through enhancing the impact that future weed infestation
has on net present value.

Table 10.6

Value (NPV ha-1) of the five most-valuable rotations for different levels

of herbicide resistance at a real discount rate of 2.5 percent.

Rotation
C
7C+S
3C+S
7C+3S
7C+3L
1

Herbicide groups to which ryegrass is resistant in Year 1
None
A
A, B
A, B, C
A, B, C, D
1
840
732
728
565
267
819
754
726
703
615
788
783
746
671
593
780
752
760
656
599
762
723
718
707
700

A shaded cell denotes the most-valuable rotation at that level of herbicide resistance.

In contrast, profit decreases for all scenarios at r = 0.075 (Table 10.7) relative to those
results calculated for r = 0.05 . The 7C+S rotation is the most-profitable sequence for a
large number of resistance scenarios as (a) it contains a high number of cropping years
early in the planning horizon, and (b) the higher discount rate reduces the value
accruing to the intensive weed control that may be achieved in the extended pasture
phases incorporated in the 7C+3L and 7C+3S rotations. However, the presence of full
resistance in the initial year constrains the profitability of cropping so significantly that
the adoption of a three-year pasture phase is warranted in these circumstances.
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Value (NPV ha-1) of the five most-valuable rotations for different levels

of herbicide resistance at a real discount rate of 7.5 percent.

Rotation
C
7C+S
3C+S
7C+3S
7C+3L
1

Herbicide groups to which ryegrass is resistant in Year 1
None
A
A, B
A, B, C
A, B, C, D
1
596
532
526
464
202
585
541
542
531
374
570
532
518
499
377
552
538
522
516
480
509
507
496
487
481

A shaded cell denotes the most-valuable rotation at that level of herbicide resistance.

Notwithstanding the observed changes in relative profitability, the optimal IWM
strategy for each resistance scenario is robust to realistic changes in the discount rate
since the high seed production (Davidson, 1990) and competitiveness (Lemerle et al.,
1995) of annual ryegrass provide a strong economic incentive to maintain a low
ryegrass population in each year. This is evident in the mean ryegrass population across
each rotation in the absence of resistance in the initial year. For example, there is a
mean of 4.2, 3.6, and 4 plants yr-1 across the ten runs performed for the C rotation at
discount rates of 2.5, 5, and 7.5 percent respectively. Moreover, there is an average of
2.6, 3, and 2 ryegrass plants yr-1 across the ten runs performed for the 7C+S rotation at
discount rates of 2.5, 5, and 7.5 percent respectively. (The weed burden is
understandably lower in the 7C+S rotation because of the effective weed control offered
by the pasture phase.)

10.6 Implications of lower stocking rates in perennial pasture phases

The second and third years of a perennial pasture phase are highly productive under
typical circumstances. However, the estimation of their carrying capacity in the study
region is difficult given a lack of appropriate information and the inflation of the
standard rate identified in Section 8.2 to represent the higher productivity of livestock
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grazing lucerne. Table 10.8 presents the value of the 7C+3L and 3C+3L rotations for a
number of different stocking rates used in the second and third years of a lucerne phase.
(Table 10.8 is computed for an initial ryegrass density of 500 seeds m-2.) The rate of
weed control achieved by grazing in the perennial pasture phase is reduced along with
the carrying capacity. The rates of control are obtained from the non-linear function
estimated in Chapter 7 that describes the percentage of ryegrass mortality as a function
of the stocking rate. This adjustment has minimal impact on model output since the
lowest rate (4 DSE ha-1 yr-1) still kills around 80 percent of annual ryegrass plants.
Moreover, even halving the level of ryegrass mortality obtained through grazing has
little effect on total profit since weed control attained through winter-cleaning, spraytopping, and lucerne removal adequately compensates for this decline in intensity.

Table 10.8

Value (NPV ha-1) of the 7C+3L and 3C+3L rotations for alternative

stocking rates.

Rotation
7C+3L
3C+3L

Carrying capacity in Years 2 and 3 of a lucerne phase (DSE ha-1)
4
5
6
7 (base model)
539
581
613
635
342
387
444
490

The profitability of the 7C+3L rotation is somewhat robust to these changes in the
stocking rate, with its profit declining by only 15.2 percent following an enormous 43
percent decrease in the stocking rate from 7 DSE ha-1 yr-1 to 4 DSE ha-1 yr-1 (Table
10.8). In contrast, profit falls by around 30.3 percent in the 3C+3L sequence under the
same circumstances. The 7C+3L rotation remains more profitable than the 7C+V,
7C+VS, 7C+2V, and 3C+3L sequences even once the stocking rate of the lucerne
pasture in its second and third years is decreased from 7 DSE ha-1 yr-1 to 5 DSE ha-1 yr1

. This reflects the multiple benefits that perennial pasture has for a farming system

other than grazing value. In contrast, the profitability of the 3C+3L rotation is sensitive
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to the stocking rates represented in the model as this sequence contains such a high
proportion of pasture.

Selective herbicides are used increasingly in the lucerne and cropping phases under
optimal management as the carrying capacity of perennial pasture decreases. For
example, four applications of selective herbicide are used in the most valuable 7C+3L
rotation at a stocking rate of 4 DSE ha-1 yr-1, but this declines to two applications at a
stocking rate of 6 DSE ha-1 yr-1. This represents (1) substitution of grazing with
selective herbicides for weed control as grazing pressure decreases, and (2) an increased
incentive to enhance crop yield through decreasing in-crop competition as returns from
the pasture phase decline. The second effect is much stronger than the first because the
decrease in grazing intensity has minimal influence on the rate of weed control obtained
during the pasture phase, as discussed above.

10.7 Convergence of the compressed-annealing algorithm

Mean profit and its standard deviation are computed for each rotation (at an initial
ryegrass density of 500 seeds m-2) using the CA algorithm and a standard simulatedannealing procedure solved with different levels of a fixed penalty factor. (This
approach is similar in principle to the comparative method implemented by Ohlmann
and Thomas (2007).) These summary statistics are more appropriate than the value of
the most-profitable configuration in this case as they provide some indication of the
convergence performance of these metaheuristics over a given number of runs. The
adopted set of fixed penalty values ( λ = {137,275,413} ) represents different proportions
of the estimated maximum compression value ( λ̂ ). Lower values are inappropriate
since errors are not penalised sufficiently to prevent them from recurrently entering
optimal configurations. Higher penalty values are not required since the SA procedure
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failed to converge for all rotations at λ = 413 ; here, infeasible trials are penalised too
greatly for sufficient exploration of the solution space.

A higher, and often more stable, level of mean profit is identified for the 7C+S, 3C+S,
7C+VS, and 3C+3L rotations using standard simulated annealing and a fixed penalty
value of λ = 137 (Table 10.9). However, the differences are marginal; for example,
mean profit for the 7C+S rotation increases by less than 1 percent. In addition, not all
rotations converge to a feasible configuration with a fixed penalty factor. This is evident
in the presence of negative values, which signify convergence to a heavily-penalised
solution, for some rotations in all columns for the standard SA results in Table 10.9. In
contrast, the CA approach has the important advantage of flexibility as it reliably
converges for each rotation in this instance. (However, full resistance does hamper
convergence in some sequences, as discussed previously.)

Table 10.9

Value of each rotation identified by compressed annealing and a standard

simulated-annealing algorithm solved with alternative levels of a fixed penalty factor.

Rotation
C
7C+S
3C+S
7C+3S
7C+2S
3C+V
7C+3L
7C+V
7C+VS
7C+2V
3C+3L
1
2

CA
674 (14.7)2
649 (10)
621 (12.6)
620 (10.5)
605 (16.3)
600 (14)
591 (16.5)
561 (17.1)
517 (13.4)
471 (19)
431 (11.8)
1

Algorithm
SA ( λ = 137 )
SA ( λ = 275 )
-1659 (1454.1)
-7395 (3737.2)
655 (6.5)
647 (16.2)
629 (2.7)
-7252 (1293.8)
75 (846)
606 (18.9)
595 (16.8)
581 (40.8)
-226 (1850.4)
-4544 (3455.2)
-633 (2810)
596 (5.8)
-1067 (2766.7)
-6033 (4699.5)
519 (28.3)
500 (18.6)
463 (22.8)
-1923 (2562.5)
434 (8.5)
438 (6.7)

SA ( λ = 413 )
-9856 (4096.7)
-3625 (6358.9)
-8753 (3829.8)
-8578 (3831.3)
-9017 (5640.1)
-7010 (3456.8)
-5664 (4096.7)
-7958 (4912.5)
-9725 (5052.3)
-9712 (5052.3)
-1583 (1136.4)

Mean profit calculated to no decimal places.
Standard deviation of profit calculated to one decimal place.

Ohlmann and Thomas (2007) demonstrated that the employment of a dynamic penalty
function markedly decreased solution time (up to 41 percent in one case) in a number of
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problem instances encountered in their application of CA to a constrained Travelling
Salesman Problem. This outcome is not evident in this study where all runs converge in
a similar number of iterations (around 110). This may reflect the size of the
configuration space that constrains the capacity for either algorithm to conduct a faster
search than the other. Accordingly, the flexibility of CA seems to be the primary benefit
of using this algorithm, rather than standard annealing with a fixed penalty factor, to
identify profitable solutions in the RIM model.

The standard deviation of profit is reasonably low for most rotations in those solutions
identified by CA (Table 10.9). The capacity of CA to consistently identify solutions of
comparable quality infers that this procedure is identifying areas of the configuration
space that are in the vicinity of the true optimum. This motivates the hypothesis that the
pay-off hypersurface is reasonably flat near its peak (Pannell, 2006) and that multiple
runs of a CA algorithm may be used to delineate this region.

10.8 Summary

The continuous-cropping system is the most-profitable rotation up to an initial ryegrass
density of 1000 seeds m-2 in the absence of initial herbicide resistance. This reflects the
low cost and high efficacy of selective herbicides that are intensively used across this
sequence. However, this reliance means that the profitability of the continuous-cropping
rotation is very sensitive to changes in resistance status. Profit decreases by 15 percent
under optimal management in this sequence once Group A and B chemicals are
ineffective against ryegrass in the initial year of the horizon, and by 66 percent with the
presence of full resistance in Year 1. This demonstrates the low relative efficiency of
alternative forms of weed control, particularly destructive methods that require crop
production to be sacrificed to achieve high levels of weed kill. Nevertheless, in the
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presence of full resistance, the adoption of these costly treatments is preferable to
allowing weed numbers to increase due to the the competitiveness (Lemerle et al., 1995)
and large seed production (Davidson, 1990) of annual ryegrass. Moreover, sustained
control is necessary since seed dormancy and staggered germination limit the
effectiveness of isolated treatments imposed at a single stage of the ryegrass life cycle.

Pasture phases may be integrated with highly effective non-selective treatments such as
brown-manuring, grazing, spray-topping, and winter-cleaning. The value of a pasture
phase for weed management increases at (a) higher initial ryegrass seed burdens, and (b)
where herbicide resistance increasingly constrains crop production. Volunteer pasture
performs poorly compared to sown alternatives as in-crop weed control directly impacts
pasture production in unsown stands. In contrast, serradella is cheaper to establish than
perennial pasture, may be brown-manured for highly-effective weed control, is a
valuable grazing plant, and substantially enhances the yield of successive crops. The
insertion of a single year of serradella pasture in a crop rotation is highly profitable in
the absence of initial herbicide resistance. However, the incorporation of a three-year
phase of serradella is more profitable than the employment of a single year if ryegrass is
initially resistant to Group A–B or Group A–C chemicals. The use of a three-year
perennial pasture phase to break up long crop rotations is warranted if full resistance is
present at the start of the planning horizon. These results highlight the value of an
extended pasture phase for intensive weed kill in the absence of efficient selective
herbicides for in-crop weed control. However, the value of perennial pasture for
recharge reduction has not been considered. This may be expected to improve the
profitability of rotations incorporating lucerne relative to those systems consisting solely
of annual plants.
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11. Value of lucerne for recharge reduction
11.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the value of lucerne for extending the productive life of
farming systems in the study region through recharge reduction. A number of analyses
have studied the economics of incorporating perennial pasture in crop rotations in the
Western Australian wheat belt. Flugge et al. (2004) identified that lucerne can
significantly increase farm profit if livestock enterprises are manipulated to better match
its perennial production. However, that study did not consider the value of lucerne for
hydrological management. Bathgate and Pannell (2002) used a simple model, adopted
in similar form by Pannell (2001c), to postulate that the benefits of perennial pasture for
salinity mitigation were around 30 percent of the value of net receipts from an annualbased system. Nonetheless, the implications of different discount rates and water table
depths were not considered. This is an important limitation since these factors are
shown in this analysis to have a significant impact on the value of lucerne for recharge
reduction.

The extent to which recharge management is profitable for a given farm is strongly
influenced by the nature of the aquifer(s) beneath this production unit. A regional
aquifer is large in size and may contain numerous farms. Conceptually, here there is less
incentive for recharge management as the benefits of reducing deep drainage are not
borne entirely by the manager (Pannell et al., 2001). This situation resembles the
“Tragedy of the Commons” (Hardin, 1968) of classical economic theory since the
decisions of individual users may impose significant external costs on others who own
property over the same aquifer system (Quiggin, 1987; Hayes, 1997). For example, the
use of a high proportion of annual plants on a farm at the top of a catchment may cause
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significant salinisation on those farms at the bottom (Pannell et al., 2006). In contrast,
local aquifers are small and often recharge and discharge on the same farm (Pannell et
al., 2001). This analysis focuses solely on local-aquifer systems given their prevalence
in the study region (Pannell et al., 2001; Ridley and Pannell, 2005).

A model to study the profitable management of dryland salinity is presented in Section
11.2. This section also contains a description of how this framework is used to estimate
the cost accruing to the recharge occurring beneath each sequence considered in the
previous chapter. Model output is presented and discussed in Section 11.3. A summary
is given in Section 11.4.

11.2 Model of dryland salinity management

11.2.1 Model

This section presents a model to determine the optimal management of a saline water
table in the eastern-central wheat belt of Western Australia.

A hypothetical producer is assumed to maximise the value of a given area of land over a
planning horizon of 100 years in this model. An extended period is appropriate since
salinisation often develops slowly in the study region due to low land gradients and low
soil transmissivity (Pannell et al., 2001). The model is defined in discrete time to
improve its consistency with the planting decisions of farmers and aid numerical
analysis. Accordingly, time is defined over the interval t = [0,1,2,..., T − 1, T ] , where

T = 99 . Land is allocated between three enterprises in each period: one rotation
consisting solely of annual crops ( yt ), one rotation incorporating perennial pasture ( u t ),
and a saltland grazing system ( z t ). Therefore, y t + u t + z t = 1 for t = [0,1,..., T ] . The
area of land is normalised to one hectare as this aids comprehension, simplifies the
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calculation of parameters, and assists the integration of output with results from the
RIM model identified in the previous chapter.

A linear objective function is defined,

T

max J = ∑ (π c y t + π l u t + π s z t ) ,

yt ,u t , z t

(11.1)

t =0

where π c is the annual gross margin for the rotation of annual crops, π l is the annual
gross margin for the rotation including perennial pasture, and π s is the annual gross
margin for the saltland grazing system.

This objective function is maximised subject to a constraint describing the permissible
amount of recharge that may occur over the planning horizon before soil salinisation
develops. This is described in the water table constraint,

T

b ≥ ∑ (d c y t + d l u t ) ,

(11.2)

t =0

where b = ( w0 − wT ) , w0 is an exogenously-defined initial water table depth, wT is an
exogenously-defined terminal water table depth, d c is the recharge occurring under the
annual system, and d l is the leakage occurring under the perennial-based system. All of
these parameters are measured in millimetres for ease of interpretation and for
consistency with standard recharge measurements. It is assumed that the producer uses
bores to gauge the height of the water table with certainty. The constraint specified in
(11.2) is defined as an inequality as it may not be economically optimal for the producer
to salinise the soil over the planning horizon. Incorporation of a fixed stock (b) in (11.2)
highlights the symmetry between the exploitation of a non-renewable resource and the
management of a saline water table in a local-aquifer situation.
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The initial water table depth is defined so that winit >2000 mm. This parameter is varied
in the following application to study the relationship between water table depth and the
value of perennial pasture. A value of wT = 2000 mm (i.e. 2 m) is specified as a saline
water table will ascend rapidly to the soil surface once it reaches this depth, irrespective
of water use by plants, due to capillary action caused by evaporation (McIntyre, 1982).

The gross margins for the annual- and perennial-based enterprises are always greater
than that defined for the saltland grazing system in this study. This is appropriate since
saltland grazing systems are generally less profitable than production on non-saline
land. The z t activity is consequently only selected in the model at the standard set of
parameter values when the constraint (11.2) is binding (i.e. the time at which b is
exhausted and soil salinisation develops). This is feasible in the model since the saltland
grazing system occurs no recharge and therefore is not defined in (11.2). This
characteristic of the problem allows the optimal time in which saltland grazing systems
are adopted to be determined endogenously.

For simplicity, it is assumed that discharge from the aquifer is small relative to annual
recharge, and so can be omitted from the problem. This assumption could easily be
relaxed for other regions, but is appropriate for this study given the low land gradients
and low soil transmissivity typical of the central wheat belt of Western Australia
(Pannell et al., 2001).

The optimisation problem faced by the producer is consequently,

T

max J = ∑ (π c y t + π l u t + π s z t ) ,

y t ,u t , z t

(11.3)

t =0

subject to,
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T

b ≥ ∑ (d c y t + d l u t ) ,

(11.4)

y t + u t + z t = 1 for t = [0,1,..., T ] ,

(11.5)

y t ≥ 0 , u t ≥ 0 , z t ≥ 0 for t = [0,1,..., T ] ,

(11.6)

T fixed.

(11.7)

t =0

The trajectory of the water table may be recovered from this problem through the
substitution of the optimal set of decision variables into the difference equation
wt +1 − wt = − d c y t − d l u t for t = [0,1,..., T ] , where the variable wt represents the depth

of the water table (in millimetres) from the soil surface in year t. (The initial condition
for this process is the parameter w0 = winit .)

11.2.2 Parameter values

This section presents the parameter values used in the subsequent numerical
simulations.

A real discount rate of 5 percent is used in the standard model (Monjardino, 2002).
The gross margin for the continuous-cropping system is π c = $79. This is the average
gross margin earned in the most-valuable configuration for the wheat-wheat-barleylupin rotation at x0 = 500 seeds m-2 in Chapter 10. This result is computed for a state of
no initial resistance to reduce bias when model output is integrated with data from the
RIM model in Section 11.3. The C rotation is selected given the high profitability of
cropping systems in the absence of herbicide resistance.
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The profitability of the perennial-based system is calculated for mean sheep gross
margins ( π sheep ) of $10 DSE-1, $15 DSE-1, $20 DSE-1, and $25 DSE-1. The perennial
system is the 3C+3L rotation from Chapter 10. This rotation is more appropriate than
the 7C+3L sequence because it incurs minimal leakage under standard circumstances,
which is an important characteristic of perennial pasture that it is vital to capture in this
representation of the problem. The annual gross margin accruing to the perennial-based
system is simply the mean annual gross margin earned over the six-year rotation. The
RIM model is used to identify π l = $54 for π sheep = $10 DSE-1, π l = $66 for

π sheep = $15 DSE-1, π l = $79 for π sheep = $20 DSE-1, and π l = $91 for π sheep = $25
DSE-1. These results are identified from the most-valuable configuration computed at
x0 = 500 seeds m-2. They are calculated for a state of no initial resistance to minimise
bias, as discussed above.
It costs approximately $225 ha-1 to establish a saltland grazing system incorporating a 5
metre alley of halophytic shrubs (i.e. saltbushes) and a 15 metre alley of improved
annual pastures incorporating salt-tolerant balansa clover, tall wheat grass, and
puccinellia (Ghauri and Westrup, 2000; O’Connell et al., 2006). This establishment cost
is denoted as c sbest . This cost is amortised over 20 years at a real interest rate of 5 per
cent using the standard annuity formula, c

sbest
ann

= rc

sbest

⎛ (1 + r ) 20 ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ . This yields
20
(
1
+
)
−
1
r
⎝
⎠

sbest
c ann
= $18.05 . This cost is defined in each year that the saltland grazing system is used

as these systems require ongoing maintenance to ensure that adequate productivity is
sustained. Any bias introduced through the employment of this assumption is reduced
through discounting given the length of the planning horizon and the general adoption
of saltland towards the end of the epoch. An annual fertiliser cost of $20 is also
specified (Ghauri and Westrup, 2000; O’Connell et al., 2006). Saltland grazing systems
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typically support a grazing rate of 4 DSE ha-1 yr-1 (Saltland Pastures Association, 2006).
Consequently, π s = $2 for π sheep = $10 DSE-1, π s = $22 for π sheep = $15 DSE-1,

π s = $42 for π sheep = $20 DSE-1, and π s = $62 for π sheep = $25 DSE-1.
O’Connell (2003) identified an estimate of d c = 20 mm yr-1 for a sandy soil in the
study region; however, Asseng et al. (2001a) identified d c = 39 mm yr-1 for the same
soil type in that location. The rate of recharge occurring under annual crops is therefore
defined as the rounded mean of these two values ( d c = 30 mm yr-1).

The Leakage/Buffer model (Ward, 2002, 2006; Ward et al., 2003) is used to identify
mean recharge for the 3C+3L system on a deep sandplain soil in the study region. Each
three-year phase of lucerne pasture forms a buffer of dry soil capable of absorbing 100
mm of recharge from subsequent crops before leakage begins to reach the saline water
table. This buffer size is the average volume observed in field trials throughout southern
Australia (Ward et al., 2006). The calculation using the Leakage/Buffer model yields
d l = 7.4 mm yr-1.

A two-phase simplex method in GAMS/MINOS 5.5 (Murtagh and Saunders, 1998) is
used to solve the linear-programming problem posed by equations (11.3)-(11.7).
(However, the small size of the model suggests that many alternative LP algorithms
could be used to solve this problem.) Use of the matrix-generation architecture in
GAMS decreases coding effort relative to the employment of the standard linearprogramming procedure in MATLAB (the LINPROG algorithm). LP is the most
efficient method for solving problem (11.3)-(11.7) given its linear structure and the
presence of inequality constraints. This efficiency is important given the large number
of runs performed in the Section 11.3. The standard code for this model is provided in
Appendix Four.
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11.2.3 Evaluating the profitability of alternative rotations

The profitability of a set of candidate rotations is compared in Chapter 10 with respect
to weed management. However, the hydrological impacts of each sequence are not
considered; thus, the profitability of each rotation is adjusted in this chapter to reflect
the cost of recharge. The use of annuities in this chapter is equivalent to the NPV
approach employed in the previous chapter, but provides more scope for the use of these
results in other studies of farming systems in the study region.

The annuity describing the cost of recharge in each rotation is specific to a given initial
water table depth ( w0ROT ). The total level of recharge occurring over each rotation (M)
from this initial point is determined from the following relationships. Leakage of 30 mm
is assumed to occur underneath each year of annual crop, as described in Section 11.2.2.
Deep-rooted annual pastures, such as serradella, may use more soil water than annual
crops (Tennant and Hall, 2001); however, these land uses incur similar recharge when
they are sown at the same time (Fillery and Poulter, 2006). Accordingly, recharge under
serradella pasture in the year it is sown is set at d c . Deep drainage under volunteer
pasture is also defined as d c as unsown pasture species typically have shallower roots
and use soil water less efficiently than serradella (Hamilton and Bathgate, 1996). In
comparison, regenerating serradella pasture incurs recharge of 20 mm yr-1 as it emerges
earlier than those annual crops studied in Chapter 10. The 10 mm disparity between this
estimate and d c is the mean difference in recharge observed between annual crops and
regenerating serradella pasture in field experiments described by Fillery and Poulter
(2006).

The buffer size established by a three-year lucerne phase is 100 mm (see Section
11.2.2). Deep drainage underneath each rotation incorporating lucerne is determined
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through the simple dynamic rule employed for recharge in the Leakage/Buffer model
(Ward, 2002, 2006; Ward et al., 2003). This is described in the following equations: (1)
if Dtnb ≥ Bt then Dt = Dtnb − Bt and Bt +1 = 0 , and (2) if Bt > Dtnb then Bt +1 = Bt − Dtnb
and Dt = 0 , where Dtnb is drainage under annual crops in the absence of a buffer in year
t, Bt is the size of the buffer, and Dt is actual annual recharge occurring below the
annual crop. (All variables are measured in millimetres.) For example, leakage in year t
( Dt ) would be 20 mm if the buffer ( Bt ) was 10 mm and the recharge occurring under
annual crops in the absence of a buffer ( Dtnb ) was 30 mm as Dt = Dtnb − Bt and
Bt +1 = 0 if Dtnb ≥ Bt . Leakage under the perennial-based rotation is 7.4 mm in the LP
model, but is calculated as zero for the 3C+3L rotation in the computations described
here. The latter is maintained for consistency with the other RIM rotations, but has
absolutely no impact on model output given the negligible difference between these two
estimates.
The shadow price λ for the water table constraint (11.2) computed for the model
described in Section 11.2.1 represents the change in optimal profit accruing to a
millimetre change in the stock of permissible recharge (b). The decline in profit
accruing to recharge that occurs over a rotation, denoted Ψ , may subsequently be
approximated by Ψ =

w0ROT + M

∑λ

i

, where w0ROT and M are set exogenously and λi denotes

i = w0ROT

the

shadow

price

accruing

to

a

millimetre

of

recharge

at

i

for

i = [ w0ROT , w0ROT + 1,..., w0ROT + M ] . The shadow prices ( λi ) are obtained here through the

solution of an individual linear programme for each level of b over the interval
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b = [1,2,...,3000 ] , where b = ( w0 − wT ) , w0 = [2001,2002,...,5000] , 10 and wT ≡ 2000 .

The standard code for these simulations is given in Appendix Five. The relevant values
of λi are summed to obtain Ψ . The constant annual profit per hectare required to yield
Ψ

over twenty years ( Ψann ) is derived according to the standard rule

Ψann

⎛ (1 + r ) 20 ⎞
⎟⎟ .
= rΨ⎜⎜
20
(
1
)
1
+
−
r
⎝
⎠

The profitability of each rotation reported in Chapter 10 is calculated as an annuity
ROT
( π ann
) using an equivalent formula (Pluske et al., 2002). The net profitability of each

rotation once its impact on hydrological management is monetarised is consequently
ROT
π * = π ann
− Ψann . (The expression π * is an annuity and is measured in dollars per

hectare.)

According to mathematical-programming theory, the shadow price of the water table
constraint is computed with the condition that the saline water table is managed
optimally over the planning horizon following the adjustment in b (Hazell and Norton,
1986; Bazaraa and Shetty, 1993). Therefore, maintaining the rotation evaluated in
Chapter 10, and not that optimal land allocation identified by LP, introduces some bias
into the calculation of Ψ for each rotation. Nevertheless, this heuristic approach is
retained as suitable alternative approaches are difficult to conceptualise. The optimal
crop sequence and set of weed management strategies could be determined from a
single model in which an annual ryegrass population and saline water table are both

10

The land is planted solely to annual crops over the planning period at w0=5000 mm. Annual-based
rotations are also more profitable at the deeper initial water tables considered in the following analysis of
RIM output. These outcomes reflect lower incentives for recharge reduction due to the extended period it
will take for soil salinisation to develop. Consequently, results identified for the higher end of the feasible
range for w0 incorporated in this study give a good indication to profitable actions at deeper water tables.
This suggests that the span of this range is sufficient to provide general insight into the optimal
management of dryland salinity in the eastern-central wheat belt.
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defined as state variables. However, the resultant model is extremely difficult to solve.
First, it is very large due to the combinatorial nature of the decision space. Second, its
solution is complicated by the need to simultaneously optimise both the crop sequence
and the corresponding set of weed controls. The inherent computational difficulty
associated with the solution of such problems is evident in Chapter 7.

11.3 Results and discussion

This section presents results from the LP model and investigates the implications of
recharge for RIM output from the previous chapter under a variety of circumstances.
The discrete points for a number of the time paths displayed in figures throughout this
section are suppressed to more clearly represent the relevant trajectories. All tables
incorporating RIM output are calculated for an initial ryegrass density of 500 seeds m-2.

11.3.1 Standard model results

The LP model is used to determine the relationship between permissible recharge and
profitable land-use allocation for a number of different initial water table depths. The
optimal allocation consists of the sole use of annual crops until the stock of permissible
recharge is so low that the perennial-based system must be adopted to prolong grain
production. The first corner in each trajectory in Figure 11.1 corresponds to this change
in land use. It is optimal to incorporate lucerne in the rotation at a water table depth of
2318 mm (cf. 2330 mm) at w0 = 2500 mm (cf. w0 = 3500 mm). In comparison, it is
profitable to adopt the perennial-based system at 2162 mm at w0 = 4500 mm. The high
amount of permissible recharge available at w0 = 4500 mm allows annual cropping to
be maintained over the majority of the horizon; thus, it is less necessary to use lucerne
to extend the productive life of the farming system. This motivates greater degradation
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under annual cropping before the perennial-based system is used. The saltland grazing
system is adopted when the water table reaches 2 m (2000 mm). This corresponds to the
second corner in the trajectories for w0 = 2500 mm and w0 = 3500 mm in Figure 11.1.
Saltland grazing systems are never adopted at w0 = 4500 mm since the terminal water
table depth is reached only in the final period.

Figure 11.1

Optimal trajectories of the water table for different initial depths.

The number of years allocated to each system under optimal management is presented
in Table 11.1. (Only one year in each scenario involves shared allocation between two
enterprises; here, the dominant land use is allocated that year to simplify presentation.)
The optimal number of years of annual crop adopted by the producer increases with the
permissible amount of recharge given the high profitability, but significant leakage, of
annual-based rotations (Table 11.1). The shadow price of the water table constraint
decreases with an increase in the permissible amount of recharge (b) as equation (11.4)
consequently restricts production to a lesser degree. This lower shadow price reduces
the user cost accruing to the employment of a given intensity of annual cropping,
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subsequently promoting a greater allocation of land to the annual-based rotation. In
contrast, the saltland grazing system increases in importance at shallower initial water
tables (Table 11.1). The perennial-based sequence is a transitory phase adopted between
the exploitative cropping phase and the onset of salinisation. This follows directly from
its low level of recharge and intermediate profitability.

Table 11.1

Allocation of land between annual cropping, the perennial-based

rotation, and the saltland grazing system at different initial water table depths.

Initial water table
depth
2500 mm
3500 mm
4500 mm

Years of annual
crop
5
39
77

Years of the
perennial system
43
46
23

Years of the
saltland system
52
15
0

The optimal land allocation is presented in Table 11.2 for a number of different
parameter values at w0 = 2500 mm. The saltland grazing system is important at nonzero d l as both the annual- and perennial-based systems promote water table rise in this
instance. In contrast, the rotation incorporating lucerne becomes less attractive as d l
increases. The key importance of the perennial-based system at high sheep gross
margins is also evident in Table 11.2. In fact, the perennial-based sequence is so
profitable at π sheep = $25 DSE-1 that it is adopted prior to the annual-based rotation at
d l =0 mm yr-1 and d l =2.5 mm yr-1.
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Optimal land allocation at w0 = 2500 mm.

Sheep gross
margin ($ DSE-1)
10
15
20
25

Annual recharge occurring under the perennial-based
system (mm)
0
2.5
5
7.4
17-83-01
11-73-16
9-47-44
8-36-56
17-83-0
10-72-18
7-67-26
5-43-52
16-84-0
8-92-0
1-93-6
0-67-33
17-83-0
10-90-0
0-100-0
0-67-33

1

This denotes the number of years allocated to annuals-perennials-saltland. For example, 17-830 denotes a land-use allocation of 17 years to annual crops, 83 years to the perennial-based
system, and 0 years to the saltland grazing system.

The shadow price ( λi ) is presented in Figure 11.2 for i = [ 2001,2002,..., 4000 ] for a
number of alternative discount rates. The shadow price increases as the initial water
table approaches the limit at which traditional agriculture cannot be maintained (Figure
11.2) as this necessitates greater use of the less-profitable perennial and saltland systems
over the planning period. Each trajectory for the shadow price in Figure 11.2 is a step
function as each multiplier value is constant over a range of water table depths. This
arises from the use of LP as the shadow price is only altered when the modification of b
causes the optimal basis to change. The shadow price increases at a lower discount rate
(for a given water table depth) since this enhances the importance of future production.
This provides a greater incentive for resource conservation. Conversely, a higher
discount rate motivates greater degradation since the cost of recharge decreases as
future benefits are discounted more heavily.
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Optimal trajectories of the shadow price for alternative real discount

rates.

11.3.2 Implications of recharge for RIM output

This section investigates how the profitability of each rotation computed at the standard
set of parameter values in Chapter 10 (see Table 10.1) changes with the consideration of
the cost of recharge. The net profitability of the six most-profitable rotations is reported
in Table 11.3 for a number of initial water table depths ( w0ROT ). (Results are only
reported for the most-valuable sequences because this permits the concise description of
the salient information.) The lowest initial water table depth (2601 mm) in Table 11.3 is
the minimum viable depth that an annual system requires over the twenty year horizon
represented in the RIM model as 2001 mm + ( 20 × 30 mm ) = 2601 mm given that
d c = 30 mm yr-1. The remaining depths represent deeper water tables at which the

economic incentives for recharge reduction are somewhat less pronounced.
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Value (π*) of the most-profitable rotations for a range of initial water

table depths.

Rotation
C
7C+S
3C+S
7C+3S
7C+3L
3C+3L
1

M
600
600
600
560
220
7.4

w0ROT = 2601 mm
Ψann
π*
78
1
78
-1
78
-3
60
15
9
631
0
55

w0ROT = 3500 mm
Ψann
π*
8
71
8
69
8
67
7
68
2
70
0
55

w0ROT = 4500 mm
Ψann
π*
2
77
2
75
2
73
1
74
0
72
0
55

A shaded cell represents the most-valuable rotation at that initial level of the water table.

The continuous-cropping rotation is the most-profitable rotation at the two deeper water
tables considered in Table 11.3. Here, the initial water table is sufficiently deep for the
future implications of current recharge to not influence planting decisions in the nearterm. However, in contrast, annual-based systems are penalised greatly at w0ROT = 2601
mm as the cost of recharge increases as the terminal water table depth ( wT = 2000 mm)
is approached. This demonstrates the high opportunity cost accruing to the maintenance
of annual-based rotations at shallow water tables given the economic importance of the
perennial-based and saltland systems in these circumstances. (The negative annuity for
annual crops represents that the exhaustion of permissible recharge using annual crops
foregos the opportunity to maintain perennials to delay the onset of salinisation.)
Accordingly, the 7C+3L rotation is the most-profitable system at w0ROT = 2601 mm as it
incorporates a long cropping phase and sufficient lucerne for considerable recharge
reduction. These dual benefits also underlie its relatively high profitability at
w0ROT = 3500 mm. In comparison, the 3C+3L sequence is attractive at w0ROT = 2601 mm

due to its high value for recharge reduction, but becomes less valuable as the initial
water table gets deeper as this rotation only contains a small cropping component.
Additional analysis reveals that the 7C+3L sequence is more profitable than the 3C+3L
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rotation at w0ROT = 2409 mm and deeper. However, continuous-cropping is more
profitable than the 7C+3L rotation at w0ROT = 3401 mm and deeper as the cost of
recharge is of insufficient magnitude here to justify the regular employment of deeprooted perennial pasture. These arguments reinforce the direct relationship between
water table depth and the value of lucerne for recharge reduction.

11.3.3 Implications of herbicide resistance

The combined value of lucerne for hydrological and herbicide-resistance management is
explored here through penalising the profitability of each rotation determined under
different degrees of herbicide resistance (see Table 10.4) by the cost of recharge.
Annual-based systems are profitable at (1) deep initial water tables, and (2) where less
severe levels of (initial) herbicide resistance are observed (Table 11.4). The C rotation is
most profitable if there are light levels of herbicide resistance present at deeper water
tables. However, the inclusion of information from field experiments (e.g. Revell and
Thomas, 2004) suggests that the 7C+S rotation may be similarly profitable in the
absence of initial herbicide resistance.

Table 11.4

Profit-maximising rotation for different degrees of herbicide resistance

and initial water table depths at a sheep gross margin of $15 DSE-1.

Resistant
groups
None
A
A, B
A, B, C
All

Initial water table (mm)
2601
7C+3L1
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

3000
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

3500
C
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

1

4000
C
C/3C+S
7C+3S
7C+3S
7C+3L

4500
C
C/3C+S
7C+3S
7C+3S
7C+3L

5000
C
C/3C+S
7C+3S
7C+3S
7C+3L

A shaded cell represents a scenario in which a perennial-based rotation is the most-profitable
sequence.
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In comparison, the adoption of three-year phases of serradella pasture is justified at
deeper initial water tables when moderate levels of herbicide resistance are present; for
example, where annual ryegrass is resistant to Group A–B and Group A–C chemicals
and saline water tables are deeper than 3.5 m. The 7C+3L system is the most-profitable
sequence at water tables of 3.5 m depth and shallower in the presence of initial
resistance. Moreover, this sequence is the most-profitable rotation at any depth when
annual ryegrass is resistant to Group A–D chemicals in Year 1 (Table 11.4). Here, the
value of perennial pasture for weed and water-table management is sufficiently
enhanced to compensate for its displacement of multiple years of crop and its high
establishment cost.

11.3.4 Implications of a change in the real discount rate

The profitability of the six most-valuable rotations is presented in Table 11.5 for real
discount rates of r = 0.025 and r = 0.075 . (The value of the first five sequences is
calculated from data in Tables 10.6 and 10.7 in Chapter 10.) The value of a rotation at a
water table that is x mm deep is denoted πx; for example, π3500 denotes the value of a
sequence (as measured by π*) at w0ROT = 3500 mm. A lower discount rate increases the
cost of recharge since future production is worth more in present-value terms. For
example, the Ψann term accruing to the continuous-cropping rotation at w0ROT = 2601
mm increases by around 30 percent when the real discount rate is decreased from 5
percent to 2.5 percent. Accordingly, the profitability of the 7C+3L rotation is enhanced
sufficiently for this sequence to replace the C rotation as the most-valuable system at
w0ROT = 3500 mm (Table 11.5).
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Value (π*) of the most-profitable rotations for a range of initial water

table depths and two alternative discount rates.

System
C
7C+S
3C+S
7C+3S
7C+3L
3C+3L
1

π2601
-18
-20
-23
-11
561
48

r = 0.025

π3500

π4500

π2601

65
63
60
60
68
48

72
70
67
67
70
48

8
6
4
21
59
49

r = 0.075

π3500

π4500

75
73
71
69
66
49

79
77
75
73
67
49

A shaded cell represents the most-valuable rotation at that initial level of the water table.

A higher discount rate decreases the relative importance of future profit streams,
thereby reducing economic incentives for salinity mitigation. For example, the cost of
recharge in the C rotation decreases by around 9 percent as the discount rate is increased
from r = 0.05 to r = 0.075 at w0ROT = 2601 mm. The rankings displayed for r = 0.075
in Table 11.5 are identical to those reported for r = 0.05 in Table 11.3 given the broad
differences in w0ROT encompassed therein. These differences disguise that the C rotation
becomes the most-valuable sequence at an initial water table depth of w0ROT = 2949 mm
and deeper for r = 0.075 , compared with a threshold of w0ROT = 3401 mm and deeper
for r = 0.05 , due to the reduction in the cost of recharge. This demonstrates the
increased incentive to exploit the land resource by using a high proportion of annual
crops earlier in the horizon when the future costs accruing to this action are discounted
more heavily.

11.3.5 Implications of a change in annual recharge

There is significant uncertainty in the estimated level of recharge occurring underneath
annual crops and pasture in the central wheat belt of Western Australia. A lower rate of
d c decreases the cost of recharge since annual plants may be used at a greater intensity
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without incurring more total recharge (M) than that sustained at a higher level of d c .
This decline in the cost of recharge may be significant; for example, Ψann in the C
rotation declines by nearly 75 percent as leakage under annuals is reduced from
d c = 30 mm yr-1 to d c = 20 mm yr-1 at w0ROT = 2601 mm. Accordingly, the threshold

at which annual cropping becomes more profitable than perennial-based rotations
decreases substantially from w0ROT = 3401 mm to w0ROT = 2820 mm at d c = 20 mm yr-1.
The magnitude of π* and the rankings reported for the six most-profitable rotations in
Table 11.6 are similar for d c = 20 mm yr-1 and d c = 40 mm yr-1. However, the initial
water tables represented for d c = 40 mm yr-1 are substantially greater given the large
increase in total recharge (M) occurring underneath each sequence (Table 11.6).

Table 11.6

Value (π*) of the most-profitable rotations for a range of initial water

table depths and different levels of leakage beneath annual plants.
d c = 20 mm yr-1
System
C
7C+S
3C+S
7C+3S
7C+3L
3C+3L
1
2

M
400
400
400
3602
80
0

π2601

π3500

π4500

50
48
46
51
681
55

76
74
72
72
72
55

79
77
75
75
72
55

d c = 40 mm yr-1
M
800
800
800
7602
360
20

π2801

π4000

π5000

48
46
44
49
64
55

72
70
68
68
70
55

77
75
73
73
71
55

A shaded cell represents the most-valuable rotation at that initial level of the water table.
10 mm less recharge than d c occurs underneath each year of regenerating serradella pasture.

The C rotation only becomes more valuable than the 7C+3L system at w0ROT = 3609
mm and deeper, a threshold that is 6 percent higher than that identified in the standard
model. This reinforces the presence of a direct positive relationship between the rate of
leakage under annual crops and the value of perennial pasture for recharge management.
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11.3.6 Implications of a change in relative profitability

Table 11.7 displays that the high value of perennial pasture at low initial water table
depths or in the presence of severe herbicide resistance is invariable to significant
changes in the profitability of livestock production. For example, the 7C+3L rotation
remains the most-profitable sequence at w0ROT = 2601 mm and when resistance has
developed to Group A–D herbicides at a sheep gross margin of $10 DSE-1 (Table 11.7).
The 7C+3L sequence is also the most-valuable rotation at w0ROT = 3500 mm in the
presence of any initial resistance at π sheep = $15 DSE-1 and above. Herbicide resistance
and hydrological management appear as important as each other in determining the
profitability of perennial pasture since either a shallow water table or severe resistance,
and not both, is required to justify the high establishment cost of lucerne. The high
value of lucerne pasture for livestock production is also reflected in its optimality at the
highest sheep gross margin considered ( π sheep =$25 DSE-1).

However, a change in the value of livestock production alters the composition of the
optimal annual-based rotations at the deeper initial water tables incorporated in Table
11.7. The continuous-cropping sequence is the most-valuable system, in the absence of
severe herbicide resistance, at the deeper water tables considered at π sheep = $10 DSE-1
(Table 11.7). This reflects the low relative value of rotations incorporating annual
pasture in this scenario. In contrast, three-year phases of serradella pasture are most
profitable at π sheep = $20 DSE-1 when light to moderate levels of herbicide resistance
are present and the water table is sufficiently deep (Table 11.7).
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Resistant
groups
None
A
A, B
A, B, C
All
1

Profit-maximising rotation for alternative sheep gross margins, degrees of herbicide resistance, and initial water table depths.

πsheep = $10 DSE-1

πsheep = $15 DSE-1

πsheep = $20 DSE-1

πsheep = $25 DSE-1

Initial water table (mm)

Initial water table (mm)

Initial water table (mm)

Initial water table (mm)

2601
7C+3L1
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

3500
C
C
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

4500
C
C
C
7C+3S
7C+3L

2601
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

3500
C
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

4500
C
C/3C+S
7C+3S
7C+3S
7C+3L

2601
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

3500
7C+3S
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

A shaded cell represents a scenario in which a perennial-based rotation is the most-profitable sequence.

4500
7C+3S
7C+3S
7C+3S
7C+3S
7C+3L

2601
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

3500
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L

4500
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
7C+3L
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11.4 Summary

The value of lucerne for prolonging the productive capacity of dryland cropping
systems in the eastern-central wheat belt of Western Australia through recharge
reduction has received little attention, despite its central importance for dictating the
adoption of this perennial pasture in areas at threat of soil salinisation. This analysis
explores the value of lucerne for hydrological management through the derivation of a
shadow price representing the decline in optimal profit associated with a millimetre of
recharge occurring at a given water table depth.

It is profitable to incorporate lucerne in phase-farming rotations if:
•

annual ryegrass is resistant to Group A–D chemicals;

•

the water table is around 3.5 m deep or shallower; or

•

sheep production is highly profitable (i.e. around π sheep =$25 DSE-1).

Only in these circumstances is the value of perennial pasture sufficiently enhanced to
justify its high establishment cost and its displacement of multiple years of crop. In
addition, these benefits of lucerne for hydrological and herbicide-resistance
management are enough to ensure that perennial-based systems remain attractive even
when the standard gross margin accruing to livestock production is decreased by a third.
However, the value of perennial pasture relative to annual plants is sensitive to
important parameters incorporated in the decision problem. The shadow price accruing
to the stock of permissible recharge decreases with a higher discount rate or when a
lower rate of leakage occurs under annual crops. This subsequently promotes the
adoption of annual-based systems at shallower water tables.
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12. Conclusions
12.1 Key results

Prolonged cropping sequences have been adopted throughout the eastern-central wheat
belt of Western Australia since the early 1970s as the profitability of cereal production
has been promoted through favourable price relativities and technological development.
However, the impact of extended periods of cropping on the future productivity of
farming systems must be considered if their true profitability is to be assessed. In
particular, the development of herbicide resistance and soil salinisation is encouraged if
long periods of annual crop are sustained. Accordingly, this study aimed to provide
producers and researchers with detailed information relating to the value of perennial
pasture for herbicide resistance and hydrological management in dryland agricultural
systems in the study region.

12.1.1 Management of pasture phases in the study region

This investigation has provided a number of key insights into weed and water table
management in the eastern-central wheat belt of Western Australia.

The fecundity (Rerkasam et al., 1980a; Davidson, 1990) and competitiveness (Lemerle
et al., 1995; Peltzer et al., 1998) of annual ryegrass provide strong economic incentives
to maintain low ryegrass plant populations across a planning horizon, irrespective of
herbicide-resistance status. This suggests that the cost of resistance arises primarily
from disparity in treatment costs and not declines in yield associated with higher weed
populations (Pannell et al., 2004). Profit decreases by 15 percent in a continuouscropping rotation with the initial presence of resistance to Group A–B herbicides, 34
percent with initial resistance to Group A–C chemicals, and by 66 percent with initial
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resistance to Group A–D herbicides. This increasing marginal cost of resistance reflects
the costliness of alternative forms of weed control, particularly destructive methods that
sacrifice crop production to achieve high weed kill. Though expensive, these forms of
control become increasingly important as resistance develops given the strong need to
maintain a low annual ryegrass population across the planning horizon. Nevertheless, a
high number of non-selective treatments should be adopted under optimal management,
both with and without herbicide resistance, as the dormancy and staggered germination
of ryegrass seed limit the effectiveness of less intensive weed control.

The value of a pasture phase for weed management increases at (a) higher ryegrass seed
burdens, and (b) where herbicide resistance constrains the efficacy of in-crop control.
In-crop applications of selective herbicide are more valuable at low weed densities in a
continuous-cropping rotation since they are less adept at decreasing large seed banks
compared with non-selective treatments available within a pasture phase. The high cost
of destructive treatments also significantly lowers the relative profitability of a cropping
sequence if this rotation is prolonged in the presence of herbicide resistance. These
factors highlight the importance of non-selective methods, principally grazing and
brown-manuring, available for ryegrass control within a pasture phase. Particularly
large reductions in the seed bank may be achieved where these treatments are
implemented in a number of successive years of pasture (Revell and Thomas, 2004).

According to model output, unsown pasture is usually unprofitable, relative to sown
alternatives, as the importance of annual ryegrass to the provision of early winter feed in
the volunteer pasture phase introduces a direct trade-off between the intensity of in-crop
weed control and livestock production. In addition, the shallow roots and low water use
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efficiency of these volunteer species confer no benefit for the prevention of dryland
salinity (Hamilton and Bathgate, 1996).

In comparison, integrating information from field trials with model output suggests that,
in the absence of (initial) herbicide resistance, it is highly probable that the inclusion of
a single year of French serradella pasture between long crop phases is more profitable
than continuously cropping. Moreover, the insertion of three-year phases of serradella
between long crop sequences is warranted at both π sheep =$15 DSE-1 and π sheep =$20
DSE-1 if annual ryegrass is initially resistant to Group A–B or Group A–C chemicals
and the water table is deeper than around 3.5 m. This highlights the significant value of
an extended pasture phase for intensive weed control when efficient forms of in-crop
control are scarce. Regenerating serradella pasture may also reduce recharge through
using more soil water than annual crops (Tennant and Hall, 2001; Fillery and Poulter,
2006), though less than lucerne. This study demonstrates that the recharge-reducing
benefits of serradella are of insufficient magnitude to overcome the high profitability of
perennial pasture at water tables less than approximately 3.5 m deep.

At the standard parameter values adopted in this analysis, rotations incorporating
lucerne are more profitable than annual-based systems when:
•

annual ryegrass is resistant to Group A–D chemicals;

•

the water table is around 3.5 m deep or shallower; or

•

sheep production is highly profitable (i.e. the sheep gross margin is around $25
DSE-1).
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Under any of these circumstances, the value of perennial pasture is sufficiently
promoted to offset its high establishment cost and the displacement of multiple years of
crop by each lucerne phase.

A perennial pasture phase is valuable in a state of full resistance as lucerne plants are
significantly more competitive than serradella and high levels of weed control may be
achieved through grazing, spray-topping, winter-cleaning, and the removal of the
pasture (Lyons and Latta, 2003). This highlights the significant potential importance of
perennial pasture in the Western Australian wheat belt given recent evidence that Group
D resistance is developing in approximately 25 percent of annual ryegrass populations
in this area (Owen et al., 2007). Moreover, the value of perennial pasture for prolonging
cereal production increases as the water table approaches that critical depth (2 m) at
which groundwater will rise irrespective of water use by agricultural plants. Lucerne is
also a valuable feed in the study region; however, large improvements in the
profitability of livestock husbandry are required to encourage the adoption of regular
perennial pasture phases if their value for weed management and recharge reduction is
not considered.

The proliferation of local aquifers and low transmissivity of soils in the study region
minimise the potential for externalities arising from soil salinisation on-farm (Pannell et
al., 2001; Ridley and Pannell, 2005). The limited rates of dispersal in many plant
populations (Gould, 1995), including annual ryegrass (Tardif et al., 1997), and the
intensity of herbicide use throughout the wheat belt also suggest that the externalities
relating to herbicide resistance in the wheat belt are likely to be minor (Pannell and
Zilberman, 2001). Consequently, an appropriate method to mitigate or prevent both
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forms of degradation through the adoption of pasture phases is the construction of an
effective communication strategy for the results identified by this study.

12.1.2 Efficacy of computational algorithms employed in this study

Together with these insights into the profitable management of farming systems in the
study region, this study incorporated (a) the design and implementation of a
computational procedure for the optimisation of multiple-phase control systems, and (b)
the use of compressed annealing to optimise a large, complex simulation model.

The phase-programming procedure was introduced in Chapter 6 and applied to a
complex multiple-phase optimal-control problem in Chapter 7. This application
demonstrated that the phase-programming algorithm is suitable for the solution of nontrivial multiple-phase control problems in which switching costs are defined. A number
of important conceptual results were identified in this analysis and used to guide the
interpretation of the RIM model in Chapter 10. The most significant results were:
•

the direct relationship between the presence of severe herbicide resistance and
the value of lucerne pasture to a crop rotation;

•

the presence of strong economic incentives to maintain low ryegrass
populations; and

•

the importance of integrating non-selective forms of weed control implemented
during a pasture phase.

The addition of a compressed-annealing algorithm to a large, sophisticated simulation
model was described in Chapter 9. This framework was used in Chapter 10 to identify
the value of pasture phases for weed management in the study region. In this analysis,
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the primary benefit of using compressed annealing, relative to a standard simulatedannealing algorithm with a fixed penalty factor, is found to be its generality.

The variability present among multiple near-optimal solutions identified by the
annealing procedure arises naturally from the need to accelerate the annealing process in
order to obtain results in a practicable period of time. This inherent variation may be
exploited in an applied sense in that producers may select from a number of possible
strategies of similar profitability. The presence of common characteristics in many
solutions is useful in highlighting the robustness of some recommendations when
formulating IWM strategies for extension and further evaluation.

12.2 Innovative aspects

This dissertation incorporates a number of innovative aspects that may be considered as
contributions to the knowledge of the profitable management of farming systems in the
wheat belt of Western Australia:

1. The optimal management of annual ryegrass has been comprehensively studied
through the use of a metaheuristic algorithm to identify profitable solutions in a
sophisticated simulation model.
2. The value of perennial pasture for the management of annual ryegrass has been
studied in significant detail.
3. The relative profitability of sown and unsown annual pastures in these
agricultural systems has been assessed since previous studies (e.g. Monjardino et
al., 2004b; Pannell et al., 2004) did not simultaneously consider destructive
treatments, a wide range of initial seed densities, and one- and two-year phases
of serradella pasture.
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4. The economic value of lucerne for recharge reduction has been determined and
used to establish the relative profitability of crop rotations incorporating annual
and perennial pasture phases. The relationship between these factors and
important parameters incorporated in the decision problem (including the
discount rate, the amount of recharge occurring under annual crops, and the
relative profitability of livestock and cereal production) has also been examined.

This dissertation also incorporates a number of contributions to the application of
mathematical modelling in economic analysis:

1. A set of necessary conditions for the optimisation of multiple-phase optimalcontrol systems subject to different endpoint constraints and transition costs has
been derived.
2. A computational algorithm for the numerical solution of such problems has been
designed and coded in a general software environment for mathematical
modelling (MATLAB).
3. A new metaheuristic algorithm designed for the solution of large, combinatorial
models has been coded in VBA and used for the first time to solve a practicallyrelevant agricultural-economics problem. Also, this algorithm had previously
never been used to optimise a simulation model. This application provides
insight into the potential usefulness of this procedure for further analysis in both
agriculture and economics.

12.3 Limitations

Despite the numerous insights provided by this study, it has a number of limitations.
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12.3.1 Limitations in the analysis of the value of perennial pasture

Most parameter values and assumed functional relationships have remained fixed in this
study, despite the use of sensitivity analysis. This is a particularly important limitation
since the value of perennial pasture for recharge reduction will vary depending on the
seasonal and annual distribution of rainfall (Asseng et al., 2001a; Bathgate and Pannell,
2002; Ward, 2006). Excluding stochasticity from this dissertation is partially justified
by empirical evidence that suggests that the incorporation of variability in bioeconomic
models frequently has little impact on the general nature of optimal policies (Ludwig
and Walters, 1982; Clark, 1985).

This study has assumed that the ryegrass population and water table are perfectly
observable in each period. The density of ryegrass plants and seeds is difficult and
expensive to ascertain with precision across large areas, particularly given spatial
variability. Groundwater levels may be gauged through the installation of bores, but
these are costly and water table height varies both spatially and temporally (Ferdowsian
et al., 2001). Consequently, significant abstraction is employed in this study to obtain
practicable results.

This analysis has focussed on the value of perennial pasture at the field level given the
computational burden associated with the consideration of multiple weed treatments
over a planning period of significant length. This approach ignores whole-farm factors,
such as the allocation of inputs (e.g. cropping machinery and labour) among land uses.
However, these have been considered in previous studies of lucerne in Western
Australia; for example, those of Bathgate and Pannell (2002) and Flugge et al. (2004).
In addition, the stocking rate of this pasture is inflated in this analysis to represent the
value of its perennial production at a whole-farm level (Flugge et al., 2004).
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The profitability of a fixed set of rotations has been evaluated to remove the
combinatorial complexity implicit in the sequencing of the high number of land uses
considered in this study. (For example, there are approximately 1018 possible sequences
in the RIM model, though a large number of these are impractical.) The evaluation of a
fixed set of rotations prevents the identification of a globally-optimal sequence, but is of
little relevance as whole-farm factors that may be expected to influence the composition
of the optimal configuration are not considered.

The hydrological system represented in the optimisation model in Chapter 11 is also
highly simplified. This approach is motivated by a focus on a local-aquifer system and
the computational difficulties accruing to the inclusion of a detailed hydrological model
in this framework.

There is also a critical lack of information relating to important parameters. This
increases the risk that model output is of reduced practical relevance. The degree to
which legumes increase the yield of subsequent crops, the efficacy of weed treatments
(particularly the effect of grazing on ryegrass populations), and appropriate stocking
rates are all important parameters for which more accurate information would be useful.

12.3.2 Limitations in the application of the computational algorithms

The computational procedures used in this study also incorporate a number of
limitations. The algorithm developed for multiple-phase control problems in Chapter 6
does not endogenously determine those situations in which it is optimal for switching
times to accumulate. This motivated the heuristic comparison of Hamiltonian functions
for alternative phases in Chapter 7 when a broad search of feasible switching times
failed to identify viable starting points for the bisection procedure. In addition, the
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sequence and total number of phases is pre-determined. The global optimality of those
results reported in Chapter 7 has also not been addressed. These shortcomings partially
restrain the general applicability of this algorithm, but are non-trivial to resolve.

The efficiency of the compressed-annealing algorithm used in this study may
theoretically be improved through the incorporation of problem-specific information, in
accordance with the no-free-lunch theorem (Wolpert and Macready, 1995, 1997).
Nevertheless, appropriate measures are difficult to conceptualise as (a) the binary nature
of the control variables incorporated in the RIM model precludes the justifiable use of
faster generation mechanisms, and (b) it is difficult to limit sampling effort in
unprofitable regions of the solution space in the CA procedure without harming the
quality of exploration.

12.4 Further research

Resolution of the shortcomings listed in the previous section will provide additional
insight into the value of perennial pasture in the eastern-central wheat belt of Western
Australia and extend the applicability of the computational algorithms used in this
study.

12.4.1 Further research into the value of perennial pasture

Detailed insight into the profitability of lucerne pasture in a variable production
environment may be obtained through the introduction of stochasticity into the standard
RIM model. Monte Carlo analysis (Rubenstein, 1981; Hillier and Lieberman, 1990)
could be employed to ascertain the most-profitable rotations and weed-management
practices once distributions were introduced for those parameters in which variability is
likely to have the most profound impact on output. Key parameters in which
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stochasticity may strongly influence selected strategies are crop yield, the efficacy of
primary forms of weed control, crop price, and the gross margin accruing to sheep
production. Integration of this stochastic simulation model with a metaheuristic
procedure that optimises variable systems (e.g. that of Andradottir, 1995) may also
provide valuable insight.

The value of perennial pasture should increase following the inclusion of stochastic
recharge since this land use provides a hedge against that source of uncertainty.
Stochastic control theory may be used to derive the optimal decision rule in a control
model where the evolution of a state variable representing a saline water table is
modified by an appropriate random-error term (Bertsekas and Shreve, 1996). The
implications of random drift may be studied both analytically and numerically. Solution
through numerical dynamic programming (Kennedy, 1986; Puterman, 1994) is
particularly feasible as the model presented in Chapter 11 incorporates a single state
variable, which greatly reduces the potential complications associated with the curse of
dimensionality (Rust, 1996). The establishment of a closed-loop decision rule
specifying trigger points where perennial pasture becomes profitable to include in a
rotation would be an interesting facet of such work.

This analysis may be extended to incorporate whole-farm effects. Nevertheless, the size
and complexity of the resultant problem would present significant computational
difficulties.

The models included in this study may also be extended to deal with imprecise state
measurements. This may involve state estimation through optimal filter theory (Stengal,
2002) or the employment of partially observable markov decision processes (Russell
and Norvig, 1995). Such investigations may provide results of significant practical
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benefit, but are likely to be difficult to implement given the large and complex decision
space inherent to this problem.

The need for quality bioeconomic analysis where trialling is difficult and/or expensive
identifies a critical role for agronomic research to improve the accuracy of the
parameters used in the decision support tools representing the study region.
Determining the degree to which legumes compete with annual ryegrass and increase
the yield of subsequent crops is of particular interest. Accurate information on the
impact of grazing on weed populations in the study region is also of relevance.

Case studies of different farming systems may also be used to compare the profitability
of the most-valuable management strategies identified in this analysis and those
practices currently employed on-farm. This investigation could involve adaptation of
the RIM model to more accurately represent these production systems. This would
allow the long-term value of these alternative approaches to be ascertained. The
potential utility of those insights drawn from RIM output in this study is reinforced by
their consistency with the conclusions drawn from conceptual modelling in Chapter 7.

12.4.2 Further research regarding the computational procedures

The computational procedure developed for the solution of multiple-phase control
systems in Chapter 6 may be extended in several directions. The addition of a search
algorithm to locate feasible starting points for the phase-programming procedure would
improve efficiency. In addition, its extension to identify regime sequence and the total
number of phases under optimal management would increase its general relevance. This
may be explored through the integration of NLP procedures with integer-programming
algorithms (Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982). Nevertheless, the inherent combinatorial
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complexity of many multiple-phase problems will continue to constrain the construction
of efficient algorithms to solve them. If a fixed regime sequence is retained, extension
of the algorithm developed in this dissertation to consider the accumulation of switching
times would increase its general applicability. Sufficiency conditions for the multiplephase problem defined in Chapter 6 may also be derived, though this is expected to be
highly non-trivial. An appropriate approach would be the identification of a viscosity
solution from which sufficiency conditions could then be derived (Bardi and CappuzzoDolcett, 1997).

The degree to which the convergence of compressed-annealing algorithms benefit from
alternative generation mechanisms is also an open question.

The use of alternative metaheuristic procedures may also be warranted. For example,
the integration of tabu methods and simulated reproduction in genetic algorithms has
led to the development of the highly-effective scatter-search algorithm (Glover et al.,
2003). This procedure has shown reasonable promise for the identification of nearoptimal solutions in complex simulation models (April et al., 2003).

Continued development and refinement of decision support tools and ongoing
improvement in the quality of input data will aid future bioeconomic analysis of the
value of perennial pasture phases in Australian dryland agricultural systems.
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Appendix 1: This appendix contains the MATLAB programme for the application of the multiple-phase optimal control algorithm
developed in Chapter 6 and applied in Chapter 7. The programme presented is that for the standard set of parameter values
(see Section 7.2.1).
Appendix 2: This appendix contains the 2002 RIM model extended to incorporate a lucerne enterprise. This model and extension are
described in Chapter 8.
Appendix 3: This appendix contains the code for the compressed-annealing algorithm described in Chapter 9 and applied in Chapter 10.
Appendix 4: This appendix contains the GAMS code for the linear-programming model described in Section 11.2.1.
Appendix 5: This appendix contains the GAMS code used to identify the shadow price of the linear-programming model described
in Section 11.2.1 across a wide range of water table depths.
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Appendix Three: VBA code for the compressed-annealing algorithm
This appendix presents the VBA code used to implement the compressed-annealing
procedure described in Chapter 9.
CA code
'Enter parameters from UserForm
Dim IC As Double, LMC, DL, DC, ML, CSA, AR, NR, R, POWER, Pacc, Temp
IC = txtIC.Text
LMC = txtLMC.Text
DL = txtDL.Text
DC = txtDC.Text
ML = txtML.Text
CSA = txtCSA.Text
AR = txtAR.Text
NR = txtNR.Text
'Maximum number of annealing runs is 50
If NR > 50 Then
NR = 50
End If
R=1
While R < NR + 1
Sheets("SA").Cells(6, 4) = R
'Construct random binary matrix in memory
Sheets("SA").Activate
Dim SAM(480) As Integer 'simulated annealing matrix
Dim NPVcon(500) As Integer 'convergence matrix
Temp = IC
Sheets("SA").Cells(4, 2) = Temp
'Construct random binary matrix
For J = 1 To 480
Randomize
SAM(J) = Int(2 * Rnd)
Next
'Print matrix to worksheet
For J = 1 To 480
ColM = 1 + (J Mod 20)
If ColM = 1 Then
ColM = 21 'This loop corrects an error associated with use of Mod function
End If
Sheets("SA").Cells(8 + ((J - 1) \ 20), ColM) = SAM(J)
Next
'NOTE: CHANGE FILE NAME HERE IF REQUIRED
Workbooks("C.xls").Activate ‘activates the excel worksheet for the C rotation
Dim NPVo As Single, NPVn, TError, NA, NT, MyObject, Comp, L, S
If CSA = 1 Then 'Define procedure as CSA or SA with fixed penalty value
L=0

1

Else
L = ML
End If
Sheets("SA").Cells(4, 4) = L
Set MyObject = ActiveWorkbook
'Get NPV from sheet
NPVo = Sheets("SA").Cells(3, 2) 'NPV
TError = Sheets("SA").Cells(3, 4) 'Number of errors
AFo = NPVo - TError * L 'Augmented functional
I=1
Sheets("SA").Cells(2, 4) = I
Do Until Temp < 0.001
NA = 1
NT = 1
J=1
Do
Sheets("SA").Cells(5, 2) = NT
'Select cell for updating
Randomize
CurCell = Int((480 * Rnd) + 1)
'
Swap its binary value
If SAM(CurCell) = 0 Then
SAM(CurCell) = 1
Else
SAM(CurCell) = 0
End If
'Print updated cell to worksheet
ColM = 1 + (CurCell Mod 20)
If ColM = 1 Then
ColM = 21
End If
Sheets("SA").Cells(8 + ((CurCell - 1) \ 20), ColM) = SAM(CurCell)
'Get current profit from worksheet
NPVn = Sheets("SA").Cells(3, 2)
TError = Sheets("SA").Cells(3, 4) 'Number of errors
AFn = NPVn - TError * L
If AFn >= AFo Then 'always accept higher profit
AFo = AFn
Sheets("SA").Cells(2, 2) = AFo
NA = NA + 1
Sheets("SA").Cells(6, 2) = NA
Sheets("SA").Cells(5, 4) = NA / NT
Else
POWER = (AFn - AFo) / Temp
'The following statement controls overflow of the exponential function
If POWER > 100 Then
Pacc = 100 'default error value
Else
Pacc = Exp(POWER) 'calculate probability of changing configurations
End If

2

Randomize
If Pacc > Rnd Then
'Update iterates
AFo = AFn
Sheets("SA").Cells(2, 2) = AFo
NA = NA + 1
Sheets("SA").Cells(6, 2) = NA
Sheets("SA").Cells(5, 4) = NA / NT
Else 'undo change
If SAM(CurCell) = 1 Then
SAM(CurCell) = 0
Else
SAM(CurCell) = 1
End If
'Print updated cell to worksheet
ColM = 1 + (CurCell Mod 20)
If ColM = 1 Then
ColM = 21
End If
Sheets("SA").Cells(8 + ((CurCell - 1) \ 20), ColM) = SAM(CurCell)
End If
End If
A = Timer
While Timer < A + 0.005
DoEvents
Wend
If NA = Int(LMC * AR) Then Exit Do
If NT = 480 Then Exit Do
NT = NT + 1
Loop
NPVcon(I) = AFo
Temp = Temp * DC
If CSA = 1 Then
L = ML * (1 - Exp(-DL * I))
Else
L = ML
End If
If I > 10 Then 'break loop if NPV has converged
If NPVcon(I - 8) = NPVcon(I - 9) Then
If NPVcon(I - 6) = NPVcon(I - 7) Then
If NPVcon(I - 4) = NPVcon(I - 5) Then
If NPVcon(I - 2) = NPVcon(I - 3) Then
If NPVcon(I) = NPVcon(I - 1) Then Exit Do
End If
End If
End If
End If
End If
I=I+1
Sheets("SA").Cells(2, 4) = I

3

Sheets("SA").Cells(4, 2) = Temp
Sheets("SA").Cells(4, 4) = L
Sheets("SA").Cells(6, 2) = 0
Loop
‘Print results to “Output” sheet
Sheets("NPV").Activate
Sheets("NPV").Cells(R + 1, 2) = AFo
Sheets("NPV").Cells(R + 1, 3) = I
Sheets("NPV").Cells(R + 1, 4) = TError
Sheets("Output").Activate
'Print matrix to worksheet
For J = 1 To 480
ColM = 1 + (J Mod 20)
If ColM = 1 Then
ColM = 21
End If
Sheets("Output").Cells((25 * (R - 1) + 2) + ((J - 1) \ 20), ColM) = SAM(J)
Next
R=R+1
Wend
Sheets("NPV").Activate
Close
End Sub
‘Define default values on User Form
Private Sub UserForm_Activate()
txtIC.Text = 903 'initial control parameter
txtLMC.Text = 480 'length of Markov chain
txtDL.Text = 0.04 'decompression rate
txtDC.Text = 0.925 'control-decrement ratio
txtML.Text = 413 'maximum lambda value
txtCSA.Text = 1 'CSA option (1=CSA,0=SA)
txtAR.Text = 0.5 'acceptance ratio
txtNR.Text = 1 'number of runs
End Sub
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Appendix Four: Linear programming code used in Chapter 11
This appendix presents the GAMS/MINOS 5.5 code used to solve the LP model in
Chapter 11.
recharge.gms
$TITLE Recharge model
$offsymxref offsymlist
options solprint=on, limrow=0, limcol=0, decimals=2;
set t time/0*99/;
parameter df(t) discount factor;
df(t) = power(1+0.05,1-ord(t))
parameter opt optimal values;
scalar b permissible recharge/500/;
scalar gc gross margin for crop/79/;
scalar gl gross margin for lucerne-based system/66/;
scalar gs gross margin for saltbush/22/;
scalar dc recharge for crop/30/;
scalar dl recharge for lucerne-based system/7.4/;
scalar ds recharge for saltbush/0/;
positive variables
xc(t) proportion of land planted to annual crop in year t
xl(t) proportion of land planted to lucerne-based system in year t
xs(t) proportion of land planted to saltbush in year t;
free variables
npv net present value;
equations
obj objective function
wtc water table constraint
lnd(t) land constraint;
obj.. npv =e= sum(t,df(t)*(xc(t)*gc+xl(t)*gl+xs(t)*gs));
wtc.. sum(t,(xc(t)*dc+xl(t)*dl))=l=b;
lnd(t).. xs(t)+xc(t)+xl(t)=e=1;
model recharge/all/;
solve recharge using lp maximising npv;
opt(t,"opt.crop")=xc.l(t);
opt(t,"opt.lucerne")=xl.l(t);
opt(t,"opt.saltbush")=xs.l(t);
display opt;
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Appendix Five: Linear programming code used to identify λi in
Chapter 11
This appendix presents the GAMS/MINOS 5.5 code used to identify the shadow price λ
across a wide range of water table depths in Chapter 11.
shadow.gms
$TITLE Code used to derive shadow prices for each initial water table depth
$offsymxref offsymlist
options solprint=on, limrow=0, limcol=0, decimals=2;
set t time/0*99/
set r range/1*3000/;
parameter df(t) discount factor;
df(t) = power(1+0.05,1-ord(t))
parameter opt optimal values;
parameter osp optimal shadow price;
parameter results(r);
scalar dum dummy variable for loop;
scalar gc gross margin for crop/79/;
scalar gl gross margin for lucerne-based system/66/;
scalar gs gross margin for saltbush/22/;
scalar dc recharge for crop/30/;
scalar dl recharge for lucerne-based system/7.4/;
scalar ds recharge for saltbush/0/;
positive variables
xc(t) proportion of land planted to annual crop in year t
xl(t) proportion of land planted to lucerne-based system in year t
xs(t) proportion of land planted to saltbush in year t;
free variables
npv net present value;
equations
obj objective function
wtc water table constraint
lnd(t) land constraint;
obj.. npv =e= sum(t,df(t)*(xc(t)*gc+xl(t)*gl+xs(t)*gs));
wtc.. sum(t,(xc(t)*dc+xl(t)*dl))=l=dum;
lnd(t).. xs(t)+xc(t)+xl(t)=e=1;
model recharge/all/;
loop(r,
dum = 0+ord(r);
solve recharge using lp maximising npv;
opt(t,"opt.crop")=xc.l(t);
opt(t,"opt.lucerne")=xl.l(t);
opt(t,"opt.saltbush")=xs.l(t);
osp("recharge.sp")=wtc.m;
*display opt, osp;
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results(r)=wtc.m;
);
display results
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